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BACKGROUND Q
The coating system currently used on Navy and Marine Corps aircraft

normally consists of an epoxy primer (MIL-P-23377 or MIL-P-85853) for adhesion
and corrosion inhibition, and a polyurethane topcoat (MIL-C-85285 or MIL-C-
83286) for durability, flexibility, chemical and weather resistance. A self-
priming topcoat has been developed at the Naval Air Development Center, which
was designed to replace the current two-coat system with one coating, thus
"UNICOAT.s

UNICOAT is a two component polyurethane coating which is similar in
chemistry to the standard Navy aircraft topcoat. However, the binder in this
coating was specifically designed to adhere directly to metallic and polymeric
(composite) substrates while still maintaining flexibility, chemical and
weather resistance. The polyester component contains pigments contributing to
color. opacity, -loss control, and corrosion inhibition, however it contains
no chromium or lead.

Upon mixing the two components, UNICOAT can be applied by spray, brush,
or roller to a clean surface with no speciai preparation. It has similar
application properties (flow, wetting, leveling, and hiding characteristics)
to the standard Navy topcoat. The recommended dry film thickness is 2 mils
(50 microns) when applied to aircraft structures. Application to other
surfaces may require slightly thinner or thicker films depending on the
specific substrate, pretreatment, and intended use.

UNICOAT can be applied at a volatile organic content (VOO) of 420 g/l (3.5
lb/gal) which meets the current regulations for self-priming topcoats in the
California Bay Area Air Quality Management District. By virtue of the self-

priming nature of UNICOAT, or essentially the elimination of a priming step,
the volatile emissions associated with a priming step (340 g/l) are also
eliminated from the UNICOAT finishing system. However, UNICOAT currently has
two application deficiencies: sh'ort pot life and slightly high viscosity.
Xost two-component coatings have a pot life of greater than 4 hours in order
to minimize logiszical and scheduling problems during paint application. Due
to the chemistry of the coating, UNICOAT has an inherently short pot life.
This short pot life characteristic is magnified wheo the coating is
excessively millec during production, exposed to heat, or with the passage of
time. These eff,!cts are believed to be irreversible. Due to these variables,
the pot life can range from 0.5 to 1.5 hr. The viscosity of flat and gloss
UNICOAT at 420 gIl is approximately 35 and 29 seconds through a Zahn #2 cup,
respectively. This viscosity is greater than the viscosity of the standard
topcoat but is comparable to that of many high-solid topcoats and effective
application can be achieved using airless, air-assisted airless, or
conventional air-atomizing spray equipment. The application transfer
efficiency can be optimized by utilizing electrostatic application and the pot
life deficiency can he negated by the use of plural compouent equipment with
the standard application equipment mentioned above. However, efforts to
increase the pot life through formulation modification continue.

tn general, the physical properties evaluated in laboratory tests, meet
or exceed the performance requirements of the standard coating system. The
adhesion and corrouion resistance are particularly noteworthy. Tape adhesion
of the coating after 5 days immersion in water at 65 0 C (1500F) far surpasses
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the requirements of the standard primer and topceat. The scrape adhesion
following this exposure is greater than 5 kE compared to the 3 kg requirement
of the epoxy primer with no exposure. Scribed aluminum specimens exposed to
5% NaCl salt spray for 2000 hours show no substantial substrate corrosion
(no significant difference when compared to the standard coating system).
UNICOAT also provides s,'--rior fillform (1000 hr) and S0 2 /NaCI (500 hr)
corrosion resistance co. ced to the standard coating system. UNICOAT also
provides a superior barrier between the substrate and the environment compared
to the standard system as evidenced after 24 hr and 120C hr in a 3.5% NaCI
salt solution using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.

Following laboratory characterization of UNICOAT, thirteen active
aircraft (four F-14's, three H-3-s, one P-3 and five T-34-s) were entirely
painted with the self-priming topcoat. ProductioE. engineering personnel were
informed of the pot life limitation in advance so that appropriate application
procedures could be used tc circumvent this probiem. In all cases, production
personnel were pleased with the application and appearance of UNICOAT.
Similar to the laboratory results, the on-going field evaluations indicate
that UNICOAT meets or exceeds the performance of the standard coating system.

In particular, the results confirm the durability and corrosion
protection of UNICOAT in actual environmental conditions. Two years after
application to the first F-14, including 9 months deployment at sea, the
coating remains in excellent condition and evaluations from field personnel
continue to be exceptionally high. Improved durability and cleanability of
UNICOAT has been observed in combination with a decrease in required corrosion
control maintenance on this aircraft as compared to an F-14 painted with the
standard coating system. Field tests for the other three F-14ts and the three
H-3 aircraft are producing similar results.

Seven of the above thirteen aircraft were painted with UNICOAT on
deoxidized (with no chromate conversion coating) aluminum in order to
eliminate all of the chromates from the finishing sytem. One H-3 was
chemically deoxidized using a solution of NIL-C-10578. The P-3 was chromate
conversion coated on the starboard side and mechanically deoxidized on the
port side with an abrasive pad. Performance on the H-3 and P-3 has been
equivalent to standard conversion coated substrates. All five of the T-34s
were entirely chemically deoxidized. A proprietary deoxidizer was used on the
first three T-34's. An adhesion problem was discovered on these T-34's, but
was determined by NADC and NADEP Pensacola to be a preparation and
pretreatment deficiency rather than an intrinsic deficiency of UNICOAT. In
response to this deficiency, Nil-C-38334 (chemical deoxidizer) was used on the
next two T-34rs, conforming to a specific surface preparation procedure
provided by NADC. Preliminary tests Indicate that this pretreatment is a
significant Improvement compared to the proprietary deoxidizer. Procedures
for applying UNICOAT to a non-chromated surface have been developed and are
provided in this report. The corrosion control maintenance data on all
aircraft painted with UNICOAT continues to be collected and analyzed.

Current data strongly indicates that the advantages provided by UNICOAT
include significant reductions In:

I. Paint application time, manpower, and materials.
2. Emissions of hazardous materials (chromates and volatile organics).
3. Aircraft maintenance.
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The estimated annual cost savings for the Navy due to the application of D
one coating (UNICOAT) in lieu of the current two coating system for aircraft
is $5.3 million. These savings result from the elimination of applying a
primer to ai, aircraft during the painting process at the organizational,
intermediat!, and depot maintenance levels. Emission of hazardous
m&terials are reduced in that: (1) the VOC content of this self-priming
topcoat is far less than that of the standard primer and topcoat system and
(2) UNICOAT contains no chromates or other carcinogenic pigments.

UNiCOAT, has been given a federal specification number (Tr-C-2756) which
is currently being prepared by the Naval Air Engineering Center. A patent has
been issued for the low gloss version of UNICOAT and a patent application has
beea submitted for the high gloss version of UNICOAT.

This document is a compilation of laboratory reports, field evaluations,
and general information on UNICOAT as generated by NADC, other Navy
activities. aircraft manufacturers, and paint and piint equipment
manufacturers.

o
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The objective of the investigation discussed herein was to develop a
coating which could be applied directly to an aluminum substrate and also
perform as a topcoat. In addition to developing this primer/topcoat, a flexible
primer was formulated to improve the flexibility of the current Navy aircraft
coating system.

U.S. Navy aircraft currently are painted with a high performance protective
paint system consisting of an epoxy primer (MIL-P-23377 or MIL-P-85582) and a
polyurethane topcoat (MIL-C-83286). Several types of aircraft also require a
coat of spray sealant (MIL-S-8802, MIL-S-81733, or MIL-P-87122) between the
primer and topcoat. The current paint system was designed to protect aluminum
aircraft structures from the harsh aircraft carrier environmer.t which contains
corrosive sea water spray and, on non-nuclear powered carriers, sulfur dioxide
stack gases. The epoxy primers are adherent and inhibit corrcsion of the
substrate. The polyurethane topcoat is chemical and weaLher resistant,
flexible, and provides the desired optical properties. A sealant coat is
occasionaly applied to enhance the flexibility of the coatlig system and prevent
cracking of the paint, especially around fasteners.

Although the current paint system performs well, the indi.vidual coatings
exhibit several deficiencies. The primer is brittle, especially at low
temperatures (-600 F), resulting in extensive cracking oZ the paint system in
highly flexed areas of the aircraft. The sealants are soft and easily deformed
and are difficult to apply and remove. In addition, increased awareness and
concern for the environment and worker safety have caused local and state
governments to limit volatile organic component (VOC) emissions from painting
operations. These regulations have impacted Naval Air Rtwork Facilities (NARFs)
and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) by limiting the amount and types of

paint which can be applied. Numerous facilities have been threatened with fines
and closure for using the above paint system. The carcinogenic effects of
chromates which are used in aircraft primers (Mil-P-23377 and Mil-P-85582)
present another concern with current coating systems. Use of chromates has not
been restricted to date but limiting regulations are expected in the near
future.

The use of one coating, a primer/topcoat, which is adherent, corrosion
inhibiting, flexible, chemical and weather resistant, will provide performance,
time, and money-saving improvements. Application of one flexible coating
reduces the risk of coating failure due to cracking and allows easy touch-up
when required. Application of a primer/topcoat to replace two coatings
decreases the amount of VOC emissions during the painting operation. In
addition, the coatings developed during this effort were specifically formulated
with the intent of minimizing VOC and eliminating chromates. Other advantages
of the primer/topcoat are the amount of time and manpower saved when applying
and removing the system. The current paint system requires the application of a
primer and topcoat over the entire exterior surface of the aircraft and
application of a spray sealant over certain designated areas. The
primer/tipcoat would permit the application of only one coating over the
aircraft, thus reducing application time by at least 50%. In addition, the time
required and the cost to strip the paint from the aircraft when rework is
required would be significantly reduced. The use of a primer/topcoat would
reduce the weight of the paint system on the external surface of an aircraft by

ij
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30 to 40%. For an F-14, this would be a weight reduction of apr :oximately 55
pounds.

The initial objective of thie investigation was to develop the
primer/topcoat coating. During development, it became apparent that a flexible
primer could be form.ulated using a similar binder and pigment system. The use
of this primer would require the application of a conventional topcoat. The
advantage of a flexible primer is elimination of the need for a sealant coat
while improving the overall flexibility of the paint system. This also would
decrease application time and coating system weight by eliminating the need for
a sealant coat. Reference (1) discusses an evaluation of elastomeric primers
and sealants for use on aircraft.

Although the primer/topcoat and flexible primer both were designed for use
on Navy aircraft, they would not be used in conjunction. The advantages of both
coatings are discussed above and although use of the primer/topcoat would be
more benificial, until extensive field testing is completed, full scale use
cannot be recommended. Therefore, introduction of both coatings provides two
alternative approaches to improve aircraft coating systems.

2.0 COATING PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

During the three pha&es of coating development, paints were prepared and
applied to aluminum panels for optical and physical testing. The formulated
coatings were prepared in the following manner. The designated pigments were
mixed with the desired resin syitem in a one quart glass jar half filled with
glass shot (5 millimeters in diameter). This mixture was vigorously agitated on
a paint shaker for approximately 30 minutes. The required fineness of grind of
the pigment was a minimum of 5 according to ASTM D1210 using a Hegmen gauge.

Following pigment milling and dispersion in the resin system, this mixture
wa3 added to the appropriate curing agent when necessary. The viscosity of the
foruilated coating was measured using a Zahn #2 cup. A viscosity ranging from
18 22 seconds was desired for application of the coating. If viscosity
reduction was required, the admixed material was diluted with solvent specified
by the resin manufacturer or appropriate substitutes. The resulting coatings
were applied to aluminum specimens of 3.0 x 6.0 x 0.02 inches (7.62 x 15.24 x
0.05 cm) using conventional air spray. The specimens used in all tests, except
the flexibility and filiform corrosion tests, were 2024-T3 bare aluminum alloy
meeting specification £Q-A-250/4. The specimens were cleaned and chromated with
materials conforming to MIL-C-81706 to produce a chemical conversion coating
meeting MIL-C-5541. The filiform test specimens were 2024 - T3 Alclad chromate
conversion coated per Mil-C-5541. The flexibility test specimens were 2024-0
temper aluminum alloy, anodized in accordance with MIL-A-8625, type I.

While under development, the formulated coatings were tested against each
other for comparison and illustration of tlhe best formulation. When the optimum
formulations were determined, they were tested against control materials, MIL-P-
23377E epoxy primer and MIL-C-83286 polyurethane topcoat. Although the current
revision of Mil-P-23377 is the "D" version, the "E" revision has been drafted.
A conrol primer meeting the "E" revision requirements was used as a control in
this study. Koroflex, a one-component, flexible primer manufactured by DeSoto,
Inc. was used as the control for the flexible primer materials. The

V 2
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conventional primers were applied to a thickness of 0.9 mils (22.91(m).3 Flexible primers were applied to a thickness of 1.1 to 1.5 mils (27.9 to
38.1 k(m). The conventional topcoats were applied one hour following primer
application to a thickness of 1.8 to 2.0 mils (45.7 to 50.8 m). The
primer/topcoats were applied to film thickness of 2.0 to 2.2 mils (50.8 to
55.9/4 m). In all tests, the primers were analyzed without a topcoat; for
adhesion and corrosion, they also were tested with a topcoat. All coatings were
allowed to cure for 7 days at ambient laboratory conditions prior to testing.

The set-to-touch time was measured as the time following application when
the coating clung weakly to the finger when touched under gentle pressure, but
none of the film transfered to the finger. The dry-har4, time of the coatings
was measured according to Method 4061 of Federal Test Method Standard 141B.

The method was performed by placing the coated panel between the thumb and
forefinger, with the thumb on the coating, and applying maximum pressure. Tne
impression left on the coating was then lightly polished with a soft cloth. The
dry-hard time was recorded as the time follow~eag appltcation when the impression
left by the thumb could be completely removed.

The 60 and 85 degree gloss was measured according to ASTM Method D523 using
a GG-7562 multi-angle glossmeter manufactured by Gardner Laboratory. Color of
the primer/topcoats was characterized by measuring tristimulus and LAB values
using the McBeth 1010S colorimeter with illuminent C.

Adhesion of the coating systems was measured by wet-tape test defined in
ASTM D3359, Method A and the Scrape-Adhesion Test defined in ASTM D2197, Method
B. The Wet-Tape Test was performed by immersing a coated specimen in distilled
water at 75+50 F (24+30 C) for 24 hours. Upon removal, two parallel cuts were
made, one inch aFart, through the coating and into the substrate. Using firm
pressure, a one-inch wide strip of 3M-250 masking tape (manufactured by
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company) was placed on the coating
perpendicular to the direction of the cuts. Following this, the tape was
removed in a quick and steady pull. The coating was then inspected and
evaluated in accordance with the following system:

5A No peel or removal
4A Trace peeling or removal along the cut
3A Jagged removal along cuts up to 1/16 inch (1.6m) on either side
2A Jagged removal along most of the cuts up to 1/8 inch (3.2mm) on

either side
IA Removal from over 50% of the area under the tape
OA Removal of all the coating under the tape and/or beyond the tape

The adhesion of the primers and primer/topcoats to the substrate and the
intercoat adhesion between the topcoats and the primer were evaluated using the
SG-1605 Scrape-Adhesion Test Apparatus manufactured by Gardner Laboratory. The
test was performed by guiding a weighted stylus at a 45-degree angle to the
specimen slong the substrate into the coating being tested. The scrape-adhesion
was recorded as the heaviest weight used without the stylus shearing the coating
from thz underlying surface. For primers and primer/topcoats, this surface was
the aluminum substrate, for topcoats, it was the primer coat.

The coatings were tested for resistance to hydraulic fluids conforming to

3
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specificatons MIL-H-5606, MIL-H-83282, and MIL-H-83306 Hon3anto Skydrol 500B and
a lubricating oil conforming to Specification MIL-L-23699. Coated specimens
were immersed in the MIL-H-5606 and MIL-H-83282 hydraulic fluids at 1500 F
(660 C) for 24 hours, in MIL-L-23699 lubricating oil at 2500 F (1210 C) for 24
hours, and in MIL-H-83306 hydraulic fluid at 700 F (210 C) for 7 days. Upon
removal, the coatings were examined for softening, blistering, loss of adhesion,
and any other coating defects.

Salt-spray tests were conducted according to ASTM Method B117. Specimens
were scribed with an "X" through the coating system and into the substrate prior
to the exposure period. Although the specified exposure period for Mil-P-23377E
and Mil-C-83286B are 1000 and 500 hours, respectively, additonal specimens were
exposed for 2000 hours and for one year. The specimens were subsequently
examined for corrosion deposits in the scribe an! blistering and uplifting of
the coating.

Additional salt spray tests were performed using a specimen consisting of
an aluminum panel attached to a graphite/epoxy composite as illustrated in
Figure 1. A 6 x 6 x 0.125 inch (15.24 x 15.24 x 0.32 cm) aluminum specimen
conforming to QQ-A-250/12 (T6 temper), anodized per Mil-A-8625, Type 1 was
primed. Two diagonal intersecting scribes were made through the primer and into
the substrate. A3 x 3 x 0.09 inch (7.62 x 7.62 x 0.24 cm) graphite/epoxy panel
with 0, 90 orientation of approximately 16 plies was attached to the center of
the aluminum specimen with four nylon fasteners. Four 2 inch lines were scribed
along the edge of the composite into the aluminum. The specimen was then
exposed to 5 Z salt spray for 500 hours, removed, disassembled and analyzed for
coating defects and corrosion of the aluminum. ,f

The filiform corrosion test was performed by scribing an "X" through the
applied coating and into the aluminum substrate. The panel was then placed in a
desiccator approximately 2 inches above concentrated (12 normal) hydrochloric
acid for 65 minutes. Without rinsing the specimen, it then was placed in a
chamber at 1020 F (390 C) and 80 percent relative humidity fir 1000 hours. The
specimens were then examined for deformities in the coating and corrosion of the
aluminum, especially thread like defects in the film stemming from the scribe.

The coatings were evaluated for strippablility by placing a painted
specimen at a 600 angle with the horizontal. Mil-R-81294 paint remover was
poured along the upper edge to completely cover the surface. After 15 minutes,
the specimen was brushed and rinsed with water, removing the loosened coating.
The area of the specimen in which the coating was removed was recorded.

Humidity resistance tests were performed by exposing painted specimens to
95% relative humidity and 1200 F (490 C) for 30 days. The coatings were then
examined for blistering, softening, and loss of adhesion.

The coating systems were tested for flexibility according to ASTM Method
D1731 7. Specime- .s at -600 F (-510 C) were bent around 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, and 1 inch
mandrels. After returning to room ."emperature, the coating systems were
examined for cracking along the bend.

The coating systems were tested for impact flexibility as defined in Method
6226 of Federal Test Method Standard 1418. The test inetrument consisted of a
solid steel cylinder with spherical knobs protruding from the end. These knobs

4
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were designed such that the coating system could be subjacted to elongations of
0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 40, and 60 percent. The steel cylinder was allowed toC) fall freely from a height of 42 inches (1.05 meters) through a hollow guide
cylinder, striking the reverse side of a coated specimen. The imprints formed
from the knobs were then examined for cracking. The imprint causing the highest
elongation which did not cause cracking of the coating was recorded as the
impact flexibility.

Painted specimens were exposed for 500 hours in a 6000-watt, xenon-arc
weatherometer. The continuous cycle consisted of 102 minutes of high-intensity
light only and 18 minutes ot light and water spray. The specimens were tested
according to ASTM Method G26, Type BF with the conditions in the chamber as
follows:

Black body temperature 140 + 50 F(60+30 C)
Relative humidity 50 + 57.
Intensity of the xenon arc 0.55 + 0.05 watts per square meter at 340

nanometers wavelength

After 500 hours exposure, the specimens were examined for substrate corrosion
and coating color, gloss, and Impact flexibility changes. Although Mil-C-83286B
specifies the use of a carbon-arc weatherometer, the xenon-arc exposure has been
demonstrated to be as severe.

The topcoats were tested for heat resistance by subjecting coated
specimens to 4000 F (1490 C) for four hours. The coatings were then examined for
changes in color, gloss, and impact flexibility.

3.0 COATING FORMULATION

The primer/topcoat development was completed in three phases. In the first
phase, various polyneric binders were ecreened for adhesion, flexibility,
chemical and weather resistance accordinj to the methods previously described.
Due to the stringent requirements for the desired coating, many resin systems
were immediately eliminated from sonsideration. In general, epoxy polymers have
poor weather resistance, alkyds do not have the required chemical or weather
resistance, atid acrylics lack adhesion, durability, and chemical resistance.
Polyurethane resins were the primary binder candidates. After analyzing a
number of polyurethane resins, the most promising material based on the above
properties was a polyurethane which was obtained by reacting a blend of
polyester polyols (X3009-Part A manufactured by Coatings for Industry) with
hexamethylene dilsocyanate (X3009 part B). Table I lists the resin
characLeristies and Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the infrared spectra of the two
resins, respectively.

The objective of the second phase of the primer/topcoat development was to
formulate a pigment system which would provide opacity, low gloss, corrosion
protection, and a gray coating. The pigments also were evaluated for effects on
coating flexibility and adhesion. This phase was performed by selecting and
combining corrosion inhibitive, opaque, and extender pigments and incorporating
them into the selected polyurethane resin at various concentrations. A
theoretical prediction and statistically designed experimental verification
approach outlined in references (2) and (3) was used to determine the most0
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likely optimum component concentrations and the compositions to he tested to
verify these predictions. Since the objective was to develop white and
camouflage gray coatings, candidate pigments had to be white, gray, or black.
Extender pigments reduce gloss but provide little or no opacity to the dry film.

The most promising pigment system consisted of titanium diGxide, zinc
phosphate, zinc molybdate, titanium dioxide vesiculated beads, and an organic
zinc salt (SICORIN 11Z manufactured by BASF). Titanium dioxide and titanium
dioxide vesiculated beads are the primary pigments for providing opacitf. The
vesiculated beads also assist in reducing gloss due to their high oil absorption
characteristics (2). Zinc molybdate, zinc phosphate, and Sicorin RZ are
corrosion inhibitors. Table II lists the characteristics of these pigments.

After defining the binder/pigment system, the final phase of the
development effort was completed by optimizing the solvent and pigment
concentrations to obtain a material that exceeded the performance requirements
of the primer (MIL-P-23377E) and the topcoat (MIL-C-83286B). The optimized
composition of a lusterless white and a gray primer/topcoat along with critical
compositional properties are provided in Table III. Physical and optical
properties of these materials will be presented and discussed in the next
section of this report. Initially, the candidate binder systems were thinned
using solvents recommended by the polymer resin manufacturer. After it was
determined that the X3009 polyurethane resin system manufactured by Coating For
Industry was the prime candidate, Mil-T-81772, a standard urethane thinner, was
used. In this final phase of development and optimization, 1,1,1

trichloroethane was substituted for the Mil-T-81772. This was done because
1,1,1 trichloroethane currently is an exempt solvent and thinning viscosity can
be obtained without increasing the measured volatile organic content (VOC).

During the primer/topcoat development, it became apparent that the raw
materials being used could also be applied to formulate flexible primers, with
and without chromates. As a coinciding effort, an investigation was undertaken
to develop these primers. Corrosion inhibiting pigments, including zinc
chromate, strontium chromate, barium chromate, along with those previously
identified, were combined with the x3009 polyurethane using an extreme vertices
statistical design (4). The three critical properties evaluated were adhesion,
flexibility, and corrosion inhibition. Table IV list the composition of the
NADC flexible primer. The proptrties of this material are presented and
discussed in the following section.

4.0 COATING TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The properties of the developed primer/topcoat and flexible primers are
listed in Table V along with critical performance requirements of Mil-P-23377E
epoxy primer and Mil-C-83286B topcoat.

4.1 Primer/Topcoat Analysis

From the data in Table V, it is evident that tne primer/topcoat meets all of
the critical requirements for both specifications. Although the Mil-C-83286B
600 gloss requirements for camouflage topcoats is 7 ti 12, Navy aircraft are
painted with a special designation Mil-C-83286B, "gunship quality" which has 600
and 850 gloss requirements of less than 3. Gloss is partially dependent upon

6
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pigment milling arid paint application procedures, therefore slight formulation
modification may be necessary to obtain the desired gloss. The formulationD'. concentrations listed in Table III are approximate and reduction of gloss may be
accomplished by using a high oil ibsorption flatting agent such as amorphous
silica. However, because addition of flatting agents alsc can cause loss in
flexibility, large amounts of these agents are not recommended. In addition, it
is believed that a 600 gloss of below 5 and an 850 gloss of below 10 are not
significant increases and will not impact aircraft camouflage and vulnerability.

The specified exposure period for Mil-P-23377E and Mil-C-83286B on 2024-T3
in salt spray is 1000 and 500 hours, respectively. However, the primer/topcoat
passed this requirement and the exposure period was continued for one year.
Figure 4 is a photograph of Mil-P-23377E specimens, Figure 5 is Mil-P-23377E
topcoated with Mil-C-832863, and Figure 6 is the lusterless white primer/topcoat
following 2000 hours in 5% salt spray. These cpecimens exhibited no substrate
corrosion or blistering of the coatings. Figure 7 illustrates primer/topcoat
specimens following one year in salt spray. Prior to chemically removing the
coating in order to analyze the substrate, it was observed that the coating had
blistered but was not punctured along the bottom edge of the exposed specimens
and at one small area at the upper tip of one of the scribes. On both
specimers, corrosion was obse ved at the areas where the coating had blistered.
Due to the extent and location of the corrosion and the duration in salt spray,
these results indicate good corrosion protection of the aluminum.

Yellowish deposits were observed in the circular corrosion areas and in the
scribe as shown in Figures 9 and 10. These deposits are not grain-like as is
usually observed with sodium chloride and aluminum oxide deposits. Chemical 1
anal7sis of these deposits indicates a large concentration of aluminum and
smaller concentrations of chromium, zinc, and molybdenum. Figure 10 is the
scribe area of a primer/topcoat specimen after 2000 hours in salt spray.
Although the deposits are present on the specimens, they do not cover the entire
scribe area, indicating that a build-up of these deposits occurs with exposure
in salt spray. Upon further examination, it was determicted that there were no
pits under these deposits in the scribe area. For comparison, Figure L1 is an
NADC flexible primer specimen exposed to salt spray fur one year which had no
deposits in the scribe. The scribe area of this specimen was shiny, revealing
the aluminum substrate.

The volatile organic content (VOC) of the primer/topcoat prior to thinning
is 395 grams )f organic solvent per liter of paint. After thinning to spray
viscosity (2( - 22 seconds with a Zahn 2 cup) with 1l,l, trichloroethane, which
is currently an exempt solvent, the VOC of the primer/topcoat is 295 g/l.
Currently, the most stringent solvent emission requirements are set by the South
Coast Air Quality Control District in California. The limitations for topcoats
are 420 g/l for aerospace equipment and 350 g/l for miscellan-ous metal parts.
The primer/topcoat meets both of these regulations and has the added advantage
of not requiring a primer coat, further minimizing solvent emissions.

As stated previously, adhesion, flexibility, strippability, corrosion
resistance, fluid resistance, heat resistance, and weatherablitty of the
primer/topcoat meet or exceed the appropriate primer and topcoat specification
requirements. The benifits of this material are:

1. Decreased paint application time and manpower

7
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2. Less applied paint and lower aircraft weight
3. Reduced aircraft downtime C
4. Less volatile organic solvent emissions
5. No chromate emissions

The cost of aircraft painting and stripping subsequently can be reduced due
to less manpower and material requirements. Lower VOC and the absence of
chromates in the coating are benificial for worker safty and environmental
concerns which also lessens the burden on painting facilitics such as NARFs and
OEMs in conforming with emission regulations.

4.2 NADC Flexible Primer Analysis

The NADC flexible primer meets or exceeds all the requirements of Mil-P-
23377E except the set-to-touch time which is less than 30 minutes; the flexible
primer is set-to-touch in less than 45 minutes. This is not considered
significant because the set-to-touch and dry hard times of the flexible primer
are fat less than that for the topcoat, which would normally be applied over the
primer. Therefore, the additional 15 minutes requirad for the set-to-touch time
for the flexible primer would not add a significant amount of time to apply the
entire coating system to an aircraft. It should also be noted that the
polyurethane binder system of this flexible primer is similar to that of the
MIL-C-83286. Overcoating with MIL-C-83286 shortly after application of this
primer will improve the intercoat adhesion of the paint system. The main reason
for delay between priatng and topcoating is to allow most of the primer solvent
to evaporate. This will occur within 30 minutes.

One objective in developing this coating was to meet the requirements for a C
proposed specification for a flexible primer (Table VI). To date, the only
material known to meet these requirements is Koroflex (DeSoto, Inc.). The NADC
flexible primer meets or exceeds all of these requirements except elongation at
break. The elongation at break of the NADC primer is 31%. Although this is
significantly less than the 100% requirement, the flexibility required of a
primer to prohibit coating failure on an aircraft is unknown. Koroflex has
performed well in field tests on operational aircraft. Field testing of the
NADC primer is currently being performed to determine if its flexibility is
adequate to significantly reduce cracking of the aircraft paint system.
Increasing the flexibility of the NADC primer may be possible by blending the
polyurethane binder with a more flexible resin and by incorporating elastomeric
fillers into the coating. Both of these techniques would cause the addition of
elastomeric domains in the cured coating which would relieve stresses,
prohibiting cracking of the coating (5).

The corrosion prop2rties of the NADC flexible primer are notable. Figures
12 and 13 illustrate the NADC primer with and without a topcoat after 2000 hours
in salt spray. Figure 14 illustrate Koroflex specimens after 2000 hours salt
spray. All of the specimens had no corrosion of the substrate or uplifting of
the coating. Figure 14 shows some surface staining of the Koroflex due to
inadvertent splashing of a contaminent; however, no damage of the coating was
observed. Figure 15 illustrates the NADC flexible primer after I year exposure
to 5% salt spray. There was no corrosion or uplifting and the scribe area was
shiny, indicating excellant corrosion inhibition. Figure 11 further illustrates
the corrosion protection provided by the NADC flexible primer.
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The corrosion inhibiting pigments utilized in the flexible primer, as
indicated in Table IV, are a combination of strontium chromate, barium chromate,
zinc chromate, and zinc molybdate. These pigments and their concentrations were
determined using a statistical experimental design Lo determine the most
effective inhibiting system for this primer. It must be noted that in the X3009
polyurethane resin system, this exact pigment formulation provided corrosion
protection superior to any single pigment, including stontium chromate.

A second objective in the priner formulation effort was to develop a non-
lead, non-chromate primer for aluminum which will provide all of the desired
properties, especially corrosion inhibition. It is obvious from the
primer/topcoat formulation that non-lead, non-chroaate, corrosion preventive
coatings for aluminum can be develped. Currently, there are two military
specifications, Mil-P-52995 and Mil-P-53030, for lead and chrome free corrogion
preventive primers for ferrous and non-ferrous substrates. The pigment system
in these primers contains iron oxide, zinc phosphate, and Sicoria RZ. Mil-P-
52995 is a phthalic alkyd binder and Mil-P-53030 is an epoxy binder. Several
preliminary in-house primers were developed which had fair corrosion protection.
This investigltion is continuing in order to develop an optimum coating witnout

lead or chrome pignents.

The VOC of the NADC flexible primer is 442 g/l prior to thinning and 294
g/l after thinning to spray viscosity with l,l,i trichloroethane. The current

South Coast Air Quality Control District Regulations for primers are 350 g/l for
aero3pace equipment and 340 g/1 for metal parts. The thinned flexible primer
meets both of these requirements.

/'7N5.0 CONCLUSIONS

A coating has been developed whicrl can be applied directly to an aluminum
substrate and provide the properties of both a primer And a topcoftt. This
coating -feets all of the critical performance requirements of the primer and
topcoat currently used on Navy aircraft. The primer/topcoat coating provided
corrosion protection for an aluminum substrate for over 2000 hours in salt spray
with a non-lead and non-chro-ne pigment system. When used to replace the primer
and topcoat coating system on Navy aircraft, the primer/topcoat will reduce
paint application cost and time, aircraft downtime, and volatile organic and
chromate emiisions.

A flexible primer has been developed which meets the requirements for Mil-
P-23377E. Thii pri-er also passes all of the requirements of a proposed
flcxible primer specification except elongation at break. It does pass other
stringent low ind aihiost temperature flexibility requirements.

6.0 FUTURE EFFORTS

Field tsts on operational F-14 aircrafL are planned for the primer/topcoat

and flexible priser discussed in thli report. These coatings also are being
analyzed ,in the laboratory for their performance on graphite/epoxy composites
coxn on ,n r-rtcal military atircraft. Additional coating developme•nt is being
pertorm.,d to )btitn a non-lead, non-chrome pri.,ier for altiminum and to develop a
morp rl,.xiblo prim'.r.

0
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Tible I: Characteristics ot Polyurethane Resin X3009. C
X30•'9 Component A

"'ercent Solids 46.2

Hydroxyl Number 71

Acitd Number 9

Average Equivalent Weight 79i0

Lensity 1.06

X3009 Component B

Percent Solids 75.4

Percent Isocyanate (NCO) Content 16.5

Average Equivalent We;ght 25

Density 1.07

11
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Table II: Properties of Pigments

Titanium Zinc Zinc Sicorin TiVsBD
Diox ide Molvbdate Phosphate RZ

Appearance White White White White White
4

Shape Spherical Spherical Rectangular Platelet Spherical

Density (g/ml) 4.0 5.0 3.6 2.5 0.6

Oil Absorption 29.! 16.0 2.2 57.2 146.8

- (ASTM D281)

Particle Size. 0.2 4.0 6.0 2.5 5.0

Average, in microns

iL

Id'

12
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Table II: Properties of Pigments

Titanium Zinc Zinc Sicorin TiVsBD
Dioxide Molybdate Phosphate RZ

Appearance White White White White White

Shape Spherical Spheri:al Rectangular Platelet Spherical

Density (g/ml) 4.0 5.0 3.6 2.5 0.6

Oil Absorption 29. 16.0 23.2 57.2 146.8
(ASTM D281)

Particle Size. 0. 4.0 6.0 2.5 5.0
Average, in microns

1

12
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Table III: Composition of Lusterless White Primer/Tcecoat 0
Component A Percent by Weight

X7009 A '37.8
Titanium dioxide 1.1
Titanium dioxide yes. bds. 0.4
X.nc Phosphate 17.1
Sicorin RZ 1.7
.inc mol' 1bdate 30. 1

Sub-total 88.2

Component B

01i19B 11.8
Total 100.0

Th"se materials are mixed approximately 4 parts of Component A to
i part o+ Component B by volume. 26 grans (20 milliliters) of
1.1,1 trichloroethane were added to obtain a spray viscosity of
2. to '2 seconds using a Zahn 2 cup.

Pigment Volume Concentration

;igment-To-Binder Ratio 1.9

Wet Density (g/ml) 1.7

Dry Density (g/ml) 2.1

Volatile Organic Content (g/liter of paint)

Aiter thinning with 1,1,1 trichloroethane 295

Prior to thinning 395

0
13
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Table IV: Composition of NADC Fcl'urothane Fle:xible Primer

Component A Weight Percent

X' 09-A 53.2
Strontium chromate 4.4
Zinc chromate 4.4
Barium chromate 5.0
Zinc molybdate 5.4
Titanium dio>xide 3.1
Magnesium silicate 5.6

Sub-total 81.1

Component B

x .'09-B 18.9
Total 10.0

These materials are mixed appro;'imatelv 4 parts of Component A to
1 part of Component E by volumc. 40 gr31ms (37.8 mililite,-si of
1,1.1 trichloroetnane were added to obtain a sprai viscosity of
21) to 22 seconds using a Zahn 2 cup.

Pigment Volume Concentration 0. 4

Figment-To-Binder Ratio .7

iowet Density (g", ni 1.3

Dr,,, Density (g/ml) 1.6

Volatile Organic Content (g/liter of paint)

After thinning with 191,1 trichloroethane 294

Prior to thinning 395

0

I II I11114
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Aluminum
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--Across Face of

Aluminum Plate
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Figure l:Aluminum/Graphite-Epoxy Corrosion Test. Specimen
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Figure 14: Koroflex Primer Exposed to Salt Spray for 2000 Hours
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Figure 15: NADC Flexible Primer Exposed t~o Salt Spray for one year.
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INTRODUCTION

The standard paint system for naval aircraft consists of a polyurethane topcoat (MIL-C-83286 or
MIL-C-85285) over a epoxy-polyamide primer (MIL-P-23377 or MIL-P-85582). Occasionally, a
podysulfide sealant (MIL-S-8802 or MIL-S-81733) is applied between the primer and the topcoat to
increase the flexibility of this coating system in highly stressed areas such as fastener patterns. The
topcoat provides the weather, abrasion, and fluid resistance, and the optical properties such as color,
opacity, and gloss. The primer, which currertly contains carcinogenic pigments (chromates), acts as a
corrosion inhibitor and an adhesion promoter.

In September of 1986, the Naval Air Development Center developed a single coating system to replace
the standard two or three coating systems described above. In effect, a self-priming topcoat (SPTC) ýs
produced (1). Equivalent or superior pain pwoperties were achieved with putential weight, material. -
labor savings. This SPTC was developed for use on aluminum-skinned aircraft. Since the amour.
graphite fiber reinforced epoxy (Gr/Ep) composite components used on Navy aircraft is rapidly
increasing, the current effort was undertaken to determine the compatibility of the SPTC with Gr/Ep
compositp substrates.

EXPERIMENTAL

MATERIALS

The materials analyzed in this effort were the SPTC and the control coating system (MIL-P-23377/
MIL-C-83286) on Gr/Ep substrates. The SPTC consisted of a two component aliphatic polyurethane
resin with a non-lead, non-chromate pigment system (Table I). Specific.,Iy, the resin components are a
polyester diod reacted with a hexamethytene diisocyanate. The pigment system consisted of titanium
dioxide vesticiulated beads (2), titanium dioxide, a proprietary organo-zinc complex, zinc molydbate, and
zinc phosphate. The titanium dioxide vesticulated beads and the titanium dioxide impart the opacity and
color to the SPTC while the three other pigments mainly provide corrosion inhibition but also contribute
to the opacity and color, The solvent system, excluding the solvents in the resin system, consisted sio:ely
of 1,1,1 -trichloroethane whicn is currently classified as a volatile organic compound (VOC) exempt
solvent.

The control coating system consisted of an epoxy-polyamide primer (MIL-P-23377 type I) under an
aiiphatic polyurethane topcoat (MIL-C-83286). The primer used in this analysis contained approximately
27% strontium chromate by weight in the dry film.

The substrate material consisted of the Hercules AS/3501-6 graphite fiber/epoxy matrix composite
system.

PROCEDURES

Application

The surfaces of the Gr/Ep substrates were prepared by gently wiping using non-oil extractable wipes
moistened with reagent grade methyl eihyl ketone. The coating were applied using conventional air
spray equipment at the desired coating thicknesses: 0.6 mils (15.4 micron) to 0.9 mils (22.86 micron) for
MIL-P-23377, and 1.7 mils (43.18 micron) to 2.3 mils (58.42 micron) for both MIL-C-38286 and the
SPTC. The coatings were allowed Lo cure for one week at ambient laboratory conditions prior to testing.

1IN ,
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The two coating system were analyzed based on adhesion, fluid immersion, and accelerated
environmental exposure properties. In the tests involving fluid and/or environmental acrylic lacquer to
prevent moisture diffusion through the composite specimen to the coatingrsubstrate interface. Also, the
perimeter of the coated test panels wera sealed with wax to prevent edge effects.

Adhesion

The X-cut tape and the cross-hatch tape tests (ASTM D3359, Methods A and B) were used to analyze
the adhesion of the coatings to the Gr/Ep subst,-ates (three trials per cuating per test). Wet tape
adhesion tests (Fed. T ist Method Std. 141 C. Method 6301.2) were also conducted in which the coated
substrates were first subjected to 24 hours static immersion in distilled water at room temperature (75 ±
50F) before using X-cut and cross-hatch test procedures. Acceleratf I wet tape adhesion tests were
performed in which the temoerature was 120 ± 5°F at 4 and 10 days. The dr', and wet tape tests were
evaluated using the classifications listed in ASTM D3359 (Tables II & Ill).

Fluid Immersion

The coated Gr/Ep specimens (two trials per coating per test) were exposed to a variety of fluids, at
various temperatures and durations: nydraulic fluid (MIL-H-83282) at 150 ± 5OF for 1 day, lubricating oil
(MIL-L-23699) at 250 ± 50F for 1 day, let fuel at 75 ± 50F for 14 days, distilled water at 75 ± 50 F for 4

,.., anol, daa's. After the specimens were subjected to the appropriate test conditions, the coatings were
examined for softening, blistering, uplifting or any other defects.

Accelerated Environmental Exposure

Accele-ated weathering, 95% relative humidity, and 5% NaCi salt fog tests were used to determine
coating/substrate resistance to these accelerated environmental conditior s. In all three tests (2 trials per
coating per test), to the coating were examined for blistering, uplifting, or any other coating delamination
defect after being subjected to the designated test conditions. For 500 and 1000 hr xenon-arc
ace'erated weathering (ASTM G26), the test specimens were subjected to a constant 6000 watt light
source with a water spray being introduced the last 18 minutes of eveiy two hoars Other cabinet
conditions include a black boxv tempet'ature of 140 ± 50 F, a relalive humidity of 50 t 5%. and a Xe-arc
intensity of 0.3 to 0.4 watt/s4 meter at 340 nm wavelength. For humid'`, resistance (ASTM Bi 17), the
sp•-•cmens were subjected to 95%, relative humidity at 120 ± ."F for 30 days. For 2000 hr salt fog
t s;stance (ASTM B 117), the test specimens were subiected tu a 5% NaCI salt fog at an orientation of
15 deqrees 'rom vertical and examined every 500 hours for coating defects and also for delamination by
tape test.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The objective of the current effc, ias to determine w e compatibility of the SPTC with Gr/Ep composite
substrates. The SPTC was analyzed and comparatively rated against the standard Navy coating system
on GriEp substrates based on three main properties. adhesion, fluid immersion resistance, and
accelerated environmental resistance- Due to the inherent structural properties of Gr/Ep composites,
several common physical tests were not conducted. For example, impact resistance (toughness), impact
flexibility, and mandril bend flexibility tests could not be performed due to the rigidity of the Gr/Ep
panels. The common corroon resistance tests (5% NaCI salt fog, S02/NaCl salt fog, and filiform) do not
yield substrate corrosion data since polymers degrade rather than corrode. However, the SPTC has
been analyzed for flexibility and corrosion protection on aluminum (1). A summary, of the test results for
the coatings on Gr/Ep substrates is provided in Table IV.

2
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Adhesion can be defined (as in ASTM D907) as 'the state in which two surfaces are held together by
interfacial forces which consist of valence forces or interlocking forces, or both.' The force of removal
can be determined by using the X-cut and cross-hatch which combine two mechanisms of removal:
sraping and peaaling. These two tests showed that the conwrol coating and SPTC both possess good
substrate/coating adhesion to Gr/Ep. Both coatings passed the dry and wet tape adhesion tests at the
standard and accelerated conditions. The values obtained were 4A by the X-cut method and 4B by the
cms-hatch method. Small areas at the fr~nge of the incision were removed, causing the rating to be

slightly less than perfect but still passing (Figure 1).

The solutions used in the fluid immersion tests are indicative of common Navy aircraft operational fluids
that may come in contact with coated Gr/Ep substrates. In an earlier study, these solutions were
determined to be non-deleterious (with respect to tensile strength) to bare Gr/Ep substrates immersed
for over two months at approximately 212OF (3). Also, the SPTC on aluminum was found to be resistant
to these fluids at conditions identical to the current study (1). Thus the current fluid immersion tests
actually indicate the permeability (or the non-permeability) of the coating to these fluids. These
exposures also further test adhesion since the permeability of these fluids in these coatings may affect
the coating/substrate interface. Other than some discoloration, the control coating and the SPTC were
not affected by the test fluids. They showed good barrier resistance (no softening) and good adhesion
(no blistering or any other coating delamination).

The xenon-arc accelerated weather.ng, 95% humidity, and 5% NaCa salt fog resistance tests are
designed to simulate environmental conditions but at highly accelerated rates. Since Gr/Ep substrates
produce no corrosion products in these environments, these tests are actually being used to determine
the resistance of the coating to degradation, permeability, and its related adhesion properties. The SPTC
and the control coating system showed no signs of blistering, ualifting, or any other type of coating
delamination after exposure to these test conditions. Tape adhesion testing, performed on the specimens
exposed to salt fog, produced no removal of the coatings.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The SPTC performed as well as the control coating (MIL-P-22337/MIL-C-83286) on Gr/Ep substrates
in controlled laboratory tests. After the anticipated successful completion of fleet testing (currently on
Gr/Ep panels on one F-14 and three H-3's), this coating can be effectively transitioned into the fleet for
use on Gr/Ep components on Navy aircraft.

It is recommended that an optimized self-priming topcoat with primary and/or barrier pigments alone be'
developed for use on Gr/Ep or other non-metal substrates at a future date. Since, corrosion inhibitive
pigments (in general) are heavier and more expensive than barrier pigments, a reduction in coating
weight and raw materials expense can be achieved. Also, a study of the disbondmef t characteristics of
organic coatings on polymeric substrates would be beneficial to future coatings development

3a
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Table I: Composition Of Lusteuess White Se3f-Ptimi~lg Topcoat

ComponentA Formulation Wt%

X3009-A (Coatings For Industry) 37.6
Titanium Dioxide (DuPont) 1.1
Titanium Dioxide Vesticulated Beads (Enterprise) 0.4
Zinc Molybdate (Sherwin Williams) 29.9

Zinc Phosphate (Mineral Pigments) 17.0
Sicorin RZ, an organo-zinc complex (BASF) 1.7
Anti-Terra-204 (Byk Chemie) 0.5

Sub-Total 88.2

FComp B

X3009-8 (Coatings For Industry) 11.8

Total 100.0

5i
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i) Table 1l: X-Cut (Method A) Adhesion Rating

Rating Description

5A No peeling or removal

4A Trace peeling or removal along incisions.

3A Jagged removal along incisions up to 1/16 inch (1.6 mm) on either side.

2A Jagged removal along most of incisions up to 1/8 inch (3.2 mm) on eithet side.

1A Removal from most of the area of the X under the tape.

OA Removal beyond the area of the X.

0

3
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C

Table II: Cross-Hatch (Method B) Adhesion Rating

Rlatng Description

5B The edge of the cuts are completely smooth; none of the squares
of the lattice is detached.

4B Small flakes of the coating are detached at intersections; less than
5% of the area is affected.

3B Small flakes of the coating are detached along edges and at
intersections of cuts. The area affected is 5 to 15% of the lattice.

2B The coating has flaked along the edges and on parts of the squares.
The area affected is 15 to 35% of the lattice.

1 B The coating has flaked along the edges of cuts in large ribbons and
whole squares have detached. The area affected is 35 to 65% of the lattice.

0B Flaking and detachment worse than Rating 1 B.

0
7 0

I I I
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K. Table IV: Summary Of Results On Gr/Ep

MIL-P-23377/ Self-Priming
Test Conditions MIL-C-83286 Topcoat

ADHESION

X-Cut: Dry, 75°F 4A 4A
H20, 750F, 1 day 4A 4A
H20, 1200 F, 4 day 4A 4A
H20,1200F, 10 day 4A 4A

Cross-Hatch: Dry, 75 0F 4B 4B
H20, 75*F, 1 day 48 4B
H20, 1200F, 4 day 4B 4B
H20, 120 0F, 10 day 4B 4B

FLUID IMMERSION

MIL-H-83282: 150 0F, 1 day ND ND

MIL-L-23699: 2500F, 1 day ND ND

JP-5: 75 0F, 1 day ND ND

H20: 75 0F, 1 day ND ND
120 0F, 4 day ND ND
120 0F, 10 day ND ND

Break Free: 750 F, 14 day ND ND

ACCELERATED ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE

Weatherometer: Xe-arc, H20 spray, 500 hr ND ND
Xe-arc, H20 spray, 1000hr ND ND

Humidity: 95% RH, 1200F, 30 day ND ND

Salt Fog: 5% NaCI, 2000 hr, tape adhesion ND ND

ND - No coating defects

08
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INTRODUCTION

The use of aluminum ýn the construction of military equipment is widespread due to its high specific
strength compared to other structural alloys. This is vividly illustrated in airframe and aerospace
structures where aluminum is by far the most commonly used material. Although structural and
operational requirements are the orimary concerns during design and construction of military equipment,
component reliability and maximum lifetime with minimum maintenance are also required. A major
influence on component performance is material properties. Materials, orocessing methods and
protective pretreatments which minimize service failures must be utilized. Nowhere is this more apparent
than with Navy aircraft which are usually stationed in highly corrosive environments.

In order to minimize the threat of deterioration, aluminum alloys are selected which have the required
mechanical properties and exnibit less susceptibility to corrosive attack. Nonetheless, these alloys, if left
unprotected, would rapidly corrode and cause the aircraft to be grounded. Therefore, inorganic surface
treatments and organic coatings are specified for virtually all military equipment and especially
aerospace systems. MIL-S-5002C, 'Surface Treatments and Inorganic Coatings for Metal Surfaces of
Weapons Systems' describes cleaning requirements and surface treatments for aluminum alleys.
MIL-F-7179, "Finish, Coatings and Sealants for the Protection of Aerospace Weapons Systems"
prov.des the requirements for paint and organic coatings used on U.S.military aircraft References (1, 2)
provide more detailed descriptions of corrosion cot.:rol documents and finishing systems for military
equipment.

In general, Navy aircraft finishing systems for aluminum consist of an inorganic surface treatment
followed by a series of organic coatings. The surface treatment can produce either an anodized film or
chromate conversion coating. The former is the product of an anodization and seal process which is
performed in accordance with MIL-A-8625. The chromate conversion coating is achieved by applying
materials conforming to MIL-C-81706 to produce a conversion coating meeting MIL-C-5541. The
organic coating system consists of an epoxy primer (MIL-P-23377 or MIL-P-85582) and a polyurethane
topcoat (MIL-C-83286 or MIL-C-85285). Several types of a;rcraft also require a coat of spray sealant
(MIL-S-8802, MIL-S-81733, or MIL-P-87112) between the primer and topcoat This finishing system was
specifically designed to protect aluminum aircraft structures from the harsh aircraft carrier environment
The surface treatments enhance corrosion inhibition and adhesion of the subsequent coatings. The
primers are adherent, and they inhibit corrosion of the substrata due to a high concentration of strontium
chromate (3). The polyurethane topcoats are chemical and weather resistant, flexible and provide the
required optical properties. A sealant coat is occasionally applied to enhance the flexibility of the coating
system and prevent cracking of the paint, especially around fasteners and areas of excessive flexing.

Although the finishing system described above has been the premier finishing system on aircraft for
20 years, it has several deficiencies. The primer is brittle, especially at low operating temperatures
(-51 0C), resulting in cracking of the paint system on highly flexed areas. Sealants are soft and easily
deformed and are difficult to apply and remove. In addition increased awareness and concern for
environmental preservation and worker safety have caused local and state governments to limit volatile
organic compound (VOC) emissions during painting operations. These regulations have impacted
equipment manufacturers and rework depots by limiting the amount and types of paints which can be
applied. The carcinogenic effects of chromates, which are used in conversion coatings and primers,
present another concern about the current finishing system.

The issues listed above have prompted a recent trend to develop finishing systems which essentially
consist of a surface pretreatment and one organic coating (4-7). This has been accomplished by using
either a pretreatment, which can be directly coated with conventional topcoats (4), or a topcoat which
can be applied to conventional inorganic pretreatments (5-6). In either case, the application of a primer is0
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eliminated saving application time, manhours, and materials. The objective of this effort was to

investigate the effectiveness of these systems to protect aluminum substrates.

DESCRIPTION OF PRIMERLESS FINISHING SYSTEMS

As stated above, there are two approaches to eliminate the primer from a finishing system: (1)
modify the inorganic pretreatment or (2) modify the topcoat. Reference (4) discloses a coating
composition and application process for a modified anodized surface treatment which precludes the use
of a subsequent primer prior to topccating. The process follows the standard anodizing procedure (8)
except for the final sealing step. Anodizing is a process by which the thickness of the natural oxide
surface film, normally 1 to 5 nm, is increased to 0.5 to 100 gim. This is accomplished by creating a cell
in which the aluminum is anodic to another metal in an aqueous acid solution, commonly sulfuric or
chromic acid. When current is passed through the cell, aluminum oxide is formed on the surface. As the
process continues, oxide and hydroxide ions in the electrolyte solution diffuse and penetrate into the
surface until they reach the aluminum-oxide interface. At this point they combine with aluminum ions,
thus increasing the oxide layer thickness. This process is continued until equilibrium is reached which ;s
dependent on the specific process variables. The anodized film consists of a non-porous underlying
layer with a porous oxide structure on the surface. In order to increase the corrosion resistance oi the
film, the porous layer is closed by sealing with steam, hot water, or hot water solutions.

In contrast to the conventional process (4), the modified procedure utilizes a colloidal suspension of
polyurethane resin to seal the porous oxide surface. Typically this suspension contains 7% .,lids in an
alkaline solvent water bath. Upon contact with the aluminum surface, normally at 1800C, tt'e solution
induces film hydration and also impregnates the porous structure. The particle size of the colloidal
suspension is designed to fit within the anodized surface structure. Upon completion of the sealing step,
the snecimen is exposed to air which allows curing and crosslinking of the polyurethane seal. The
resulting film is water and solvent resistant, hard. flexible and corrosion resistant. A standard topcoat,
MIL-C-P.3286 or equivalent, can be applied to this substrata one hour after removal from the sealing
tank. Adhesion of the polyurethane topcoat is. exoected to be good due to the obvious chemical
compatibility between pretreatment and topcoat. Specific formulations and procedures are provided in
reference (4).

An alternative method for eliminating the need for a primer is to use a topcoat which is self-priming.
Reference (5) describes the development and properties of one such coating. This coating can be
applied directly to an aluminum substrata and provide the properties of the conventional primer and
topcoat system designed for use on military aircraft. This coating can be applied to deoxidized, anodized
or chromate conversion coated aluminum surfaces. It consists of a two component, aliphatic
polyurethane binder with titanium dioxide, zinc molybdate, zinc phosphate, an organo-zinc salt,
vesiculated polymer bead pigments. The polyurethane binder provides adhesion, flexibility, chemical and
weather resistance. All of the pigments contribute to the film's opacity, however, the zinc molybdate, zinc
phosphate, and organo-zinc salt are also corrosion inhibitors. This Self-Priming Topcoat exhibits good
adhesion, corrosion inhibition, flexibility, chemicaJ and weather resistance. The volatile organic
compounds (VOC) content of the admixed material, which is suitable for aidess spray, is 415 grams per
liter of paint. If conventional air spray is desired for the application technique, this coating can be thinned
with either 1,1,1 trichloroethane, which is currently exempt from emission regulations or standard
urethane thinners.

EXPERIMENTAL

The objective of this effort was to illustrate the effectiveness of primerless finishing systems for
aluminum. In order to accomplish this, the two primedess systems described above and the standard
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0 paint system on Navy and Air Force aircraft (MIL-P-23377D and MIL-C-83286) were applied to bare and
clad 2024 T-3 and 7075 T-6 aluminum alloys. All of the systems were evaluated for adhesion, chemical
(fluid) resistance, flexibility and corrosion protection. The following is a description of the substrates,
coatings, and experimental procedures utilized.

Substrates and Coatings

Table 1 lists the twelve substrates and pretreatments which were utilized. The urethane sealed,
sulfuric acid anodized (SMA) specimens were prepared by Lockheed Georgia, the dichromate sealed
SMA specimens were prepared at our laboratories, and the chromate conversion coated specimens were
obtained from 0 Panel. The chromic acid and conversion coated specimens represent the common
substrates found on military aircraft prior to .,inting. With the exception of the flexibility tests, all of the
test procedures were conducted on all of the,* substrates. The flexibility tests were conducted on
anodized 2024-0 (annealed) aluminum specimens which were sealed with either the urethane colloidal
susoension or hot water.

The three paint systems analyzed on all of the substrates in Table 1 are:

1. MIL-P-23377D, Type 1 "Primer Coatings, Epoxy Polyamide, Chemical and Solvent Resistant".
Film thickness: 15.2 to 22.9 microns (0.006 to 0.009 inches).
MIL-C-83286, "Coating Urethane, Aliphatic Isocyanate, for Aerospace Application". Film thickness:
50.8 to 55.9 microns (0.020 to 0.022 inches).

2. MIL-C-83286. Film thickness: 50.8 to 55.9 microns.

0 3. Self-Priming Topcoat (5). Film thickness: 50.8 to 55.9 microns.

The above coatings were applied by conventional air spray and were allowed to cure for seven days
prior to testing.

Experirmental Procedures

Adhesion

Adhesion of the finishing systems was evaluated using two methods: wet tape adhesion (ASTM D
3359, method A) and scrape adhesion (ASTM D 2197, method A). The wet tape test was performed by
immersing a specimen in distilled water for 24 hours. Upon removal, two parallel scribes, 1 inch apart,
were cut through the coating and into the substrata. An "X" was subsequently scribed through the
coating between the two initial scribes. A strip of 3M 250 masking tape was applied firmly to the coating
surface perpendicular to the scribe lines and immediately removed with one quick motion. The
specimens were examined for removal and uplifting of the coating from the substrata and the
percentage of coating remaining on the surface was recorded.

The scrape test was pertormed on specimens with a section of the substrata surface exposed. The
instrument used to perform this test was a SG- 1605 Scrape Adhesion Test Apparatus manufactured by
Gardner Laboratory. The test was performed by guiding a weighted stylus at a 45" angle to the
specimen along the exposed substrata into the coating system. The scrape adhesion was recorded as
the heaviest weight used without shearing the coating from the substrata.
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Chemical (Fluid) Resistance

The ability of the finishing systems to resist common fluids used in aircraft was evaluated by
immersing each system in lubricating oil, hydraulic fluid, a hydrocarbon solvent, and water under the
conditions listed in Table 2. The coatings subsequently were examined for softening, uplifting, blistering,
and other defects which may have resulted from the exposure.

Fiexibility

The impact flexibility of the coating systems was evaluated at 23*C (74*F) using Method 6226 (G.E.
Impact) of Federal Test Methcd Standard 141 B. The test apparatus consisted of a solid steel cylinder
weighing 1.69 kg (3.7 Ibs) which has spherical knobs protruding from the end. These knobs are
designed such that the coating system is subjected to elongations of 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 40, and 60%.
The impact is accomplished by allowing the steel cylinder to fall freely from a height of 1.05 meters (42
inches) through a hollow cylinder guide, striking the reverse side of the specimen. The imprints formed
from the knobs were examined and the impact elongation was recorded as the highest deformation
without cracking of the coating.

The coating systems were also tested for flexibility at -51°C which is common for military aircraft
cruising at high altitudes. The test method is described in ASTM D 1737 and is performed by bending
the specimen 1800 around 0.32, 0.63, 1.27, and 2.54 cm (1/8, 1/4, 1/2, and 1 inch) diameter mandrels.
After returning to room temperature, the coating were examined for cracking along the bend. The most
severe bend (smallest mandrel diameter) which the coating withstood without cracking was recorded.

Corrosion Resistance

Four aluminum specimens of each finishing system were scribed in a figure MX" through the coating
into the substrata. Two specimens each were exposed in 5% salt spray (ASTM B 117) for 2000 hours
and two were exposed to S02/salt spray (ASTM G 85) for 500 hours. The panels were then inspected
for corrosion in the scribe area and blistering of the coating. Subsequently, one panel was chemically
treated to remove the organic coating without disturbing the substrata and the specimen was examined
for corrosion.

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)

EIS measurements were made using an EG&G Princeton Applied Research Corp. (PARC) Model
M368-4 AC Impedance System with Model 5208EC Lock-in Analyzer. The test cell used for this
investigation consisted of a glass o-ring joint clamped onto a coated metal specimen as described in
reference (9). The electrolyte used for specimen exposure was a 3.5% NaCI solution with a pH of 6. A
total of nine coating and pretreatment systems on the 7075-T6 aluminum alloy substrata were selected
for evaluation with EIS. These systems were based on combinations of the three surface pretreatments
(SAA-urethane, SAA-dichromate, and chromate conversion coating) each with the three coating systems
(epoxy-urethane, urethane, and the Self-Priming Topcoat). The specimens were exposed to the
electroiyte solution for 1200 hours at room temperature and periodic impedance measurements were
made over the test exposure time. The first series of tests were performed after 24 hours of exposure in
order to allow the electrochemical system to reach equilibrium.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A primer is normally used in a coating system to prepare the surface to be painted for the
application of a topcoat. In most cases this means the primer enhances the adhesion of the topcoat. In
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addition, because +he primer is adjacent to the substrata, it is the primary corrosion inhibitor for the
substrata. Therefore. the suspected weakest point in a primeness system would be the substrata-topcoat
interface. The finishing systems were analyzed with special emphasis placed on surface interaction
phenomena at this interface, primarily adhesion and corrosion. Figure 1 is a series of scanning electron
micrographs taken at 10,OOOX of the three different pretreatments on both bare and cdad 2024
aluminum. These photographs illustrate the micro-topography of the pretreatments, which will ultimately
effect the interfacial properties between the organic andin organic coatings.

The results of the adhesion tests are provided in Table 3. All of the scrape adhesion results are
significantly higher than the standard 3 kg requirement for this property, indicating adequate adhesion
under ambient laboratory conditions. In contrast, numerous systems failed the wet tape adhesion,
indicating a susceptibility to coating-substrata disbondment upon exposure to water. Several
conclusions can be drawn from these data. Systems with a conversion coating treatment performed well
and this is expected since one objective of conversion coatings is to enhance adhesion of subsequent
organic coatings. Many of the finishing systems containing both urethane and dichromate sealed
anodized specimens had poor wet adhesion. This is not unusual. The sealing process improves
corrosion protection because it minimizes the porosity of the anodized surface. However, in doing so, it
leaves the surface with a smoother topography (Figure 1), rnnimizing the potential for mechanical
adhesion. Bonding of the organic coating is then mainly dependent upon c&emical bonds which are
susceptible if water penetrates the coating and reaches the interface (10). Generally, the Self-Priming
Topcoat exhibited the best overall performance in the wet tape test

The flexibility test results are presented in Table 4. Standard specification criteria for these tests on
low gloss coatings are 20% elongation and a 2 inch mandrel bend. All of the coating systems performed
better on the water sealed anodized substrates than or. the urethane sealed SAA. Since the same
organic coatirgs were evaluated on both substrates, this indicates a deficiency at the SAA-urethane
seal/coating interface. In eddition, the urethane topcoat had slightly better impact elongation than the
other two coating systems on both pretreatments. Poor flexibility is expected with tne system containing
the epoxy primer which is more brittle than the urethane, especially at low temperatures. However, the
Self-Priming Topcoat has a polymer system which should provide as much flexibility as the standard
topcoat This is illustrated in the results for the mandrel bend test performed at -51cC where the
Self-Priming Topcoat is much more flexible than the other two coatings. Although the lowest mandrel
used was 1/4 inch, previous results (5) indicate the SPTC can withstand a 1/8 inch bend at this
temperature without cracking.

Most of the coating systems exhibited excellent resistance to lubricating oil, hydraulic fluid,
hydrocarbons and water. The Self-Priming Topcoat peeled from the urethane sealed SAA pretreatment
after immersion in lubricating oil. This was unexpected considering the Self-Priming Topcoat has
resisted these exposures on numerous substrates and that it has a similar polyurethane binder to
MIL-C-83286 which showed no signs of failure. Another deficiency was observed with the MIL-C-83286
polyurethane topcoat on the urethane sealed, anodized panels when immersed in water for 4 days at
490C. The coating had tiny blisters over the entire surface of the panel. Since no other system with the
urethane pretreatment failed this test, this indicates a slight adhesion weakness at the coating-
pretreatment interface. This weak adhesion, however, could improve with aging of the finishing system.

The specimens which were exposed to 5% salt spray for 2000 hours were examined for corrosion in
the scribe area and for blistering of the coating. Subsequently the coatings were carefully removed from
the surface using a chemical stripper without disturbing the underlying substrata. A summary of the
evaluation is provided in Table 5 and photographs of the specimens with the coatings removed are
provided in Figures 2-4. The condition of the specimens illustrated in these figures is indicative of the
coating system performance. The standard epoxy primer-polyurethane topcoat performed well on all
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substrates. There were no significant corrosion products in the scribe or blistering of the coating. One
specimen with the standard system on chromate conversion coated 7075 clad exhibited several pits
along the scribe. In addition, slight uplifting of the standard coating system at the scribe was noticed on
the urethane seal anodized specimens, however this was considered insignificant The Self-Priming
Topcoat also performed well on all of the substrates. There was no uplifting or blistering of the coating
on any section of the specimens. The scribe areas had slight to moderate deposits of aluminum oxide
with no pitting, however examination of these specimens after removing the coating indicated these
products were minimal and confined to the scribe area. A previous report (5) indicated that these
deposits are formed early during salt spray exposure but no further corrosion occurs for up to one year.
This suggests that these deposits assist in the corrosion inhibition process.

The MIL-C-83286 polyurethane topcoat performed well on the dichromate sealed SAA with no
blistering or uplifting of the coating and slight corrosion in the scribe area of the 7075 specimens.
(Corrosion on the corner of the 2024 T-3 specimen in Figure 3 was the result of an edge effect and was
discounted.) The good performance of the urethane on this substrata was unexpected because, aside
from the dichromate seal which is damaged in the scribe area, there are no other corrosion inhibitors in
the system. The polyurethane topcoat showed some corrosion products and pitting in the scribe of all
four substrates treated with the sulfuric acid anodized-urethar -seal. Performance on the chromate
conversion coated pretreatment was poor. All four substrates showed pitting and corrosion along the
scribe and corrosion of. the substrata under the coating. We consider superficial corrosion products in
the scribe to be acceptable, however any pitting in the scribe, corrosion extending from the scribe, or
damage to the coating is unacceptable.

The specimens exposed to S02/salt spray for 500 hours were also examined for damage to the
coating and corrosion in and away from the scribe and these results ai a summarized in Table 6. Figures
5-7 are photographs of exposed specimens with the coatings removed. The SO2/salt spray environment
simulates industrial stack gases such as those found on diesel powered carriers, and it is an extremely
aggressive environment The 500 hour exposure period was selected because differences in finishing
system performance were observed after this duration. The specimens coated with the standard primer
and topcoat system as well as those with the urethane topcoat had severe surface corrosion and/or
pitting on all twelve substrates. In addition, the topcoat blistered on the conversion coating pretreatment
and on the clad specimens with the SAA-dichromate seal. The extent of the corrosion with the topcoat
was expected because of the lack of a corrosion inhibiting pigment The results with tne standard
system were ,fightty unexpected since this system is considered one of the premier protective systems
for aluminum due to the strontium chromate contained within the primer. The Self-Priming Topcoat
outperformed the other two coating systems on all of the substrates. Although there were some slight
spots of surface corrosion and small pits, these areas were barely noticeable and coiisidered minor,
relative to the extensive corrosion observed on the other specimens. Figures 5-7 provide vivid
illustrations of the performance of all of the systems after sulfur dioxide/salt spray exposure.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) provides qUalitative and quantitative information
about the corrosion resistance properties of both the coating F=nd the substrata in addition to providing
insight on the nature of their interfacial adhesion. Reference (1 e provides a detailed description of EIS
and its application fur analyzing organic coating/metal substrata systems. Figures 8-11 contain Bode
magnitude and phase diagrams of the EIS test results obtained at various exposure intervals for several
of the coating/pretreatment systems. These specffic spectra repreozint the significant EIS trends that
were identified during this investigation.

After 24 hours immersion, the Self-Priming Topcoat (SPTC) on all thiee substrates had an
impedance of 1.2x109 in the low frequency range (10.2 Hz) which was the highest impedance of the
three coatings as displayed in Figure 8. High impedance values correlate to coatings with low C
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conductivity that provide good barrier protection to the substrates to which they are applied. This
impedance value is far above 10 7 ohms which is widely accepted as the lower limit below which no
barrier protection is provided by the coating (11). In the high frequency range, the SPTC had phase
angles between -800 and -900. These phase angles also indicate a good barrier coating, where -900
would be a perfect cariacitor/barrier. In addition, the shape of the curve for the impedance of the SPTC
is virtually straight over most of the frequency range with a negative slope, again indicating capacitive
behavior (i.e. good barrier properties). The same results were observed for the SPTC throughout the
1200 hour test duration as illustrated in Figure 9. For all pretreatments, the low frequency SPTC
impedance remained above 1 09 ohms, while the high frequency phase angles continued to exhibit
capacitive behavior, remaining between -750 and -900. There was a small shift in the low frequency
phase angle curve for the SAA-urethane/SPTC system over the test duration. The change from
capacitive to resistive behavior had shifted slightly to the left (lower frequency) indicating better barrier
properties. This change could have resulted from several sources. One possible explanation is
decreased micropore size within the coating, caused by swelling of the polymer. However, since the
phenomenon occurred with only one pretreatment, this explanation was dismissed. Another plausible
explanation is increased coating adhesion. This increased degree of interfacial bonding with time, also
noted in reference (12), could have been enhanced or catalyzed by the presence of some electrolyte at
the interface. Finally, during the 1200 hour test period, the chemical corrosion resistance properties of
the inhibitors in this coating did not come into play and will not be addressed here.

The primer and topcoat (EP-UR) system on all three substrates had an impedance of 6.3x 107 ohms
after 24 hours immersion. Again this indicates barrier tyoe properties, however not as good as the SPTC.
This lower barrier protection is also apparent in the phase diagram where the phase angles for the
EP-UR system were between -60" and -80", showing less capacitive behavior. The shape of the EP-UR
magnitude curve was similar to the SPTC curve, however it was evident at a lower impedance range.
The improved barrier protection provided by the Self-Priming Topcoat resulted because this coating was
specifically designed to have high flexibility and a smooth surface and therefore it is less porous than
the standard epoxy-urethane coating system. In addition, the EP-UR impedance curve leveled off at a
higher frequency than the SPTC, indicating lesser barrier properties. Although the EP-UR coating is not
as good a barrier coating as the SPTC, it does provide excellent corrosion protection as indicated in the
salt spray results and reference (3). The low frequency impedance magnitude of the EP-UR system
remained between 107 and 108 ohms and the shape of the curve was similar over most of the exposure
time. However at 1200 hours, the chromate conversion coating/EP-UR impedance curve began to show
an upward turn after leveling off in the low frequency range as shown in Figure 10. Also, the phase
angle curve was beginning to develop a peak in the high frequency range. These two trends indicate the
presence of electrolyte at the interface resulting from some adhesion loss. Also, some type of
electrochemical reactions were occurring at the interface, probably corresponding to chemical inhibition
of the corrosion process by the inhibitors within the primer.

The unprimed polyurethane topcoat (UR) performed differently with the various pretreatments. After
one day, the UR with the SAA/dichromate seal and the conversion coated pretreatments had low
impedance values (1.3x10 7 and 2.5x 10 6 ohms, respectively) and provided little or no barrier protection
to the substrata. Furthermore, unlike the shape of the cther two impedance curves, the UR impedance
curve leveled off in the mid-frequency range and then began to curve upward at the low frequency
range. This behavior corresponds to a porous coating with poor adhesion, where electrolyte is allowed
to penetrate the film and accumulate at the coating-metal interface. Finally, the phase angle behavior for
these pretreatments was significantly differenm than the other two materials (see Figure 11). At 105 Hz
the phase angle was -800, however as the frequency decreased, the phase angle reached a maximum
of approximately -50 at about 1 Hz. This gradual change from capacitance to resistance then sharply
reversed back to capacitance again in the low frequency area. This response indicates a double layer
capacitance at the metal surface resulting from the presence of electrolyte at the interface caused by
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coating adhesion loss. As exposure continued, the inflections in the impedance curves for the UR with
the SAA-richromate seal and chromate conversion coating pretreatments began to shift to higher
frequencies with impedance values below 107 showing no real barrier protection. AJso, the peak
maximum in the phase angle diagram for the conversion coated specimens shifted from 1 Hz at 24
hours to 10 Hz at 504 hours and finally reached 50 Hz at 1200 hours. In addition to shifting, the peak
broadened from spanning five decades to six decades and finally spanning seven decades, respectively.
These changes indicate that electrochemical reactions were occurringat the interface and possibly
represented the onset and propagation of the corrosion process.

The UR and SAA-polyurethane seal system performed closer to the other two coatings in the
impedance diagram with an initial low frequency impedance of 3x108 ohms and a virtually straight
magnitude curve. This curve did not significantly change over the test duration. The phase angle curve
.or this system behaved like the SPTC and standard EP-UR systems in the low frequency range.
However, in the high frequency area there was a resistance peak similar to the one described for the
conver,. 3n coating-EP-UR system at 1200 hours. This peak gradually became more resistive, which
relates to interface degradation.

The SPTC was by far the best barrier coating as demonstrated by EIS. The standard coating system
also offered barrier protection to the substrates but not quite as good as the SPTC. The chemical
protection provided by the corrosion inhibitors in the SPTC coating did not come into play during this
test time. Similarly, the chemical corrosion inhibition of the EP-UR coating was not specifically
demonstrated in the EIS tests, except possibly in the 1200 hour conversion coating results. Th. JIR
system provided poor barrier protection, with the exception of the polyurethane sealed SMA
pretreatment, and offered ro chemical protection against corrosion. Finally, as exposure time increa;•d
the results for the EP-UR and UR coatings changed for the different pretreatr-,nts, while the SPTC
spectra remained virtually the same for all pretreatments over the entire 1200 hour test duration.

SUMMARY

Comparison of all the performance data for the organic coatings indicated some correlation between
the test rc •llts. Adhesion data and water resistance show a general trend in adhesion performance from
the Self-Priming Topcoat as the best system, to the unprimed polyurethane topcoat as the worst.
Likewise, the S02-salt spray test data and thie EIS data correlated well with the adhesion data, again
resulting in the same performance trend for the coating systems. The only exception was in the 5% NaCI
salt spray test results. Here, the standard priner/topcoat (EP-UR) system properties proved to be slightly
better than those of the Self-Priming Topcoat, but not to a significant degree.

In summarizing the performance of the inorganic pretreatments, the SAA-urethane resulted in poor
adhesion and flexibility for nearly all of the alloy/organic coatings analyzed. However, it did assist in
providing fair corrosion protection in salt spray and S02-saft spray. Its electrochemical impedance
characteristics were promising when coated with the standard urethane topcoat. The SAA-dichromate
provided fair adhesion for the urethane coatings but poor adhesion for the epoxy-urethane system. Its
performance with all of the organic coatings was good in salt spray and fair in S02-salt spray. The
chromate conversion coating provided excellent adhesion for all of the coatings. It also provided good
corrosion protection in the salt spray when coated with either the standard system or the Self-Priming
Topcoat Performance in the S02-salt spray was only good when coated with the SPTC. The EIS data
indicated that the chromate conversion coating appeared to be the best pretreatment for short term
durations, however, its long term durability was significantly inferior to the SAA treatments. There was
some disagreement between the results for the EJectrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy and the wet
tape adhesion tests. These differences in performance were attributed to the decreased thermodynamic

8
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activity of water in the ionic solution used in the EIS testing as apposed to distilled water used in the
tape test (10).

The objective of this paper was to investigate primerless finishing systems in lieu of the standard
primer and topcoat system currently used on military aircraft Two alternatives to obtain a primerless
system were evaluated: (1) Modification of the surface treatment and (2) Modification of the organic
coating. The sulfuric acid anodized-urethane seal did not perform as well as the standard system.
However it did show promising results in the electrochemical impedance analysis. The concept of having
a pretreatment which forms strong chemical bonds with an applied organic coating is viable.
Incorporating corrosion inhibitors in the subsequent coating may be essential to improve the overall
corrosion protection, especially if the coating system is damaged. The Self-Priming Topcoat performed
well throughout the evaluation. This alternative can be used over a variety of substrates. As previous
mentioned, numerous advantages can be realized with the use of primeness finishing systems. Some of
these advantages depend on the specific system and its application parameters. However, three
advantages which would be prevalent with all approaches are:

1. Reduced volatile organic emissions.
2. Reduced chromate emissions.
3. Re"Juced finishing system application time.

0
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TABLE 1: SUBSTRATES AND PRETREATMENTS FC.!4 PRIMERLESS COATING SYSTEMS

ALLOY PRETREATMENT

SAA-URETHANE SEAL SAA-DICHROMATE SEAL CHROMATE CONV COAT

2024 T-3, BARE XXX XXX Xxx

2024 T-3, CLAD XXX XXX XXX

7075 T-6, BARE XXX XXX XXX

7075 T-6, CLAD XXX XXX XXX

TABLE 2: EXPOSURE CONDITIONS FOR CHEMICAL RESISTANCE EVALUATION

FLUID IMMERSION PERIOD TEMPERATURE
(HOURS) 0C

LUBRICATING OIL 24 65

ENGINE OIL 24 121

WATER 96 49

HYDROCARBON 24 23

10
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TABLE 3: ADHESION TEST RESULTS

SUBSTRATE PRETREATMENT COATING WET TAPE SCRAPE
(• REMAINING) (KG)

2024 BARE SAA-URETHANE EP-UR" 97 9
2024 CLAD SAA-URETHANE EP-UR 10 7
7075 BARE SAA-URETHANE EP-UR 25 8
7075 CLAD SAA-URETHANE EP-UR 100 10
2024 BARE SAA-URETHANE UR a 7 v
2024 CLAD SAA-URETHANEl UR 0 4
7075 BARE SAA-URETHANE Il0 6
7075 CLAD SAA-URETHANE UR 90 9
2024 BARE SAA-URETHANE SPTC 100 10
2024 CLAD SAA-URETHANE SPTC 0 9
7075 BARE SAA-URETHANE SPTC 75 10
7075 CLAD SAA-URETHANE SPTC 100 9

2024 BARE SAA-DICHROMATE EP-UR 80 9
2024 CLAD SAA-DICHROMATE EP-UR 0 5
7075 DARE SAA-DICHROMATE EP-UR 75 8
7075 CLAD SAA-DICHROMATE EP-UR 0 7
2024 BARE SAA-DICHROMATE UR 130 10
2024 CLAD SAA-DICHROMATE UR 0 7
7075 BARE SAA-DICHROMATE UR 100 10
7075 CLAD SAA-DICHROMATE UR 100 10
2024 BARE SAA-DICHROMATE SPTC 100 10
2024 CLAD SAA-DICHROMATE SPTC 100 10
7075 BAPE SAA-DICHROMATE SPTC 100 10
7075 CLAD SAA-DICHROMATE SPTC 100 9

2024 BARE CHR CONV COAT EP-UR 100 10
2024 CLAD CHR CONV COAT EP-UR 100 10
7075 BARE CHR CONV COAT ZP-UR 100 10
7075 CLAD CHR CONV COAT EP-UR 100 10
2024 BARE CHR CONV COAT UR 100 10
2024 CLAD CHR CONV COAT UR 100 10
7075 BARE CHR CONV COAT UR 70 10
7075 CLAD CHR CONV COAT UR 100 10
2024 BARE CHR CONV COAT SPTC 100 10
2024 CLAD CHR CONV COAT SPTC 100 10
7075 BARE CHR CONV COAT SPTC 100 10
7075 CLAD CHR CONV COAT SPTC 100 10

"EP-URt MIL-P-23377 PRIMER AND MIL-C-83286 TOPCOAT
URi MIL-C-83286 TOPCOAT

SPTC, SELF-PRIMING TOPCOAT

0 11
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TABLE 4: FLEXIBILITY TEST RESULTS

PRETREATMENT/COATING IMPACT @ 230C MANDREL BEND @ -51 0C
(% ELONGATION) (MANDREL DIAM., INCHES)

SMA-WATER/EP-UR 20 1

SAA-WATER/UR 40 1

SAA-WATER/SPTC 20 1/4

SSAA-URETHANEIEP-UR 20 >1

SSAA-URETHANE/UR 40 >1

SAA-URETHANE/SPTC 5 1/2

"i!1
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Figure 9. Bode plots for the SPTC system an the bare 7075.T6 aluminum alloy
with the SAA/dlichromato seal pretreatment at 24. 700 and 1200
hours.
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Figure 10. Bode plot of the EP-UR coating system on bar. 7075.T6 aluminum
with the chromate conversion coating pretreatment at 1200 hours.
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Figi1're 1. Sode plot of the UR coating on the three pretreatment systems after
24 hours.
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EVALUATION OF NADC SELF-PRIMING TOPCOAT 6/5/89
GRUMMAN / JOHN WEIR (516) 575-2726

MIL.-C-83286 TEST 440 NADC

3.7.1.1 COLOR 36775

3.7.1.2 bLOSS (7 mam.) PASS 2.2 PASS 1.5.2.2
3.7.1.3 HIDING (95% min.) PASS 90'.86,94.28
3.7.2.1 WET TAPE AD•HESION

(24 hrs/DI H20/RT)
Alcoholic Phosphoric Acid FATL
Alodine 600 PArSS
161/NADC PASG

7.7.2.2 IMPACT FLEXIBILITY
(RT. 20•% Elongation) PASS PF 3S

3.7.3.1 SALT-SPRAY
1000 hrs PASS
2000 hrs PASS
3000 hrs PASS

7.7. .2 HUMIDITY (500 hrs)
S. 7.3.3 HEAT RESISTANCE

(3SO F/4 hrs) PASS PASS
3.7.3.4 LOW TEMP FLEXIBILITY

(-65 F,4 hrs,2" Mandrel) PASS PASS
FLUID RESISTANCE

a) Mil-L-23699,24 hrn,250 F PASS,F PASS,F
b) TT-S-735,7 daysRT FAILHB FAIL,29
c) Mil-H-83282,7 days,RT PASS.F PASSF

d) Skydrol 500B,7 days,RT PASS,F FAIL,<9B
e) DI H20,4 dAys. 10 F PASS,F PASS,F,HD

ACCELERATED WEATHERING
(500 hrs Carbon Arc) PASS OK w/staining

3.7. .7 RESISTANCE TO TAPING (6 hrs) PASS
PENCIL HARDNESS H F,F.F,FH

3.6.2 DRYING TIME
Set-To-Touch,2 hrs PASS
Dry Hard,6 hrs PASS

3.6.7 VISCOSITY (Zahn#2),17-23 sec
SETTLING
(Miied,6 hrq Undisturbed) -----

3. 7) ODOR PASS VASS S
3.6.7 POT LIFE (6 hrs) -
7. 6.8 ElFINENESS OF GRIND (Flat <5)
3.6.9 NON-VOLATILE CONTENT

li
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BACKGROUND

Unicoat is a *&1t-priming topcoat developed by NADC. The two component
polyorethane high solids coating is a corrosion resistant coating for
use on aluminum, graphite/epoxy composites and stainless steel
substrates. Benefits of Unicoat include that it is lead and chromate
free, has decreased VOC emissions, lowers the weight of the coating
system and reduces application time and labor. Initial field
evaluations havq oeen conducted on F-14 and SH-3 aircraft with good
results. Code 74Z has examined these aircraft and has conducted tests
on Unicoat with various combinations of coatings. A non-rinsing
conversion coating was also evaluated along with the Unicoat system.

SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS

Testing was performed in order to determine the adhesion of Unicoat tc,
the conventional primer/topcoat system (MIL-P-85582/MIL-C-852e5) and
the adhesion of the conventional primer/topcoat system to the Unicoat
material. Adhesion was evaluated after water immersion. Coatings were
applied to mechanically deoxidized aluminum. Adhesiun test results
were excellent for both samples. This is important due to touch-up
applications which may not use the same coating as was originally
applied tc surfaces. Lap shear results of Unicoat with conventional
primer/topcoat samples averaged 900 lbs/in2. This is lower than
conventional primer/tocoat systems applied over a similar
primer/topcoat system, which have typical values of 1200 lbs/iný?. There
are no ccatlng requirements for lap shear testifng incorporated in
-andard test mpthods however, this mpthod, which was developed lncally
many years ago, has been used very successfully for qutntitative
comparison of systems (sample numbers 2A through 2C).

Evaluation was performed in order to compare Unicoat to conventional
primer/topcoat (MIL-P-85582/MIL-C-B5285) systems. Wet and dry adhesion
of the coatings to 2024-T; Mluminui, substrate was selected as the basis
of comparison. The samples were prepared with mnd without convernion
coating, MIL-C-5541. Water immersion tests showed excellent resilts,
nll samples passed tape tests. Lap shear test values were comparable to
conventional systems with and without conversion coatings (sample
numbers 1A through IF).

Evaluation of non-rinsing chromate conversion coating, Intex 8680,
consisted of applying various paint systems over conversion coatings
tormed by application of the INTEX material to aluminum test panels and
allowing to dry without rinsing. All samples showed blisters and poor
paint adhesion after water immersion for 4 days at 120 degrees F. Lap
shear results an dry panels were well below results for the other
systems being tested, except for those sprayed with Unicoat. The
Unicoat samples were not ad,,ersely affected by the Ir,tex conversion
coating and had an average lap shear value of 1230 lbs/in7, similar to
normally processed conventional coating systems (sample numbers 3A
through 3C).

0
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Continue to expand field evaluation of Unicoat including follow-up on
aircraft previously coated with Unicoat. Areas of concern include the
short pot life, which is approximately one hour, the high viscosity at
VOC compliance thinner ;oncentration, and production scale
repeatability of batches.

EXPER!• !NTAL

MATERIALS:
2024-TZ Alum. panels
Conversion Coatings:

a) Intex 8680 non-rinsing
b) MIL-C-81706, •orm 1, method C, Class IA

Primert
a) Koroflex
b) MIL-P-855e:, Type 1, Class 1, water borne epoxy

Topcoat:
a) MIL-C-852e5, Type I & 11, high solids polyurethane
b) Unicoat, high solids primer/topcoat polyurethane

PANEL PREPARATION

Panels were cleaned with detergent, water, and green Scotch Brite type
pads, LP 0050C, Type I1, Class 1, until the surface was water break
free. Panels treated with Intex 86so conversion coating were abraded
while submerged in a 3 oz. per gallon concentration and allowed to stay
in the solution 3 minutes. They were not water rinsed. Some panels
were hung vertically and others hung horizontally to simulate on
aircraft application of conversion coating. Panels treated with
conversion coating MIL-C-81706 were processed in production shop 13113
using a current production batch of material. The panels were
dioped/rinsed in water after chemical treatment per stanaard
procedures. Panels were primed using conventional air spray equipment
to a dry film thickness of .6 to .9 mils, then topcoated using air
spray to a total dry film thickness of 2 to 2.5 mils. Unicoat panels
were prepared by mixing the material in the ratio o- 4:1, thinning to a
viscosity of 20 seconds in a #2 Zahn cup, then spraying to a dry film
thickness of 2 to 3 mils using conventional air equipment. The coating
as mixed was not VOC compliant.

TESTING
Lap Shear: After coating, na•ples were cured 7 days at room
temperature, then bonded In I inch width by 0.5 inch overlap
dimensions. Shear values were converted to lbs/in2 . Samples wer0
teoted on an Instron with crosshead speed of 0.05 in/min.

Water Immersion & Tape Test: After coating, samples were cured 7 days
at room temperature then scribed and immersed in 6eionized water at 120
degrees F for 4 days. After removal they were visually inspected for
defects such as softening, wrinkling,.blitering or any other coating
deficiency. Samoles were air dried at room temperature for 2 hours and
then tape tested using MIL-T-21595 masking tape over the scribed area.

JG
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SAMPLE IDi EVALUATIONt EVALUATIONi
a) WATER IMMERSION

#, MATERIAL SHEAR, PSI b) TAPE

IA MIL-C-81706 MEAN-293, a) VERY GOOD
'.:OROFLEX PRIMER STD DEV-70 b) PASS TAPE TEST

MIL-C-85295 PRIMER FAILURE

13 MIL-C-81706 MEAN-1253, a) GOOD
MIL-P-85582 STD DEV-92 b) PASS TAPE TEST
MIL-C-85285 PRIMER FAILURE

iC MIL-0-81706 MEAN=1977, a) EXCELLENT
UNICOAT STD DEV=127 b) PASS TAPE TEST

COHESIVE FAILURE IN UNICCAT

ID KOROFLEX PRIMER MEANw1733, a) POOR; BLISTERS
MIL-C-852S5 STD DEV=115 b) FAIL TAPE TEST

PRIMER FAILURE

1E MIL-P-85582 MEANmI183, a) VERY GOOD
MIL-C-85285 STD DEV=104 bj PASS TAPE TEST

PRIMER FAILURE

IF UNICOAT MEAN=1I60, a? EXCELLENT
STD DEV-144 b) PASS TAPE TEST

UNICOAT FAILURE

"2A UNICOAT MEAN-827, a) EXCELLENT
MIL-P-85582 STD DEVm2= b) PASS TAPE TEST
MIL-C-85285

28 MIL-C-81706 MEANlO060, a) EXCELLENT
UNICOAT STD DEV-432 b) PASS TAPE TEST
MIL-P-85582
MIL-C-85285

2C MIL-C-81706 MEAN-7C3, a) EXCELLENT
MIL-P-85582 STD DEV=396 b) PASS TAPE TEST
MIL-C-85285
UNICOAT

3A INTEX 8680 MEAN=587, a) POOR; SEVERE BLISTERS
KOROFLEX PRIMER STD DEV-101 b) FAIL TAPE TEST
MIL-C-85285 PRIMER FAILURE

38 INTEX 8680 MEAN=560, a) POOR; GRAINY
MIL-P-85582 STD DEV=53 b) 2 FAIL, 2 PASS TAPE TEST
MIL-C-85285 PRIMER FAILURE

ZC INTEX 8680 MEAN=1227, a) POOR; BLISTERS, GRAINY
UNICOAT STD DEVm1I0 B) FAIL TAPE TEST

CONVERSION COAT FAILURE

I
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INVESTIGATED BYs REVIEWED BY:

LUIS CARNEY MICHAEL L NN, Supervisor
Student Trainee, Polymeric/Special Projects Branch
Materials Engineer

PREPARED BY, APPROVED BY,

PATRICIA BET7 .I, Director
Materials Engineer Materials Engineering Division

Kt
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SFPTFMBFR 12, 1989

N AVA 1, A T V I FVF P, OI r- I C 1'4'1 F
lIAT`R IA! Pý rOTF('i lfýiPkA
CODE 6116)
WARMINS'171, PA 1897?'

A'r IN: CIIARI.! F i.j

DFAR CIIARA.! F

I HAýVE l`,NCI OrF1) A LAR TfVr t:0 'PAR ISON CHART OF 7ONR SAti! F
OF INICOA I VFRNY;S; OI-P FfnPI I \'IIn UN lR A ONE COAT SYSTEM.

PISR YO1UR I NSVlIOC I IONS WV- ( AIA!i7F.!) Till' IIVTCOAT /,'5 To
OUR ONE COA~r sysii;m Itrh 17.FS OUR OWN RF7STNS, AND PT(ThIE.-T5.

HnThI RESILTS ARE (omPAl I ILE. II¶FVR MORE WORK MlIF5T Pr.
T)ONF ON I NIT! A!. VI SC0OA11Y A'JI POT-I I FE. SALT SPRAY WiILL
BF OUT O(F THE CAHINET NOVF.MBI1R 3R0., 1989 AND FTLAFORM OUT
SFPrF'IFBLP 19, 1989).

IF YOU *IAVF ANIY QIESrrioN4s PLFASF. C)NTArT ME.

BEST RF(GARHS,

D)EFT CI:IFM CAI, COATI NGS

VICF- ERF'SIDENT

FNCI,.
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DEFT. INC. 17451 VON KARMAN AVENUE. IRVINE. CALIFORNIA 92714 (714) 474-0400

Subjects Comparison of NADC 1inicoat and Deft one coat system
to the specification MIL-C-XXXX (AS)

PARAGRAPH REQUIREMENT NADC UNICOAT DEFT CAMOUFLAGE

3.4.3 VOC 420 g/l max. 399 374
(theoretical) 420 420

3.4.4 Compatible with Reduces 5 to 2 Reduces 5 to 2
1,1,1-Trichlor (color change) (no color change)

3.6.1 Fineness 5 for Camo. 5 5

3.6.4 Viscosity 45 sec. 60" 44"
#4FC max.

3.6.5 Pot Life - I hr. gassed & gelled 55"
70 sec. #4FC max.
8 hrs. no gel gelled liquid

3.7.1 Drying Time
STT 2 hrs. I hr. 1 hr.
DH 8 hrs. 4 hrs. 5 hrs.

3.7.2 Surface Appearance Mottled Uniform

-Uniform

3.7.3 Match 595 STD. unknown color test not tinted

3.7.4 Gloss 5 max. on 2.7 on 60* 2.0 on 60"
Camo. 10.7 on 850 2.7 on 85'

3.7.5 "iding Power .96 .97
.95 min.

3.7.6 Water Resistance
7 days @ 150"F pencil hardness 3B 28

recovers to H1 recovers to HB

D-3359 Adhesion 28 28

3.7.7 Flexibility
GE impact 20% 10-20 10-20
1/4" mandrel @ 60"F 1/2 inch 1/2 inch

CONT* . ...
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(Comparison Page 2)

PARAGRAPH REQUIREMENT NADC UNICOAT ]DEFT CAMOUFLAGE

3.7.8 Fluid Renistance
(no eff-ct in 24 hrs.-4 hr. recovery)

MIL-L,-,j699 (250"F) pencil HB, Adh. 58 pencil fiB, Adh.513
MIL-I1-83282 (150"F) pencil 2R, Adh.4B pencil If8, Adh.48

3.7.S Weather Resistance
500 hrs. Xenon 60*/85* 1.4/8.5 1.5/2.6

61/6L 1.06/1.02 0.17/0.16
no cracks no cracks

3.7.10 ilHumidity pass pasR
no effect 30 days

3.7.1.1 Heat Resistance AE 0.89 AE 0.24
6E max of I &C 0.48 AC 0.22

.3.7.12 Solvent Resistance no effect no effect
25 double MEK Rubs

3.7.13 Tape Resistance-8 hra. 2 hrs. 3 hrs.

S3.7.12 Strippability 100% 100%
90% removal

3.7.13 Salt Spray
2000 hrs. 5% not complete not complete
500 hrs. SO not run not run

3.7.13.2 Filiform-1000 hrs. not complete not complete

max. 0.25 inch

(no spec) Cleanability 971 70%

(no spec) Recoat Adhesion pass pass
to cured film

(no spec) tniti.al pencil B 1
hardness

(no mpec) Dryo, Adhesion 311 313
ASTM D-3359

(no spec) Ahenson to Composite
Dry 413 38
Wet 48 48

(no spec) Adhesion to MT!,-C-832R6 58 58

(no sprl) flix Ratio 4 1/2 to t 4 to 1
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TEST REPORT ON COMBINATION PRIMER/TOPCOAT
PERFORMED AT TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, SHERMAN

by Gene Davis

Testing wis performed at Texas Instruments, Sherman TX oi, the
combination primer/topcoat urethane coating developed by Ciarles
Hegedus of NADC. bince testing was performted to the film
requirements of MIL-C-83286 at NADC, evaluation for use uver
specific substrates proc'essed -it TI Sherman was porform(,A.

Adhesion testing was performed in ac(.orddnc?- with Federa. Test
Method Stiridard No. 141, Method 6301.1. SubLtrates test.*d were
passiVated 304 stainless steel, passivated 17-4 stainle.,. steel,
conversiur, coated 2024 aluminum, and bare 2024 aluminum. For each
substrate tested, there was no loss oF adhesion between .:oating
and substrate, indicating excellent adhetion.

Corrosion resistance of broken coating film was determined by
scribing coated panels with an "X" , exposing the substrate. The
panels were then exposed to 5% salt spray in accordance with ASTM
B 117. As expected, the first substrate to fail was the bare 2024
aluminum, which failed at approximately 168 hours exposuie. The
remaining panels have passed over 336 hours exposure.

The utilization of the combination primer/topcoat as a final
finish for military hardware looks very promising. Qualification
testing hts begun in order to qualify the coating on the Paveway
Laser Guided Bomb programs. The duration of this qualification
testing should be approximately 2 months.

One barrier to utflIiz;tfon of this coating system on military
hardware is the lack of a Government SpecIfir:ation for the coating
material. I understand a draft of such a specification is In
work. I would request that a copy of the draft be made available,
3o that the Incorporation of the coating on the Paveway Programs
could be facilitated. Thanks to you, Charles, for developing such
a coating system which provide- so many benefits over the
ronventional military coatings. Hopefully, we can incorporate the
roating on the Paveway Program by midyear.

Gene Davl"
TI Shermarn DSE"G Process Eni-. Mgr.
(21'l4) 868-7167
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PO Box 3999
Seattle. WA 98124-2499

0 ~2-5321 -CLH--0089-008
January 25, 1990

Naval Air Development Center (NADC)
Charles Hegedus
Code 6062
Warm; ister, Pennsylvania
18974-5000

,8 YAr',- IG

Dear Mr. Hegedus

Enclosed please find photographs of UNICOAT test panels after 1900 hours salt
spray exi -)sure in our laboratory.

The UNICOAT material on the subject test panels was applied by the NADC. The
test panels were 2024-T'3 Aluminum alloy, 0.020 inch thick, prepared with Alodine
1200 chromate conversion coating prior to painting.

The UNICOAT specimens were placed in 5% salt spray (per ASTM B 117) on
('I' 7/31/89 and removed on 10/16/89. Upon visual inspection, all panels showed no

evidence of corrosion, loss of adhesion, blistering, or cracking of the film. This
material performed exceptionally well under extended exposure to salt spray.

Please feel free to contact me if you have any further questions regarding this.

Sincerely,

David J. S 4rerg
Org. 2-53 2 hemical Technology
(206) 393-3580 M/S 2E-01

Carl L. Hendricks, Manager
Org. 2-5321, Chemical Technology
(206) 393-3120 M/S 2E-01

Enclosure

0
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PREPARED BY BOEING AEROSPACE,

SEATTLE, WA 98124-2499 C2- -

EVALUATION OF NADC SELF-PRIMING TOPCOAT UB-14

OBJECTIVE

To evaluate the performance of UB-14 as a candidate low VOC coating to be used
as a replacement of MIL-C-83286.

APPROACH

This coating is not currently a qualified product to existing Boeing,
military, and federal specifications. Therefore, the coating performance
requirements of MIL-C-83286, an aliphatic polyurethane topcoat, were used as
the qualification requirements for this material. The coating was evaluated
on unprimed aluminum panels.

EXPERIMENTAL TEST PROCEDURE

Uncured coating properties were conducted prior to spraying. There was no
observable settling in either component. After shaking, the components were
allowed to stand for 10 minutes, then viscosity measurements were made using a
02 Zahn cup.

Bare 2024-T3 and TO aluminum panels were prepared in the following manner. C
1. Alkaline clean per BAC 5749. Rinse.

2. Deoxidize per BAC 5765; rinse in cold water.

3. Remove 5 panels for low temperature flexibility test; dry, wrap, and
store in dessicator u.til ready to be painted.

4. Alodize all other panels using Alodine 1200 in accordance with BAC
5626; dry and wrap until needed.

5. Apply the coating in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.
The mixed paint was thinned using MEK/Toluene, (3:1) instead of 1,1,1
trichloroethane, to 20 seconds using a #2 Zahn cup.

The sprayed panels were allowed to air dry overnight and were then cured at
250 degrees F for 2 hours, therefore a full cure air time was not established.
Tack free time after spraying was approximately 25 minutes. The following
tests were then performed on the dry panels.

1. Wet tape adhesion after soaking at room temperature in distilled
water for 7 days according to BSS 7225, type 111.

2. Impact flexibility according to section 3.7.2.2 in MIL-C-83286 and
Fed-Std-141. 0
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3. Low temperature flexibility test using all of the non-alodizedpanels. Condition panels and a 1/8 inch diameter conical mandrelat
-65 degrees C for 4 hours. Bend the panels around the mand*el.
There should be no loss of coating.

4. Salt spray resistance. On four of five panels cut through coating to
expose aluminum in an 5X8 pattern from corner to corner. Test
according to ASIM B-11i in 5% salt fog for 500 hours. There siuIA
be no corrosion on the unscribed panel.

5. Humidity resistance. Scribe three panels in an 8X8 pattern from ;
corner to corner. Test at 95% relative humidity at 120 degrees F for
30 days. There should be no blistering or other evidence of film
failure on the unscribed panels. Evaluate scribed panels for
corrosion.

6. Heat resistance. Expose four panels vertically to dry heat of 300
degrees F for four hours. Repeat the impact test and evaluate for
color change. Slight yellowing or darkening does not constitute
failure.

7. Imersion test. Immerse one set of panels in each of the following: 7
a. Shell SAE 10-40 motor oil at 240 degrees F for 24 hours.

b. Standard test fluid TT-S-735 at room temperature for 7 days.

c. Hydraulic fluid MIL-H-5606 at room temperature for 7 days.

d. Distilled water at 100 degrees F for 4 days.

e. Skydrol 500B at room temperatur2 for 7 days.

After exposure, clean, rinse and dry the panels allowing one hour for
recovery prior to testing. Evaluate for pencil hardness and gloss
values.

8. Accelerated weathering. Expose to accelerated weathering for 500
hours according to BSS 7253 Type 1. Measure 60 degree gloss before
and after test and impact flexibility after weathering.

TEST RESULTS

A passing score was obtained for the following tests; wet tape adhesion, heat
resistance, humidity exposure and low temperature flexibility. The unscribed
control panel after salt spray showed no signs of corrosion, however, there
were numerous blisters on all of the scribed panels.

There were five immersion fluids in which the coating was tested. A change ofmore than 2 levels of hardness is considered a failing grade which is also
true for gloss readings. After' immersion in motor oil there was a slight
increase in gloss but no change in pencil hardness. The relative gloss after
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thw standard test fluid immersion was unchanged, however, the pencil hardness
is considered a failure. Heated distilled water and HILoH-I5606 hdraulic
fluid had no effect on either the nardness of the coating or the gloss.
However, Skydrol Jet fluid decreased the gloss slightly but made the coating
extremely soft and is considered a failure.

Aging tests conducted for 500 hours exposure in a weatherometer showed no
change in gloss. Impact flexibility tests conducted on the weathered panels
showed wio signs of cracking or crazing.

CONCLUSION

The coating UB-14 appears to pass the majority of the critical coating tests.
There is a sensitivity to salt spray (blistering) when the painted surface has
been scribed. Standard test fluid TT-S-735 and Skydrol 5008 Jet fluid soften
the coating but do not affect the gloss. Overall, the combination
primer-topcoat is an acceptable addition to HIL-C-83286.

Prepared by: 0. N. Neneth
2-3621 237:3064 N/S 73-09

Approved by: Gos'oart
2-3621 393-3579 H/S 2E-01

Approved by: C. L. Hendricks
2-3621 393-3120 1/S 2E-O1

N -.
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DATEL~~Z~'7PAGE 1

EVALUATION OF LOW VOC COATINGS .
BAC MATERIALS AND PROCESSES ENGINEERING

FOR REPLACEMENT OF:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

VENDOR NAME: ,,.2,!

PRODUCT NAMEtJ-,,aAx 09-14 Si

COMPONENTS:

RESIN SYSTEM:

SOLVENTS IN SYSTEM:

"SUBSTRATE USED: ,"Oa -7"5 :.,-7b "

PRIMER:

APPLIED WITH: THICKNESS: PRIMER:_ ' ,i
TOPCOAT.-/:

TIMETO: HANDLE. FULLCURE: co * ,,..0

PEFRORMAANCE

UNCURED COATING PROPERTIES: -

1. VISCOSITY OF ALL COATING COMPONENTS: .f!#w'0 /:30o,..

2. INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY ANALYSIS (ATTACHED TO REPORT):

3. THERMOGRAVIMETRIC ANALYSIS (ATTACHED TO REPORT):

4. OUTGASSING (ATTACHED TO REPORT):

0K
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EVALUATION OF LOW VOC COATINGS PAGE 2

VENDOR NAME: /,4 Z)C, PRODUCT NAME: -

PERFORMANCE (CONTINUED)

CURED COATING PROPERTIES:

WET TAPE ADHESIOi ACCELERATED WEATHERING EXPOSURE

RESULTS COMMET Ss c RESULTS CCWNIS

, f .....

SALT SPRAY EXPOSURE HEAT RESISTANCE #A. --'r
GL= Woi FA C CON

RESULTS COMMENTS ____ _,, GBRM A TM

RESULTS w 3 au1Is ( ,=° REUT COMMENTS2&,,;in.7 -7 Al ;i

m t ad

"HUMIDITY EXPOSURE LOW TEMPERATURE FLEXI..'Y TEST-
Bo pRESULTS CC*W#EmT f4-7* gie RESULTS COMMENTS

e~
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ONACO ".."-

January 9, 1990

Aero Materials Division
Code 6062
Naval Air Development Center
Warminster, Pennsylvania 18974-5000

Attention: Mr. Charles Hegedus

SUBJECT: GRACO TEST REPORT HC-7502

Dear Mr. Hegedus:

Graco recently demonstrated that Unicoat, the self- priming topcoat developed by the
Naval Air Development Center, can be successfully applied with plural component
proportioning equipment and an air assisted aidess application device. DetJ is provided t',
in the reference report, a copy is enclosed.

The Unicoat technical data sheet states that the VOC, as received, is 384 grams per liter.
The addition of 625 milliliters of solvent to 5 gallons of admixed material did not exceed
420 grams per liter of VOC.

tt is our opinion that Unicoat can be applied with a manual air assisted airless electrostatic
gun. We recommend that an additional quantity of Unicoat be forwarded to our Chicago
plant for evaluation of "wrap" properties.

GRACO INC. / CHICAGO SALES OFFICE '9451 WEST BELMONT AVENUE/ FRANKLIN PARK. IL 60131-2e91
PHONE (708) 678-7200' FAX (708) 678-0192
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Page Two
GRACO TEST REPORT HC-7502
January 9, 1990

We will conduct this electrostatic evaluation as soon as an additional sample is received.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation, and we look forward to working with you on
this n other future projects.

Sincerely,

CRACO, INC.

Steve Kish

Market Management

SK/rk

Enclosure

cc: Commandor - Naval 1,Y Systems Command
Air 530463 (Jim Thompson)
Washington, D.C. 20381-5300

F!
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%_7 PLURAL COMPONENT MATERIAL TEST REQUEST
ORACO

Test No.: o0. . Date 322-89
Before each test will be scheduled, the following must be submitted:

1 At Ibast 5 gallons of each material Isent 'reight p;epaadl to Test Lab. Attention Lab Supervisor (lise Snipo "g Label 301-870).

2. A material manutacturer s Saterv Data and Tecrn C31 Data Sheet
3. This form completery fi!!ed out

Note: Reports to be sent to District Manager i nless otherwse instructed.

END USER- NAVAL AIR DE','E !4-',T CENTER Contact- Chdrles HDo:e ns, Hirst
Address: -- Ld e- L -.Z r m jn t", _PA 18974 -50 20 Phcne __4:'5A 41-1452

DISTflICT MANAGER -, Geo-ge '_ 7 on ,_Rg 07 1-2130
Address: 1406 Arrcw*v'voc CZ, '.,ton NJ 08053 Phone ._f-) 596-1085

DISTRIBUTn9q- T-- Contact:

Address: Phone: -

I. APPLICATION . ....._ _

Who to Contact: Chb3-les Hegpt.s Phor.e L 441-1452

Spray- Corventioral E!ectrostatic X Manual X Au:onatic

Airitss X Air Assist X: Air Spray X

Mi;s Wet 4 DDry 2 Pattern Wdth: Vi rxI. 10"

Su!strate: VUrious metallic coupons to be supDlied ty %ADC
-Extrusion: Flow Rate Bead Size Ft mnn.:

-Transfer F ov Rate

Metering: ShotSze Shotslmen: Tony Eng (215) 4;1-3269

Ma.erial to re ao •epd at - F

D.stance - Equipment Location to Potnt of ApriAication

Ava lao•e Akr Suppiy- CFM PSI

II. MATERIAL INFO

Who to Contact ______ ______ __oPhone _L215. 7_3-§9 _

Manufacturer Coatings for Industry Sj P-

Material Name Uni-Coat Sa,

Matenal Number U 3• (iA0C-1 A B

Material Co'tainer Size for Testi 5 Gallon Pail 5 "_al_ P.ii i
Material Contaer S ze
for Act Acolicatonl S Gil l on Pail S 111 1m) Prail

Palio by Voume 4

Patio by We ght SP Grav,-i - _ 22 3
Ratio Tolerance _ _ .. _ _

Solvent for Tm,-ing Crrnn* be thinned
Solvent for C oanup - ,K M ... __

:s Material Coros.ve) Yes _L No __Ph ---- Yes _... % - Ph
Is Materia, Abrw,,ve 7  

- Yes .L- No Yes . .- No

V'scosity n .P", 72F "F .72'F ,F

Pot Life I. premriwdl . Sec - Min. Mixed viscosity is 44 SoC in Ford '4 or

I.. Hrs 12__'F approx. 160 cps
Solids b, Volume ,prent _ . .
Toxic Matpriai Present -_ Dl _3 fSfl• attached

Is Mater, i Dangfous_ Yes _._._ _No Yes %•. o

Test metefials to be returned freiqht collect to:

Address 2 AL .jr:_i~Ann: cl -_______ i-

1. TEST OBJECT VE _

-._ U _ l.± .•L ,J•..a .'.- .ii.L ± •'• _I.-, ... L. •,cr,/. .. . ..

I' ',est san'p es, i.qI~ed _4 -s.rbe

(u-tOm..r to *.'r' s TJ -- -- * '.',.,•o• ,...,i •3 , 4 -. . -

Nk



HYDRA CAT TEST REPORT

TestNo.: HC-7502 DaOe: 10/10/89

Conclusions: SniccLcsfully pronortioned. mixed and sprayed customer's test material. The

baselpaint side was reduced by adding 625 ml of a solvent blend to 4 .allons. We were

able to produce spray patterns and acceptable atomization with just a slight heaviness

in the patterns center. No off-ratio or mixing problems appeared during our testing.

RecommendedEquipment 4.165:1 President VRHC. 15:1 President master, #9 slave; 3/8" I.D.

material hose (A); 1/4" I.D. Moisture-Lok hose (B); 215626 mix manifold, 3/8-27 mixer;

1/4 x 15 whip hose; A/A 2000 gun with H.V.F.F. cap; 182-511 to 519 tips; Pressure Pot

or 1:1 Fast Flo feed pumps (A&8); agitator (A); 100 mesh Red Alert filters (A&B); 5:1

Monark solvent pump with 1/4" I.D. hose.

Tip or Nozzle

Air Spray- Fluid Tip Air Cap Milsi Pass

Airless Spray. Tip PSI Minimum Fluid Atomizing Pressure - Mils/Pass

Air-Airless Spray: 511 Tip H .V.F.F. Air Cap 80-100 Air Pressure

500-800 PSI Min. Fluid Atomizing Pressure 1 Mils/Pass

Ez :sion: . Nozzle Size Bead Size - Ft/Minute

Transfer - Hose Size - Length - GPM Flow Rate

Tee. Equipment Set-U.

_ Fixeo Pz4o 6. 1 6-Vmaf e Ratio:.. A, o President

Base (A): Prop. Cylinder 15'1 PrR S.HosetoMixer? 318" Dia. 25' Length

Catalyst (1)Y Prop. Cylinder 2i . Hose to Mixer? 1/4" Dia. 25. Length

SoN. Pump 10: 1 President Hose(Size-Lg.) I x 25 Gun: A/A 2000 Manuaj Auto

Mier . Power X Statc: 3/8-27 Mix Manifold 626 Heaters Regulators

-Immersed Gravity Feed X Pressure Feed

._FeedPu, ips A P. Pot P. POt . Pressure Pot . Ramlnduction

Operating Pressure A 40 30

O•thr Equipment: H, V r F- cap

Comments: Base side was reduced 625 ML of solvent blend to 4 gallons- adjusted mix ratio

from 4:1 to 4.165:1. Material formulation was identical to one tested in April. High

mil builds (6+ wet) produced the best initial wet finish results, but only a slight

improvement over the spec mil build (4 wet) when dry.

This irormation was devJolpod under laboratory conditions which may vary with Actual Field Applications.

Demrors!ration Attended By:

Test Engineer: T. .:oarza

Copies nt T G. a tafson, S. Kish, B. Thompson, FTU Lab
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March 15, 1990

Aero Materials Division
Code 6062
Naval Air Development Center
Warminster, Pennsylvania 18974-5000

Attention: Mr. Charles Hegedus

SUBJECT: UNICOAT

Dear Mr. Hegedus:

The referenced lettar detailed the application of Unicoat with plural component
proportioning equipment using air assisted airless as the atomization method. That letter
requested additional material for evaluation with our manual elec;.ostatic hand guns.

We completed our evaluation of the "WRAP* characteristics of Unicoat on 2/23/90. We
are ploqoed to advise that Uniocat demonstrated fair wrap witM our air astistcd airless
electrostatic gun (PROAA4000).

For this test, we premixed components A and B prior to applying with a 10:1 President
pump. The fluid pressure was 900 psig and the air pressure between 80 to 100 psig.

We did observe that the admixed material increased in viscosity during the evaluation.
Our recommendation is that further testing be conducted with plural component

0 proportioning equipment.

GRACO iNC. CI..ICAGO PLANT I 9451 WCST BELMONT AVENUE I FRANKLIN PARK. IL 60131-2891 /(708) 678-7200 'FAX (708) 678-0177
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Pags Two C
UNICOAT
March 15, 1990

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions regarding our testing or

if additional data is required.

Sincerely,

GRACO INC.

Steve Kish
Market Management

SK/rk

C.

7E

' \\
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INFORMAL MEMO

SUB3J UNICOAT TEST RESULTS

10: S.L. Toepke, J.J. Reilly

DATE: 16 January 1ggO

CC: Lhg.edus(NADt), J.J. Slavick, S.H. Devitre, M.S. Ruesing, J.M.
Praist, S. Clinch

1. A test of 17 different coatings was initiated in June 1g9g. NADC's
Unicoat was Included in this evaluation. To date all of the tests are
completed except the filiform corrosion test(Completion Date-Feb. 1, 1990).
Results for NADC's Unicoat are shown below in Table 1.

TEST RESULIS PRETREAT PANEL IYPE

3000 hr Neutral Salt Spray Pass (4/4) Conversion Coat 7075-T6 Al
1500 hr Neutral Salt Spray Pass (4/4) Cd Plate/C.Coat 4130 Steel
750 hr SO Salt Spray Fail (4/4) Conversion Coat 2024-13 At
Cross Hatch Adhesion Pass (2/2) Conversion Coat 2024-T3 Al
Cross Hatch Adhesion Pass (2/2) Deoxidize 2024-T3 Al
Wet Tape Adhesion Pass (2/2) Conversion Coat 2024-73 A]
Wet Tape Adhesion Fail (2/2) Conversion Coat 2024-73 Al
Reverse Impact(60 in-lbs) Pass (2/2) Anodize(TypelI) 2024-43 Al
Reverse Impact(30 in-lb) Pass (2/2) Anodize(Tyypeli) 2024-T3 Al
Mandrel Flexibility Pass (2/2) Conversion Coat 2024-13 Al
Low Temperature Resistance Pass (2/2) Conversion Coat 12024-13 Al

2. The results above are promising, Based on these results MCAIR would like
to see the following:

(a) Painting of several areas of an F/A-1i in order to gain flight test
data.

(b) More adhesion testing on Oitaniu'n, CR:S, and composite substrates.

(c) Elimination of batch-to-batch consistency problems. Unicoat has been
tested at MCAIR oii at least two other occasions with varying results.

Rock A. Stevens

Material and Process
McDonnell Aircraft Co.
(314) 224-9960
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COATINGS AND POLYMERS DIVISION
701 SHILOH ROAD, P.O. BOX 461268. GARLAND, TEXAS 75046 TELEPHONE (214) 2765181

January 4, 1990

TO: Ron Conti

DEPT: Aerospace - ARC Technical Lab

SUBJECT: CLOSEOUT DRI J9574

To run critical tests on Navy Unicoat, uLsing NIL-C-83286 and NIL-C-85285 as
standards.

ISULT. 0

Testing has nov been completed on the N.A.D.C. Unicoat. The Unicoat was
tested against MIL-C-83286 (DeSoto 822X363) and NIL-C-85285 (DeSoto 822X655), MF

over two substiites (Alodine 1200 pretreated 2024-T3 aluminum and Scotchbrited
alclad 2024-T3 aluminum). In addition to the testing of fresh Unicoat
material, tests were run on Unicoat material which had been subjected to
accelerated aging equivalent to approximately one year at standard
conditions.

As detailed in Appendix I, the Unicoat has performed as well as MIL-C-83286
and MIL-C-85285. No blistering nor loss of adhesion was seen in the water
resistance test; no softening nor lose of adhesion was observed in the
MIL-H-83282 test. In salt spray exposure, the Unicoat resisted corrosion
better than MIL-C-83236, but not as good as MIL-C-85285. The high solids
topcoat performed best in G.3. Impact testing, with the Unicoat performing
slightly better than NIL-C-83286. Appendix II shows similar results for the
performance of aged Unicoat.

Appendices III and IV quantify the effects of 500 hours Q.U.V. and 500 hours
Twin Carbon arc exposure respectively. The Unicoat gloss was considerably
lower after weathering. This can be partially attributed to the higher
initial gloss which, by the way, has been lowered at Coatings for Industry by
the addition of a flatting agent that is not listed in the Navy's formula. The
Unicoat's color was also significantly affected by weathering.

* FAX (214) 272-4724.
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In general, the Unicoat appears to have adequate performance properties. Themain concern at this time with this formula is the short pot life/highviscosity. The following table shows typical viscosity results obtained after30 minutes potlife.

TABLE 1: POTLIFS DATA

UI1 LW1 L 111 L-94 Y A2 U INITIA M L= ~ ELM M1 I
6.84:1.00:0.38 412 53 GEL6.84:1.00:0.60 433 42 GEL6.84:1.00:1.21 459 29 GEL6.84:1.00:1.39 503 27 GEL6.84:1.00:1.59 517 26 GEL

NOTE: Final Viscosity check at 30 minutes.
Viscosities checked using #2 G.,. Zahn Cup.

With Improvements In viscosity and potlife the Navy Unicoat System would be aviable alternative to conventional primer/topcoat system.

/ Wn •ver

cc: Aerospace Dist.

I;

o
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APPENDIX I

PERFORMANCE TEST RESULTS FOR NAVY UNICOAT

TEST SPTC AND SPTC & SCOTCH 513x390 & 513x390 &
DESCRIPTION ALODINE 1200 BRITS J) i22x363 822x653

1. Water Resistance
(4 days * 100 F)
a. Dry Adhesion 100% 100% 100% 100%
b. Wet Adhesion 100% 100% 100% 92%
c. Vapor Phase

Adhesion 100% 100% 100% 100%

2. MIL-H-83282 Resist.
(24 hrs. 150 F)
a. Adhesion

(Before/After) 100%/100% 100%/100% 100%/99% 99%/99%
b. Pencil Hardness 28/28 2B/38 F/2H F/F

3. Salt Spray (500 hrs)

a. Corrosion
(1-10; 10- extrem) 3 3 4 1

b. Blisters
(Ipe: 4*x4* panel) 3 8 0 0

4. G.E. Impact
a. Before Desiccator 60% 60% 60% 70%
b. After Desiccator 60% 60% < 60% 80%

5. Humidity Resistance
(1056 hrs, 120 F,100% Z.3)
a. Dry Adhesion 100% 100% 100% 100%
b. After Exposure 100% 100% 100% 100%

CA
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APPENDIX II

PERFORMANCE TEST RESULTS AFTER ACCELERATED STORAGE1

TEST SPTC AND SPTC & SCOTCH 513X390 &

nESCRIPTION ALODINE 1200 BRIT &C 822x655

1. WATER RESISTANCE
(4 Days 0 100 F)
a. Dry Adhesion 100% 100% 100%
b. Wet Adhesion 1001 100% 100%
c. Vapor Phase Adhesion 100% 100% 100%

2. MIL-H-83282 Resistance
(4 days 0 150 PF )IF
a. Adhesion (Before/After) 100%/100% 100%/100% 100%/100%
b. Pencil Hardness HB/4B HB/4B 2H/H

3. Salt Spray ( 500 hrs)
a. Corrosion (1-10;10- extreme) 3 1 1
b. Blisters (I Per 40x4n panel) 2 2 0

4. G.E. Impact
a. Before Desiccator 60% 60% 70%
b. After Desiccator 70% 60% 80%

t

1>

0 k.\
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APPENDIX III 0

VEATHERABILITY - Q.U.V. TEST RESULTS

ROP 60 INTIAL 6 50 HoRS 2o INITIAL 50 s

Unicoat 1 1 9.6 1.0 0.2 0.2
Unicoat 0 2 9.6 1.2 0.2 0.2
Unicoat 1 3 9.6 1.1 0,2 0.2

822X363 # 1 1.7 1.1 0.35 0.2
822X363 1 2 1.7 1.1 0.35 0.2
822X363 1 3 1.7 1.1 0.35 0.2

822X655 1 1 1.7 0.9 0.2 0.2
822X655 # 2 1., 0.9 0.2 0.2
822X655 1 3 1.7 1.0 0.2 0.2

COLOR

PRODUCTCOD L Pk 91

Unicoat I 1 6.53 5.97 1.14 2.39 2.65
Unicoat # 2 8.58 8.19 1.18 2.29 2.58
Unicoat I 3 7.73 7.44 0.73 1.93 2.07

822X363 t 1 3.47 3.37 -0.80 0.14 0.81
822X363 I 2 2.14 2.02 -0.68 0.08 0.69
822X363 # 3 2.54 2.43 -0.69 0.16 0.71

822X655 0 1 0.99 -0.10 0.55 0.81 0.98
822X655 I 2 1.21 -0.52 0.60 0.91 1.09
822X655 I 3 1.05 -0.49 0.39 0.84 0.93
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APPENDIX IV

UNICOAT WEATHERABILITY - TWIN CARBON ARC TEST RESULTS

PRODUCT QOD so INITIAL 60 50 HRS.0

Unicoat 1 1 9.6 5.0
Unicoat 1 2 9.6 5.1
Unicoat I 3 9.6 5.5

822X363 # 1 1.7 1.6
822X363 # 2 1.7 1.5
822X363 # 3 1.7 1.4

822X655 1 1.7 1.1
822X655 2 1.7 1.0
822X655 1 3 1.7 i.0

PRODUCT CODS.

Unicoat 1 1 1.90 1.09 -0.32 1.53
Unicoat # 2 2.01 1.11 -0.37 1.63Unicoat 13 1.80 0.80 -0.37 1.57

822X363 1. 0.72 -0.58 -0.01 0.41
822X363 82 0.66 -0.52 -0.0s 0.40
822X363 1 3 0.78 -0.67 -0.03 0.40

822X655 1 1 1.17 -1.17 -0.05 0.04
822X655 # 2 1.09 -1.08 0.00 -0.05
822X655 3 0.97 -0.97 0.04 0.02

V

S - .1 --. .. .
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WEAPONS QUALITY ENGINEERING CENTER
NAVAl. WEAPONS STATION

CONCORD, CALIFORNIA

REPORT ON ASTm G 85 ACIDIFIED
SALT FOG TEST OF VOC COMPLIANT COATINGS

FOR THE SPARROW MISSILE

REPORT WQEC/CO 89-11

DECEMBER 1989

PREPARED BY: REVIEWED BY:,

PAUL HIGIIT TED L. SUMINER
Materials Engineer Head, Materials

Evaluation Branch

and

APOVDBY:

Materials Enginper E. PRINDIVILLE
Head, Sciences Division
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As part of our miterials engineering support for the Pacific Missile Test
Center (PMTC) Point Hugii, tests were performed on the corrosion resistance of
new high performance aero'space coatings. The purpose of these tests was to
identify a coating that cotild serve as a replacement for the existing coating
system. After 1 Janua-ry 1992, the present topcoat will not be allowed for use
in the San Francisco Say Area. Includcd In the testing were 5 primers, 9[
topcoats, and 2 self primingii topcoats (unicoats).

The coatings testrd have a Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) content
(measured as grams of VOC per liter of paint) that will be in compliance with
California's proposed air pollution control regulations for 199d.. The new
regulations will limit. the VOC content of primers and toproats used for
aerospace and miscell.itteu,?.: metal pnrt5 applications to 340 and 420 g/1
respectively. Current Iv;, the SPARROW inisnile uses a two coat system
consisting of MIL-P.?3377FE epoxcy polyamide primer followed by NI1L-C-83286
aliphatic isocyanate ,,o Iytirc rbare topcoat. The VOC levels for this rystem are
340 and 520 B,1 respcc~tivr~ly.

A replacement coat'itir :hottld, if possible, satisfy these additional
criteria:

-4. Formulated wi tholit thet( !;olvnnt 1,1, 1 trichlornethane. The use of
1,1,1 trichl1oroa thane i:. tiud~er nrruriny Atue to toxicity and corrosion
concerns. The primer r'iirir:ntJ'y in uise contains this solvent.

b. VOC level below .'Vil r.11 for both the primer and the topcoat. This
would allow iise of thc' s.':ine primer and topcoat for miscellaneous metal parts
painting and for aerorp;irco painting. In addition, use of a 340 g/1 topcc,.t
will meet the anticipateod VOC regularions for some time.

A searc~h was made for hig~h pcrfortnance aerospace co3tiflgs that would
comply with the propo'r'd V()C regulat~oris. Various primer/topcoat combinations .

were then applied to ti: ";t i..le s made from SPARROW missile fuselages. Surface!
preparations and coatings, ilpplicat ions were carried out at Niaval Aviation Depot
(NAVAVNDEPOT, Alameda I~gstandard equipment and practices.

The prepared panels were expo~sed to 500 heirs of an acidified salt fog
test environment. The ten~t method used was American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTh) C 85. Thin test envlronment simulates the severe
mar ine/indus trial environinont frequi-rtly encountered by SPARROW missiles while
deployed at sea. At the end of the acidified salt fog test the panels were
photographed and evaluated in accordance with ASTH D 1654.
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The following major conclusions were drawn based upon the exposure to the
ASTH G 85 test and ASTH D 1654 criteria to evaluate the various coated panels:

... a. The coating system currently used on SPARROW missiles received the
highest ASTH 0 1654 rating. This coating system provided the highest degree
of corrosion resistance. Unicoat, a self priming single coat polyurethane
developed by Naval Air Development Center, received the second highest rating
and provided a high degree of corrosion protection.

b. A commercially available 340 g/l VOC epoxy polyamide primer without
1,1,1 trichloroethaite received the same ASTH D 1654 rating as the currently
used HIL-P-23377E primer that contains this solvent. These two coatings
provide equivalent degrecr of corrosion protection. The disadvantages
associated with 1,1,1 trichloroethane can be eliminated with the c~mmercially
available Ppoxy polyamide primer.

c. Epoxy polyninide topcoats (modified MIL-C-227500) received ASTH D 1654
ratings that were below those obtained for the currently used HIL spec
topcoat. The corrosion protection of these coatings is less than that which
is provided by polyurethane topcoat currently being used.

d. Insufficient service data exists on these new high performance
aerospace coatings. We conclude that the next step should be field testing.

The coatings lis;ted below are recommended for field testing. A trial
application would allow other factors, such as ultraviolet*exposure and cyclic
wetting/drying, to be evaluated through actual in service environmental
exposure. We realize this data will take time to gather, however the deadline
for obtaining a new coating is 1 January 1992. In order to obtain suffici.nr
data for a decision, the field tests should start as soon as possible. For
statistical purposes, field testing would require test groups of approximately
30 missiles for each coating system. Similar deployment patterns would clso
be required. Testing could be performed for 12-18 months, followed by d~a
analysis and final recommendations, while still meeting the deadline.

a. Unicoat self priming topcoat developed by NADC.

b. A two coat system consisting of a 340 g/l VOC t-poxy primer
(HIL.-P-23377) and a commnercially available 340 g/l VOC polyurethane topcoat
(Koppers A-2513/C2513).

c. A commercially available two coat system consisting of a 340 g/l VOC
epoxy primer formulated without 1,1,1 trichloroethane (Koppers P-3501/C-3501)
and a 340 g/1 VOC polyurethane topcoat (Koppers A.2513/C-2513).

d. A two coat sytem consisting of MIL-P-23377 epoxy primer with
lIL-C-85285 polyurethane topcoat (420 g/l VOC).

lit
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NA~W.L Al-I DEkRL OF MENT CEITEý.
IPEtKO,ýh-CE ;ii.1rTEIAi..S DIVISIOJN

ENGINEEFR!NG REPORT

FROMI: Protrctive Org-nic Ciiatingi; Teamf. Code 6062. (215)441-'4269

týE~PIFD BY- Loý-,Ald Hirst in fd irtflony Eng

iUBJETCT: E',aluatico cf pr trea:tm.-?t/U14 !COAT finishirg sys~tem

,-TE OF REF']1RT: 6 De:e!itier 1989

BACK<GROUND: In FV'tir.ýi r 1 q.239, the co1,r~andin- aihiio:- a,'z rt3 Fh n- eid
",ronibited ttie dispos__l of ch!rom.ate -- ntairting, xterial~s in, the~r wý,ste

U.NicC.,r or) cht:11,Cally dL*o. -iZ~d Z1L .iflL&. suices tu~irig carrcsion

Y:e !,A f ad~i Aiýu* 19Ej at lIAS Whi r , g ' tt..-._ T--:4*ý tiuc
r>, 24 l2-i 1: ,er par.ted withi r. 'as Urri. U~C T *ver

cr~tt-.:icaly dos~: ur~iac.- (Alwip.. ep -, .ýpplied P.iti a ,fi-aujý. .ve
"p. Ji j. Appvcdi/ I V Of tfli S d; t.CL?~ Lovitsifls uzse o..taiLrd prepar~ation

10re o aoJLti'e iaAlvr&i ci UN!CO#.J oi F-4EunriI .!ii~ icj.rm
1ýi69, NHOZ .,.-d ý..BEP F'3nc,, persocnnelinvIA -gte It~le cuc.~r of

!4 102627.) at NAS Wniting Field. Due ýo a rigid iltght li-s
'cchedau, orily a vaiu.al iospactiZ)n could bw pt~rform 'at;i oi lunQl& wir",1
-nowJt-C no odtiesive failures. bunct 1612: wat thorouc;,ti 1 inzect~r ~..-id t t+.

.i ug C h .:;i an w e v aIu 4 ted b a ied a. c ra- c ~hatcfl a V, ei ian t E nt .rsn hi~
Lr~.dicated tht-,t tre coatingj had poor aihe.sicin to tho? substratC.e

l1wwever, Mr. San(,ers .ittrib.,treid 01;; tic', Of acequato iidht:~.on tc zi..riace
Sr.Ather than t.a tne )rsherpnt adI.-'ive strenor h of UNICO.AT.

EVALUATION PROGRAM¶: Int crd..r to~ dLotermnte. i rd~ chro~i.tl ai.d ;,

t~roz ýetmfnt.ý prir~r t,3 wlICýAT appl.cit.Lr,, NADC ;n.t.at.vd . lat,,ratcry
,. ~ ~jra~a. tfr o.Owuig dotcribet Lno 4ovduat.uf, proqe .sa,

ý ~,.et proedure, Ck?%ulti, cocui-s and recommenti.tdne.

Pri& ýrt~tments: All tuast panels were clear~ed with MiI.-C-S:Z-7kf Typo
(ailutt4 1/1 by volumet with tap oqatwr) using a1 wite noa-airasioe padi Mil-
C-B39,17) anj then all~cwotd to air dri,. All tesýt paneels c...u~i..t~r ot "075
tLare aluminum except tor th.o pdnv~r. conversion coated bf 0-pailvi wnhch vvere
-0J24 T: bar-! aiunsinim. Trio vartuus4 pretreatt.._nt-. Iv%aluatLed r

A. Crii-mate cconver,ý.ao. coit~. n; Mi -C-0l170'i6 (prepariirtt!?y O-iji C)S ~B. Ctiromatie cuflSorsý.ct coating MLIl-C-fi[70.b (prep.*rea Dy 4AICi
C. Cr,ýivic...l d~a:;idizng u'iir. a corrosion removinqj ccmp-auId h'l-C-

78'4-4 Type 1, Cls I (JiiLted 1I' by *doluite with ea,) imter) and appiie'd
with i whit.4 ncn-abrasive p-id (.Mi1-C-OQ9,7) for abctkt 5 mi.tos K. iied
thoroughly voith t.Ap wator to a iiat&er broa.-fr.oe unz~t~oi.%n dAd adco.t to
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Z eO - 1` L 7 -
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Evaluation :r i.or I n: A r:-in)j cf ti or 4ri I -fl,-An :-.',':J -w:Lpý4
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Test Results

TAPE TE L',LN RATIi

5G1 cs cisS Fl ht
Whi te ri_- Ga

,NIC0-T ,IC jA" UN £ iAT
PrEtreatment Condition (wn i N.-• t; •N•. (L'F )

r, Dry, 75-F 55
A H,0, 24 hr, 75-F 5 J
A H20, 72 ra-, 12;J°F 5 -j

A AVERAGE RATING t. 00'" 4."I

p Drl, 705" 5 5 54
O H20, 24 hr, 75'F J
B H2 0, 72 hr, 110-F 2
6 H~e0, 120 hr, l:l1- F - ".4

'R RAT IN 4. C-0 5.

C Dry, 75-F .-
C H20, 24 hr, 75tF 5
C H2 0: 72 nr, 12,-F 5 S
C H2 0, 12) nr, 15ovF 5 J 4

C AVERAGE RATING 5.4 ..
S0 Dry, 75-F 5 5

D H20, 24 hr, 75"F .

D H20, 72 hr, 120UF '
D H20, 120 hr, 1lF L.

D AVERAGE RATING 1.2

"- Dry, 75-F 5 a 5
z H20, 24 hr, 710F 1 'C
- H20, 72 hr, 120-F 4 ki
- H=O, 120 nr, il5*F 5 t

AVERAGE RATiNG '.75 3.71 -It

- Dry, 75-F 5 5 J
H* 12O, 24 hr, 'IS"F 2 4 4
H HO, 72 hr, i2.JF "3 4 4
H ,0, 120 hr. 1IJ;I-F 5 J

AVERACE RATING 75..,
J4. 4. s.

Prel r..,Atm,,nt s:

A - Chromate Ccnvt..r ;inn Ccatinij (Q-Pan,zl)
E - Clrocr,,.*,- C'onvr,,ion Cuwt'n5 MNADCX
C - C. .e,,k ,l E't'U:Ldu.. (0 If l-C-7n7.),.

E - Pt ,' ,, r o. l d (A iprep 7,,)
F - W, h F',Ir('r (i'1;,-L"014,
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Conclusions

Thý concluiioris inade frota th-nso test results with regarc to aani.sion ake:

1. The batch of gloss, .#irie UNICOAT LS-ed to pe-Lnt tria tnr--e T-&As at
il'S I.niting Field w~ms good.

2. Aluuminum suriacatý p-etreated with. a chroni~aca c::nvz-0t C~ir rLr
coniforming to MII-C-6170t or a chemical deo;ý-dizer conioriuing Lo m"11-C-

.4 igi a ncn-abratSLVe pjd conforminig to r':±loC-u3~; 6;!forrldK
wh~en coatea witrn gloss or flat UNICOAT.

"hemicalc deo;<1.iJzing using US Faiint2-, Al't.i.fprep :7 ai ý-euu,
pretrt!ýtinent process did not prove to be ad&,uare {~rglocs: tor +
UNICCiAT.

4. Fhysical deo;ýizizincj uc~ing a red a~ra-Mve tDac (;'1i---9'62) wr il1ei
clean~ing with Mi1-C-85570 Type I as the siole pretreataien: pr-cetLE LAd not
prove to o-ý adequate for gloss or flat UNJIC&rIf. Note- fltlEf Jz-ck,,.viill

zCCE-S-iUl 1y applied flat gray UN'ICCAT o.E~r- : phyiiica.ily .idaE urice
(purt sid2 only) oT a F-3 in Auguist 1989. Sc~Že Apper~ai; s for :., c-tý-ilut

=urfl-.ce prepration procedure fur this aircr-,ft.
7. Wash priming usirig Mi~-C-6514 (cont:-.irs rt-tr~nates) iI :LIU)

itni UNICOAT, altnLILgn prominsing in tsr'MS Of aaheSiOn, Qoe rot aprw.ir to
a -,aL~le alter-nitiv.e to -ither~ Mi...-C-817f' or Mil-C-7hXT4 'j:iuIACOAT.

Recommendations

The iollobwing recomin~nd.3tions are rrade wiith respect to the app~iIcation of
0u1lOZAT (flat arid gioz.s):

1. A chesi'ical dcoý.idiz;cr (or carraýsizn removI4.g rc..iri no) colni1%riiiing
to [1'.-C-43'=4 can be used i:- the sin~gle pretrualioerit to zxtlý-:te trie
a.luminum surface prior to thpa pplication of UNICO~f. This pretreatmeit
can te used w.here environnentil regulation= restrict the L!SeCic chrCioates.
A cnroirawte conversion cotting conforming to ;%l-C--817P, can do ised as the
prt~riiatirei-, tor UNICOAT.

2. ri~lfretinj ShOLUId be per{n~rmed witcirii 4 hrs of~ pretreatinpnt -A3
7. PAilt othri~ Si-ibttrAtt' proparation and p-ýirt a.pplci:itcr ,jro,:vau-es

s~iajl contor~in to NAV'.MlF 01-1,1-'509.
4. rli ppondix B foir the recommtended surfa.ce ;ýrstre-ýtmei-.',,a

~.~dir,!)~d :ý;-,,licAtion proceduret for th,* UNICO."11T f. -.. ýu'ng T7'i-tr A.

Qk~ 7•1 41

LA
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APPENDIX A - Surface Preparation Proc~dures died For The UNiCOAT Finishing
System At Sever-l Ni 3vy Activ ites

0T-34 Buno 16184i (7/89 NAS Whicing Field - Chemical Deoxi..di-irg)

- strip paint irom a-rcraft
- alýali detergent wash
- cherical doeo:idi:ing (US Paints' Riuriprep 33) appliec witr, non-

anrasive pad Mil-C-03957 for Z minutes
- water rinse (to break-free conditior; and alloi to air dry
- n-: day mask and tape
- MEe. wipe
- tacl cloth
- apply gloss white UNICOAT (D( nr aitr-r deo;ý:diz:ng) (iTt.inu+. .'

Coatings Fcr Industry)

T-34 Buno 162b3i (8/89 NAS Whiting Field - Chemical Dteo;*:idinj)

- strip paint from aircraft
- alkali Vetergent A.wsn
- next day chemical deoxidizing 'US Paints' Alur.,.,-ep 77 app!ied

with nor-abraslve pad Mii-C-83957 fsr 3 Zminktes
- water rinse (to br..-tree cundition) and dar with ar -.ose
- mai., and tape
- solvent (US Paints' Alumiprep T008) wipe
- tack cloth
- apply gloss mnite UNICOAT (4 hr a+ter deoxiclizing) (manuf. ny CFI)

T-Z4 Suno 1621623 (8/89 NAS Whiting Field - Cremical Deon:idizing)

- strip paint from aircraft
- alkali detergent wash
- ne,.t day chemical aeoxidizing (US Paints' Alumiprep 33) applied

with non-abrasive pad Mil-C-83957 for 3 minutes
- water rinse (to break-free conditiorn) and ory with air hcse
- mask and tape
- solvent (US Paints' Alumiprep TO.JSO8) wipe
- tack cloth
- apply gloss wnite UNICOAT (4 hr after deoxidirig) (manuf. ,y CF1)

H-3 Buno 148049 (6/85 NADEP Pensacola - Chemical Deo,.iaizingl

- strip paint from aircraft
- wash with Mil-C-85570 Type I
- water rinse (:o break-free condition)
- chemical deoxidi.G with corrosion ri;',,oving compound Mil-C-1057T

applied with a non-abrAsive pad coni..rming to ril-C-87957 for 5 to
7 minutes

- wattar rinse (to break-free conditicn)
- masi: and tape
- tack cloth
- paint with flat gray UNICOAT (manuf. oy CFI)
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SEuý,rio I4C]SY (0BIi SýNi AL-DEr- J a,:. io a. e - ac. ~ ir~c

- p~tint Eraipped froo. air-crait

-scr ub wl tr h. 1-I -6Ct9cA a,,id rii-C-Sa> -'6 TypE- :i CO~ !74.;7

itwa cie:ul
- wr it'n '.ii-C-3 7 9-6Type I using '- -a.v~ia

-ccinversi.on coat un-C-ý17 ) un rcjard z fliy
- .: wlh iM1-C-37;Cr6 Type 1using~ /.iaW Au -ive pacia. p--r-t

- ~in .at ;iat ,r-!. UNIiC"T (alan-,t. rjy
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APFPENDIX 9 - The Recommencej Surface Preparation, Matarial:5 Hir~dlingj, Bno

Applicatloi- F'rc:odureE Focr Trc- UAICOAf :, ,Tei

Aircraft Prepara~tion

- strip paint from a.-ir--raft
- wasn with M 1 -C-86-7,J lIeI ',diilt~c 1/. b/' eo~& ij *itar)
- water rin=te (to br&-cEconit'.on)

T~pr. 1 Class 1 (dili i !/'I z.olumne itn v.t C' appl-ie %-4, th a
ron-abrdiiv-.3 ý,d coritcr~iirbng t-: 111-2-3:K7 .r12 bUE nnt i:ur -r t A'I

- ppi y crr-oiate ov:r ain oiri :c; j -~ ~i).t.
--r ý can be conitteo . cnroiiiate-ircF dc- teen

"- ~tr rzr~is' (-:o Dr. -: condi t. - a.-J t,. Lci. t; c'.*

- rna~A: and tape
-tactV cloth
-prepare and app. i L.ýICVCPT
-- UNICOAT zApp>>'cticr s):)-ilz )a parf :risoe iitr.i!" -4 i-,, --f the last
trhemical surl'ace tre.-trient proces: c;ii1c chr-ofiite
conversion)

UNICOAT Storage

- proii~ptly store UNI~CLIT in a refriyerated, area (o,,t rot less tr~in
715F) whenever possible; this will ~n atvincreo-.e snial--f

life and maintain thie current pot life proper-ty

Mi;;ij Indiv~idual Coaiporierts

-mix~ part AV (pigstintud) oy mechanical zx itanfl~a! teŽcnriquoii in 5 - 1
,ritnute intervals uni~il uriiorili or hoti.o.)eneous

- checoe for caý ing or settl ing at the oottomi
- Caution: do not excssively sha~e, mix:, or ý-rir such th&et

significant Air oubbles are produced; e;:ce'ri,,e d-spers~nq will

gererate heat which will d.?cre~ite :ujt iife
- P.:irt E 'rssin cnly) d-:es nat need to ce ni:;&

rli;:ing Catalyzed Pajnt

- mechan-cally o- nanu.:Ill stir the appropriate alIQUOln (pur painlt
minu~acturer's ir.1trulCtiofl5) of part 6, into pixrt H' for I
mirnutes or until tnWoughly diý:poriacd.

Tn 1 fnf i ng

- to obtain the 1.pi~~tupcoar. ccO.2Tp~it IOC tf 1ý20 g.I ior all
types/colors of UNICOAT, Thin the idthixed pairit With (IIL-1-817 72-
Type I c~t the pre~zcribec voliume, or. waight (par manufacturer's
instructionsE)

or
- to obtain non-VOC compliant flat or low gloss U,ýICOi4nT, thin the-

a d m i ý:ed :ai n t t L a .h i,C 12S Pr av vi ISC 0 SI Ly Y t - - : a!C ,(

de~ir~on Viii ,pr-iy zpplicati--ýn .tcmii-aticil tecCLi~u
(coiventionAl , airlest, ar-asitited ii1.,or r;VLiý', ar.L deliveryý
systemi (!5pton ieeo :,, prtes-uri.zzd feed)

or
- to ointzin r~or.-VGC' curpliant high gloss UNICCiAT, :.,in the corri:ed
paint to a Z U'n *2 s:rav, vj,',canity o; 25 .r



App .icatio;-

- vp41 iLtl CrUiI c -Ck)tS for ilat: UNICOAT ant;i ti-reiz fu.ll. cross-&
cc A-: for gloss UrNICOAT to adry fiiii: tnickne~s. o' . - Z.0 rnlS

-check the viticosity of the t'ea itaterial aiter ' ±:ý:,D Ql.Ic at 15
(rini.te in~tLr.Iý!. ica'-.ester for pairit tflicve.-vfl
ii1 the ZLýh.42 v1..-c~sity e;xceecL 60 *i-eonds, pLurge the syst,--if and
dispose of the mattrial
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PROPOSED FEDERAL SPECIFICATION

COATING: SELF-PRIMING TOPCOAT, LOW VOLATILE
ORGANIC COMPOUND (VOC)

This Federal specification draft, dated
prepared by the Systems Engineering and Standardization
Department, code 93, Naval Air Engineering Center,
Lakehurst, NJ 08733-500 has not been approved for
promulgation and is subject to modification.

DO NOT USE FOR PROCUREMENT PURPOSES

1. SCOPE

1.1 Scope. This specification covers the requirements for a self-priming
topcoat wh-ff-can be used in lieu of standard primer/topcoat systems for
protection of metallic and polymeric substrates.

1.2 Colors. The coating shall be furnished in any color and gloss
specified-by--the procuring activity. The part number designation is the FED-
STD-595 color number. The following colors are required most frequently:

Colors: FED-STD-595 Color Name

Gloss colors: 11136 Red
13538 Orange-yellow
14187 Green
15180 Blue
16440 Light gray
17038 Black
17925 Untinted white

Semi-gloss colors: 25200 Blue
26231 Gray

Camouflage (low gloss) colors: 34095 Field green
34097 Green
35237 Blue-gray
36320 Dark gray
36375 Medium gray
36440 Light gray
36495 Aircraft gray
37038 Black

AMSC N/A FSC 8010
DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A: Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
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1.3 Kit size. The coating covered by this specification shall be 0
purchased by volume (as a kit if the coating is a two component material. If
the coating is supplied as two components, the components shall be labeled as
component A and component B, respectively, furnished in the volume mixing ratio
required by the manufacturer. The coatings shall be supplied and identified as
follows:

Kit Size Part Designation Number

1 pint (0.47 L) 1
1 quart (0.94 L) 2
2 quart (1.89 L) 3
2 gallon (7.57 L) 4

10 gallon (37.85 L) 5

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 Government publications.

2.1.1 Specifications and standards. The issues of the following
documents, in effect on the date of invitation for bids or solicitation for
offers, form a part of this specification to the extent specified herein.

Federal .Specifications:

QQ-A-250/4 Aluminum Alloy 2024, Plate and Sheet 0
PPP-P-1892 Paint: Varnish, Lacquer, and Related Materials,

Packaging, Packing and Marking of

Federal Standards:

FED-STD-141 Paint, Varnish, Lacquer and Related Materials, Methods
of Inspection, Sampling and Testing

FED-STD-313 Material Safety Data Sheets; Peeparation and Submission of

FED-STD-595 Colors

(Activities outside the Federal Government may obtain copies of Federal
specifications, standards, and commercial item descriptions, as outlined under
General Information in the Index of Federal Specifications, Standards and
Commercial Item Descriptions. The Index, which includes cumulative bimonthly
supplements as issued, is for sale on a subscription basis by the Superintendent
of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402.)

(Single copies of this specification and other Federal specifications and
commercial item descriptions required by activities outside the Federal
Government for bidding purposes are available without charge from General
Services Administration Business Service Centers in Boston, MA; New York, NY;
Philadelphia, PA; Washington, DC; Atlanta, GA; Chicago, IL; Kansas City, MO;
Fort Worth, TX; Houston, TX; Denver, CO; San Francisco, CA; Los Angeles, CA;
and Seattle, WA.)

2
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(Federal Government activities may obtain copies of Federal standardization
documents and the Index of Federal Specifications, Standards, and Commercial
Item Descriptions from established distribution points in their agencies.)

Military Specifications:

MIL-C-5541 Chemical Conversion Coatings on Aluminum and Aluminum
Alloys

MIL-A-8625 Anodic Coatings, for Aluminum and Aluminum Alloys

MIL-L-23699 Lubricating Oil, Aircraft Turbine Engine, Synthetic
Base

MIL-C-81706 Chemical Coversion Materials for Coating Aluminum and
Aluminum Alluys

MIL-T-81772 Thinner, Aircraft Coating

MIL-H-83282 Hydraulic Fluid, Fire Resistant, Synthetic Hydrocarbon
Base, Aircraft

Military Standard:

MIL-STD-105 Sampling Procedures and Tables for Inspection by Attributes

(Copies of Military Specifications and Standards required by contractors in
connection with specific procurement functions should be obtained from the
procuring activity or as directed by the contracting officer.)

2.1.2 Other Government docunents and publications. The following other
Government documents and publications, in effect on the date of invitation for
bids or solicitation for offers, form a part of this specificatin to the extent
specified herein.

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery:

BUMEDINST 6260.16A Polyurethane Paints and Other Substances Containing
Isocyanates; Measures of Control of Health Hazards
Related to

(Application for copies should be addressed to: Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402. Orders should cite the latest
edition and supplements thereto.)

Code of Federal Regulations (CFR):

29 CFR 1910.1200 Material Safety Data Sheet; Preparation and Submission Of

49 CFR 171-178 Department of Transportation (DOT) Regulations for the
Transportation of Explosives and Other Dangerous
Articles by Land and Water

3
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2.2 Other publications. The following documents form a part of thisspecificatifon to the exte~nt specified herein. Unless otherwise indicated, the

issue in effect on date of invitation for bid or solicitation for offers shall
apply.

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Standard.

ANSI Z129.1 American National Standard for the Precautionary
Labeling of Hazardous Industrial Chemicals

(Application for copies should be addressed to the American National
Standards Institute, 1430 Broadway, New York, NY 10018.)

American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standards:

ASTM D 185 Coarse Particles in Pigments, Pastes and Paints
ASTM D 523 Specular Gloss
ASTM D 1200 Viscosity of Paints, Varnishes and Lacquers by Ford

Viscosity Cup
ASTM D 1210 Fineness of Dispersion of Pigment-Vehicle Systems
ASTM D 1364 Water in Volatile Solvents (Fischer Reagent Titration-Method)

ASTM D 1640 Drying, Curing or Film Formation of Organic Coatings at
Room Temperature

ASTM D 1737 Elongation of Attached Organic Coatings with Cylindrical
Maadrel Appartus

ASTM D 2197 Adhesion of Organic Coatings
ASTM D 2244 Color Differences of Opaque Materials
ASTM D 2247 Coated Metal Speciments at 10O0 Relative Humidity
ASTM D 3335 Low Concentrations of Lead, Cadmium, and Cobalt in Paint

by Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy
ASTM D 3432 Free Toluene Diisocyanate in Urethane Prepolymers and

Coating Solutions by Gas Chromatography
ASTM D 3960 Voletile Organic Content (VOC) of Paints and Related

Coatings
ASTM G 26 Light-and-Water-Exposure Apparatus (Xenon-Arc Type) for

Exposure of Nonmetallic Materials, Recommended Practice
for Operating

(Application for copies should be addressed to the American Society for
Testing and Materials, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, PA 19103.)

3. REQUIREMENTS

3.1 Qualifications. The coatings furnished under this specific;---ion shall
be products which are authorized by the qualifying activity for listing on the
applicable qualified products list at the time set for opening of bids (see 4.3
and 6.6). Any change in the formulation of a qualified product will necessitate
its requalification. The material supplied under contract shall be identical,
within manufacturing tolerances, to the product receiving qualification.

3.2 Materials. The specified materials shall be of sufficient quality to
produce 6oatings"conforming to specification requirements.

4
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3.3 Toxicity. The manufacturer shall certify that the materials shall have
no adverse effect on the health of personnel when used for its intended purpose
and under the precautions of 5.2.1 and BLUMEDINST 6260.16A. Material Safety Data
Sheets shall be preoared and subinitted in accordance with FED-STD-313 and shall
meet the requirements uf 29 CFR 1910.1200. When FED-STD-313 is a variance with
the CFR, 29 CFR 1910.1200 shall take precedence, modify and supplement FED-STD-
313. One copy shall accompany the samples being submitted to the qualifying
activity for testing (-ee 4.3.2). Questions pertinent to this effect shall be
referred by the contractirg activiLy to the appropriate departmental medical
service who will act as an advisor to the contracting agency (see 4.1.1 and 6.3).
The total free isocyanate in the admixed coating shall not exceed 1.0 percent by
weight (see 4.6). The formulation of this coating shall preclude the use of leal
(see 4.6) and chromium.

3.4 Composition. The composition of the coating shall be such that the
final coating meets all of the requirements of this specification. The prepared
coating (prior to thinning) chail consist of the minimum volume stipulated under
the kit size. (See paragraph 1.3)

3.4.1 Binder. The pulymeric binder of the coating shall be compatible with
the other components within the coating (i.e. pigments, solvents, and additives).
It shall be compatible with common metallic and polymeric substrates to which it
may be applied (i.e. aluminum, steel, titanium, magnesium, epoxy) and form a
coating which meets the requireme'nts specificd herein. If a multi-component
coating is supplied, the material shall be supplied as a kit in the volumes
specified (See 1.3). Th, manufacturer shall clearly specify the mixirg
instructions and mixing ratio to obtain the desired admixed material.

3.4.2 Pigmjents. The pignients shall have proven outdoor durability. Only
lead and chromium free pigments shall be Lsed (see 4.6).

3.4.3 Volatile content. The solvents used in manufacturing and thinning
prior to application shall conform to the following requirements by volume when
tested as specified in 4.6. The maximum volatile organic compounds (VOC) content
shall be 420 qrams per liter of paint. Solvents should be of the highest quality
necessary for the coating to meet the requirements of this specification. The
resistivity of the solvents shall be for electrostatic spray application.

3.4.4 Thinrer. The coating (admixed material if a multi-component coating
is supplied77shall be compatible with any thinner meeting MIL-T-81772, Type 1.
The coating shall be formulated and supplied such that upon reducing with
solvents to obtain proper application viscosity, the admixed coating does not
exceed the maximum VOC content specified (see 3.4.3) in geographical locations
where air poilution regulations exist. Halogenated solvents shall not be us.i in
the formulation of this product.

3.5 Component properties.

3.5.1 Condition in container. Each component of the coating shall be
capabile of being easily mixedby hand with a p'ddie to a smooth, homogeneous,
pourable condition, free from gelation when tested as specified in 4.6.1. The
material shall be free from grit, seeds, l..mps, abnormal thickening, or livering
and shall not show excessive pigment floatation or settling which cannot be
easily reincorporated to a smooth, homogeneous state. The container(s) shall not
show evidence of excessive pressure or be deformed by gassing.

5
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3.5.2 Storage stability. The previously unopened packaged product shall
meet all the requirements specified herein for a period of one year when stored
as in 4.6.2.

3.5.3 Accelerated stability. A full, unopened can, when exposed as
specified in 4.6.3, shall not show excessive pressure buildup or distoration of
"the can. The material shall exhibit no trace of gelation or particulate matter,
either suspended in solution or settled on the inner surface of the container.

3.6 Liquid properties.

3.6.1 Fineness of grind. The fineness of grind on the Hegman scale shall be
a minumum of 7 for gloss colors and 5 for camouflage colors when tested 1 hour
after mixing (see 4.6).

3.6.2 Coarse particles. Coarse retained on a No. 325 sieve shall be no more
than 0.5 percent by weight of the application-ready material (see 4.6).

3.6.3 Odor. The odor of the c:ating, (before and after application) shall
not be obnoxTios. An air-dried film shall retain no residual odor 48 hours after
application.

3.6.4 Viscosity. The viscosity of the admixed coating, after thinning to
the maximum V7 -content (420 grams per liter of paint), shall not exceed 45
seconds through a No. 4 Ford cup (see 4.6).

3.6.5 Pot life. The viscosity of the admixed and thinned coatings from
3.6.4 shall not o~ce•d 70 seconds through a No. 4 Ford cup, after I hour in a
closed container. The admixed coating shall not gel within 8 hours after mixing
(see 4.6).

3.7 Film properties.

3.7.1 Drying time. The coating film, after spray application, shall be set-
to-touch within 2 hours and dry-hard within 8 hours (see 4.6).

3.7.2 Surface app,,rance. The paint film shall dry to a uniform smooth
surface free froc. runs, sags, bubbles, streaks, hazing, seeding, dusting, orange
7eel, floating, mottling, or other film defects.

3.7.3 Color. The color of the coating after drying 24 hours shall be a good
visual match with the specified color chip in FED-STD-595 and the delta E between
the coating and the chip shall be a maximum of 1.0 (see 4.6).

3.7.4 Gloss. Tne 60 specular gloss of the coating shall be as follows

(see 4.6):

Minimum Maximum

Gloss colors 90 --
Semi-gloss (colors) 15 45
Camouflage (low g9oss) colors 5

The b5 specular gloss of camouflage (low gloss) colors shall not exceed 9.
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3.7.5 Hiding power. The contrast ratio of a 2.0 mi thick coating on a

black and white chart shall be a minimum of 0.95 (see 4.6).

3.7.6 Adhesion and water resistance. After immersion in water at 150 F for
7 days, the coating shall show no signs of blistering, uplifting, softening, or
other coating defects. In addition, the coating shall exhibit a 5A rating in the
tape test and a minimum scrape adhesion on the substance of 5 kg when tested
within 5 minutes after removed from water immersion (see 4.6).

3.7.7 Flexibility. Gloss coatings shall exhibit a minimum G.E. impact
elongation of 40Z; camouflage coatings shall exhibit a minimum impact elongation
of 20% when tested at room temperature. At a temperature of -60 F, both gloss
and camouflage coatings shall exhibit no cracking when bent, coated side out,
over a 0.25 inch mandrel when tested as described in 4.6.6.

3.7.8 Fluid resistance. The coating shall withstand immersion for 24 hcurs
in the following fluids and temperatures: MIL-L-23699 lubricating oil at 121 + 3 C
(250 + 5 F) and MIL-H-83282 hlydraulic fluid 66 + 3 C (150 + 5 F). Four hours-
after-removal, the film shall not exhibit any bTistering, Toftenlng, dark
staining, or other film defects (see 4.6.7). Slight staining is acceptable.

3.7.9 Weather resistance. The coating shall be exposed seperately for 500
hours in a MU -watt Xenon-arc weatherometer and one year in Key West, Florida.
After exposure, the specular gloss at 60 angle of incidence shall be a minimum
of 80 for gloss colors, a minimum of 15 for semi-gloss colors, and a maximum of 5
for camouflage colors. The colors shall remain unchanged, with a Delta E value0 of 1.0 or less (see 4.6.8).

3.7.10 Humidity resistance. The coating shall be exposed for 30 days in a
humidity cabTnet at 100 percent relative humidity and 120 F as specified in 4.6.
After removal, the coating shall exhibit no loss of adhesion, blistering,
softening or other film defects.

3.7.11 Heat resistance. After 4 hours at 250 F, the color of the coating
shall remain unchanged with a Delta E value of 1.0 or less (see 4.6.9).

3.7.12 Solvent resistance (cure). The coating shall withstand repreated
rubbing by a cloth rag soaked in methyl ethyl ketone solvent (see 4.6.10).

3.7.13 Tape resistance. There shall be no evidence of permanent marring
caused by masking tape applied to the coating after eight hours air-dry (see
4.6.11).

3.7.14 Strippability. At least 90 percent of the coating shall be stripped
in 60 minutes with the use of MIL-R-31294, Type 1. Clss I paint remover (see
4.6.12).

3.7.15 Corrosion resistance.

3.7.15.1 Salt spray test. When the coating film is tested as specified in
4.6.13.1, it snail exhibit no blistering or uplifting of the coating system, or
pitting, extensive corrosion in the scribe, or corrosion extending from the
scribe. A slight amount of general surface corrosion is permitted within the
scribe.
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3.7.15.2 Fillform test. The coating, when tested as in 4.6.13.2, shall
exhibit no filliform corrosion extending more than 0.25 inch from the scribe
lines. A majority of the filaments shall be less than 0.125 inch in length.

3.8 Working properties.

3.8.1 Mixing. All ;omponents of the coating shall mix readily with a hand-
held paddlef a homoge,.ous product.

3.8.2 Application. When the coating is mixed and ready for cpplication, the
material shall be homgeneous and, when spray applied, shall yield a smooth,
uniform film. Caution must be taken when reducing the coating not to exceed the
maximum VOC content specified where air pollution regulations exist.

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

4.1 Resporsibility for inspection. Unless otherwise specified in the
contract or puchase order, the contractor is responsible for the performance of
all inspection requirements as specified herein. Except as otherwise specified
in the contract or purchase order, the contractor may use his own or any other
facilities suitable for the performance of the inspection requirements specified
herein, unless disapproved by the Government. The Government reserves the right
to perform any of the inspections set forth In the specification where such
inspections are deemed necessary to assure that supplies and services conform to
prescribed requirements.

4.1.1 Responsibility for compliance. All items must meet the requirements
of Sections 3 and 5. [he inspection set forth in this specification shall become
a part of the contractor's overall inspection system or quality program. The
absence of any inspection requirements in the specification shall not relieve the
contractor of the responsibillty of assuring that all products or supplies
submitted to the Government for acceptance comply with all requirements of the
contract. Sampling in quality :onformance does not authorize submission of known
defective materia;, either indicated or actual, nor does it cr'mit the Government
to acceptance of defective material. The contractor shall furnish to the
procuring activity the toxicological data and formulations required to evaluate
the s5,ety of the material for the proposed used through the submission of the
Material Safety Data Sheet detailed in FED-STD-313.

4.2 Classification of inspections. The inspection requirements specified
herein are classified as follows:

a. Qualification inpsection (see.4.3),

b. Quality conformance 4nspectlon (see 4.4).

4.3 Qualification inspection. Qualification inspection shall consist of all
the tests'specified in Table I.

4.3.1 Qualification samples. The test samples shall consist of at least one
ouart of each component of the coating material in FED-STD-595 colors 17925 and
36375. The material shall be furnished in containers of the type to be used in
filling contrict orders. Samples shall be identified as follows and forwarded to
the laboratory designated in the letter of authorization (see 6.6.)

8
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TABLE I. QUALIFICATION INSPECTION

Requirement Requirement Test Method
Inspection Paragraph Paragraph

Toxicity 3.3 4.6
Volatile content 3.4.3 4.6
Condition in container 3.5.1 4.6.1
Storage stability 3.5.2 4.6.2
Accelerated stability 3.5.3 4.6.3
Fineness of grind 3.6.1 4.6
Coarse particles 3.6.2 4.6
Odor 3.6.3 4.6.4
Viscosity 3.6.4 4.6
Pot life 3.6.5 4.6
Drying timp 3.7.1 4.6
Surface appearance 3.7.2 4.6.5
Color 3.7.3 4.6.5
Gloss 3.7.4 4.6
Hiding power 3.7.5 4.6
Adhesion 3.7.6 4.6
Flexibility 3.7.7 4.6.6
Fluid resistance 3.7.8 4.6.7
Weather resistance 3.7.9 4.6.8
Humidity resistance 3.7.10 4.6
Heat resistance 3.7.11 4.6.9
S 1-4ent resistance 3.7.12 4.6.10
Tape resistance 3.7.13 4.6.11
Stri piabi 1i ty 3.7.14 4.6.12
Corros:on resistance 3.7.15 4.6.13

Qualification test samples.
Specification TT-C-2756; Color
Coating, Self-Priming Topcoat, Low Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)
Manufacturer's name and product number.
Submitted by (name and date) for qualification testing in accordance with
authorization (reference authorizing letter).

4.3.2 Test report. In addition to the qualification test samples, the
manuIactureirShall furnish a test report showing that the material satisfactorily
conforms to the requirements of this specification. Material Safety Data Sheets
shall be prepared und submitted in accordance with FED-STO-313 and 29 CFR
1910.1200.

4.3.3 Retention of qualificAtion. In order to retain qualification of
products approved for listing on the Qualified Products List (QPL), the
manufactirer shall verify by certification to the qualifying activity that his
product(s) comply with the requirements of this specification. Unless otherwise
specified by the qualifying activity, the time of periodic verification by
certification shall be in two-year intervals from the date of original
qualification and shall be initiated by the qualifying activity.

9
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4.4 Quality conformance inspection. Quality conformance inspection shall C
consist of all the tests specified in Table II.

TABLE II. QUALITY CONFORMANCE INSPECTION

Retirement Test Method
Inspection Paragraph Paragraph

Condition in container 3.5.1 4.6.1
Accelerated stability 3.5.3 4.6.3
Fineness of grind 3.6.1 4.6
Coarse particles 3.6.2 4.6
Odor 3.6.3 4.6.4
Viscosity 3.6.4 4.6
Pot life 3.6.5 4.6
Drying time 3.7.1 4.6
Surface appearance 3.7.2 4.6.5
Color 3.7.3 4.6.5
Gloss 3.7.4 4.6
Hiding power 3.7.5 4.6
Adhesion 3.7.6 4.6
Flexibility 3.7.7 4.6.6
Fluid resistance 3.7.8 4.6.7
Heat resistance 3.7.11 4.6.9
Solvent resistance 3.7.12 4.6.10
Tape resistance 3.7.13 4.6.11

4.4.1 Lot formation. A lot shall consist of all polyurethane coating of the
same type and coloF, manufactured at one time from one batch, forming part of one
contract, and submitted for acceptance. A batch shall consist of all coating
material manufactured during one continuous operation and forming part of one
contract or order for delivery.

4.4.2 Retention sample. At least one quart of each component of the coating
material shall be selected at random from each batch by an authorized government
representative anid forwarded to the laboratory designated by the procuring
activity.

4.4.2.1 Batch data. With each sample, the manufacturer snall furnish a
certified test report showing that the material satisfactorily meets the quality
conformance requirements (4.4). In addition, the manufacturers shall certify
that there has been no formulation or process change from that which resulted in
the production of the qualification inspection sample.

4.4.3 Inspections.

4.4.3.1 Tests. The inspections shall consist of all the tests specified in
Table II. There shall be no failures. Samples for tests shall consist of one
complete unopened kit selectcd at random from each batch. Containers shall only
be opened when being tested.
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4.4.3.2 Visual examination of filled containers. Samples selected at random
for examination in accordance with 4.4.3.3 shall be examined for proper filling
and weight.

4.4.3.3 Examination of packaging and marking. An examination shall be made
to determine that packaging, packing and marking comply with the requirements of
Section 5 of this specification. Defects shall be scored in accordance with the
list below. The sample unit for this examination shall be one shipping :ontainer
fully prepared for delivery except that it shall not be palletized and need not
be sealed. Shipping containers fully prepared for delivery that have not been
palletized shall be examined for defects of closure. The lot size shall be the
number of shipping containers in the end item inspection lot. The samples for
this examination shall be selected at random in accordance with MIL-STD-105,
inspection level S-2, and acceptable quality level (AQL) 4.0 defects per hundred
units.

Examination of: Defect

Packaging Container not as specified, closures not
accomplished by specified or required methods
or materials. Leakage or seepage of contents.
Non-conformir.g component, component missing,
damaged or otherwise defective. Bulged or
distorted container.

Markings Data, including directions for use, omitted,
illegible, incorrect, incomplete, or not in
accordance with contract requirements.

4.4.3.4 Examination for palletization. An examination shall be made to
b determine that palletization complies with the requirements of Section 5 of this

specification. Defects shall be scored in accordance with the list below. The
sample unit shall be one palletized unit load fully prepared for delivery. The
lot size shall be the number of palletized unit loads in the end item inspection
lot. The samples for this examination shall be selected at random in accordance
with MIL-STD-105, inspection level S-I and acceptable quality level (AQL) 6.5
defects per hundred units.

Examination of: Defect

Finished dimension Length, width, or height exceeds specified
maximum requirements.

Palletization Not as specified. Pallet pattern not as
specified. Interlocking of loads not as
specified. Load not bonded with required
straps as specified.

Weight Exceeds maximum load limits.

Marking Omitted, incorrect, illegible, of improper
size, location, sequence or method of
application.
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4.4.4 Rejection and retest. Failure in any quality conformance test shall
result in rejection of that batch and shall constitute sufficient justification
for removal from the qualified products list. Rejected material shall not be
resubmitted for acceptance without written approval from the Naval Air
Development Center, Code 6062, Warminster, PA 18974. The application for
resubmission shall contain full particula s concerning previous rejections and
measures taken to correct these deficiencies. Samples for retest shall be
randomly selected as in 4.4.2 and forwarded to the testing activity.

4.5 Test panels. Panels shall be prepared under laboratory testing
conditions Panels used for test purposes other than flexibility shall be
aluminum alloy conforming to QQ-A-250/4 (T3 temper) and shall be 0.020 by 3 by 6
inches in size. Test panels for flexibility (paragraph 4.6.6) shall conform to
QQ-A-250/4 (0 temper) and anodized in accordance with MIL-A-8625, Type I.

4.5.1 Panel preparation. With the exception of the flexibility (4.6.7)
weather resistance (4.b.8) and filliform corrosion (4.6.13.2) tests, the panels
shall be treated with materials conforming to Form I, Method C (Immersion),
Class 1A of MIL-C-81706 to produce coatings conforming to MIL-C-5541.

4.5.2 Application of coating for testing of film properties. The coating
shall be spray applied to a dry-film thickness of 1.7 to 2.3 mils. This shall be
accomplished by mixing the material according to the manufacturers instructions.
Caution shall be taken not to exceed the maximum VOC content. The coating shall
be applied by spraying a mist coat of the paint and allowing 15 minutes for
drying at ambient conditions. A second coat shall be applied to obtain a final
dry-film thickness of 1.7 to 2.3 mils. The applied coating shall be allowed at
least seven days at ambient laboratory conditions before testing.

4.6 Test methods. The tests of this specification shall be conducted in
accordance with TabTe III and the subparagraph of 4.6, and the panels used
prepared as specified in 4.5 and siibparagraphs of 4.6 as specified. The
laboratory testing conditions shall be in accordance with the applicable test
method described herein.

4.6.1 Condition in container. Allow each component to stand without
agitation for at least i4 days in ,' closed container. Mix by hand with a paddle
and examine the condition.

4.6.2 Storage ssahility. lhe daily temperature of the ambient air at the
storage locatio Ti-sT fTaT witiui the range of 1.7 -46 C (35 - A15 F).

4.6.3 Accelerated st&X.liti. A full unopened can of each Component shall be
stored in an oven at 57 + 3 C U35 + S F) for 24 hours and cooled to room
temperature before being examired. -""he unopened can should be placed in a larger
vented container in the oven tv confine any splash that may occur, in the event
the lid of the unopereu zan ig blown off by gassing.

NOTE: Open cans cautiously, as .. ey may be under pressure. Do not open
deformed cans.

4.6.4 Odor. Test the admixed cclting and an air-dried film for odor.
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0 TABLE III. TEST METHODS

Requirements FED-STD-141 ASTM
Paragraph Test Test Method No. Method No.

3.3 Free isocyanate content D 3432

3.3, 3.4.2 Lead content D 3335

3.3, 3.4.2 Chromium Content D 3718

3.4 Volatile organic compounds D 3960
(VOC) content

3.6.1 Fineness of grind D 1210

3.6.2 Coarse particles D 185

3.6.4, 3.6.5 Viscosity, Pot life D 1200

3.7.1 Drying time D 1640

3.7.3 Color D 2244

3.7.4 Gloss D 523

3.7.5 Hiding power D 2805

3.7.6 Adhesion, Tape test 0 3359 1/

3.7.6 Adhesion, Scrape test D 2197 1/

3.7.10 Hum4dity resistance D 2247

3.7.11 Heat resistance 6051

1/Method A

4.6.5 Examination of the paint film. Examine the surface for the defects
listed in 3.7.2. [he color shall match the specified color chip in FED-STD-595.
The DELTA E of the coating color compared to the FED-STD-595 color chip shall be
a maximum of 1.0 when tested according to ASTM D 2244.

A.6.6 Flexibility. Test panels shall be aluminum alloy conforming to
QQ-A-250/4 (0 temper) and anodized in accordance with MIL-A-8625, Type 1. Panels
shall be 0.020 by 3 by 6 inches in size and prepared as specified in 4.5 without
a primer. The panels shall be allowed at least seven days air-dry before testing
(see 3.7.8).

0
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4.6.6.1 Ambient flexibility. Two coated panels, prepared as in 4.6.6 shall
be tested with a GE Impact-Flexibility Tester at room temperature. Place the
coated panel, film downward, on the rubber pad at the bottom of the impacter
guide. Drop the impactor on the panel, so that the impression of the entire rim
of the impactor is made in the panel. Reverse the impactor ends; and drop it on
the panel adjacent to the first area of impact. Use ten power magnification to
detect fine surface cracking. Report the percent elongation corresponding to the
largest spherical impression at which no cracking occurs.

4.6.6.2 Low temperature flexibility. Two coated panels, prepared as in
4.6.7, shall be tested in accordance with ASTM D 1737 at a temperature of
-51 + 3 C (-60 + 5 F) using a 1/4" mandrel for gloss and semi-gloss colors and a
two-Tnch mandrel-for camouflage colors.

4.6.7 Fluid resistance. Test panels, prepared as directed in 4.5, shall be
separately immersed for 24 hours in MIL-L-23699 lubricating oil at a temperature
of 121 + 3 C (250 + 5 F) and MIL-H-83292 hydraulic fluid at a temperature of 66 +3 C (15 + 5 F). Four hours after removal, the various films shall be examinedfor confoFmity to the requirements of 3.8.1.

4.6.8 Weather resistance. Test panels, prepared as directed in 4.5, shall
be exposed for 500 hours in a 6000 watt Xenon-arc weatherometer (Atlas Electric
Devices Company or equivalent) that is cycling between 102 minutes of light only
and 18 minutes of light and waterspray. The following conditions shall apply
when tested according to ASTM G 26, Type BH.

Black body temperature in cabinet: 60 + 3 C (140 + 5 F)
Relative humidity in cabinet: 50 5%
Intensity of xenon-arc: 0.3"to 0.4 watts/square meter

at 340 nm wavelength

In addition, a separate set of test panels shall be exposed outdoors facing south
at a 45 angle (upward) for one year in Key West, FL. After exposure, the
specular gloss of the specimens shall L determined in accordance with ASTM D
523. The color difference shall be ML sured using the Delta E value in
accordance with ASTM D 2244.

4.6.9 Heat resistance. After exposure in a 250 F oven for four hours, the
color difference shall be measured using the Delta E value in accordance with
ASITM D 2244.

4.6.10 Solvent resistance (cure). Test panels shall prepared as directed in
4: A cotton. terrycloth rag shall be soaked in methyl ethyl ketone solvent and
r,.ted back and forth 25 times (50 passes) over the ccating with firm finger
1,rý.;sure. Rubbing through xo bare metal indicated failure due to improper cure.

4.6.11 Tape resistance. Test panels, prepared as specified in 4.5, shall be
air-dried or eight hours. A one-inch wide strip of masking tape (3M Company
#250 or equivalent) shall be applied to each panel, adhesive side down, and
pressed down with one pass of a 4 1/2 pound (2.04 kilogram) roller to adhere the
tape to the panel. The tape shall remain in contact with the panel for one hour.
Then remove the tape carefully and examine the test film for conformance with
3.7.13.

14
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4.6.12 Strippability. Test panels, prepared as directed in 4.5 and
weathered for 500 hours as directed in 4.6.8, shall be placed on a rack at a 60
angle with the horizontal. Enough MIL-R-81294, Type I, Class I paint remover
shall be poured along the upper edge of each panel to completely cover the
coating surface. After 60 minutes exposure time, the loosened film shail be
brushed off and ti-e panels shall be rinsed while brushing under a stream of cool
water. The amount of coating stripped in this manner is determined by the
percentage of substrate surface area exposed.

4.6.13 Corrosion resistance.

4.6.13.1 Salt spray. Four coated panels shall be prepared as in 4.5. Two
intersecting l-•ies shall be scribed diagonally across the surface of each panel,
so that the bare substrate is exposed. Two panels shall then be placed in a 5%
salt spray cabinet as described in ASTM B 117 for 2000 hours and two panels shall
be placed in a sulfur dioxide - salt spray cabinet as described in ASTM G 85 for
500 hours. The specimens shall be examined for conformance to 3.7.15.1.

4.6.13.2 Filiform. Two aluminum test panels (3 by 6 by 0.02 inches) meeting
QQ-A-250/5 (T3 temper) with a pretreatment meeting MIL-C-5541, Class 1A
conversion coating, shall be prepared. After allowing the coating to cure for 7
days at ambient conditions, two intersecting lines shall be scribed diagonally
across the surface of each panel so that the bare substrate is exposed. The
panels shall then be placed vertically in a desiccator containing 12 N
hydrochloric acid for one hour. This is equivalent to concentrated hydrocholoric
acid (A.C.S. reagent grade). The panels shall be placed within 5 minutes in a
humidity cabint maintained at 40 + 1.7 C (104 + 3 F) and 80 + 5 percent relative
humidity for 1000 hours. The panils shall the'n be examined Tor filiform
corrosion as described in ASTM 2803 and 3.7.15.2.

5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

5.1 Preservation, packaging and packing. For direct purchases by or direct
shipments to the Government, the preservation, packaging, packing, and marking
for shipment shall be in accordance with PPP-P-1892 and as specified in 5.2.
Multi-frictional sealed •ans shall be used. The level of preservation and
packaging shall be as specified (see 6.2). When specified, palletization is
required for handling by mechanical equipment (see 6.2h). The coating shall be
supplied in a kit. For multicomponet coatings, each component shall be packaged
separately and marked as specified in 5.2. The containers shall be thoroughly
dry and filled in a dry atmosphere.

5.2 Markin2 and labeling. In addition to the marking specified in PPP-P-
1892, indiviual cans and containers shall bear printed labels showing the
following nomenclature and information as applicable:

Component Identification (for Multi-Component Coatings)
Specification TT-C-2756
Color (name and number)
Manufacturer's name and product number
Date of manufacture by month and year
Batch number
VOC content in grams/liter
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Maximum solvent addition allowed (without exceeding the VOC limiý)
Net contents
Mixing Instructions for Application

All unit and intermediate packs of toxic and hazardous chemicals and materials
shall also be labeled in accordance with the applicable laws, stetutes,
regulations or ordnances, including Fedoral, state and municipal requirements.
In addition, unit and intermediate containers, including unit containers that
serve as shipping containers such as pails and drums, shall be marked with the
applicable precautionary information detailed in American National Standard
ANSI Z129.1.

5.2.1 Precautionary markings.

5.2.1.1 Container. In addition to labeling as specified in the Department
of Transportation Regulations 49CFR 171-178, the following labeling shall appear
on each component container in every kit and on each exterior shipping container:

CAUTION

THIS COATING.MATERIAL IS TOXIC AND FLAM A'1LE AND SHALL NOT BE
USED IN CONFINED AREAS WHERE THERE ARE OPEN FLAMES, ARCING
EQUIPMENT, HOT SURFACES, OR WHERE SMOKING IS PERMITTED. 7
USE ONLY WITH ADEQUATE VENTILATION.

AVOID BREATHING OF VAPOR C
DO NOT GET IN EYES, ON SKIN, ON CLOTHING.

IN CASE OF CONTACT, IMMEDIATELY FLUSH EYES OR SKIN WITH PLENTY
OF WATER. FOR EYES, GET MEDICAL ATTENTION.

Precautions: (To be included on a sheet with each kit).

1. The surface to be ccated shall be absolutely clean (free of
contamination).

2. All spray equlprrent shall be adequately grounded. Clean equipment
thoroughly after each use with methyl ethyl ketone or MIL-T-81772, Type I
thinner.

3. -,en component B carefully. Do not open bulged container. Discard the
component if can is bulged or material is ný;t clear.

4. Mix only the ntumber ot kits that can be usel within four hours. Use only
the specitfed tlinner. Keep containers closed when not in use.

S. :>•:ating fr.,m one vendor shil Irvtr he rni ed with that of another, even
it tvo col,:r is trýe same. In addition, cov.ý)onents from different kits
a'e riot int,..r-chir-eable.
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6. Production type operations shall be performed only in specifically
designated areas with local exhaust ventilation and such other
environmental control measures as may be recommended on the basis of an
on-site industrial hygiene survey.

7. Touch-up type operations shall be performed only in areas with good
general ventilation, such as the hanger deck of a carrier or in a hanger
ashore with the doors open. Unprotected personnel in adjacent areas
shall not be exposed to mist, spray, or vapor. Application shall be
restricted to brush, roller coat, or self-pressurized aerosol spray kit.
No individual shall apply more than one quart of polyurethane paint by
self-pressurized spray in any 24-hour period.

6. NOTES

6.1 Intended use. This low VOC, self-priming topcoat is intended for
exterior use on aircraft, weapon systems and other applications. No additives
other than the appropriate thinner to obtain the proper spray viscosity shall be
added. The coating has been formulated to meet air pollution regulations
requiring a maximum volatile organic compounds (VOC) content.

6.2 Ordering data.

6.2.1 Acquisition requirements. Acquisition documents should specify the
following:

Sa. Title, number and date of this specification.

b. Type desired.

c. Kit desired, including the quantity and size of containers (see 1.3).

d. Color number and name (see 1.2).

e. Level of packaging and packing (see Section 5).

f. Special marking (see 5.2).

g. Toxicological data requirements (see 3.3 and 4.3.2).

h. FAR clauses 23.303 and 52.223-3.

i. Specify if palletization is required.

6.3 Toxicity. Some free isocyanate is released during mixing and
application of 2 component polyurethanes. The free isocyanates released can
produce a significant irritation of the skin, eyes and respiratory tract. They
may also produce an allergic sensitization of personnel exposed, particularly if
there is an inhalation of vapor and mist produced during spray application. Once
sensitized, further exposure cannot be tolerated, hence the restriction on issue
and use of this material. Additional information pertaining to protective
equipment and other necessary precautions can be obtained from BUMEDIMST
6260.16A.
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6.4 Moisture. Polyurethane components should be kept dry. The presence of
moisture degrades the quality of the coating. Packaging of the materials should,
be done in a dry atmosphere. Solvents and resins should be examined for evidence
of c-ntaminatioii bafore they are incorporated, even though they are of "urethane
gra.. ' Urethane grade •bclynts or thinners may become contaminated with water
in tank cars or storage tanks. fht purchase of urethane grade solvents or
thinners is no guarantee that excessive moisture is not present. It is therefore
recommended that all users check for moisture contamifitinn. The following
suggeste.1 method may be used to determine the presence of water: A!d one drop of
aluminum secondary butoxide to 100 ml of the solvent in a stoppered flask and
shake. An appreciable amount of turbidity indicates the presence of water.

6.5 Composition of Isocyanate Components. It is suggested that no methyl
ethyl ketone be used in the Isocyanate Component, as it may degrade the
isocyanate portion of the resin.

6.6 Qualification. With respect to products requiring qualification, awards
will be made only for products which are, at the time set for opening of bids,
qualified for inclusion in the applicable Qualified Products List, whether or not
such products have actually been so listed by that date. The attention of the
suppliers is called to this requirement and manufacturers are urged to arrange to
have the products that they propose to offer to the Federal Government tested for
qualification, in order that they may be eligible to be awarded contracts or
orders for the products covered by this specification. The activity responsible
for the Qualified Products List is the Naval Air Develop-ent Center, Attn: Code
6062, Warminster, PA 18974; and information pertaining to qualification of
products may be obtained from that activity. In the event that the coating
furnished under contract fails to perform satisfactorily, approval of such a
product will be subject to immediate withdrawal from the Qualified Products List.

6.7 Subject term (key word) listing.

Aliphatic polyurethane
Coating
Exterior use
Flammable
Hazardous material
High-solids
Isocyanate
Material Safety Data Sheets
Qualification
Qualified Products List (QPL)
Toxic
VOC compliint

6.8 Material Safet", Data Sheets. Contracting officers will identify those
activities requiring copies of completed Material Safety Data Sheets prepared in
accordance with FED-STD-313 is at variance with the CFR, 29 CFR 1910.1200 shall
take prccedence, modify and supplement FED-STD-313. The pertinent government
mailing addresses for submission of data are listed in Appendix B of FED-STD-313.

6.9 Chnýnes from previous issue. Asterisks (or vertical lines) ,ic not used
in this revision to identify changes with respect to the previous issue due to
tne extensiveness of the changes.

1i
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Project 8010-0381
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PROTECTIVE COATINGS TEAM TRIP REPORT 22 FEB 1988

From 16-18 Feb 1988, Don Hirst and Charles Hegedus visited NADE? Norfolk

to supervise and observe the painting of an F-14 with the Self-Priming Topcoat
developed at NADC. NADEP personnel were instructed to prepare this aircraft in

the same manner as if it were to receive the standard epoxy primer/polyurethane

topcoat system. The aircraft was closely examined upon arrival at the cleaning

shop. The exterior surface had been entirely stripped of the previous paint

system. While in the cleaning shop, the aircraft was examined for corrosion by

st'p personnel, and any corrosion areas were blasted or sanded. The aircraft

was then cleaned with a standard aircraft cleaner to obtain a water break-free

surface. A chemical conversion coating was applied and rinted to obtain the
desired pretreatment. At this point, the aircraft surface was re-examined and

found to be in excellent condition. It would appear that all F-14s processed

through the NADEP are in this condition as we did not interfere with the

process at all. This was determined to be important because the self-priming
topcoat was designed to be applied without any special treatment to the

surface. At this time, the aircraft was delivere.l to the paint shop.

Once in the paint shop, parts of the aircraft were masked for application

of spray sealant, MIL-S-8802, as is common practice on the F-14. The engine

nacelles and the underside of the aircraft were wiped with a solution calle-d
TEC 901 which was developed at NADEP Norfolk as a final cleaning wipe prior to
coating application. Normally, F-14s processed at Norfolk are spray sealed

(5-7 mils) on their horizontal stabilizers and engine nacelle because of the
severe vibrations experienced by these components. It was felt that this would

also be applicable for the self-priming topcoat. Previous evaluations at NAOC
confirmel that adhesion of the self-priming topcoat to sealant was good.

Approximatly 1.5 hours after the spray suatant was ,pplied to the

aircraft, nine gallons of the 3 6 3 7i color self-priming topcoat were mixed by

NADEP personnel. This is the normal amount of polyurethane topcoat prepared
for the F-14. See the attached schematic of the multi-theater camouflage

scheme for the F-14. This volume was made by mixing six gallons of part A, 1.5
gallons of part B, and approximately 1.5 gallons of standard polyurethane paint

thinner, FIL-T-81772. The Zahn 2 viscosity was 18 seconds which is normal for
a polyurethane topcoat. Four painters began to spray the 36375 material. Of

the four, one painter claimed to have problems, stating the material was too
thin and was running on the surface. Although the surface was examined and no
sags were found on her area, she was instructed to apply a mist coat and then

reapply a full wet coat to obtain the desired 1.8-2.2 mil thickness. It was
later revealed that this painter was fairly new to the paint shop and was far

ltes expe.-ienced. Nonetht-less, it was determined that thiniLog the self-

priming topcoat to 19-21 seconds through a Zahn 2 cup would provide a better
consistancy for this coating and make it easier to apply. This posea no

problem for the paint shop personnel.
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The next color to be applied to the aircraft was 36320. Six gallons of
this material were mixed to a viscosity of 20 seconds. This batch of paint was
applied by two other experienced painters. Upon completion, they claimed to
appreciate the ease of application and the covering power (opacity) of the
coating. The last color to be applied was 35237. Six gallons of this material
were also mixed. The two experienced painters also applied this batch and had
favorable comments. The entire painting process Look rhree hours from the time
the first batch of self-priming topcoat was mixed. The only concern during
that time wa3 the short pot life of the coating, approximately two hours. This
was known beforehand since this batch of paint had slightly too much catalyat.
Future batches will be modified to obtain a six hour pot life. Upon drying,
the coating apeared to cover well, have good hiding power (opacity) and exhibit
suitable color and gloss properties. The paint shop supervisor stated that he
liked the coating and icit that it would definitely save manpower and time in
the paint processing of aircraft.

We were informed that the aircraft would be moved to South Mat at Norfolk
which is where flight testing is performed before the aircraft is delivered to
a squadron. In order for NADC and NADEP personnel to track the aircraft, the
BUNOS. No. was recorded: 160901. The enclosed evaluation sheet and cover
letter were devised to accompany the aircraft as it is deployed, allowing for
continuous evaluation of the coating. We plan to track the aircraft closely
through AIRLANT and to travel and evaluate the aircraft after six ro nine
months when it is available.

0C
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Log Book Entry

F-14 Bureau 0 Seq.

Production Planning and Control Department Release 0

The NAVAIRDEVCEN Warminister Pa. and the NAVAVNDEPOT
Norfolk, Materials Engineering Laboratory is evalutating a new
self-priming topcoat for aircraft application as an altarnativ!
to Mil-P-23377D and Mil-C-83286 currently used on the F-14. The
matorial is especially formulated and provides the same
protection as the presently uaad systum while being a one coat
rather than a two coat system thus reducing one of the two coat
systems being sprayed on tha aircraft. This new system i.
compatible with existing paint systems currently used in the
field. Touch-up as per WAVAIR 01-IA-509 using Mil-P-23377D and
M•l-C-83286 material.

Attachud are report form for evaluating performance on the
subject aircraft, Please submitt reports to NAVAIRDEVCEIJ
Warminister Pa. and copy to NAVAVNDEPOT Norfolk. (Code 36O00) at
three month intervals.

U
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SELF-PRIMING TOPCOAT
EVALUATION REPORT

Custodian Aircraft BU}H Date

Acit Flt Hr.:

Type Service ( ) Ship Based ( ) Shore D!svd

General Appearance Satisfactory Uniatizfactcry
C ) ()

If Unsatisfactory. Why?

Area on Aircraft needing repair:

Type of repair required (Light. Touch-up. Co:rosion removal. utc)

Ease of Repair: Satisfactory Ujisatisfactory
C ) (C)

If Uns"tisfactory. Why?

Adhusion of Self-priming Topcoat:
Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

C ) C )

If Unsatisfactory. W.hy?

Overall Effectiveness: Excellent G;od
(C) C )

Fair Poor
C) ( )

Addltlona' Ci.,,;ients:

Prepared by: -end to:

IJAVAIRDEVCLU
Warminxutur, PA 10074-5000
Auro MAteriala Division
ATTN: Coda 6062

Naval Aviation Depot
Naval Air Stition, Bldg V-08
Norfolk, VA 23l11

.. . *. 1 1.



NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
AIR VEHICLE AND CREW SvSTEMS TECHINOLOGY DEPARTMENT

WARMINSTER, PA 18974-5000

I Nov 1988

TRIP REPORT

TO: U.S.S. JOHN F. KENNEDY, MEDITERANEAN SEA

DATES: 29-30 OCT 1988

PURPOSE: EVALUATION OF NADC SELF-PRIMING TOPCOAT ON F-14

REPORT BY: 'Charles Hegedus, Naval Air Development Center, Code 6062

BACKGROUND

On 17 Feb 1988, an F-14 (Bu. No. 160901.) was painted at NADEP Norfolk
with the NADC Self-Priming Topcoat (SPTC). This single coating was developed
to replace the standard two coat system (epoxy primer and polyurethane
topcoat) used on Navy aircraft. Reference (1) discusses the development of
this coating and reference (2) is a report on the application of the coating
to the F-14. The advantages of this material are:

1. Reduced application time and aircraft processing time
2. Reduced manpower required for application
3. Reduced material costs
4. Reduced volatile organic content (VOC) emissions to the environment
5. Elimination of chromates (carceitogens) from the paint system

The conclusions of reference (2) were that the coating application process
went well and the coating system looked good wnile eliminating the application
of a primer coat. NADEP Norfolk paint shop, quality control, and materials
engineering personnel were impressed with the application performance of the
coating.

The aircraft location and performance of the coating system has been
closely monitored in order to rigorously evaluate the performance of the Self-
Priming Topcoat. Both NADEP and squadron personnel have stated that this
coating seems to be performing well and is more cleanable than the standard
camouflage topcoat. In June 1988, C. Hegedus and D. Hirst of NADC visited NAS
Oceans (VF-32) to inspect the aircraft prior to deployment on the U.S.S. John
F. 'Kennedy. Although it had been painted for only 4 months, we felt that
consistent tracking of this aircraft, the first painted with the Self-Priming
Topcoat, was essential to eveluate and understand its performance. At that
time the coating system appeared in very good condition and comments from
squadron maintenance personnel were favorable. In early August 1988, the F-14

was deployed on the aircraft carrier for a cruise to the MedLteranian Sea.

COATING EVALUATION

On 29 Oct 1988, Dave Jamieson (NAVAIRSYSCOM, AIR 4t12E), Mel Rose (NAS
Oceana, NASUZ Det.) and Charles Hegedus (NAVAIRDEVCEN, Code 6062) inspected
the Self-Priaklng Topcoat on the F-14 (160901) on board the U.S.S. John F.
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Kennedy. In general the coating system looked very good. Of special interest
was performance in areas around fasteners, on titanium and on the horizontal
stabilizer. The stabilizer had been spray sealed prior to painting. There
was little, if any, cracking of the paint system around fasteners. This is a
common failure location for paints on aircraft due to the stresses and fatigue
which occur due to the gap between the fastener head and the skin of the
aircraft. The coating was intact on titanium co~aponents and the coating
adhesion appeared good. Adhesion to titanium is often a probleld, especially
under wet or high humidity conditioas. The coating was also adhering well to
the horizontal stabilizers and the e,-gine nacelles which had been spray sealed
prior to application of the Self-Pr.ming Topcoat. On the underbelly of the F-
14, which is constantly wet with hydraulic fluid, the coating was intact and
there were no signs of peeling, blistering, or any coating defects. The
turtle back area was also in good condition. However, on the upper side of
the aircraft, the coating had blotches of a rust color stain. The blotches
appeared to be similar to water stains, 0.25 to 0.5 inches in diameter and
distributed over the entire upper surfaces. Squadron per sonnel stated that
this stain had occurred overnight and they were not sure how it had happened
or what the stain was. It appears as if something was accidentally sprayed
over the aircraft and, upon drying, caused the stain. It is certair this is
not related to the coating and a sample of the stain was taken for analysis at
NADC. Finally, one area which is subject to peeling and is a common loc.aLion
for paint failure is the external skin just above the main landing gear and
the SPTC was intact with no signs of any defects. Only one area,
approximately 2 square inches under the port wind, was observed where paint
had peeled, revealing bare metal. This is considered minor and is common on
nearly all aircraft.

Squadron maintenance chiefs stated that they were very happy with the
performance of the paint system. They compared it to another aircraft (Bu.
No. 159603) in VF-32 which had been painted at NADEP Norfolk with the standard
system just prior to the Self-Priming Topcoat F-14. They stated that In
overall performance, appearance, and corrosion protection, the Self-Pri,.tng
Topcoat performed as good or better than the standard system. One warrant
oificer claimed that the SPTC was more cleanable than the standard system.
Another chief stated that when the aircraft was delivered from NADEP, there
were some small, minor areas where paint had peeled. He stated that this was
common for almost all aircraft and that this peeling usually continued until
the aircraft was reworked again. (It is suspected that this peeling is due to
poor surface preparation on bporadic areas of the aircraft prior to painting.)
However, the chief also stated that unlike the standard paint system, any
peeling of tliv SPTC stopped after the squadron received the aircraft.

As a final evaluation of the Self-Priming Topcoat, VF-32 Corrosion
History Files and 3M data on the two aircraft (standard paint and SPTC) were
analyzed. All paint touch-up was performed using MIL-P-233770, Type 1I and
MTL-C-22750 (epoxy primer and epoxy topcoat - standard for painting en hoard
carrier). The touch-up system was compatible with and adhered to the SPTC.
However, one of the chiefs stated that the color blend was better with the
SPTC. Comparing the SAF (preventive maintenance) 3M data for the months of
August and September (while deployed oit the carrier), the F-14 with the
standard paint system had a total of ind corrosion actions, 71 of which were
for bare metal exposed due to chipped paint. The F-14 with the SPTC had a
total of 201 actions with only 3 reports of bare metal due to chippd paint.
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In conclusion, inspections by NAVAIR, NAESU, and NADC personnel, along

with comments from squadron maintenance personnel, and analysis of corrosion
data illustrated that after 8 months (3 of which were ship deployed) the NADC
Self-Priming Topcoat performed as good as, or possibly better than, the
standard paint system on F-14 160901.

The following personnel provided tremendous support during our visit to
the carrier: CDR Derieck, CDR Connelly, LCDR Jones, LCDR Elliot, AVCM
Matthews, and especially AMi Winters and AM1 Paltanwich.

REFERENCES:

1. Charles R. Hegedus, DEVELOPMENT OF A PRIMER/TOPCOAT AND FLEXIBLE PRIMER
FOR ALUMINUM, Naval Air Development Center Reprort Number 87016-60,

Warminster, PA, 20 March 1987.

2. Charles R. Hegedus and Donald J. Hirst, Naval Air Development Center Trip
Report, Warminster, PA, 22 Feb 1988.
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22 November 1988

From: Melvin K. Rose. Naval Aviation Engineering Service Unit
Detachment Oceana, Badge No. 260-68391

To: Commanding Officer, Naval Aviation Engineering Service Unit
Via: Officer in Charge, Naval Aviation Engineering Service Unit

Detachment Oceana

Subj: SUBMISSION OF TRIP REPORT

1. Activity Visited: USS KENNEDY (CV-67), VF-32.

2. Dates of Visit: 27 October through 1 November 1988.

3. Purpose of Trip: To evaluate the self-priming top coat (developed at Naval
Air Development Center) on VF-32 F-14 160910 and standard paint system (STP)
applied to F.14 159603.

4. Summary of Accomplishments:

a. F-14 aircraft 160901 and 1S9G03 were p4inted at the same time and
placed in service with Fighter Squadron VF-32, April112 1.988 Aircraft 160901
was painted wit,' an experimental self-priming top coat (SPTC): Aircraft 153603
was poainted with the standard paint system epoxy polyamide primer, M!.LP-21377
and top coat Aliphatic Polyurethane, MIL-C083286 (SPS). A trend is being
developed with a comparison between these paint systems in an attempt to
evaluate the effectiveness of the SPTC.

b. The following items will be evaluated over the first year of operation.

(1) Chipping and cracking of paint around fasteners and highly
flexible sections of the aircraft

(2) Corrosion discrepancies

(3) Cleanability

(a) Ease of cleaning

(b) Fading and streaking from aircraft cleaning c,_.0our!

(4) Man-hours spent on corrosion prevention

(5) Touch up of the paint system Including:

(a) Blendability

(b) Adhesion of epoxy polyamide top coat, M|L-C-22750

c. Aircraft 160901 and 159603 worn inipected by Mr. C. Hegedus. NAOC, Mr.
0. Jamieson. NAVATA, and Mr. M. Ro2e, NAESU. On aircraft 160901, the paint
around fast!ners and flexible sections of fuselage, tail sections, speed
brakes, and underside of wings 4as exc2l1ent with very little paint cracking or
peeling. A commoelt from 4r. Wintvrs, VF-32 corrosion Supervisor, ... some
peel'n? right after SOLM, but is not a problem now. Peellng is somewhat
typical, but It usually doesn't get better as It did with this aircraft...
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22 november 1983

Subj: SUBMISSION OF TRIP REPORT

d. Aircraft 159603 had a significant amount of chipping and cracking of
the SPS In the same sections evaluated. The corrosion history folders and the
3M data summlary for August and September on the subject aircraft Is as follows:

Corrosion preventative actions squadron-wide:

159609 - 380 total maintenance actions, 71 of those were bare
metal or chipped paint.

160901 - 201 total maintenance actions, 3 were bare metal or
chipped paint.

Flight hours for August and September 1988

160901 159603
Total hours - 82.7 Total hours - 24.2.

e. Corrosion discrepancies: No major corrosion discrepancies were
discovered during this first evaluation period.

f. Cleanability: The aircraft were cleaned on the following dates with
aircraft cleaning compound, MIL-C-43616, Class I. from Octagon Process, Inc.,
Edgewater, NJ, or NIL-C-43615, Class IA. spray cleaner.

A/C 160901 A/C 153603
4-18 4-18 hand cleaned
5-08 hand cleaned 5-08 hand cleaned
5-24 5-28
6-08 7-14
6-22 q-G7
7-14 8-13
7-19 9-01
3-07 hand cleaned 9-06
8-13 9-10 hand cleaned
8-26 9-25
9-01 10-05
9-14 10-10
9-20 10-23
9-25

10-03
10-11
10-23

A sum•marization of the comments solicited from Mr. J. Paltanawick, Line
Supervisor VF-32, indicate that the SPTC is easier t0 clean and Is less
susceptible to fading or streaking from the aircraft cleaning compound although
aircraft 160901 was cleaned more frequently than 159603. The SPTC system
appears to be holding up better that the SPS.

g. Both aircraft were touched up during this period. The touch up paint
was epoxy polyamide top coat, MIL-C-227SO. Ti.- epoxy blended well with both
systems wlth no adhesion problems.
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22 November 1988

SubJ: SUBMISSION OF TRIP REPORT

S. It.$s Requiring Further Action: Tho aircraft will again be evaluated in
February 1989 aftar the deployment.

6. Recommendations: Recommendations will be forthcoming after the one year
eval uation.

MELVIN K. ROSE

Copy to:
NADC (Mr. C. Hegedus)
NAVAIR (Mr. 0. Jamieson)
COMFITWING ONE
NAESU Oet Norfolk

3
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REPORT OF TRIP TO: USS J. F. KENNRDY
DATE OF TRIP: 27 OCTOBER - 1 NOVEMBER 1988
MADE BY: Dave Jamieson, NAVAIR CODE AIR-ul121E
PURPOSE OF TRIP: To evaluate the NADC developed SELF-PRIMING TOPCOAT on a
deployed F-l aircraft.

1. The Naval Air Development Center (NADC) developed a self-priming
topcoat (SPTC) that eliminates the need for a primer coating prior to the
application of the colored top coat on Naval Aircr3ft. The SPTC has been
applied to 3 H-3s and I F-lI aircraft to evaluate its performance and
corrosion inhibiting capabilities in a fleet environment

2. NADC requested Mr. X. Rose, NAESU corrosion, NAESU detachment Oceana
and this writer to assist Mr. C. Hegedus (NADC Code 6062) in an inspection
of F-14 Buno 160901 (F-14-1) which was aboard the USS John F. Kennedy in
the Mediterranean. On 27 October 1988 we dep..rted for the USS Kennedy to
evaluate the performance of the SPTC.

3. On 29 October 1988 the inspection team briefed CDR Connelly, the CO of
VF-32, (F-14-i reporting custodian) and LCDR JONES. the CAG maintenance
officer, on the SPTC and the goals of inspection team. The team then met
with LCDR Elliot, VF-32 Maintenance and Materials Control Officer, and
AVCM Matthews. VF-32 Maintenance ChIeE, who supported the team during the
inspection. AMSl Winters, the VF-32 corrosion control work center
supervisor, met the team at the aircraft and provided information on the
maintenance history of F-14-1. He told the team that the only problem he
had with the SPTC was a slight peeling condition noted on its arrival from
the depot. AMS1 Winters indicated that paint peeling on returning depot
aircraft is very common. and said that once the peeling on F-14.-1 Was
repaired no furthur problems were noted. He stated that other aircraft
with the standard coating systems which peels tend to continue to poel
even after repair.

4. The inspection of F-14-1 took place 29-30 October 1988. The SPTC on
F-14-1 was in excellent condition and exhibited no signs of peeling,
cracking, blistering or corrosion. The SPTC on areas of high foot traffic
(eg; Upper surfaces on the fusolage, wings, horizontal stabili:ers or
nacelles) was dirty but not worn or abraded. A thorough inspection for
uracking of the SPTC along fastener rows was also accomplished. No
cracking was noted. This is a significant finding since the most common
cause of corrosion on naval aircraft is due to fatigue/stress cracking of
the coating system along fastener rows. This condition allows moisture to
intrude below the coating system and create a dissimilar metals corrosion
cell between the fasteners and the aluminum skin. An orange stain covered
the upper surfaces of F-l4-1. AJMS1 Winters stated that the stain had
appeared since the cruse began and he did not know the source. This stain
could not be removed by any of the approved cleaning methods. The team
took samples of the stain to possibly identify the source/cause and
removal method.

@I



5. To evaluate the SPTC performance against the standard coating system
VF- 32s F-I4, Buno 159603 (F-i4-2) which completed depot 1 day prior to
F-14-1 was inspected. The standard coating system was in good condition.
The aircraft appeared 4irtier. There wa. a significantly higher number of
paint touch up areas and chipped paint. The coating system on this
aircraft wias not good es the SPTC on F-14-1.

6. We then interviewed Petty Officer Paltanawick, the VF-32 line division
su?-v' sor, to ihquire about the cleanability of the SPTC. Pttty Officer
Paltanawick stated that of the tuo types of topcoats the SPTC was easlier
to clean and that it was more resistant to deterioration caused by the use
rof harsh cleaning compounds. MIL-C-4361.6 was the cleaner used by VF-i2
which car contain up to 60% Aromatic Solvents. He also stated tLht the
SPTC maintained its color better than the standard Polyurethane TupcL. t.
after rul-iple lathings.

7. The team thei reviewed VF-32s MDR-lls (The 3M Corrosion Control
Sumrary) for August ind September on F-14-1/2. The docluaented corrosion
disci.epancies for both aircraft were nominal and similar. However.
prevant4ve corrosion maintenance actions which incluoes tLe touch up of
bsre metal and chipped paint were quite diffeient. F-14-1 had 201 items
processed under support action code 04 for August/September. Of those only
3 weri calised -4 loss of paint. F-14-2 had 388 items processed for the
same period. Of taose 71 were for loss of paint. This is a significant
difference for a'rcraft having the same depot cycle, squadron, and
operational envi.-onment. Flight hours for August/September for F-14-1 was
82.7 and for F-14-2 was 24.2. A higher rate of coating d&ange is usually
seen for aircraft accruing higher flight times due to the amour, of
handling and mairitenance associated with flight operations. Ho%' 7-r. in
this case the onposite was true which makes a strong statement zo the
,Iu.-ability of the SPTC.

8. A final discussion was held with both Petty Officer Winters and
Paltanawick to review any additional information they would like to add.
Petty Officer Winters stated that he had experienced no problems applying
the standard touch up primer and topcoat over the SPTC and that the
adhesion was good. He also stated that color match was good betwtjen the
SPTC and touch tip topcoat being used. Both petty officers agreed that the
-PTC was at least as good. if itot better than. the standard flolyyrcthýrne
tna- oat and much better than the Epoxy Topcoat (MIL-C-22750) boinel| used
for touchi up.

,. '•sed on this inspection the SPTC appears to be as good as. tho
e,ýYining Polyurethane topcoats being applied to Naval Aircraft today. This
in•!pection provides only a sn,.pshot of one data point. Additional
ins.pections of this F-14 and the H-3 aircraft with SPTC applied must be
conducted to establish a better dat- base. However. if the SPTC continues
to perform as well a*a it has to da" j, I will recommend that this material
berome the stindard coating system for Naval aircraft. If the SPTC ptoves
to be an effective coating system. it will provide a substantial cosit
reduction in mnhours and materials required to support aircraft coaoting
sy:item maintenance. There will also be a :ed'uction in supply inventory
noided aboard ships and air stations allowing additional space for other
required items.



NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
AEROSPACE MATERIALS DIVISION0 WARMINSTER, PA 18974-5000

TRIP REPORT

TO: NAS Oceans

DATE: 23 Veb 1939

PURPOSE: Evnluation of 'VADC UI~cnat -sn F-].A -fter I year of service.

REPORT BY: A. Enp, C. POetius, ain-! r. it'r't, NAUC, 'nole 61C6'

BACKGROUND

Ont 17 Feb 1988, in F-14 (Funnio 090ij)'t pfeit v!Arr Norio!k
with the VAry'-dov,,'1oped "nIcoat (provioubly ca le' l Pr ~i Topcai-10.
One week prio~r to" that date anot her F-14 lktino 1511-I was p-ifntedi at *iA0ui11
r.')rfol k wi th the -ztan,!.iriJ NAvy a Irc rdaf coar I!:)' sy-- t, (I'll-P-23377/NI 1-C-
8320). These' i!rcraft were pl iced 11 Qrvic., wftý 7f-'bter Scuadron VF-32
nn 12 April 198,q ;j(., In eoirlv A~ut!"P" tf> y we~re deployed on the UTSS
JTohn F. Kennedy (,'r a tour of (iurv In, the %ird't.'rrae,'ii qseA. fl" 29-30
October 108ft, an' ovAluat inn teaim coK n i f r. I'0':-(!dug (NADC), D.
Jnmieron ('JAVATR-411217'), and M. P05' NsSo Dot. Cvct-3na) inspected both
.1trer~ft on hoare4 the eairrior in irne mor itrrAno'an cen. Visual insper'ior4',showed f1nicoat to be superior to the st.-ndird paint eystem. 3M data
veriletie their finflno.q since Puno 160001 ro.-istered 201l total maintenance
actfons (bare metal or chippe'i paint accounted for I ictions) versusR 380
mafntensacp nctlon- (bare metal or chipped ra'nt accounted for 71 actions')
fai- Puna 150603. kI~n, Frtc~ was reported by 3quoairmn maintenance
porronnel .'s he in.. vaif ýr to cleoan :ind less siateceptible to fad ing and
"!tr.'ikfnp. This loam~ ron,-uded that Unicoat i'n Puna 160901 performed
comparably to (if not better than) the standard system on Puno 159603.

011i ?FAR (NSPFCTIO'4

N'r 23 Feb 19A9, Charles FHi-pedur, Donald Hirst, Alid Anthony Fnag
vi.-Itted N4AS (coana with other Navy arnd Induit'-y coat tno.-t experts (see
Ti(.'O3tire 1) 11 o-lr to evaluaste in.1 'Isc'tiaa theC pert~irmsnceý of UNICOAT on
'ai F-14 (Pinn '16011011 ifter 1 1 ye'ar service test diirition. From a visual

I .o *c for), Rutno 100(11i (wI th tTN;,.rA r% ippeared to- have lass paint
c n( n th in t he F- 14 -411 1 t -Lantln.,ir 4 cant Inp system ( Puna

'(0l31 pairt it'ii arty i'",i''- f isten-r .1 rl- ii. lerhelly. IINICOAT appelred
h ( *'I' -lt *11 "-tly *isI* thin t,"' tfiuIniir( coaiting system. The

ita (nr t he j'.rfo! 'uj I' the 1 tst i~etIonn `ice~ohrr waft presented
1.'t Vor#- (; relntiirv ?). Th '1l d'r.-i In,'!.c'tccs r.%l atively equivalent

rltr h C otwetir t),.- ti, crAt tnt' :.vttemq, 3!. mulitenance actions for the
a r,4,rf~r' wjtj voiC.T~rý!i- 42 lor the itreraft with the' standard

P.W .t1~ . r)n#'irmfu,, prrvIou* r-ports, m-Iitenanre personnel stAted
s.%c t(' 'j e~sit'r to e oe more, rp~.1t.tant to burnishinp nnd running

~'''tre~itti with tho tt-indrtir nirctift CleAnor ussed nn hoard ship (M.1-C-
4?0e6), and ')Iee!ed hett..r Lvith toitch-up pailnt (Mil-C-22750) compared to

thentidr!coat inp system. They alio atited that tisip VNICOAT to touch-



up in the field (organizational and intermediate levels) would reduce their
painting time and man-hours by 50%.

In an open forum discussion, various participants expressed their
comments, concerns, and suggestions with regards to UNICOAT. These items
included IR reflectance, strippability, microcracking/weathering, adhesion,
environmental aspects, application methods, draft specification, and future -'
application plans. The following points summarize the discussion.

1) The total IR reflectance of UNICOAT is comparable with the
standard coating system (low IR primer - MIL-P-23377 Type II and NIL-C-
83286). However, bi-directional IR reflectance analysis, which will be a
more extensive analysis, is expected to be completed in March.

2) UNICOAT has been effectively stripped by chemical means,
Mil-R-81294, and by plastic media blasting. On laboratory specimens,
Unicoat strips easier than the standard coating system since it precludes
the use of an epoxy primer which is difficult to chemically remove, and
because UNICOAT is thinner than the standard coating system.

3) Microcracking of the standard topcoat after weathering is
common due to UV degradation and the high stresses placed on the coating
system due to airframe flexing and vibration. Certain studies have
suggested that polymeric beads (contained in UNICOAT) have not been
effective in eliminating microcracking to date. However, the preclusion of
the relatively brittle epoxy primer, and the fact that UNICOAT is applied
at a lower total film thickness, suggests that UNICOAT should be a more
flexible coating than the standard coating systen. Laboratory tests and
the on-going field evaluations further Indicati this may bc the case.

4) Dry and wet tape adhesion of UNICOAT on
scotchbrite/deoxIdized (no chromate conversion pretreatment) aluminum was
reported to be excellent. This correlates with service test results of
UNICOAT on a scotchbrite/deoxidized H-3 painted at NADEP Pensacola in April
1988. The elimination of this pretreatment process, reduces maintenance
man-hours and greatly reduces disposal problems by eliminating all
chromates from the finishing system.

5) The volatile organic compounds (VOC) content of UNICOAT in
camouflage colors is currently at 415 gil, with a Zahn #2 viscosity of 34
seconds. This material can be spray applied with conventional air
equipment with air pressure of 60 psi, producing a uniform film. This VOC
currently complies .ith regulations implemented in California for aerospace
topcoats (420 g/l) but not for primers (350 g/l). However, classification
of UNICOAT is still ambiguous since definitions of topcoats and primers are
different in the various regulatory districts. A new and separate
classification may be appropriate to accommodate UNICOAT since it greatly
reduces the total volume of VOC of the overall painting operation when
compared to the standard coattnp system. NADC plans to approach the EPA
and the appropriate California districts to obtain an official ruling and
clarification on UNICOAT. The pigment system is lead and chromate free.
The resin system is chemically similar to the resin system in the standard
topcoat (Mil-C-83286) and thus can be handled with relative ease with the
proper respirator and clothing.

6) Althouvh 17NICOAT has been applied using conventional and
alr-assisted airless npray, Graco (a paint application equipment
nanufacturer) is currently Investigating the use of other types of
application equipment to determine the optimum process for UNICOAT
application. They will provide a complete report on their investigation,
which will Include appropriate recommendations.

7) A draft specification for UNICOAT has been prepared b7 NADC
and will be distributed for review, comments, and auggestions.
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8) The F-14 class desk plans to paint F-14A+ models in order to
generate additional field data on this material. NADEP Jax expressed
interest in painting several A-7's and F-18's. NADEP Norfolk and MCAS
Cherry Pt also wish to paint several aircraft fn the future. MCAIR would
like to pierit. some i-18's or AV-8s after an extensive lahorat,)ry
evaluation.

In conclusion, INTCOAT on Buno l60qOl performed comparabl.' to (if not
better than) the standar,4 coat inw zvtrri on Pun- IVQ6',3 after I year of
service. In 1ighht of t',- fact that T:N.¢OST has ure-r us advantAg. ,ve
the standara coating svy-em fl.e. re ,i.,d aprlic•-itin "ie and m'rjorer,
reduced aircra"t ?rocess;,i time, re2uc.a -.iteri-" ce"ts, reduced VOC
emissions, and elirl',iti,, o; chromates' ond that :r ",s perfrrt-d viell on
frt:- 'lect aircraft, a m, re xtensiv field tnsL'r'* prgram is warran'A.d
and recommended.

K 7'

LII

0 /



URoROSION DOCUMENTATION

AC 159609 AC 160901

OCT 88

A/C Wash Hours 74.9 43.5
SAF Hours 163.3 151.4
MAF Hours 19.7 10.7
Totals 257.9 205.6

NOV 88

A/C Wash Hours 89.3 43.7
SAF Hours 483.5 491.7
MAF Hours 204.4 210.3
Totals 777.2 745.7

DEC 88

A/C Wash Hours 66.3 64.6
SAF Hours 376.2 298.9
MAF Hours 183.7 98.5
Totals 625.2 462.0

Three Month Total

Wash Hours 230.5 151.8
SAF Hours 1023.11 942.0
MAF Hours 4*7.8 319.5
Totals 1661.3 1413.3

a i!ii



-. - For--

Oc: 88 0c= 8c

Wash hrs. Wash nrs.

4 74.9 2 43.5

Nov 88 Nov 88

4 89.3 2 43.7

Dec 88 Dec 88

3 66.3 3 64.6

A/#% '=ashes

jul'ian DatE Hrs. Julian 6,a:e Hrs.

8^82 2!.6 82_4 19.6

8278 15.3 8297 18.9

c . 8334. 2 .6

1l.8 8335 I.9

8:06 21.9 8340 18.6

U`12 16.1 8350 15.6

16.2 83512 2..9

E2Z7 14.2 9001 22.6

9.9 904 16.7

E255- 23.8

8365 22.6

: ,18.6

12.7

B



Nov 6, 88 Nov 11, S%

Bare metal 9 itams Bare metal 4 items

Chipped paint 3 item..s Chipped paint 7 items

Galvanic corrosion 2 i-e-s Galvanic corrosion 0 items

Surface corrosion 3 items Surface corrosion I item

Rust 3 items Rust 2 items

De: 22 88 Dec 18 88

Bare metal 3 i-eros Bare metal 7 items

Chipped paint 5 items Chipped paiiý: 0 items

Galvanic corrosion 2 items Galvanic corrosion 1 item

Surface corrosion 0 items Surface corrosion 3 items

Rust 1 item Rust 0 items

Jan 25 89 Jan 27 89

B r- ,ctal I its- Bare metal 3 items

Chipped paint 6 items Chipped ,aint 3 items

Galvanic corrosion 4 items Galvanic corrosion 2 itemss

Surface corrosion 0 items Surface corrosion I item

Rust I ite., Rust 0 items
Totals

Bare metal 13 Fare metal !4
Chipped paint 14 Chipped paint 10
Galvanic cor. 8 Galvanic cor. 3
Surface cor 3 Surface cor 5
Rust 4 Rust 2

4 134
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL AVIATION OEPOT

MARINE CORPS AIR STATION

CERMY POINT. NORTH CANROLNA 28s33-5030 mmWu, nv Obr To

7200
35420-JW
15 Mar 89

PRODUCT SUPPORT DIRECTORATE TRIP REPORT NO. 043-89

From: J. A. Whitfield, Nonmetals Branch (35420)
To: Commanding Officer
Via: (1) Director, Product Support Directorate (05)

SubJ: EVALUATION OF NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER SELF-PR2MING TOPCOAT
(UNICOAT) ON F-14 (NAVAVNDEPOTINST 7200.1)

1. On 23 February 1989, the undersigned traveled to Naval Air Station Ocez a,
Virginia Beach, Virginia, to evaluate a self-priming polyurethane topcoat
(Unicoat) developed by the Naval A'.r Development Center (NAVAIRDEVCEN) which
eliminates the need for primer when coating Naval aircraft. This coating was

applied to an F-14 aircraft (BUNO 160901) en 17 Feoruary 1988 which was

later deployed to the Mediterranean Sea aboard the U.S.S. John F. Kennedy.
Another F-i4 aircraft (BbNO 159603), deployed there also, was coated with the

standard epoxy primer/polyurethane topcoat system Just prior to the F-14 with

the Unicoat. Both aircraft were available for inspection At Naval Air Station

(NAS) Oceana (WF-32) on 23 February 1989, one year after being coated.

2. Evaluation: Both aircraft were painted the same color, flat gray,

FED-STD-494, Color No. 35237. The coating on both aircraft appeared in very

good condition; no large scale peeling, flakiag, or chipping. Particular

attention was given to areas such as rivet lines, leading edges, seams, and

underside surfaces wtere coating failure is most prevalent. Cclor, fading,

staining, and streaking Was also compared on the two aircraft; no significant

differences were observed. Following onsite evalu.;ion, the inspection team

was briefed by Mr. C. Hegedus (NAVAIDEVCEN Code 6062), who was instrumental in

the development of the Unicoat material. Me. Hegedus spoke of the advantages

of the Unicoat material as compared to the standard coating system, including

(1) reduced application time, (2) reduced overall material cost, (3) reduced
volatile organic content (VOC), and (4) elimination of chromates from the

coating material. Mr . X. Rose (NAS Oceana, NAES1U Det.) presented VF-32
corrosion history files of the two aircraft which included corrosaln

discrepancies and preventative corrosion maintenance actions. According to Mr.

Rose, based on the data presented, the Unicoat performed as good if not better

than the conventional coating system. W-32 personnel present aL the briefing

stated that the aircraft with Unicoat was easier to clean and appeared to be

more resistant to streakirg by cleaning compounds than the standard paint

system. They also stated that there were no problems with adhc-sion or color

match of MIL-C-22750 Epony Topcoat when used for touch-ip. Personnel from

NAVAVNWEPOT Norfolk, where the two aircraft were painted, were on hand to

provide comments on the application of the Unicoat. Amo;, the comments on

application was that the Unticoat appeared Rwetter" thar. the conventional
criting materisl when sprayed, giving the appearance of pot,!ntial runs and

sags, but runs and sags occurred no more frequently. The Unl.'oat material has

a shorter pot life (1.5 hours) compared with the standard polyurethane coating.

Mr. Heqtdus added that because ot the short pot life, the two-ca~poncnt Unicoat

material had to be aixed immediately prior to apiFAcation. Dry film thickness
of the Unicoat w9s typically two Nils.
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PRODUCT SUPPORT DIRECTORATE TRIP REPORT NO. 043-89

3. Conclusions: Based on the evaluation and observations made, the Unicoat
material appears to perform as well as and possibly better than tne standard
epoxy primer/polyurethane topcoat system. The only negative aspect was the
short pot life, and it remains to be seen if there would be any problems
because of this at this Depot. The Unicoat material warrants further
evaluation, therefore, this Depot will acquire the necessary material to
perform such evaluations.

J. A. WHITFIELD

2
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27 Ma~r 09

MEM01RANDUM

Fr-om: Patricia Bustzig, NADEP/JAX Code ;S43
To: Charliw Hegedus, NADC C,.,ae 60621 JL

Via: Polymeric Materials Branch, Code 343 k6/

Subj.- TRIP REPORT - CONCERNS OF LJNICOAT SELF PRIMING 1 OPCOAT AND
REVIEW OF F-14 AIRCRAF1.

Encl: (1) LIst of attendwws, Unicoat Eval/NAS Oceana

1. On 2/23/18q at meeting war. held at NAS 0=esna to evaluate and
discuss thu -ielf-priming topcoat dtevelopwd at tJADC. A li%;t of
attondees i* attached. The meeting wau run by Ciiarlie Heged~us,
NADC Coder 6062.

'2. Two F-14'-. "are an uite for- review and cumaiprizon. Ona hid
heen pointe~d with Unicoat (B/N 160901), thp other in tho

co-vnt~r~lprimer/topeciat systum~ WU/N 1-J96:09'. Th~v coations had
been in servicw for Gorur yvar aboard the :-ma c.jrrier. C-srrior crpw
voarr available during the nmetin~j to answecr questionio. Corrosion
control had bewn docuit..mtfrd. in %aua..&1.ry thts two aircraft
Cn..tings had the .ogrne a.1nuunt uf toucti-up-A and were considered
ocqtial in pitr~ormaricw !,, thu creti.

Attenduut it trie ii,%wvtintj riuvit-wed thai two dircr~aft and wwra in
ALgrounTnt *hat tho Unicorat sys~twm looked good and should continue
to hb- rvaludted. Future eva~luation midght focus an thw folluwinq
;Ar ua% of coit4Lern:

A) Corroa..ion is. not a major problem with the F-14, fiwld
cor-reision protection i.*wdt to be evaluated further.I8) Miurorrariking mig~ht bu wxpected to appaar after a year.
A~notet ir re~view of this 2irx, crft in 6 naonthS mosy reytý.sl this
prubliam.

C) Larek o4 convfidencea In adhwvaion 04 iLurrent tipeoat, to
Uicinact as in touch-up r-w~jrs and Unicoat to current topcoat.
7M.'r-U Aira bLuing frvalu.~ttd Uy NADEP/JAX Cade 34: currwritly.

D) SmAll C..:,noontert t~a ~appv-irs to be a gooui ovemue to gain~
mrpn exparianc& wit;. thip Unicoat system.

PU11tW.XA HEIZIG
Materials Lngtnuwr

CONrFRN rnR OUR r1hISTOMFRG ELIMINAS4Ui fr)NrEFRN rOR COMPETITORS.



SPACE OF
SU3JECT/PURPOSE 0"I CONTRACTUAL 2 N3W /8NESS 0 OA7. O1231A9

SPEC!FY CN, /38

RA NO. I

Inspection of Non-Chromated Paint on an F-14 Aircraft
CHARGE NO.

PLACE OF CONFERENCE/LOCATION/FACILITY

Oceana NADEP - Norfolk, VA

MOC PERSONNEL OTHER PERSONNELCONTACTS

Jim Faller See attached list for individual names
John Robertson
Sheldon Toepke 15 Navy

2 Grummwan

OISCUSSON/COMMENTS (INFO.OBTAINEO. CONCLUSIONS)

1. The Naval Air Development Center (NADC) has developed a non-chromated,
self priming topcoat. In addition to its low toxicity feature, three years of
laboratory testing have demonstrated other positive features. Because the
topcoat is corrosion inhibited, it does not require a primer. This would
improve quality, save cycle time and man hours both in production and
maintenance in service. Required paint film thickness is only 2 Mils as
compared to 3 Mils of standard epoxy primer/polyurethane topcoat system.

2. Two F-14 aircraft were stripped and repainted in FEB 1986. One aircraft
(15S601-0 had standard paint system reapplied and the other (1MOW0) received
the self priming topcoat. Both aircraft were deployed on USS John F. Kennedy
for a six morth cruise in thE Nediterranean Sea. Detailed records show that
the nor,-chromated paint 1-ad fewer corrosion reports and requied slightly less
maintenance than standard paint finish. A relatively short inspection (less
than one hour) was made of the two aircraft because they were in flight
status. The following are observations from this inspection:

o unlcoat paint much smoother than standard paint

o unicoat paint appeared to be semigloss rather than flat

o much touch-up and rework was done to fasten patterns and door/skin
edges on both aircraft.

o Bottoms of both A/C and hanger floor was very wet with aircraft fluids

o macro cracks in paint film on nose radome and fiberglass skin on top of
wing

o micro cracks could be seen with 30x glass In new paint on both
fiberglass skin and on an adjacent aluminum skin.

3. After the inspection a discussion was held and some general conclusions
! ~ ~w~ri developed. The unicoat system can be applied with starndard paint

pREPAhCO By DATE
S. L. Toepke 3/8/89

CL .. Ahrens, S. betadapur (NAVAIR), J. F. Faller, M. P. Geason, C. Hegedub (NADC),
R. Massey (NAVPRO, St. JLois),. J. Reilly, J. M. Robertson, M. S. Ruesnig,
L. R. Sanders, J. J. av ck, P.'M.'Stifel, B. E. Upton
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equipment but due to short pot life (5C minutes), plural component equipment
may be needed in continuous manufacturing process. The unicoat paint was
equal to or slightly better than standard paint system on this aircraft.
Because of good performance, the flight test program should be expanded to
more aircraft. It was also definetely stated that more experience is needed
before wholesale change to this paint is considered. Need low VOC version of
unicoat in order to be seriously considered for use at UADEP's for production
use. Each representative was asked to state their action plans, both verbably
and in a copy of their trip report to be sent to C. Hegedus at NADC. (AADEP
Cherry Point considering painting an AV-8, NADEP JAX considering number of
A-7's and overcoating sEveral F/A-18's, class desk considering more F-14's).

4. Somewhat unrelated .:ommcnts made in general discussion were:

o MIIL-C-43616 detergent requirec for use on aircraft carriers will burn
paint (bleach out color) if used in ccncentrated form or left on
surface too long. On shore they use MIL-C-C5570.

o All NACEP's stated that great regulatory pressure is teing applied to
eliminate use o, chromium compounds. Several Florida bases already can
not use chromate conversion coatings.

oo NADEP JAX is going to switch from air assisted airless electrostatic
guns to HVLP (air turbine) equipment because they can get hicher
transfer efficiency on non-metallic surfacgs and with water-borne
primers.

Action Required

1. MICAIR will finish laboratory test and if positive results are oLtairea,
then plan flight evaluation.

2. MCAIR to watch weathering characteristics of unicoat paint due to
observation of micro cracks in severa, areas.

1433G

0



UNICOAT EVAL/NAS OCEANA

NAME ORGANIZATION PHONE

George Leed GTS 804-422-1690
Janet Priebe Grumuan 516-575-1117

G. K. Phillips HlAD 804-444-4209

W. Mehaffey NADEP 804-44A-8811

0. P. Carter NADEP 804-444-4209

H. D. Bright NAESU 804-433-5161

M. K. Rose NAESL 804-433-5161

Tony Eng HADC 215-441-3269

Don Hirst NADC 215-441-1473

Michael Linn PSD Jax 904-772-4519

Patricia Betzig PSD Jax 904-772-4519

G. 1. Browne COMNAVAIRLANI Code 528 804-444-7940

S. L. Toepke MCAIR 314-233-2610

Jim Faller MCAIR 314-777-8336
John Robertson MCAIR 314-777-7655

Jim Klotz Coatings for Industry 215-723-0919

LCDR Sean Hanrahan F-14 Class Desk NAVAIR (51168) 202-746-1172
James Whitfield NADEP Cherry Point 919-466-7161

Dave Jamleson NAVAIR 41121 202-692-1518

AMSC Skip Brashears COMFITWING One 804-433-5510
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AC 159609 AC 160901

OCT 88

A/C Wash Hours 74.9 43.5
SAF Hours 163.3 151.4
""MAF Hours 19.7 10.7
Totals 257.9 2U5.6

NOV 88

A/C Wash Hours 89.3 43.7
SAF Hours 483.5 491.7
MAF Hours 204.4 210.3
Totals 777.2 745.7

A/C Waash Hours 66.3 64.6
SAF Hours 376.2 298.9
MAF Hours 182.7 98.5
Totals 625.2 462.0

Three Month Total

Wash Hours 230.5 151.8
SAF Hours 1023.0 942.0
MAF Hours 407.8 319.5
Totals 1661.3 1413.3

0



C344-7 C~a,. ccrro.:-ior, irs,-E-cir.rS.

A/C 159606 AIC 16LC90:w

Nov 6, 88 Nov 11, 83

Bare metal 9 items Bare metal 4 items

Chipped paint 3 items Chipped paint 7 items

Galvanic corrosion 2 items 4alvanic corrosion 0 items

Surface corrosion 3 items Surface corrosion I item

Rust 3 items Rust 2 items

Dec 21 88 Dec 18 88

Bare metal 3 items Bare metal 7 items

Chipped paint 5 items Chipped paint 0 itams

Galvanic corrosion 2 items Galvanic corrosion I item

Surface corrosion u items Surface corrosion 3 items

Rust I item Rust 0 items

Jan 25 89 Jan 27 89

Bare metal 1 item Bare metal 3 items

Chipped paint 6 items Chipped paint 3 items

Galvanic corrosion 4 items Galvanic corrosion 2 items

Surface corrosion 0 items Surface corrosion I item

Rust 1 item Rust 0 items

Totals

Bare metal 13 Bare metal 14
Chipped paint 14 Chipped paint 10
Galvanic cor. 8 Galvanic cor. 3
Surface cor 3 Surface cor S
Rust 4 Rust 2

"42 34



COrNCM/TRIP INFORMAL RCPORT

BRIEF DISCUSSION (Cont'd)

UNICOAT appea-s to have very good potential for replacing the existing paint
system. Among the advantages:

o Reduced labor in all final finish operations.
o Reduced VOC (Volatile Organic Ccmpounds)

Content: Maximum 420 grams/litre
o Improved corrosion protection, maintainability

Unfortvnately there will be no weight savings by eliminating the primer coat.
UNICOAT though thinner than the two part system (approx. 2 mils on test A/C existing
approx. 3 mils) is more dense so does rnt reduce weight.

UNICOAT shows promise and there are only advantages apparent. Grumvnan should
monitor its progress and incorporate upon corpletion of continued successful field
tests.

A•RCX4NTS

None

ACTION

:c: J. Oante
N. Soley :0

R. OahX (w/erllf
N. Hadionmroe
R. Bidonda
A. Oella Mnnic3
G. Hiltoe (w/e,'l.)
W. Horny (w/encl.)
S. Weiay (w'encl.)

P. .1ackson

2496K-2



NAVAL AIR DEVELOlPMENT CENTER

Aerospace 10ate!%als Division
Warminster,. FA !2974-5000

ENUI NEER:NG REPORT

FTDP¶: Orgav.- Coat4-igs 7e,,r. Co~de 6,362

FREFA;ED 2Y: rAnth on y 7. 3_1j j C',. 1 1. r

at NAZ'..j:; ljr- :

DATE OF F:'PLV::i-0 u~jý_t .989

On 14 June 193`7 23'j g,ý- of t3-ti-a: naint S~i_ NICO t betch# 897242)
w~s sent to NAIýE N'o.-fok. tr Cc.,kLdq --o, Ir-CuI.try (CUrrent~y the only
manufaCt~irer prokit.cing ur1)__AT). Tnii pai.n, was 3uopliec for urie an F-14A-
U El) aircraft. i.F-21 (Buno was ,a-,ntoo on; 27 June 1989 and KB-22
(Buro IC140:.) was pa~nted or. jj'v 19?89. D~frng t'-e'.e appl-c-atlcns. the put'

',e duration a-ýer mi.,~ r'int I-ter wr~lc-h application becomes C
impossible wAas tr~e~ t', mi ' &w~-ý .d 70 m.n, -ecpe,_t1,e!y anc no

olm.were .ine':duLt1-g th-es app.c,;t~ors. NADEP' personnel know
that the prit Ii~r: would b-4 rf&lat~eiy short ;nd ad,.u3ted t~te-r proceduresi
ý.ccordingly. T-9 -finish .+ ;ý.IICOA ;,n thv,.e F-14's was ,ýbserved to be

ýn 76 Zuly 1989. 9-2 (Bouno i6libU18) was pa,.nted witrý UN:C:OW (batch#
a 9 1 4 .Ihe pot liie was :0 mrwuxtes for this appii~ati.on of LNICCA7. The
iini,.h of U-ICCA'- on tiis 9-!4 i'5 was e:Lfflient. NADEP Norfolk personnel
tD. Cddmani iriiortei NAD (C..-eu oi ttog snort out 1,+e. tor. CcidMAn
,totaed that it was becomngr. :ncre_ý;ingly d--ificult !a p.Ant tthe aircraft
Wit'l SUCh A :thor*.c-i4.

r 0 a-:.ire~roff ci-)e-n-gs liý. 4 ,t-l_-e of 4re-,t,-. t-ar. 4 hICUrs in or.cer te
ml: e luj) '.t..., ef c .c', prcsh~ems, dur*.ng paint a~ppl~cation.

UNICC.4T ha s, eri t %:; or', pot h;it C.'e to~ t;ie cnemistry of the
coating. Tý-is s; a~rt .)uL 'if& ch.irarztet-itic is enhanced Wmen tilt coating
is excessively ii 'led I~urvq1 prodtic~.on. #;:p.Ised t.o !ieat. and witm passagee
of tnimp. Tie%* tefffvc.1 are Ue.'.1 t be zree7nbl. Tis aarticular
:atcn of UNlICGA. WiS 1:)X1Vcr !iint, ii m li! 110r~ nrorta~i ' e:toecten to

Ar..~the Vr-cp-pr ,i-A &ttn- -h., rcoiing Kis oglivered to
.(P c~r~o 4r- 1 * cr . . ,n i+ ty oe utcni w-.1 :~t~~In *) ronri-dir

IV.t summe dAW. 7-. 11N!h', -~* .'di( to iB-~27 h,%o been stored ý.n the mon-
refri qoroLvc~ t(iz .Ji g f-.i psi~.: '~ty , weti ' t *-.s djrau.ica. i rjruc Ing
the par, li*p. - i ýatp', a' tvmi". 0! "j : Frr&uese t,'ip put ie ft ave oten 0
unsuccest~aul 4elw~sver , I .rrt'vy st s:iAt'-i are cant, nui ny.



On 2 August 1989, we were informeZ by NADEP Norfolk that a sample of
UNICOAT, taken from ýB-2, near the tacticai Paint scheme olend line (over a
sealant) appearea to have a ceiu.ar structure. They were concerned that
the coating wou!J not perform anequately.

However, on 26 July 19E9, NADC sor,','ed out a sample of UNICOAT (batch#
89-"242) in order to cete-mi-e tne ets:t of decreased pot life on tie
pnysicai pairt properties. .... ' ai't hac heen pa.rt of the original
snipment sent to NADEP Ncc4o, . Af:er ai:dHing tnese paint specimens to
completely cure f7 rays, 75"F), a series of critic,: paint tests were
performed to cetermine if tre cIL:-.'-; percr.1ance of the KB aircraft will
be adequate.

Dry and wet tapa a3•. i ; pct f'.?'tcil.ty, hyaraullic +iuio
resistance (I cay, 25ý'1F), ar-d a: lrrated wte,- resistaire '5 :ays, 160-F)
test results e.,ceecez . -e-,,-.rem,77s. Als:-, :ýN.TCCAT (totch#
B-7-'-42) was3 5pr3ym?! cti in --, .- i~ at V Irtv we1l tines. 0.'5'~ a r, ý.
f±n after mi~r;, in zrcer to fCLi:'A-.e -'e *,,::at on scenario at NADEP
orfoIk.. The CL.ed - ins, ico- Ai - -'we , -'mcs, were e:-a'fneo Dot.-)

visually anz us,.g •r epzi.i crc,'o- CC>'. 'il appearec normal and no
cellular cr porcvs strL.Ct '.e aS , m. on the abooe ces':
results, we are :or~fient that tn-s :atcn a+ uN'2iAT will nerform well on

KP-:7 departed f-'cm %AS cirio½ t . M ir'i'- on 7 Aug 19e9 as scrveaulea.

L

g,
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MATERIALS EKOINEERING DIVISION
NAVAIR ENGINEERING SUPPORT OFFICE

NAVAL AVIATION DEPOT
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 23511-5899

MELR NR. H-1631 DATE: 18 August 1989

SUBJECT: Unicoat. application of

REFERENCE: (a) Teiep..on,. conversation between Code 93502 (E.
Bracy) and Code 261-O (W M. haifey) on 25 July 1989.

ENCLOSURE: (I) Photographic support of paint analysis 2

The present paint system used on Navy aircraft is Epoxy
primer and Polyurethane. In 1988 HADC de*-eloped a primerless
topcoat substitute called Unicoat. After satisfactory lab test
(NPC report *87016-60) an airzraft was chosen for In-service
testing. In 1988 NADEP painted an F-14 as purt of this
ev-Luation. To date, testing of Unicoat is on schedule.

In Feb 1989 a decision was made to extend the evaiuation of C-
Unicoat to twelve additional aircraft. A supply of th& ilnicoat
material wvas acquired. However, a formula modification had been
mado on the Unicoat for which no notificati.n, document&tion or
test data were prc'.Ided prior to the application of coating on
the first of the twelve aircraft.

Production reported difficulty. ref (a), in the application of
the modified Unicoat in July. Laboratory .valuation of Unicoat
Batch R083242B revealed the following:

I) Unicoat batch 08932428 was found to have a useable
pot life of about 30 minutes.

2) After 80 minutes the coating was fully cured to a
rubber like texture.

3) Further examination of the cured material revealed an
open cell structure of the material.

4) A sample from the painted aircraft KB 23 also revealed
an open cell structure of the coating.

5) A similar sampling of the original formulation did not
reveal an open cell structure.

Conclusion:

Since coatings that display an open cell structure will not
provide uitisfactory protection for a substrat, and since a 30
minute pot life is not a satisfactory working time for the
application process, the material Batch 48932428 is considered
ursatisfaotory. However if the original formulation of Unicoat

_ ,, , •l _ -':•



can be supplied. normal painting of th. re.maining aircraft can
pro-2eed satisfactorily.

Recommuendation:

Acquire a new supply of the original Unicoat formulation an~d
continue the painting and evaluation project.

fT,



Photographs

Photographs IA-6A are close ups of the original formulation taken
from test panels. Each photo displays a different sampling.

Photographs 1-7 are close ups of Batch *893242B, looking from
underneath the surface of the coating on KB-23.

Photographs 8-10 are close ups of a sample also taken from KB
R~. 23.
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uQgIIIQI 01 010 I 4PIZOI~R? l 7 160111114110 171111210210310 10I4310$2 130CI
ACTION' 1 I -I

RTTUZYUV RlICOSCQ47; z~5.uU-q~FA
ZkM UuUUUU

FN FITIRON ONE ZERO TI$REE
TO RULGSAAlCQhNAY l%$Y§C0II WA$0IN4TON CC
IMFO RUCOSAAh'COMNAV'RIOL44T hNjQIO% VA
RuCoEvA/.4NI~AClWICL4Sls OC9404 V41
WUCoEODiCOHFITVIIXG ONE t;:0144 YR
kHFJSXVICOCARA!RUlN; SIVCW1Eig

ffl~n/wAvqiRorVCFW WARMNSHTER PQ

U CLAS, liM14OQ/e C114L FOa CODE 546o WAVAli~flCf4 FOR '00E 6042
A. CORHAVAIRSYSCOM VASHI~O;)$ 0- 311707Z OCT 65
1 . 1411 REF As FOL.OVING I"$FQ PRQVbOEq Ot VJN1COAT PPIN SISIEM f OR

2.P4ESEMI EVALUATION 609WS RAINOT IS NAINTAIAI1t1 ADMI..IYEt4ESS WELL. I
17 6HvWS EXTREIIELY 90O0 'lEAR 10 AREAS WHERE FLUIDS ARf A CONTINUAL
PROLEMLl. kESl DUES 6JE T2 CLEA1N OFF UETTERl TOiAI Ol 01 PhI NT SYSTEM.PHINI DOES NOT SHQV ANY lt;44 OF FADI4G AS DOES OLD P414T SYSTEII.ITHE UNICOAT SEENS TO BLE4jO A LITYLE WY~ER WTIH OUR T(.JCH-UP PAINr.
tju I '.' ILL D@E?5 NUT ?IATCt EXAC-,LY. THE OVERALL RESULTS OF THIS PAINT

PeaCE 02 NUCOSC93473 UiNCLAS
SO FAR~ ARE VERY COOP. .$YRfARY OF PAI1qT MYTkll AS FOLLOdSi

6 ) C090 ADNE6194
U) EAGCIER To CL(AI4
C) VERY LITTLE CHIPPINq
D ) VIRY LITT4r. FADING~
L FkIRLV G00i. lLENO U114 IOY;H*UP POINT SYSTEM

3, PvC THIS CIOD. LI W. A. W"l.OttEI# MNC~o AVOCONMP 433-ý1144

sJ472 NNIMN

rCAgt, t'U', '.1r

,J,)
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3R!.F-PRIMIIIG TOPCOAT
EVALUATION NEPORT

Cuqtodan Ai/03 Aicraft, BUN !/669 Date!_//_'

A cf t F 1t. H r m

Type Service ( ) Ship Based ( ) Shore Based (>()

Performance Data EX GOOD FAIR POOR

Adhesion () C) ()

Ease of Repail.' ) ()

A-e there aiditioral areas you wish included or deleted ftom this
atudy?:

Additional Commonts: AA$39~ ~ e)

Prepared by:,sp' J/).. 4rtf</i6CJ'Z Send to:

NAVAIRDEVCEN
Warminlgter. PA lB874-5oo0
Aero Materials Division

ATTN:. Code e002

Naval Aviation Depot

Naval Air Station, .Bldg V-88
Norfolk. VA 23511
ATTN: Code 36300



SELF-PRIMINO TOPCOAT

EVALUATIOM REPORT

Custodi~n C" K-A\ Aircraft BUR /i ! Date

Actt Flt Hrm: -4_____

Type Service C ) Ship Based C ) Shore Based (o)

General Appearance Satisfactory Unsatisfactory
CX) C )

It Unsatisfactory, Why?

Area on Aircraft needing repair: J'c

Type of repair required (Light, Touch-up, Corrosion removal. etc)

Ease of Repair: Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

If Unsatisfactory, Why?

Adhesion of Self-prisming Topcoat:
Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

If Unsatisfactory, Why?

Overall Eflootivenews: Excellent Good

Fair Poor
C ) C )

Additional CommaAts:(A 1

Prepared byQ =. j 4 ,fV~i-P Send to:

es. M- UAVATnDEVCEN
Wirminiater, PA 18074-5000
Awro M.Ltoriila Division
ATTV: Code 6062

11aval Aviation Depot
N.&v~l Air St~t.Lon. flldg V-flfl
Norfolk, VA 2U111

*8. I

N.
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SELF-PRBMXI) TOPCOAT
IVALUATIOU REPORT

Custod.n an Airocratt BUM ,''1 6C'/ Date

Aoft Flt Hrs:

type Service C ) Ship Based ( ) Shore Based (,.e)
General Appearance Satia!actory Unsatisfactory

C,) C )
If Unhatisfactory, Why?

Area on Aircraft needing repair: 04c;-7

type of repair roquired (Light, Touch-up, Corro:ion removal, etc)

Ease of Repair: Satipfactory Unsatisfactory

If Un3atisfactopy, Why?

Adhesion of Self-pwimlng Topcoat:
Satisfactory UnsatisfLctory

It Unsatisfactory, Why? 
!

Overall Effectiveness: Exoellent Good

Fair Pool*

Additional Co-m nts:

Prepared by: S. ... .end to:

MAVA!nDEVCZU
W6rminioter, PA 100714-50000 
Ampo M4taril.a DivLsion
ATTU: Coda 8082

Vav&l Aviation Depot
W~va1 Air Station. Bldg V-nit)
Uor(olk, VA 2•11)

*I I. Io a 
A 

l•
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SELF-PR2LWIN) TOPCOAT
EVALUAT;O) REPORT

Custodia.n LI - Aircraft BUM /6I•C? Data

Actt Fit Hr.: 53.,

"Pype Service C ) Ship Based C ) Shore Based (d )

General Appearance Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

If Unsatisfactory. Why?

Area on Aircraft.needing repair: A d

Type of repair required (LLiht, Touch-up, Corrosion removal, ete)

Ease of Repair: Sat factory U.satisfactory

It Unsattifactory, Why?

Adhevion of Self-priming Topcoat:
Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

If Unsatlafactory, Why?

Overall Effeotiveness: Excellent Good

Fair PoorC ) C )

Addit~in.&I Comments: r,*."

Prepared by: , A•"' 1  Send to:

HAVAIIDEVCEM

Awro M-A&Lriala Division
ATTU! Coda 8002W

)iav&a Aviation Depot
faval Atr Station, nidg V-nfl
NIorfoll k VA 2III l
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SELF-PRIMING TOPCOAT
EVALUATION REPORT

Custodian D______ Aircraft DUM Date

Acft Flt Hrs: 57_.._

Type Servicd C ) Ship Based C ) Shore Bas~d ( d (-)

General Appearance Satisfactory UnsatisfactoryV•) C)
If Unsatisfactory, Why?

Area on Aircraft needing repair: .-

Type of repair required (Light, Touch-up. Corrosion removal. utc;

Ease of Repair: Satiofactory Usta&tisfactory
( ) C ) :,;

If Unsxtiafectory. Why?

Adhesion of Self-priming Topooat:
Satisfactory Unsatisfactnry

If Unsatisfactory. Why?

Ove'all Efiectivenosa: Excellent Good ,

Fair Poor

Additional Comm~ents: ; - '''-.- 4//(PI J

Prepared by, ,' . ". Send to:

)iAVAInDEVCENSW~rmtnistwr, ?A 10074-5O000

Area M.6tarteo Division
ATTN: Code 602

iaval Aviation D0poL
)4Iv* Air StLtion. Rldg V-Oln
Norfolk. VA ... I ll
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610-2"' " Memorandum

me": 30 November 1989

""'. James W. Brown, Corrosion Specialist, NAESU Det Miasmar

10. Jim Thompson, Code 5304-I

"8 F-14 UNICOAT (SELF-PRIMING TOPCOAT)

1. Here st NAS Niiramar we have two aircraft attache4 to VF-211. Bureau
numbers 161601 and 161608. As of this vriting and oreaking to AMiS-I
arenner, shop supervisor of work center 12C. His thoughts are that these
two aircraft were smoother and easy to clean than the conventionally
phinted aircraft. So far there honn't been any thiipping of the paint
other than normal weer and tear. Very little torrosion control has been
performed on, these two aircraft.

2. From my viewpoint both aircraft paint systems were In excellent
condition and well tntact. Would like tn see more aircraft with this
point systee in the future. This is an excellent way to save man hours.
no more mixing primer and painting. having to wait for primer to dry,
before top coat can be applied.

otj

,t;•

I I I I i ilil 1 _ IIII II II ]I It I • '• l I.
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D NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER 29 JANl 90

TRIP REPORT

Prapa~rvd By

Stephen J. Spad.acra (Code 6082)

(A/V) or (215) -i1-2704

ýUBJ: (A) AELOSPACE CHROME ELIMfINATION (ACE) TEAM ME~ETING~ AT ih0!! IND., !1ivEF~mE,
CA, 23-24 JAN 90.

(B) NADC LOW IR PROGRlAM YiiTIflG AT 2"OXATH1CP CC2RP., PICO RIVES'.. CA., 25 JIM 1;0.

(C) NOfl-CHR~u-r PLTEATMENJT EVAL'JATIUtJ MELTING AT GEUVRAL DYflA!ICS-C0OVAIR

DIVIS:ON, S,1.1 DIL~iO, CA, 2o JMi!' JO.

(D) tflICCAT EVALUATION ON TWO F-W4S AT NAS M~IAYAR, SANl DMEO, CA, J.:! ~

LEF: Il !IAZC RiEPORT 187016-60, 'DE1JELOP'!.EN! OF A Ph!%1LLjuTOPCOAT AND FILE:U17)LE
?RI?:.E% FOR~ AL*.%!NUM.'U;LE !AL(DUZ, 20 YAS a?.

D(2) !M/E, OIPFOLK, MEL3 Wri. 11-1631 *UJJICOA:. 0PLICAIOll OF, WALT ý.2'ITAFFEY
(CODT 3030). IS1 AUG~ 60.

(3) NA.": ELGINEERIN'G RE?ORtT 0I I.PrL!CATIO!J OF UlIICOAT AT ?1ADCP, VORFOLX,
Al.'TECIY F.113 A?~l DOALD HIl.ST ~L ()002) , 10 AUG 80.

(4) !.MfAJ F'i&,J JIJ BROWJ, CURLvIVION SPECIALIST, JAESU DET, MILAMAR TO JIM
~1-tNAliVM.R CUDi: 530i3, -UU11OAT LVAL'AT!0V w.11 F-1 A/C.' 3u NOV

(53) A!?STIC-Al SOC.ETY FOR TESTINO AUD MATSILIALS TEST kETH0 VD -3350-7a.
M22AIi ýiTHCD FOR~MAW~ AýHK'*!CIN EY TAP'E TEST, ?4ETIIOD A.

E.,' L: I1 AE!.0SPACE CHiROI.ei ELIMINJATION ?LO=RAM AGENDA

(1) b~aL'!SOF PTIOGRAM PflOGlF'SS ý,TIIEFS

(2) ýULFACZ T(OPOGRAPHY CHART OF CLEA.J COýIVERZ1OU COATING

(4) 'SUFFACS TOPOGCRAPHY CIAtTI OF CONITAMINUATED SL'TFACE COATING

(5) ?'CTUflE OF OENrflAL DY'NAMIC'S HVLP SPRAY GUNl
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(1) UNICOAT EVALUATION ON F-14 AIRCRAFT AT WAS MIRAMAR

1. On January 26, 1990, I visited Jim Brown (Corrosion Control Specialist) NAZSU
Det Miramar and Chief Thornton (Wing Active Duty Corrosion Chief) at HAS Miramar,
San Diego, CA to evaluate the coating systems on two F-14 aircraft stationed with
the VF-211 Squadron. These F-14a, BU a's 161601 .nd 161608, were painted with
Unicoat (Ref. (1)) at NADEP Norfolk in June and July 1989, respectively. Reference
(2) describes a potential problem with the batch of Unicoat used on aircraft BU#
161608. W"It Mehaffey (NADEP Norfolk) noted that the coatizig had a 4hort pot life,
about 1/2 hour, and also cited a cellular structure in the cured finishing system on
the A/C. Thcrefore, he questioned the ptrformance of the finishing system on this
aircraft.

2. References (3) and (4) were issued in response to the situation identified in
Ref (2), showing no decrease in p.rformance of the subject coating system. In
addition, the evaluation reports from thu VF-211 squadron statu that little to no
corros.ion problems h.va been noted on either F-14. However, NAVAIR AIII-5304
raquuz.zd that an adhesion test be purformed on the suspect coating systvia.
Thurciore, the squadron prepared one amail are4 un e~cb A/C on Thursday, 25 Jan 90.
by applying a wet sponge (approximately 3" x 3") to the top center surface of the
port wing about six. •f.t in from thr end. Then, on Friday, 26 Jan 00, I performed a
wet t.pe test on both aircraft in accord~ncu with Raf. (5). No coating rumoval
occurrvd during the test on the 161601 A/C. On the 161608 A/C, there was coating
removal up to 1/4 inch away from the scribe linos. However, there was no blistering
or joitening of the coating in the surrounding area.

3. Although there was some coating removAl in this one spot test, the maintenance
reports indicate that overall, the miterial is still performing well. Furthermore,
when scanning both the F-14s, there wore no obvious areas of corrosion maintenance
or touch-up on either aircraft. Finally, during visual examination, I noted thit
the zub.trete where the coating was removed did not display the usual iriduvc~nc*
from the standard chromate conversion coating pretreatment. The absence of .
conversion coating could lead to a loss of adhesion of the finishing system.

4. 1 have requested the latest maintenance data on this aircraft from Jim Brown. I
would recommend that this maintenance data be oxam.ned in comparison to other
aircraft with thu standard paint system to determine if there is an excessive number
of corrosion maintenance actions for thij aircraft. Also, I would recomiand th.t
additional wet tape tusts be perfornmed on other surface areas of the F-14, before
any decision is m",de rw£ardlng the fate of the co~tinl system on this aircraft.

Stephen J. Sp~d~iora

. . 1



SELF-PR? 1I) TOPCOAT
EVALUATION REPORT

CtjanAircraft BUMl______ Date ___

Acft Flt Hre:

Type Service ( ) Ship Based C ) Shore Based CX)

General Appearance Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

If Unsatisfactory, Why?

Area on Aircraft needing repair:

Type of repair required (Light, Touch-up. Corrosion removal. etc)

Ease of Repair: Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

If Unsatisfactory, Why?

Adhesion of Self-priming Topcoat:
Satisfactory UnsatisfActory

If Unsatisfactory. Why7

Overall Effectiveness: Excellent Good

Fair Poor
C ) ( )

Additional Commentm:

Til ? SI!.I"PRIR 'I:C I.,AST1•T"YI' TO"C'AT "STI•F • •U! TO YtF THE cOrROSTcO COFT rOL

cR•" CI.F:TI UR' y RE."¶. I : F C U./APD TO" 31 AnLF TO .¶.V " UNICOAT TO OUP PAI'T SYSTE"'.

Prepared by.,,',i/;/A, t...- Send to:

Wdrminivter, PA 18074-5000
Aaro CI triUla DCvds0on
ATTN: Code 8083

Ilval Aviation Dapot

Wav~l Air St;&tlan. Bldg V-nR
Morfolk, VA 2UCII
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SELF-PRIMING TOPCOAT
EVALUATION REPORT

Custodian 3k Aircraft BUR1 /A/601Oi- 101 Date

Loft Fit Hlr:

Type Service C ) Ship Based C ) Shore Basad ( )

General Appearance Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

If Unsatisfactory, Why?

Area on Aircraft needing, repair:

Type of repair required (Light. Touch-up. Corrosion removal. etc)

Ease of Repair: Satisfactory Ua&aatisfactory

If Unsatisfactory. Why?

Adhesion of Self-priming Topcoat:
S&-tisctory Unsatisd6ctory

If Unsatiufactory, Why?

Overall Effectiveness: Excellent Good

Fair Poor
C ) ( )

Additional Coments:

Prepared by: . V Send to:

Av 5" 7 -16.0 AVAIRDEVCEN
warmin Ater, PA 18074-5000

Aura hL"tariala Dlvision
ATTN: Code 6062 6
Naval Aviation Depot
Naval Air Stution, nldg V-An
Norfolk, VA 2i31C



SELF-PR WIwO TOPCOAT
EVALUATION REPORT

Custodian ./ •I Aircraft BuM ./A/60-/ 1 12 Date/ --,.2

Acft Fit Hrs: --

Type Service -) Ship Based C ) Short Based

Oenoral Appearance Sa I'mfactory Unsatisfacto ly

It Unsatisfactory. Why?

Area on Aircraft needing repair: AfullelQofc'ce ,,4e w*1ý

Type of repair required (Light. Touch-up. Carrosaon removal. dta)

Ease of Repair: Satisfactory Unasatisfactory

If Unsatisfactory. Whyl

Adhesion of Self-priming Topcoat:
Satisfactory

It Unsatisfactory, Why?

Overall Effectiveness: Excellent bod
( I

Fair Poor

Additional Comm nts:

Prepared by: _______ 49.q<-1 Send to:

AL', C2 7 - WAVAIRDEVCEN
Wirainister. PA 18074-5000
A1ura MLorialLa Divinion
ATTVi: Coda 6062

Naval Aviation Depot
Naval Air Stitlon. Bldg V-f08
Norfolk. VA 2351i1
.. , o l~ ,..S * o
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SELF-PRIMivG TOPCOAT
EVALUATION REPORT

Custodlin Aircraft UnM AYA~f- /CL Date AJO A-<

Acft Fit Hrs:

Type Service ( ) Ship Based C I Shore Based (

General Appearance Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

It Unsatisfactory, Why?

Area on Aircraft 'needing repair: Po: T " LAC'? Ah Al5 7-.k 1 7T'( r

Type of repair required (Light, Touch-up. Cxrohion removal, eto)

Ease of Repair: Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

If Unsatisfactory, Why?

Adhesion of Self-priming Topcoat:
Satisfaotory UnsatisfActory

If Unsatisfactory. Why?

Overall Effectiveness: Excellent Good

Fair Poor

Additional Comments:

THiIF SLF rPFINC ELASTOEIC TO "COA' SSTE SFE:'S TO :r Tlyr COORCSIOn Co"¶mo.t

.'ORK CENTEn'S AV. I LOOK rOrWAPD TO EE AFLE TO ADD UNICOAT TO OUR PAINT 3"STEM.

Prepared by _ Send to:'

A)e AVAIRDD1VCEV 08
Warmininter, PA 18074-5000
Auro M&tariala Division
A'TTN: Code 0002
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TRIP REPORT

Date of Report: 12 Feb 90

Reported by: Charles R. Hegedus (NADC, Code 6062, 215-441-1452, AV 441-1452)
Donald J. Hirst (NADC, Code 6062, 215-441-1473, AV 4141-1473)

Facilities Visited:

NADEP North Island Mark Kogel 26 Fen 90

NAS Miramar VF-211, F-14 squadron 27 Feb 90

Rockwell John Friday 28 Feb 90
Mike Garaby

NADER Alameda Norm Amdur 1 Mar 90,
Connie Huffman

Purpose: Discuss UNICOAT's properties and application to additional fleet
aircraft. Inspect two F-14"s with U1,iO(,T at NAS Miramar. Perform UNICOAT
spray applica.ion. demonstrations at NADEP Alameda and Rockwell.

Discussion: On 2t Feb. we met with Me2-° Kogel of the Matorials Engineering
Divis.on at NACEF North Island. We gaie him a Prief uackground and status
report on UNICOAT and its performance on fleet aircraft. One of our primary
objectives at this ti.:e is to paint an 7-18 witc UINICOAT at Nortn Island.
This 0b.1ect1vE is being fully s5Lpo,-teCJ t. McDonnell Douglas since they are
also interested in *,sing the material. Merk said that he is also interested
in this objective and that -he would pursue approval of such an application. I
have provided him with a contact at NAVAIR that may be anle to expedite this
issue (Maj. Randy Brizýel,. He informed Lus that they are currently using
plural component application systems, but that they plan to go to high volume.
lo.4 pressure (OVLP) equipment in 1991. This is being driven by the expectation
of futLu-e regulations which will limit the transfer efficiency of paint spray
eqLilpment. He also informed us that he e.:oects the use of chromates to be
restricteJ in the near future.

Two F-14's painted with UNICOAT are deoloyed in VF-211 at NAS Miramar.
(BUNOS 1616Cll and o616i18). They were painted at NADEP Norf~ik in June and
July of 189, respective.,/. At that time, there was a suspicion by NADEP
personnel that the UNICOAT on the second aircraft. 161608, ma'1 be deficient
due to a short pot life of the coating at that time. On 27 Feb, we visited
NAS Miramar to inspect these two aircra.ft. We performed 4 dry tape adhesion
tests over various -.ections on e.cn aircraft, all indicating adequate
adhesion. Although this test iS usualIll/ pe'formed after 24 hour e;'posure to
water, this was impossible to ;erform since the aircraft are on constant
flight status. In additian to the tope tets, -. ie aircraft were thoroughly
inspected both visuially and with a 4•IY mgnif,inq scope. Both aircraft were
in excellent condition. Cne major observation tas tnat there was minimal
(less tit an usual) cracking of the oaint arcun-i fasteners. CRackinq usually
leads to chipping and eOposure of base metal. If there was an adhesion
problem, it would certai.il' show around fastener patterns. We al.o
interviewed several maintenance per-sconel, oli of whicih stated that the
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coating system was doing well, being more cleanable and rquiring less
maintenance than most aircraft. Therefore, based on this data, we feel that
the UNICOAT on both aircraft is performing as well as expected and will
continue to do so.

Rockwell is planning to paint the second X-31 with gloss white UNICOAT at
its Palmdale, CA division. The aircraft is currently in production and
painting is planned for April 1990. We visited the painting facilities to
brief their personnel on UNICOAT's application and performance properties, and
to witness a spray application of UNICOAT onto a test specimen. This facility
uses conventional pressure pot application equipment and typical military
aircraft epoxy primers (MIL-P-27377) and polyurethane topcoats (MIL-C-SZ286).
UNICOAT would provide them with the opportunity to reduce volatile organic
compound and chromate emissions. One of the production painters prepared and
sprayed a 2 foot by 73 foot vertical test specimen with a gloss white UNICOAT.
Two coats covered the specimen well. The painter purposely attempted to apply
an excessive amount of material to one section of the specimen to determine
the flow characteristics. To his satisfaction, the coating resisted running
and sagging even at a high film build. In summary, they were pleaseD with
UNICOAT's performance and are anxious to apply it to the next X-31.

On 2 March, we visited NADEP Alameda to observe a field application of
UNICOAT with plural component, air assisted airless, electrostatic spraj
equipment. Personnel performing the test were Connie Huffman of the Materials
Engineering Division, Rob Nixon of the Production Paint Shop, and Dennis
Kerfeld of Graco, Inc. The major objective of this demonstration was to
verify UNICOAT's ability to be applied with this state-of-the-art equipment.
Plural component equipment proportions, meters, and blends the paint
automatically during the application process. This avoids mixing excessive
material which must ba discarded. Air assisted airless with electrostatic has
a paint transfer efficiency of 60% as opposed to 20% for conventional spray.
Thus, this equipment significantly reduces waste. UNICOAT was applied to a
wing drop cell approximately 6 feet long and 1.5 feet in diameter. The
coating was applied to a wet film thickness of 4 mils (0.004 inches),
resulting in a dry film thickness of approximately 2 mils. The coating
displayed adequate electrostatic properties by wrapping around the cell and
minimizing overspray. Both NADEP Alameda and Graco personnel were pleased
with the application performance; however, the coating did not cure to a hard
finish. Since a sample which was mixed by hand did cure properly to a hard
finish, it is suspected that the improper cure was due to the application
equipment. Either the mix ratio was not correct, or the mixing action was not
adequate. Dennis Kerfela said that he would investigate this issue along with
personnel in the Graco Laboratory. Connie Huffman, Norm Amdur, and Rob Nixon
said that they are anxious to paint an aircraft with UNICOAT using this
application equipment when this problem is solved.
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TRIP REPORT 4/184O

NADEP Pensacola message 091314Z of Oct 86 requested that NADC provide Self-
Priming topcoat for application to three H-3 helicopters for field evaluation.

3 gallons of the material were subsequently manufactured~by Koppers Chemical,
Newark, NJ and shipped to NADEP Pens. On 12 - 15 April, C. Hegedus and D. Hirst
visited NADEP Pensacola to witness the apolication of this coating to one H-3.
On 13 April, we attended a ZO minute meeting with shop painters to describe the
coating development, mixing - application procedures and properties. The shop
personnel showe. much interest and enthusiasm and indicated that this material
would be welcome for its potential production time reduction while miniiuizing
health hazards. (There are no lead or chromate pigments and the volatile
solvent emissions is lower than the standard paint system.)

The H-3 was inspected prior to odinting and it was found that this aircraft
was a special assembly with various types of surfaces, including anodized and
chromate conversion coated aluminum, previously primed surfaces, topcoated
aluminum, and composites. Al of th2 areas were clean and ready for paint
e'cept one aoor which oas toccated with a gloss white urethane. This atea was
scuff sanded to roughen the surface and enhance adhesion of the Self-Priming
Tcocoat. The aircraft had numerous raised rivets over the entire ex:terior
surface, posing a potential protlems of running or sagging of the topcoat if
applied too heavy.

The aircraft was painted in the Navy multi-theater tactical camouflage
s•heme consisting of three shades of flat gray: 35237 on the top, 16320 on the
sides, and 6'495 on the bottom. During application of the coating onto the
airceaft, several sections were "double coated" several minutes after the first
coat was applied. Other sections were given a first coat and a second coat was
aoplied 3"T to 45 minutes later. Sczh methods were successful. However, if
possible during painting, it is suggested that 2 full coats be applied allowing
15 to tJ minutes between coats. With this procedure, the desired coating
thicý:ness, 2 mils, can be oOtained. The painters at Pensacola adapited to the
Self-oriming Topcoat quickly and application was excellent. One area had
several slight sags around the raised rivet heads due to a heavy "double coat"
without allowing odequate time for solvent to flash off. Upon curing, these
sags leveled out and were not discernible. During application, fluid seepage
+rom the a:rcraft occurred twice. In one case, water was tlcwn out of a cavity.
This area was gently wiped and overcoated. In the second case, hydraulic fluid
lea!ed cut from seam during application. The area was wiped just prior to
painting. After application, the fluid continujd to flow but the coating
remainei intact and appeared to have good adhesion. While painting the
aircra't, svural 'retain" panels were painted to evaluate the roating. One of
these wab bare aluminum with no conversion coating, which had only been cleaned
and deoxidized. NADEP Pens is e::pecting that use of converuion coating will be
prohibited and one proposed solution is to use the Seif-Friming Topcoat. This
panel will be used to evaluate the coating in a non-•hromated finishing system.

The batch of paint used at Pensacola had a relatively 4nort pct-lifi, 2
hmurs. Normally 6 hours is desired in order to give the painters ,dequate time
to mix, apply, and clean-up, with extra time in cate une.::ected problems arise.
During application of the 36120 color to the sides of the H-Z. approximately 901
minutes after mixing, this batch of paint became viscous and application becime •
difficult. We informed NADEP personnel that a solution is being studied and may



be available for the next aircraft to be painted. The coating was set-to-touch
in approximately 45 minutes and it is expected that the solution to increasing
pot life will not effect drying time.

The morning after application, K. Sanders of the Materials Lab at Pens.
measured the Self-Priming Topcoat thickness to be approximately 2 mils and the
60 gloss to be 3-4, as desired. Stencil markings were applied using MIL-C-
83286 polyurethane topcoat, although the Primer/Topcoat could have been used.
Photos were taken of the entire process and wil; be available. An evaluation
form will be attached to the aircraft log book for evaluation be fleet
maintenance personnel. Copies of completed forma will be sent to NADEP Pens.
and NADC.

Plans at NADEP Pens. are to paint 2 more H-3s. One of these will not be
conversion coated if tests indicate the coating will provide sufficient
protection against corrosion. One A-4 may be painted. A request was made that
we provide samples of gloss white Self-Priming Topcoat (NADEP Norfolk has made
the same request.)

Since application of the Self-Priming Topcoat has gone well on the F-14 and
H-3 and the coating has performed well on the F-14 after two months in tne
field, we suggest more aircraft be painted with this coating, especially
production models of the F-14 and F-1B.

I /L2I
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TEMPORARY ENGINEERING INSTRUCT&.12h
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110 A/ L[. JUFEAU/SEOUENZE NU. SUE'JEC 17 /OriF-riULrA I UhiL

SH-3 1990 / P301 LOGOO , ENTRY
MNU. I- PAR.T V -UTY. AVAIL. TO SHOP PUBLICATION iiir . E

ITEM UNIT COST ESTIMAIEO MAtNOUFRS RELUlrýED/UNIT

FRwOLEM AND FROFOSOED SOLUTION/REQUEST

THIS TEI IS ORIGINATED BY THE MIATERIALS ENGINEERING DIVISION.

TEMP ORARY ENGL3INEER~I NG INSTRUCT ION: CODE , 4000

Ref: (a) TEl Zo2ZO-08

Encls (1) SELF-FPR I MING TOPCOAT EVALUATIOff REPURT

1. As the result of ew.cellent support from all hands in production, #-
production coftrol, quality assurance, and planning, the p:inting of P301
wen•t well. Many thjnls to all personne.. The engineers from IAtC appreciatnd
ycur support and the eiithusiastic workc and questions by Shop 9512u

2. FP:0 rvcioved a high qutality finish. the dry and wet tapp tests for
Whe.;oton were sati factory. The paint is holding up well under the constant
ccntiict w.th hydraulic fluid.

.. As stata'd in rLf (a), a logbool. entry is required for the subject aircraft.
L•:L,.'t E.,E C.ode 5477'0 mate the following logbook entry and attach encl (I):

S,,-Z.H, Dureaau No. 148900 tieq. No. P70.

The NAVAINDEVCEN, Code 6062, Warminster PA, and NAVAVtIDEPOT Pensacola FL,
M~tprialrl Eiginvering Division, Code :4200 are evaluatitig a new aircraft
cnotlng. The NAVAIrDSVCEN developed the Self-Priming Elastomt.ric Topcoat
As i single polyurethane coating system toifmparable in porfornance with
',!op po:ty/pol,/ur-#thane currently used on the SH-3; while providing the

>-•,•e corr t, 0., protection, it is more fle-::ble and wa•h•hble. This coating
,.hil•i reduce the maintenance effort for this aircraft. The stlf-priming
topcnat is conpatible with exiIsting coating systems citea) in NAVAIR
O•-' -50?:i repai rs.

Attached in a form for evaluating coating performance on tho subject
,irc:raft. r*lta',e ;ubmit an "valuation upon receipt nf the aircraft and
rin thr-e nmith intervals. Send evaluatioitt to NAVW,;R.lr.VCrN and a copy tn
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SELF-PRIMING'ELASTOMERIC TOPCOAT
EVALUATION REPORT

SH-311, 148980

Custodian Date:

Aircraft Flight Hours

Service Period Type: Coastal Based ( ) Ship Based ( ) In-land Based

General Appearance: Satisfactory C ) Unsatisfactory
If unsatisfactory, why?

Adhesion of Self-priming topcoat: Satisfactory ( ) Unsatisfactory
If unsatisfactory, why?

Type of repair required, if any: (corrosion removal, spot touch up.
sectionalized repair, etc.)

Area of aircraft rlequiring repair, if any:

Ease of repair: Satisfatory ( ) Unsatisfactory
If unsatisfactory, why?

Overall Effectiveness: Excellent ( ) Good ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ()

Comnents:

Prepared By: ._ .....-- - -

Send to : NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Aero Materials Division
Code 6062
Warminster, PA 18974-5000

Material Engineering Division
Code 34200, Bldg. 741
Naval Aviation Depot
NAS Pensacola, FL 32508-5300

Enic: (1)

E
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QUARTIALY FIZDIACX h?QAIT

FROM: 1. L. VILLALVA , CORROSION/MATERIALS SPECIALIST,
NAESU DET CECIL FIELD. NAS CECIL FIELD, FL 32215

TO: CHARLES IIEDEGUS, CODE 5062, NADC WARMINSTER, PA

SUJIJ: SELF- PRIMINO ELASTOMERIC TOPCOAT SYSTEM

F.F: NADC RPT. NO. 87018-66

)iscueeion DrieI•

In compliance with VADC's Evaluation Report form for Refeietice miterial,

those are the field monitoring's fining.:

Alter our phonecon in early July. I wont to II-l & I15-3 Maintenasce

Control offices to Inquire about the aircraft 014808U, 148049., 152134) with the

new paint system I met with the following personnel from HS-I tL discuss the

paint system and why I was making the@# Inquiries ; I.L. lirch. the Maintenance

Control Officer. ATCS Brun, the Quality Control Chief, and AMSI Wise. the

Corrosion Work Center supervisor. I explained in more detail the paint

system and what was expected from us in this evaluation.

The Corrosion Control Work Center supervisor and I looked at the aircraft,

it looked great. I ask the Corrosion Control W/C supervisor when they would

be doing their corrosion inspection and he said the following week. I informed

Hi I would return later to see the results of the inspection.

I then went to lS-3 to Inquire about the two aircraft in their custody,

(I14A040 and 152134). 1 mot with AZC Bailey, Maintenance Control, end I was

informed that the squadron was deployed for a short period, they would returtr

and leave again for approximptly six to eight weeks, Chief Bailey also men~tion

that the aireraft I wanted to see could very likely be on the ship.



Aircraft (146049) was In the hanger, but (152134) was on the ship. I

iooked at the one in the hanger and it was In excellent condition and it too

was scheduled for a 26 day Corrosion inspection.

After a week's lapse. I return to look at the results of the inspections

and look for myself at any action that the squadrons may have taken. Minor

touch-up was done and the paint system was in excellent condition and well

intact. Copies of the discrepanoy sheets with corrective action were forwarded

on to VANO ad I hove done with oil Subsequent inspections.

The two aircraft in HS-3's custody have now been out at sea for moot of

the past three months. The best test was probably the trip around Cape Horn

and the mild storm they ran intoll

HS-I's aircraft has not been deployed on a ship. but has made some low

|eves flights ovor the ocean.

The paint and -over &ll cosmetic appearance of the aircraft remain in ex-

cellent condition. HS-3's aircraft hat had the most touch-ups included the

one with the same new paint system. Had a little problem with the paints net

matching, but after exposing en area under a fairing cover, both the touch-up

and the solar protected paint color matched(very Interesting).

As a matter of Interest, the areas where the fuel hoses and blade cover

stow lines (rope) make contact with the aircraft surfaces. wore those touched up.

This Self-Priming Elastomoric Topcoat System seems to be the greatest

thing eominl'down the pipe line since -11369. AAUARD, ete. The corrosion

technicians (MI-3) said, 'the mixing and spraying only one paint is really the

way to go'" And I concur, especially, in the fleet, where aircraft are such a

greAt asset !n the *UP* status and this new paint system cuts the 'DOWN* timell

Signature Date of Report.

Copy to:

I
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NAVAL AIR DEVELOPbMNT CENTER 
0 APR 80

TRIP REPORT

SUBJECT: INSPECTION OF UNICOAT PAINTED H-3 HELICOPTERS

LOCATION: RADEW, Jacksonville, HAS, Jacksonville, FL

PREPARED BY: Stephen J. Spadaforea and Anthony T. Ing (Code 0002)

ENCLOSURE: 1) Attendees List.

Around April of 1988, three H-3 helicopteres were painted at NADEP
Pensacola with an experimental coating (Unicoat - Self-Priming Topcoat)
developed at the Naval Air Development Center. Two of these aircraft were
assigned to HS-3 (Bureau Hoe. 148049 and 152134) and the third wae a&signed to
HS-1 (Bureau No. 148080). In addition, one of the two aircraft aseigned to HS-3
(Bureau No. 148040) was not chromate conversion coated prior to paint
application. In order to determine the effectiveness of the new coating system,
an Inspection team was assembled at HADEP, Jacksonville to aesese the condition
of these aircraft. The members of this team are listed in enclosure (1).

On 5 April 1989, the team net at NADEP, Jacksonville to discuss the
coating service evaluation program and to inspect the three aircraft. The
meeting be an with an overview of MAVAIRDEVCEN's Unicoat and Hon-chromate
conversion coating programs. Following these overviews, an explanation of the
field service evaluation of the Uniooat painted H-3's was given by bath Xon
Sanders and Steve Spadaforea.

After the initial meeting, the group ppooeeded to HE-3 to inspect the
aircraft. However, the two aircraft which have been sea deployed were in
ordinance and co-ild not be evaluated up close. Arrangements were made to return
the next day to iarry out the inspection. Unfortunately, due to travel
constraints, Tony Ing and Steve Spadafore from NADC could not stay over the
extra day for the inspection. Therefore, the results from the inspection will
be presented In reports from NADIP, Pensacola and NADE?, Jacksonville. In
addition, the group investigated the H-3 helicopters in the squadron that is
applying MIL-C-81309 to the aircraft to improve their appearance. Norris Reeves
MADEP Pensacola was also there to evaluate these aircraft. Although the
helicopters appeared to be much cleaner than those of other squadrons, they also
looked very glossy. Ken Clark (NADC) will be evaluating these aircraft next
week and a detailed report can be obtained from him. Finally, the one
helicopter that is stationed at NADIP Jacksonville (non-sea duty) was examined.
This aircraft had numerous touch-up arens, however most of these areas appeared
to be the result of mechanical damage (rivets in these areas were worn flat).
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MADEP Jaoksonville 4 APR 89

Attendees List

NAIM FACILITY / CODE PHONE S

1) Stephen Spadafora NAVAIRDEVCEV / 8082 (215) 441-2704
(A/V) 441-2704

2) Anthony T. Ing MAVAIRDEVCEN / 6082 (215i 441-3280
(A/V) 441-3289

3) Ken Sanders NADEP, Psnesi.:a / 342 (g04) 452-3553
(A/V) 922-3553

4) Everlene Johnson MATEP, Jacknonvilie / 342 (Q04) 772-4518
(A/V) 942-451a

5) Ralph Wheat WADE?, Jacksonville W 34 (904) 772-4518
(A/V) 942-4518

8) Michael Linn PSD, Jacksonville / 343 (904) 772-4519
(A/V) 942-4519

7) Patty Betzig PSD, Jacksonville / 343 (904) 772-4519
(A/V) 942-4519

8) Luis Carney PSD, Jacksonville / 343 (904) 772-4519
(A/V) 942-4519

ENCL. (1)

r.
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REPORT OF TRIP TO: HELANTISUBRON ONE. HELANTISUBRON THREE, HELANTISUBRON FIVE,
N.A.S JACKSONVILLE FL

DATE OF TRIP: 4 APRIL - 6 APRIL 1989
MADE BY: Kenneth M. Sanders, PS0 Code 34200

PURPOSE OF TRIP: To evaluate the performance of Unicoat Polyurethane Coating of
H-3 aircraft finished in spring of 1988

Ref: a) Naval Air aevelnnment rontor I TR 417.3 Sr RPAW/f10242 nf 16 Doe 1988
(b) Naval Air Development Center Trip Report to N.A.S. Oceana of 23 Feb 1989
(c) MCAIR Trip Report to N.A.S. Oceana of 23 Feb 1989
(d) Naval Air Development Center Trip Report to NAVAIRSYSCOM of 31 March

1989

Fnel: (1) 11t0 nf Attandpos

1. BACKGROUND: SH-3H's BUNOS 148980, 152134, and 148049 were finished In the
tactical paint scheme using 1iADC's polyurethano coating formulation, now dubbed
"UnIcoatW, In colors 35237. 36320. and 36495. The material was provided by NADC
for field test on rotary wing aircraft.

1.1 In April 1988 SH-3H, 148980, was the first rotary wing aircraft finished with
Unicoat. This initiating process was overseen by NADC's engineers, Charles
Hegedus, and Donald Hirst. The only significant problem encountered with the
finishinq Process was the short 2 hour potlife. Before the second coat could be
applied, the material had becomt quite viscous. Bunos 152134 and 148049 were
subsequently coated using two pot batches. Film thickness measurements were made
to verify adequate coverage. The thicknesses ranged between 1.5 to t.O mils. Gloss
measurements were predominately 3%. NADC had determined that cleanabilty Is best
when the coating finish has a gloss of 4% or better.

1.2 The painters applying the new coating were very pleased with the application
properties: hiding, wetting, and film leveling. The painter, who mixed the paint
batches, found the mixing propvrties and the clean up satisfactory. Supervisory
personnel found the elimination of the priming operation quite advantageous. The
occupational advantages of the coating: no lead or chrome, low VOC's, and no
priming step, were well received by all production personnel.

1.3 AlrarrL 148049 was the last aircraft finished with Unicoat in dune 1986,. At
this time. thp InduatriAl wAqto trPAtmant nlAnt nn the naval ai gstation no lonoer
accepted chrome or cyanide salts for treatment. Following several salt fog studies
of Unicoat, this Code saw Unicoat as an alterative to chemical conversion coating,
"alodine". To test Unicoat's corrosion Inhibiting capabilities, the Depot painted
this aircraft after a phosphoric acid deoxidizing treatment and without alodine.

1.4 Aircraft IrA134, and 148049 were assignud Lu m3-3 4L N.A.3. JaIkbuuivllw. BUNO
148980 was assigned to HS-1 also at N.A.S. Jacksonville. Reports from these
organizations have been intermittent and sketchy. The comments received were
positive on the Unicoat performance.

1.5 References (a) and (b) reported good field evaluations of Unicoat applied to
an F-14 by NADEP Norfolk. The evaluators reportsd no peeling, or other adhesion
failures, end no negative change in the incidence of corrosion. Rsference (c)
reported evidence of macro and micro cracking.

Enclosure (2) page i of 3

/
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1.6 The need for evaluations of the Unicoat finished H-3 aircraft was reported in
references (a) and (d). This traveler desired to evaluate the subject aircraft so
that the ac.umulated information would help the Depot and NAVAIR decide what
action to take in the development of Unicoat.

2.0 The evaluation Gf the Unicoat finished aircraft began on the morning of April
5th, at the Materials Engineering Laboratory of NADEP Jacksonville, with a round
table discussion of the developmental status of Unicoat. A list of attendees Is
provided in enclosure (1). Ish Villalva, Field Engineer, NAESU DET, Cecil Field
was host for this evaluation. Anthony Eng and Steve Spadafora from NADC Code 6062
explained the problems attributed to Unicoat following the F-14 evaluation and
passed out a draft of the Unicoat specification. NADEP engineers and NADC
engineers discussed what pertinent information to collect when examining the
Unicoat finished helicopters.

2.1 The evaluation group viewed two of the helicopters at the hangar of HS-3. BUNO
152134 was the second of the three aircraft finished with Unicoat. and 148049, the
last, did not receive a chemical conversion coating prior to finishing. The
aircraft were not cleaned; exhaust and petroleum products soiled the fuseiage and
cowlirgs. On comparison, the coating system on the aircraft looked as equally
deteriorated as any other aircraft In the hangar.

2.1.1 BUNO 148049 was examined first. Several areas were repainted to obscure old
markings, and for corrosion control. Unlike the F-14 aircraft, it had been
overpainted frequently fore and aft. Most repairs were made In high traffic
areas or areas subject to abrasion, i.e. the cargo door path, and tie down rings.
Areas suoject to corrosion, i.e. aft of the ice shield, were touched up and the
corrosion arrested. Photographs were made to documents these characteristics.
Thickness measurements ranged from 1.5 to 3 mil& in areas not having touch up, and
3-6 mils in areas having touch up. No seam to seam repainting had been attempted,
Gloss measurements ranged from 3 to 5% depending upon the amount of residual oil
on the measured area, Dry tape adhesion tests were performed on several
overpainted areas and no liftino could be initiated. Thouoh the epoxy topcoats did
not match the color of the original paint well, touchup accomplished with Unicoat
did matched well.

2.1.2 BUNO 162134 was In a condition similar to 148049. There were no large areas
of rovainting. and touch up was generally confined along rivet linee, Corrosion
did appear to be Initiating around some rivets. Measurements for coating thickness
and gloss were similar to 148049.

2.1.3 Discussion with the corrosion control team leader on the unimpressive
cordi Lion or LIte si,.r ra resul Led In a polIt* p. oLest. He strongly held to the
opinion that these aircraft required a fraction of the time his maintenance team
expended on other aircraft. Ish Vallalva seconded this opinion. HS-3 did not have
any other aircraft indergoing SOLM coinciding with these.

2.2 HS1. had the first He3 painted with Unicoat, SUNO*148980. The paint scheme had
the same appearance as HS-3 s aircraft. Most noticeable were the areas on the
fiberglass components which had overpainted repairs. As with HS-3 the HS-I
personnel believed that the Unicoat reduced their maintenance time. Differing from
the HS-3 aircraft, HS-1 had begun coating the aircraft with corrosion preventative
compound to help keep airc.,aft fluids from adhering to the aOrcraft surfacos, A
neo" horlng squadron, HS-S, had consistently performed this practice, and their
fleet had a "like new" appearanci. Because 148980 had not been repainted prior to

page 2 of 3
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application of the corrosion preventative compound, like HS-5's aircraft, the
corrosion preventative compound did little to remove the soiling films already
accumulated on the aircraft surface.

3. A comparison of the equipment condition data for the Unicoat finished aircraft,
and all previous H-3 aircraft leaving SDLM In calendar year 1988, is as followa:

3.1 Unicoat finished aircraft:

BUNO FLIGHT HOURS SHIP TIME TOTAL MM? NNINFLIGHT HRS414
1ZM0 SH-3H 725 MAY 81aAAR 89 - - Mg 0.16 .
148049'SH-3H 428 JUN 88-MAR 89 268 175 0.41
152134 SH-3H 489 JUN 88-MMR 89 144 1ý9 0.28

* No chemical conversion coating applied prior to application of Unicoat

SFor comparison purposes

3.2 Previous five aircraft with standard coating system

BUNO FLIGHT HOURS SHIP TIME TOTAL MMIH MH/FLIGHT HOURS
14I999 SH--3W 624 JAN 88-MAR 89 410 448 0.72
156499 SH-30 398 JAN 88-MAR 89 70 9 0.02
1480b0 SH-3G 336 MAR 86-MAR 89 7 82 0.24
1KAARA CW1 AIR 1DO RA..MAQ AG n '#17 r70;
149G06 SH-3H 409 MAY 88-MAR 89 275 271 0.66

4.0 To summarize, Unicoat did not have the clean and outstanding appearance one
10 expected based on the F-14 evaluations, however based on the tests performed on

the coating system during the field evaluation, the 3K data, and the opinions of
tka airecraft oupport parcoronal, Unitoat ia parf oming wall. Thistq.,aluator
concludes the following:

4.1 The epoxy topcoat does adhere well to aged Unicoat and fleet personnel are
satisfied with Its paintastlity.

4.2 The squadrons are experiencing some reduction in manhours for corrosi3n
control since the receipt of Unicoat finished aircraft. High traffic areas do not
annear to rn1%At wmar any wnr%n thin the cnnventional cnating Rwytam. and
corrosion still attacks around rivet heads. No adhesion or corrosion problems were
noted on steel members like the landing gear.

4.3 No macro cracking was identified anywhere. No micro cracking could be found
around rivets using a IOX magnifying glass.

4.4 No case for greater cleanability could be made for Unicoat based on these
sot-utarn, Thgia O.vsu dWisJ L t-iLu-eol Lii. wu.liig byatem 910&4, Con~iauig List
cleanability problem the fleet experiences with conventionally finished aircraft.

5.0 Based on this evaluation, this evaluator recomends the Depot pursue an
expanded use of the Unicoat system.

page 3 of 3
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Enclosure (1)

Attendance Listing for: Unicoat Evaluation/ Chrome Elimination
at NAOEP Jacksonville

Tony Eng NADC AV 441-3259
Steve Spadafora NADC 215 441-2704

AV 441-2704
Ken Sanders NADEP Pensacola 904 452 3554

AV 922.3553
Everlene Johnson NADEP JAX1342 AV 942-4516
Ralph Wheat NADEP JAX/342 AV 942-4516
michael Llnn NAUL• AXI/343 AV 942-4519

904 772-4519
Patty Betztg NADEP JAX/343 904 772-4519
Luis R. Carney NADEP JAX/343 904 772-4519
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$ELF-Pillt';iIf; FLASTUMEr!RIC T(JPCr)OAT
5JI11-Ai3 11, -t l I' RT•

CustedI,,,, //S -/ 111te: ___p-.-

Aircraft Fl Iht flours

service Period Type: Coastal Based (• Ship Based ( ) In-Lind Odsed ( )

Gene.ral /'ppo'arance: Satisfactory V/) UiSatiSfdsctorj ()
If urnsatlsfactory, why?

Adhesion of Self-priming topcoat: Satisfactory ( ) Unsatisfdctory (
If unsatisfactory, sohy?

Type of rep.i r requirrl. if any: (corrosion rentoal, spot mIIh CIj, s /VVA,"
sectionalizedJ repair, etc.)

Area of aircraft requiringj rrp.oir, if any: N*,ve

Ease of repair: Satisfartory ( ) Unsatisfictory (
If unsatlfactory, why?

Overall Effectiveness: Excel lr~ t (1' Go!)d 4 ) Fair } Iur }

Counent s:

Prepared By: .4...

Send to: 1IAVAL AIR OEVELOPI.IEur CrIILR
Aer.) Matertals Dtvislon
Code 6062
Warminster, PA 1'1194-SUOU

Katerial Enginef''rivy UlIsilon
Code 34?O2, n1l,0j M41
Nlaval Aviation ioelnot
HAS Pensacola, K. 325i11-531U
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SELF-PRIMING ELASTCMERIC TOPCOAT

EVA[ UAT TON REPORT
SHIK:II, 8IJNO Jqgjj

Custodian !'V -i Date /.z) I -

Aircraft Flight Hours _____________

Service Period Type: Coastal Based (f Ship Based ( ) In-Land Based ( )

General Appearance: Satisfactory (A, Unsatisfactory ( )
If unsatisfactory,... why?

Adhesion of Self-priming topcoat: Satisfactory (;- Unsatisfactory ( )

Type of repair required, if any: Corrosion removal, spot touch-up,

sectionalized repair, etc.

5*Ejr A r/j~cima Sd'k-6 r
Area of aircraft requiring repair, If any: '4e t

Ease of repair: Satisfactory (Yý Unsatisfactory ( )
If unsatisfactory, why? /o j .j / '" 'C. TItt i#*i

Overall Effectiveness: Excellent (&'< Good ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ( )

Coments:

Prepared Eyt a

Send to: NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Aero Materials Division
Code 6062
Warminster, PA 18074-5M

Materials Engineering Division
Code 3420, Bldg. 741
Naval Aviation Depot
NAS Pensacola, FL 325e8-5380
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SELF-PRIMING ELASTO'(ERIC TOPCOAT

EVAUATION RE-PORT

Custodian HS-i Date /2 $•-r. Fif

SH-3H, BuNos 148049 1 ) l48O M 152134 ( ) Aircraft Flight Hours

Service Period Type: Coastal Based (') Ship Based ( ) In-Land Based ( )

General Appearance: Satisfactory (X) Unsatisfactory ( )
If unsatisfactory,... why?

Adhesion of Self-priming topcoat: Satisfactory ) Unsatisfactory ( )

Type of repair required, if any: Corrosion retoval, (iiitt ouch-uf_,
sectionalized repair,-rr---

Area of aircraft requiring repair, if any:

Ease of repair: Satisfactory (7) Unsatisfactory ( )
If unsatisfactory, why?

Overall Effectiveness: Excellent ( Good C ) Fair C ) Poor ( )

Comments: Al Ig 0,7 7,)p 4 ',c A4 'W dTei 4  Y'I 5t4 A&LA

Prepared By:

Send to: NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Aero Materials Division
Code 6062
Warminster, PA 18974-5000

Materials Engineering Division
Code 34200, Bldg. 741
Naval Aviation Depot k
NAS Pensacola, FL 32508-5300



5ELF-PftI'!,-'11 EiLAV;TU'.I"tC TOP'Cf)rj~

Eitu'L't.r Iore ;uL~rr, Au)AX)
JII*•II 1 3' to ,61 : /

Custodian 14S. Da_________ Ute- __

Aircraft Filyht Hours

Service Period Type: Coastal Based Ship Uased ( ) In-Lind Hase, ( )

General Appcjrance: Satisfactory ('1" Unsatisfactory ( )
If unsatisfactory, why?

Adhesion of Self-priming topcoat: Satisfactory (') Unsatisfdctory (
If unsatisfactory, why?

rype of repair required. if any: (corrosion r•eova . ouc,

sectionalized repair, etc.)

Area oi aircraft requiring repair, if any: /4 It. Wvz,/L. ý4t0L (L#) 'M"fee&wR s

Ease of reppAr: Satisfactory ('1' Unsitisfactory ( )
If unsatisfactory, whyf

Overall Effec'tiveness: EAcelilent ( Good t ) Fair P) itor

JA~I~#. A14 b A/C Pop( v'c s.rr,4-2&v~

Prepared By: _ _ _ _ _

Send to: NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENr CE41EU
Aero haterlals Division
Cde 6062
Warminster, PA 11Y/4-SiUUI

Material EnIneerlrgj Ulvision
Code 34200, fldid 741
Naval Avlat!on 1)V:pnt
NAS Pensacola, FL 32$OU-S30U0



SELF-PRIMING ELASTOKERIC TOPCOAT
EVALUATION REPORT

Custodian __ _ _Date A _ _ _ _

SH-3H, BuNos 148049 ( ) 148980 ( ) 152134 C() Aircraft Flight Hou:s

Service Period Type: Coastal Based ( ) Ship Based (Vl In-Land Based ( )

General Appearance: Satisfactory (/ Unsatisfactory ( )
If unsatisfactory,... why?

Adhesion of Stlf-primirg topcoat: Satisfactory M/ Unsatisfactory ( )

Type of repair required, if any: Corrx-'.• mmn-el. spot touch-up,
sectionalized repair, etc.

Area of aircraft requiring repair, if any: C(S (t•O,

Ease of repair: Satisfactory (/ Unsatisfactory ( )
If unsatisfactory, why?

Overali Effectiveness: Excellenc (4/Good ( ) 7*ir ( ) Poor C )

Comments: -.

Pre pared By ____

Send to: NAVAL AIX DEVELOPrENT CENTER
Aeva Materials Division

Code 6062
Warminster, PA 18974-5000

tiaterials Engineering Division
Code 34200, Bldg. 741 _

Naval Avistlon Depot
NAS Fensacola, FL 32508-5300
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5ELF-PRI!,:':G ELA rTU.:?..[," rYc,',Ar
E,.;L'*xrroT:l, ~r

Custodian .. . __jte: & ._ 2 .t-N .

Aircratt Flight Hours

Service Period Type: CoastaI LBased (4 Ship Based ( ) In-1 jid B•jscdI

General Apptxirance: Satisfactory (V') UnsatisfJctor/
It unsatisfactory, why?

Adhesion of Self-priming topcoat: Satisfactory (LI UnsJtisfdctory
If unsatisfactory, why?

Type of repair required, if any: (corrosion re4noval, spot touýýi tup.
sectionalized repair, etc.)

Area of aircraft requiring repair, if any: Ado0/,

Ease of repair: Satisfactory (') Unsatisfactory (
If unsatisfactory, why? E

Overall Effectiveness: Excellent (k) Gojd ( ) Fair ( ) jr

CUwmne:,ts:

Prepared By:

Send to: NAVAL AIR DEVELOPME:ir CENIER
Aero Materials Division
Code 6062
Warminster, PA 18914-5000

Material Engineering Division

Code 34200, Bldg 741
Naval Aviation Uepot
NAS Pensacola, FL 32508-53u0

4



SELF-PR.NING ELASTO4ERIC TOPCOAT
EVALUATION REPORT

Custodian H Date eC

SH-3H, BuNos 148049 ( ) 148980 1 ) i521Z4 ( ) Aircraft Flight Hour& ,

Service Period Type: Coastal Based ( ) Ship Based (/) In-Land Based( )

General Appearance: Satisfactory (14' Unsatisfactory (
If unsatisfactory,... why?

Adhesion of Self-priming topcoat: Satisfactory (4"Unsatisfactory ( )

Type of repair required, if any: Corosý "WI, spot touch-up,
sectionalized repair, etc.

Area of aircraft requiring repair, if any: fyfii ))-

Fase of repair: Satisfactory (' Unsatisfactory ( )
If unsatisfactory, why?

Overall Effectiveness: Excellent Good ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ( )

Comments: r K •Rt M qJy I T U 'At -A'-, TN .

Prepared By:

Send to: NAVA-. AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Aero Materials Division
Code 6062
Warminster, PA 18974-5000

Materials Engineering Division
Code 34200, Bldg. 741
Naval Aviation Depot
NAS Pensacola, FL 32508-5300



SELF-PRIMING ELASTOMERIC TOPCOAT
EVALUATION REPORT

SH-3H, 148049 I
Custodian //. 3 Date: •"

Aircraft Flight Hours /079•3

Service Period Type: Coastal Based ( ) Ship Based () In-Land Based

General Appearance: Satisfactory (A) Unsatisfactory (
If unsatisfactory, why?

Adhesion of Self-priming topcoat: Satisfactory (k) Unsatisfactory (
If unsatisfactory, why?

Type of repair required, if any: 6orrsionreova-ouchuP_,
sectionalized repair, etc.)

Area of aircraft requiring repair, if any:

5PMfA .S7uaW1;Vj, AM4'A¶/'L

Ease of repair: Satisfactory ( ) Unsatisfactory ( )
If unsatisfactory, why?

Overall Effectiveness: Excellent (i) Good ( ) Fair ( ) Poor (

Coaments:

Prepared By:-

Send to: NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Aero Materials Division
Code 6052
Warminster, PA 18974-5000

Material Engineering Division
Code 34200, Bldg 741
Naval Aviatioa1 Depot
NAS Pensacola, FL 32508-5300

I



DZPARTMINT OFTI NV

NAVAL AVIATION DIVOT

IUILNINS I1
NAVAL AIN BTAtION I 601

PGNGACOL& PLONI&A UMifl6ee

13080
342/0030:KMS

From: Commandi.- Off'cer, Naval Aviation Depot. Pensacola. FL
To: Commanding Officer. Naval Air Systems Command.(AIR 13040), Washington.

DC 20351-5300

SubJ: PRODUCTION SCALE EVALUATION OF "UNICOAT' POLYURETHANE COATING SYSTEM

Encl: (1) Specification for Unicoat Polyurethane Coating System
(2) Trip Report to HS-1, HS-3, HS-S, NAS Jacksonville

Ref: (a) Phoncon between CO1MNAVAIRSYSCUM (AIR 530O4'1"rIii'ry al1
NAVAVNDEPOT Pensacola (Code 34200) K.M. Sander. of 24 Nay 1989

(b) MIL.STD-2161. paraoraph 4.2.1 Finishps.
(c) OPNAVNOTE 5090 Sor 4S1/8U58463of 18T7 ay 1988

1. As discussed In reference (a), this Depot requests authorization to deviate
from reference (b) to use the Unicoat Polyurethane Coating System specified In
enclosure (1) for the Schedule Depot Level Maintenance of H-53 program.

2. NAVAIR will benefit from the data base generated from having an entire progrea
finished In this new coating system. Licensed manufacturers will have a demand on
Unicoat and large batch formulations will finally be produced, a desire NAVAIR
expressed In reference (a). Large batch formulations will enable aircraft
manufacturers to Judge Unicoat's production worthiness.

3. This Depot has issued this request expecting to r3duce operating costs while
Improving product quality.

a. Three SH-3 helicopters were finished using the Unicoat system in spring of
1988. Enclosure (2) shows the reduced hours in corrosion control on rotary wing
aircraft and Improved customer satisfaction. Reference (a) stated the same
findings for NADEP Norfolk's F-14 finished In February of 1988.

b. During the finishing of the first SH-3, Depot production was pleased with
the performance or the unicoas in application and resulting reduction of labor
hours in eliminating the priming operation. The Depot can reduce 1/6th the
manhours per aircraft for finishing H-53's by adopting this process. These
aircraft will proceed directly to topcoat application from surface treatment.

c. Reference (c) established policy for minimizing hazardous waste generation.
Each year aircraft finishing generates 15,000 gallons of paint related waste at
NADEP Pensacola. BT eliminating the priming process, the Depot cart reduce thevolume of primer re atad, vsst'e and save the $7.-.0/gallon requrerd for-disposal,

I



Subj: PRODUCTION SCALE EVALUATION OF "UNICOAT" POLYURETHANE COATING SYSTEM

d. A coating system-minus a primer layer means that problems or questions
concerning primer quality and performance are eliminated. This code has
repeatedly tested the adhesive p(operL0i* or Lhg UnIaoeL byALowi agu ruuiid iL Lu
havo adhesion comparable to MIL-P-05502, epoxy primer.

4. Other benefits from the introduction of Unicoat to production application are:

a. The Deoot will have a finishing product which Is neither lead nor chrome
pigmented.

b. When properly applied Unicoat coating is smoother; rlet personnel will find
the coating easier to clean and repair. With the fleet spending less time on
corrosion control, flight operations could increase.

S. Correspondence on this subject should be directed to K. M. Sanders, Materials
Engineering Division, Code 34200, Bldg. 741.

By direction

Copj to: (w/o encls)
COMNAVAIRSYSCOM. (AIR-41121E/AIR-5164X/AIR-5115C) (w/encl (2))
NAVAIRDEVCEN (Code 5062)
NAVAVNDEPOT Alameda, CA (Code 054)
NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point, NC (Code 354)
NAVAVNDEPOT Jacksonville, FL (Code 340)
NAVAVNDEPOT North Island. CA (Code 340)
NAVAVNDEPOT Norfolk, VA (Code 360)



0
COMMENTS:

HS-l's Aircraft BuNo 148980. side # 449, has been in the water (sea) twice.
The first time was in July 20, 1989 and water taxi for ten (10) miles causing
much sea spray all over the aircraft. It was washed, rewashed and Emergency
Reclaimation procedures were conducted in accordance with precedures spelled out
in the NAVAIR meanals, NA 01-IA-509 and NA 16-1-540. Aircraft Preservation
manlial, NA 15-01-500, was also used in reoreserving those components requiring
such action. These procedures were started as soon as the aircraft was brought
back to the Air Station.

The second time was August 12, 1999, and this time it water ta:-i for
appro:im.•tely fifteen (15) miles. A single engine lift off brought it in to the
air stAtion (Mayport). The same procedures as the Rirst time were conducted.

Close scrutiny is being practiced on this aircraft because of the sea water
e>tpousrp. The aircraft looks very good and the new paint system seems to have
endured all abuse and abrasions.

Iqh Vallalva
NAESU Corrosion Specialist
NAS Cecil Field, FL

0



SELF-PRIMING ELASTOMERIC TOPCOAT
EVALUATION REPORT

Custodian R5S Date '. '/ s

3H-:.i, OuNos 14UI49 ( ) Oi d ) (VI Afr-craft FrItht HoW-r5

¢,r'vice Period Type: Coastal Based ) Ship Based niv Iri-Laid BaseJ

General Appearance: Satisfacttry ('" Unuat.sfac:ri )
If unsatisfactory,... why?

Adhe3ion of Sel-priming top,:oat; S,;t1fActury (tL/ Unsatlsfactory

Type Qf repai;' requIred, if any: Corro'.ion r'mval, .pot touch-up,

t:.,.Lionalzl-ed repair, etc.

Area of aircraft requiring 'repair, if any:

Ea-t! of repair: Satisfactory ('< Unsatisfactory
IF mncatiefactory, why?

Overall Effectiveness, Excellent (4'1Good ( ) Fair ( ) Poor

Prepared By: %_7_

Send to: NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMEIT CENTER
Acro Materials Division
Code 6062
Warini ister, PA 18974-5000

MaLer',ls Lngim'terfnq Divlolon
Code 34208, Bldg. 741
Naval Aviation Depot
NA' Pens.acola, FL 12508-5:300
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SELF-PRIMING FLASTOMERIC TOPCOAT

EVALUATION REPCRT

3if-31, Ou.Nos 1,18049 rI•48980 ( ) 152134 ( ) Aircraft Flight Hours

-,'vice Perfvd Type: Coastal Base3 ( ) Ship Based (vj" In-Land Based )

Ov•,ral App,.ce, SaLisraracr, (e%'•"Ung,•fsfaory ( )
If unsatisfactory,... why7

Adhc.sion of ScdF prfnmiu tvop,'jt, ZCttifac ory (41 Unvtlisfa,:tory ( )

Type oF repair required, IF any: Ccrrosfln rennoval, spot touch-up,
se,.hionalized repair, etc.

Avý,, aC mairfbrt rejuifrin repair, iF ony.

[!, :of repair: Sat Isfacto)ry (V4' U1nsatfsFactory (

If .is.L1sFactury, why?

Overall ElfectIveness: Excellent ( ) Good y(Fair ( ) Poor ( )

Prepared By:

Send to: NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Aero Materials Division
COdW 6062
Warmninster, PA 18974-5000

Materfals Engfneering Division
Code 34200 Bldg. 741
Naval Aviatioi Depot
NA'.' Pg,.• ac:,.ila, FL ??WR- ýIRA
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SING ELASTOMERIC TOPCOAT
YVALUATION REPORT

Custodian ..lqf tY~~ -___ Date // ~~_

SH-3K, BuNov 148049 o: 148980 • 152134 ( ) Aircraft Flight Hours .220,_

Service Period Type: Coastal Based Ship Baed ( ) In-Land Based M1

GCnora1 Appearance: Satiofactory (,/"Unsatisfactory ( )
If unaatlatactory,... why?

Lihooion of Self-priming topcoat: Satisfactory (W-4 Un-atisfacory (-

Type of repair required, if any; Corrosion removal, spot touch-up,
seetionalized repair, etc.

Area of aircraft requiring repair, if amyt

Ease of repair: Satisfactory (&<'Unsatisfactory ( )
If unsatisfactory, why?

Overall Effectiveness: Excellent ()Good ( ) Fair ( ) Poor (

Coment a/

Prepared By:

Send to: NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Aero Materials Division
Code 6062
Warminster, PA 18974-5000

Materi~ls Engineering Division
Code 34200, Bldg. 741
Naval Aviation Depot
MAb aensacola, FL 3208-500



SELF-PRIMING ELASTOMERIC TOPCOAT
EVALUATION REPORT

Custodf all D/-L~i.................ate ____Z__A___I? _

SH-J,, BuNos 146049 ( ) 148980 f.4152134 ) Alrcrdft Flight Nuurs

Service Period Type: Coastal Based (-I" Shilp Based ( ) I-La.id Based

Gencral Appearance: Satisfactory (v Unsatlsfatory ( )
IF unsatisfactory,... why?

Adhesion of Self-primig topcoat: .Satisfactory (0,', Unsatisfactory ( )

Type of repair requiUred, if any: Corrosfoum remKov.al, spot bouch-up,
st.,. Iona) ized repair, etc.m ,vo~t 1ý"e#,k,0€•

Ar0a of i rcraft requirkn9 repair, if any:

Ea- .,? f reiUIr: Satisfactory (4 UnsatIsfactory ( )
IF ,insatl.•Factory, why?

Overall EFfectfvemess: Excellent (& 'Good ( ) Fair ( ) Poor ( l

Prepared By.

Send to: NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Aero Materials Division
Cud. 6162
W~e"If listee, PA 10074 SOO

Materfals Engfneerng Dfviifon
Code 34200 Bldg. 741
Nav4l Aviaioln Depot
NAt:; Pe,.n•"lA, FI 31500-S;"00
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MEMORANDUM

Date: 30 Nov 88

From: James E. Spinks, Jr., Corrosion Specialist, NAESU Dec Bebufort, SC

To: Charles Hegedus, NAVAIRDEVCEN

Subj: FIELD EVALUATION OF POLYURETHANE PRIMER/TOPCOAT

1. Purpose: To evaluate subject coating for easo/difficulty of rp~iicaLion
and durability in a typical fighter aircraft community.

2. Facilities/Equipment: The coating was applied inside han•dr sp.ace •iLliz-
in& MIL-S-12877, Type II, Size 2. spray equipment which is thc s.iiiQ [,W iI Ly/
equipment used for the application of ?lL-C-83286 AliphaLic Polyurethane and
MIL-C-22750 Epoxy Polyamide at this activity.

3. Discussion:

a. Two aircraft were sprayed at this activity ut ilizing the new pr'iinor/
topcoat. Areas sprayed on the two aircraft are as follow-: L/1' fl.ip,, i.i/i
of engine intakes, L/E of vertical stabilizers, and portions of raIdomc,.

b. The primer/topcoat was mixed/thinned per NAVAIRDEVCEN recomiiundo L io, .. •
The first aircraft was sprayed within five minutes after mixinJ/ýIhinninj:; cun-
sequeiitly, the coating had a tendency to run. The second aircra,ýu dis ý;prayvJ
after the admixud/thinned coating had set for 30 minutes, which -.timinicel Lh.
co.ting's tendency to run.

4. Findings: I
b. Worker acceptance was high as the coating's tendency to run c.,n li.

readily overcome through viscosity adjustmnent atd increased dwclL tLim-.

b. The primer/topcoat is an obvious t.me-saver .os the previovs -riianur
application and drying period is eliminated.

c. the inherently short pot 14.fE of the coacing proved to be nk. ptr06,4.*1
with proper planning for typical touch-up applications in our Southoern clii."to. <4

d. Durability of the costing is apparently equal to that of HlL-C-b32
as tha applied primer/topcoat was no -nore eroded than that of prcviuu,.Ly
applied coatings after 50 flight hours. Thu coating also exhibited vory ,.,l
ad~esion with no chipping/crnckine.

e. Thu polymerized primer/topcoat is much smoother than thlit of :IIL-(C-
83286 which allows for greater cleanability.

f. Color match was excellent and very clos•e to that of th; Xu.S•oti .
latod bead coating applied by McDonnell Douglas.
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5. Recommendations:

a. If laboratory and field corrosion tests prove Lhe primer/top,:oat to be
as effective as the MIL-P-23377!MIL-C-83286 system, expedite availability of
subject muterial to squadrons.

b. Increased pot lifa of the primer/topcoat would facilitate maintenance
actions at the OXA/IMA levels and would be a necessity a.. the depots.

ES E. ft"e

Copy to:
NALS-31 AMO
VHFA-115 AMO
VMFA-'22 AMO
VMFA-312 AMO

VMFA-333 AMO
VMFA-451 AMO
NAESU Det Cecil Field

2
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TRIP RE'PORT

FROr1: J.J. Thompson, Code 6063. A/V 441-3503, (215) 441-3503

SUBJECT: Al-Li Access Doors, and Unj'-ot Praint

PURPOSE: Deliver And monitor inftall1.tion of 21)q(I-TnE4l acco0 R dloolT om
F/A-J8 aircraft. Intpact aircraft on whiclh an NADCi devolnped taitit in
b.-ing field tIested].

PLACE: NA. Cecil Fi-0d, Jacksonvil1- FL.: 1CAS lm.mfirt, Ba,ifott '": all.]
NAS ,Jacksonville, Jacksonville FL

DATE: 3-6 .JAn 1989

REPORT BRIEF:

Al-Li Acce.r NooL3

Access dncor. were quces.nfuilly installed -in .ii F/A-19 aircraft -it NJAS
C-ci] '-eld, and on two F/A-18 aix-cra ft at fCAS 1,avifnrt. Trwo i,,en ! ,,,-
insý en Pach aircraft, one mad,ý or 7#ýnvsnti-tianl al', mnitn ,'•liy 71o',-
T6 at ne mad', or allminun-lithium alloy 209O-TRFE41. The ,-aiicift aL
NAS :,:il Field will be carrier d:plnyed, Lh.^ Aircraft At M'AS R.i',f,.11
will he land bA.mad. Details conc-.nitig the, airc.rai[ and Lh, pan-,! are
li.•Led in thq following Lable•.

Table 1: F/A-I8 Aircraft On Which Al-Li Acces l)oors Are BSin-; T".teJ

P.,irmau 3 idA Door Pmn-_ Part
Ctirtodian Number Number Materi al ID Nuumber i(1,

VFA-02 163427 304 7075-T6 I 74A-313103--2r)I 1 I.
2r90-TFE4 t 12 SIA-313103-5V104 p

VFA-82 163438 302 7071-T A• 11 74A-3- 311 -211)4 If
2090-TPE4I I ,; A- 31 31 1)1-5!t 3 1.

VFA-,32 163442 303 7V)75-Tr, I '"74A- 3 lt 3n 1 -200 1 I,
20r10-1'F4 1 I I ::IA-'31 r -51,'' H

VFA-06 I C,34 3"7 4JI 7n75 -Tr. r 74A. I t 11-.2on'1 I.
2r30-TF.41 1 1: I A- 31 31.3-50114 1?

VFA-%3r 161439 402 7075 Tr " "74A-3Ill -2 i'1I

209t-TRE4 I 5 SIA-31 3101-50113 L

161443 40n1 7075-Tr, n 74A-l 1 11•) 20114 P
2090--T8I.4 1 2 •HA-31 3103-500r1 I.

VIFA- 312 1 (C 317"3 7M.;- Tr, 2 7"4A.- 313191--21111 I I.
2090-TRVAF1 I SIA-3i 31I13-5(Io4 14

VMFA-312 163171 707i.-Tr. IV '74A-l 310 1h-201M¶ P
2O90-T :41 i . IA- 31310r3-51r)3 ,



rhemo fanknrx word -eprtayod witr reinr900, rionol a.rurthe Oisl covirs ko

returned to NADC. The iuntallAtion w-ax photographed. llaintonan-ce

personnel wore informed the protokyp.. doors worm to bep treated As
conveutional do.ors would be treated. For examnple. if thoe entim. norm
barrel is to be repaint,"d, the prrotolypea covors ahou1Jld 41l2o ha ,"-.ainked.
Any problems with the panels are to icruerorted t,7 HADC. Th. r.a5teferx

on the panels will be painted by Corrosio'n Control personnel befr-re
deployment and operation.

Excellent cooperation wani received at both HAS Cncil Field a'id WIAS
Beaufort. On-site points of contact Are as rollows:

NAS Cecil Fiel1d: Jim Monorhead, N4T)A, A/V e6fi-5 I 7
Ish Villalva, IIAES11, A/V 060i-6161
Bill Cromer, McAir, ('314) 779-607'4

HCAS Beaufort: Captain Krops, AAMO MIAL." 31. A/V 012-70199
Jimn Spink~s, HAFII. A/V 832-7141
Jerry Lienhop, McAir. (803) 522-74 63

Unicuat Paint Inspectio,

As time allnw-d, aircraft were o! 'n e whui.' IiAr a new paiint syatoil
devmeloped .it HADC called linicoat. Tleiiq paaiti ir. being field tent,!d oil
rotary win'j Aircraft at NAS Jack-toawll -. .a,..I ont fixed wil,;a'~.irr-raft -it
IICAS Beaufort. Tho Unk-'oaL paint -- r uicendittioual.ly surported for
helicopters, and acdvan~tAges were apj'rnciatqd non F/A-19 aircraft.

At NAS ,TACktonville, two Airrraft w~,- in-rpe'tae from 11mIicopt.'r S1,aa'Iro,,Ol
VIS-1 . Art aircraft with the new paiint (Side ttumI,er 616) was *:'.MpIAro.I with
an aircraft with a conv-ntional painit. itystem (Side Number- 610) . The

insrpction was performed with slit VilIlalva, HAE:7IJ Detachmenit, rorroxioni

'the difference between aircraft was dram.tic. The 'InicoAt painked
aicraft appearance far stiperior. The convntv#Innally paintPd Aircraft

exhibited nuimerous areaw where corrosion maititetiance, andi touich-usp were
repaiired. Problem Areas war@ aroutirl fmitkonors, at break points, on
leading erl';es and exhaust Areas, indi utter. Abrasion occurred e.el. who're
the helicopter tie-down ropes ahradr- kho tail, whore fuel. linas rest on
rmfaaeliin, And oil steps, Approiximatoly 21% of the convent iontl ly paiait..t
Aircraft, appeAred to have touch-tip paint Appliied.

The Unicoat painted aircraft exhibitedi far sup-rior jvorformatice oin
leading edqets, break points, And -trouand fastattors. No 4iffeteu-m was
noted ait exhaitst areas And Abrasion Areas. The aircraft App.eareý..I
cle anor . A slight col'ur differon,,o war tint-i in a onmrartm'.nt tnot
expoaeoi to the suan. Theý atnexposed at ca had ablue tint, colmpared t-1 til-
exposed area having a gzay appearan':o.



An interview with ANSI D'ry, Corrosir.t niik~rol Cnntitr Su,ornzv.i~nr fnr lti-I

A/V 772-4703 Ext 4706, reinforced til on,r':Ivn:ioin~ of the A'r-afk
inspection. Ilie gave the following mainkenan',: dal.a for t:1he al.-Taff be"
was iesponsible for maintaining:

Table 21 Tinie Expended an Corrosaioni Maint-onan qOf Aircraft iii 11.-

During December 1988.

Side Number Faint System Crrosion 011111I

612 UJnjcoat '7. iitin'r
616 Un ioat 4 .7 ti-virý:

610 Convois L;ona 1 14 .1 hioli s
613 Conventi1ona126 1iK lhotrs

One helicopter (610) had recently de~ployed tio a ft icate. 'It was
therefore exposed to moro severe cuin~ti~tioni thatt lthore air', ialt. wihi.:t,
remained at. HAS Jacksonville. Uponv it-.- ieituun. 23, man-hrnuain were
requited to perform corrosion mantuun.n.Eju ax-' l'din',tLi

maintenance, the tinicoat pa inted, aiit r ff r "'siunir only 25% oif litV mainf.enatice of the conventionally pAinkp-] aitcraft.

Thre linicoat. paint had th,ý fullest c'nitii..tinc or titiozi wonrok contti,
of itS-1. Signi ficant. application ai,'l dryiniv I~t. jn wan~ saved t uuieti tile Olin
coat Unicoat verses the two coat.; f'.t tile' Co,01ven.ionAl pain ~y.7 111
They experiantc-d none of tire typical cov~tinlpaint prnhtnumul of
chipping., chalking, or fading. The. loir-njat. paintl retainn.I tire.t-ir'
blue color miici, longer than the convonit i ona I pa in tl . The Mtni-t. pot li fq
of in icoat was not a fact~or. The onily co.ncott i waR "Wh-r" rcani I -lot
more?"

At WCAS Beaitfort, only One F/A-1q aitrcraft r.-idt IJuMihbr i1) with t1 .1
Unicoat paint wan on hase. On hnred-fifty d.tay!- hart .3ap"i ai '

paint application. The airc-raft wa~ n, p'c Jd in, I s pi nk!-, MtA.,
~ '1i- Ptachment Corrosion Sp-cialist. Thini air~r;%ft had beenn pailint %lt it ii

Unicoat on only a few at als. Muchrl -f th tilirctlia f h14d 11-91~.n ~ '.
wan exp.'ct ur. The only thinieoat aro, inin wl-3,i tr "m in wot ve tl.s' tn.-Iid, itr / ~ s!odies?. of tto angina inak.ikr. Thon*e r.-ino, w~i^ 'uuýiwnlovr anid i 1 n tnii
tha conventional ly painta - sunfac.'o.. Tilen v~ti' I- .'tle u' f li *:

not conisid.'rad a probl em for knouwh-.up or rtin., 1 i.'ho . Ity wa i t in'r
appr-oximately 011--haJ f hour)1 bttwneat i mxitig ain'tu 1 ia-oa, I"v ':
of tHin pa int could be colntropl led to aV',i 'I ru

C_ 0 1 IC11S 10 14/ A G R Ell ENT :T II, pr nt otf y 1" A I - 1. I i;t o I I '."r r 11., n -I II

imiprovement in pq-rformancý.e over ;.r-:-0n. painit nyrt.nm.

NADC:

I . Mani it a in co ntiactL wi iI h nqiiad ron~ n. f 1 1 ow rjn *.,n ;-1 1.., 11..i
2. Cont ac I squadiron s a IfLe r appi-o i n.ai P I y -itu' y i Ltu havu P I,-, s

7 ~doorn r emnoved.



NAS Ce~cil Ho~ld and MCAS Beaufort:

1. Cor rosion Control personnel will Itr.!t fa:.-qnor arear in fov'wly
nntalaled paiiels as required.

2. VFIIA-312 will forward nm,;ativos )f ti.;:~w edanr instailatiott In IJAJ)f.
titrou,.h Jim Spinks, NAESIJ.

3. S'q*tjdoF1 will trpait prktO pe! dj'V)s as 'r 114. rna in j'roioon

(nriikrrtl . Wh -r a r aq iii r o.di, ma ml n n ý a ct i on~ w i Ilie 0ho 1 ,rnt. e.I
OPNAV 47903/60 VlDS/11AF U arm..

4. V'quartron.- will retaini the acco~ip -Iýunhi-h /or roi,,av-d. 1II

Cap~:NA Df 6'flC2

oflA2 , P. '''ar.*CI"~iA

N4 IAVA IR .30411 W. F-j-1
41121E 1). Jarntionn

01OIU1AVAIRLANT 5221 i.~l'7) J1.W. Slmn-ýr tin
528 G. llrnwne

C~tflI.ATWIN3ONiE

NAESU TJ. Vilav

NAS
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20 APR 89

FROM: Maintenance Material Control Officer, Naval Air
Development Center, Warminster, PA.

TO: Commanding Officer, NavalAviation Depot,
Naval Air Station, Jacksonville, FL.

INFO: Commander, Naval Aviation Maintenance Office,
Naval Air Station, Patuxent River, MD.
Commander, Naval Air Systems Command (NASC),
NASC HDQTRS, Washington, DC.

SUBJ: AMENDMENT, SPECIAL WORK REQUEST, SDLM FOR UP-3A 148889.

REF A: Phoncon between Mr. Mike Lynn, NADEP JAX. AV 942-4519 and
LT. R. J. Toth, NADC, AV 441-3375.

Encl 1: Ammendment to NADC's SDLM Special Work Request

submitted on 09 March 1989.

Encl 2: NADC information sheet for painting with UNICOAT.

1. As discussed and agreed upon in ruf A, Request NADC s SDLM
Special Work Request, special work item number nine (9) be
modified as per Encl 1, item I.

0

2. This is to evaluate the product UNICOAT which was develo-ud
at NADC.

3. Encl I applies.

/
J. TOTH

LT UtSN

I@



" "Z' " v - o~I0 (1.1IJ IaA~k~ 0. SPECiAL WORKV.- ....... -- ----

1I. REQUEST AIRCRAFT BE STRIPPED AND
REPAINTED WITH UNICOAT PAINT.

ci.P

.. ... .... -- -.- -.
441-3375

(215) 441 1 20 589
coPY '10 SU 6 COVg ES N It PRINTINO OFF ¢IC 1l70- 403-413/ 6102 2I,

CPOGNIZ2ANT WINC

TYPE ZLIMMANOEA
NA'. AIHSY ~S4UAIM P
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INFORMATION REQUIRED TO PAINT A P-3 WITH UNICOAT AT NADEP Jacksonville

The aircraft should be handled in the same manner as if the standard
paint system were being applied except for the application of a primer. The
paint system on the inducted aircraft should be entirely stripped. The
surface should be inspected and corroded areas should be treated accordingly.
Then the aircraft should be thoroughly washed, rinsed, conversion coated, and
rinsed again. At this time UNICOAT can be mixed and applied directly to the
surface. The UNICOAT cdn be purchased from Coatings for Industry, Mr. Jim
Klotz, Souderton, PA, 215-723-0919. The appropriate color must be specified.
NADC materials specialists (code 6062) will visit NADEP JAX at the time of
painting to witness and provide advise if necessary. NADC maintenance
personnel should contact Mr. Mike Lynn at NADEP JAX 904-772-4519 or AUTOVON
942-4519. He can and will arrange everything from the depots side. For
additional information on UNICOAT please contact Charles Hegedus 215-441-1452
or Don Hirst 215-441-1473 (NADC Code 6062).

r7

ii(

En: 2
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0 MATERIALS EI[iGI\IEERINUG
LABORATORY

LABOA TORYffl nRnnnT Ito- 34 -58

SUDP: UNICOAT, sel f-priming Lopcoat1

DW August 2, 1989 -

PJAVAL A\IIATIOPJ DEPOT
lWaval Air Stationi

Jaicksonville, Flor'ida 3221 2-001G
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BACKGROUND

Unicoat is a self-priming topcoat developed by NADC. The two component
polyurethane high solids coating is a corrosion resistant coating for

use on aluminum, graphite/epoxy composites arid stainless steel
substrates. Penefits of Unicoat include that it is lead and chrom.te
free, has decreased VOC emissions, lowers the weight of the coa*ing
system and reduces application time and labor. Initial field
evaluations have been conducted on F-14 and SH-7 aircraft with good
results. Code Z43 has examined these aircraft and has conducted tests
on Unicoat with various combinations of coatings. A non-rinsing
conversion coating was also evaluated along with the Unicoat system.

SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS

Testing was performed in order to deturmine the adhesion of Unicoat to
the conventional primer/topcoat system (MIL-P-85582/MIL-C-85285) and
the adhesion of the conventional primer/topcoat system to the Unicoat
material. Adhesion was evaluated after water immersion. Coatings were
applied to mechanically decj;:idi-ed aluminum. Adhesion test results
were e::cellent for both samples. This is important due to touch-up
applications which may not use the same coating a:. was originally
Applied to surfaces. Lap shaAr results of Unicoat with conventitinal
primý r/topcoat samples averaged 900 lbs/inn. This is lower than

conventional primer/topcoat systems applied over a similar
primer/topcoat system, which have typical values of 120'0 lb, 'in'. There
• .re no coating requirements for lap shear testing incorporate i in
standard test methods however, this method, which',was developed locally
many years ago, has been used very successfully for quantitative
comparison of systems (sample numbers 2A through 2C).

Evalu.lAtion was performed in order to compare Unicoat to conventinnal
primpr/topcoat (MIL-P-e5582/MIL-C-85285) systems. Wet and dry adhesiun
of the cnatings.to 2024-T3 aluminum substrate was selected as the basis
of comparison. The samples were prepared with and without conversion
coating, MIL-C-5541. Water immersion tests showed e:.cellent results,
al' samples passed tape tests. Lap shear test values were compar.•ble to
conventional systems with and without conversion coatings (sample
numbers IA through IF).

Evaluation of non-rinsing chromate conversiun coating, Inte:t 8601),
consisted of applying various paint systems over conversion coa tings
formed by application of the IN]EX material to aluminum test panels and
allowing to dry without rinsing. All samples showed blisters and poor
paint adhesion after water immersion for 4 days at 121:1 degrees F. Lap
shear results on dry panels were well below results for the other
systems being tested, e:xcept for those sprayed with Unicoat. The
Unicoat samples were not adversely affected by the Intex conversion
coating and had an average lap shear value of 1270 lbs/in-, similar to

normally processed conventional coating systems (sample numbers 3A
through 3C).
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SRECOMMENDATIONS

Continue to expand field evaluation of Unicoat including follow-up on
aircraft previously coated with Unicoat. Areas of coocern include the
short pot life, which is approximately one hour, the high viscosity at
VOC compliance thinner concentration, and production scale
repeatability of batches.

EXPERIMENTAL

M•(TERIALSs
2024-T3 Alum. panels
Conversion Coatings:

a) Inte:. 8680 non-rinsing
b) MIL-C-81706, form 1, method C, Class IA

Fr I mer:
a) Korof 1ex
b) M1IL-P-85582, Type 1, Class 1, water borne epo::y

Topcoat:
a) MIL-C-85285, Type I & I1, high solids polyur,?thane
b) Unicoi.t, high solids primor/topcoat polyurethane

PANEL PREPARATION

Panels were cleaned with detergent, water, and green Scotch Brite type
pads, LP 0050C, Type II, Class 1, until the surface was water break
free. Panels treated with Intex 8680 conversion foating were abraded
while submerged in a 3 cz. per gallon concentration and allowed to stay
in the snlution 3 minutes. They were not water rinsed. Somo'panels
were hung vertically and others hung horizontally to simulate on
aircraft application of conversion coating. Panels treated with
conversion coating MIL-C-81706 were processed in production shop 93113
uSinQ a current production batch of material. The panels were
dipped/rinsed in water after chemical treatment per standard
procedures. Panels were primed using conventional air spray equipment
to a dry film thicl-ness of .6 to .9 mils, then topcoated using air
r•pray to a total dry film thickness of 2 to 2.5 mils. Unicoat panels
were prepared by mi:ting the material in the ratio of 4:1, thinning to a
viscosity of 20 seconds in a #2 Zahn cup, then spraying to a dry film
thiclkness of 2 to 3 mils using conventional air equipmenrt. The coating
as mixed was not VOC compliant.

TESTING
Lap Shear: After coating, samples were cured 7 days at room
temperature, then bonded in 1 inch width by 0.5 inch overlap
dimetisions. Shear values were cnnverted to lbs/in 2 . Samples were
tested on an Instron with crosshead speed of 0.05 In/min.

Water Immersion & Tape Test: After coating, samples were cured 7 days
at room temperAture then. scribed and immersed in deionized water at 120
deqrees F for 4 days. After removAl they were visually inspected for
defects such as softening, wrinkling,.blistering or any other coating
deficiency. Samples were air dried at room temperature for 2 hours and
then tape tested using MIL-T-21575 masking tape avar the scribed area.

S
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LAB REEORT Z43--5-89
Code -•4:PrAF'age 3 of 4 I

SAMPL.E .ID EVALUATIJNt EVILUATIONt P

a) WATER IMMERSION
II, MATERIAL SHEAR, PSI u) TAPE

IA MIL-C-81706 MEAN=2833, a) VERY GOOD
ID:OROFLEX PRIMER STD DEV-70 b) PASS TAPT TEST
MIL-C-852e5 PRIMER FAILURE

I' MIL-C-81706 MEAN=1253, a) GOOD
MIL-P-s5582 STD DEV=92 b) PASS TAPE TEST
MIL-C-85285 PRIMER FAILURE

IC MIL-C-817')6 MEAN=1973, a) EXCELLENT
IUNICOAT STD DEV=127 b) PASS TAPE TEST

COVIESIVE FAILURE IN UNICOAT

ID IKOROFLEX PRIMER MSAN=1733, a) POOR; BLISTERS
MIL-C-85,285 ETD DEV=1I5 b) FAIL TAPE TEST

PRIMER FAILURE

IE MIL-P-85582 MEAN11I83, a) VERY GOOD
MIL-C-05285 STD DEV=104 b) PASS TAPE TEST

PRIMER FAILURE

IF UNICOAT NEAN=I160, a) EXCELLENT
STD DEV-144 b) PASS TAPE TEST

UNICOAT FAILURE

2A LJN!COAT MEAN=827, a) EXCELLENT.7
MIL-F-85582 ST- DEV=23 b) PASS TAPE TEST
MIL-C-85285

2S MIL-C-81706 MEAN=-1C0, a) EXCELLENT
UNICOAT STD DEV=432 b) PASS TAPE TEST
MIL-P-85582
MIL-C-85285

:'C MIL-C-817C16 MEAN=70:•5, a) EXCELLENT
MIL-P-a5582 STO DEV=396 b) PASS TAPE TEST
MIL-C-85285
UNICOAT

7A INTEX 8680 MEAN=S87, a) POOR; SEVERE BLISTERS
I'OROFLEX PRIMER STD DEV-I01 b) FAIL TAPE TEST
MIL-C-85285 PRIMER FAILURE

7B INTEX 8681: MEAN=560, a) POOR; GRAINY
MIL-P-85582 STD DEV-53 b) 2 FAIL, 2 PASS TAPE TEST
MIL-C-05205 PRIMER FAILURE

3C INTEX 8680 MEAN'1227, a) POOR; BLISTERS, GRAINY
UNICOAT STD DEV-110 B) FAIL TAPE TEST

CONVERSION COAT FAILURE
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LAP REPORT 343-5-99
Code -47: F'BE
r-,o F- 4 rf 4

INVESTIGATED BY: REVIEWED BY:

"".YCAi

LUIS CARSNEY MICHAEL L NN, Supervisor

Stutdent Trainee, Polymeric/Special Projects Branch

r!-nterials Engineer

rFEPARED E0y: APPROVED BY:

!"4 i._ . 7,'L _ -,
ý,AT7ý;ICIA P.ETZIý"'-ý• ' ,THM S Director

ma1eri.ls Engineer Materials Engineering Division

NOMA m

I i -- _ -. • j IIL . .. .ii T • • _/ • •Z ... II IL __ II I I _ 1'4"..
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M..ATERIALS ENMG INE EPF1I I',JGb
LABORATORY

LABORA10R) REPORT HO0. 34-78

SUB]I: UNICOAT, SELF-PRIMING TOPCOAT AACP3BUO188
DATE: AiJCUST 31, 1989 ... ~

IUAVAL AVIATIOM~ DEPOT

Naval Air Station
Jacksonville, Florida 3221 2-0016G
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Code 343:PB
3 September 89
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PURPOSE: An experimental coating (UNICOAT) was applied to P-3
aircraft BUNO 148889 at the request of the operating squadron.
The coating system used was a two part polyurethane developed by
the Naval Air Development Center (NADC). The major advantage
that this system has over the conventional
MIL-P-85582/MIL-C-85285 is that it contains no chromates, is lead
free and requires no primer. The following report gives the
application parameters used to coat the aircraft, deficiencies
noted and recommendations concerning the use of this new material.

BACKGROUND: NADC initially requested that NADEP JAX Code 343 test
their new coating formulation in March of 1989; their biggest
concern was our response to the adhesion of the coating over
zommon aircraft materials. In response, tests were conducted to
determine the wet and dry adhesion properties of the material over

deoxidized and deoxidized/conversion coated aluminum. The results
of our effort are given in enclosure (1), which essentially
conucludes that the new coating has excellent wet and dry adhesion
to both types of surfaces. Code 343 made changes to the
priming/paintIng materials in 1982 and has made it known
throughout the Navy and Industry that no material changes to the
present system be made locally unless it $demonstrates excellent
wet adhesion over deoxidized (no conversion coating) aluminum. It
is believed that to do so would seriously Jeopardize the
effectiveness of the paint system to adequately protect aircraft
exteriors from corrosion; that any proposad new system that could
not offer the advantages gained in 1982 would be a step in the
negative direction.

Tests were ilzo conducted on the adhesion of the proposed coating
to the standard coating, in case the need should arise to
overpaint an existing system. These test results were also
excellent and are also given in enclosure (1).

NADEPs Pensacola and Norfolk have applied the new UNICOAT paint
system to several aircraft including three H-3 helicopters and one
F-14. Code 343 personnel had the opportunity to inspect all of
these aircraft. In every case, including one H-3 that was painted
without the benefit of a conversion coating, the UNICOAT appeared
to be performing well. Enclosure (2) summarizes our inspection
results of the F-14.

The operating activity for P-3 BUNO 148889 is NADC, since the
aircraft was scheduled into NADEP JAX for SDLM, we were requested
to apply the new paint system to the aircraft so that NADC could
closely monitor its effectiveness. NADC agreed to supply the paint
to NADEP JAX.

APPLICATION PARAMETERS: P-3 BUNO 148889 was processed as follows:

-THE SURFACES; ailerons, flaps, and rudder; were removed and
routed for stripping, corrosion treatment and rework. After
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LAB REPORT 343-7-89
Code 343:PB
Page 2 of 18

rework, these surfaces were cleaned and conversion coated IAW
LPS/JX 343-108, and painted using UNICOAT, Batch #393242,
manufactured by Coatings For industry (CFI). Code 343 conducted
tests on the paint prior to application (enclosures 3 and 4).
These tests showed that the pot life of the material was less than
one hour, and that the initial viscosity was too high for spray
application. Thinning the material with MIL-T-81772 to 420 VOC
did not xeduce the paint to a sprayable consistency. In order, to
obtain a sufficient reduction in viscosity of the material, 21 to
23 seconds in a 62 Zahn cup, the material was thinned above 420
VOC and was applied to the surfaces. Application of the coating
went smoothly, painters were favorably impressed with the
wetability and flowout. Representatives from HADC and Code 343
were present when the material was mixed and applied. Code 343
conducted water break free tests on isolated areas of the surfaces
2 hours prior to painting to assure cleanliness; there was no
evidence of any water breaks. A test panel was forwarded to CFI
so that the company could precisely color match the batch of paint
needed to paint the airframe with the color applied to the
surfaces.
-THE AIRFRAME, was stripped, corrosion treated and conversion

coated IAW LPS/JX 342-124-89 and LPS/JX a42-151-89 prior to
rework. After rework, the aircraft was cleaned IAW LPS/JX
343-108 in Hanger 868 (paint facility) and, within 8 hours, was
transported to Hanger lOIS where the starboard side of the
aircraft received a conversion coating. The following day, the
aircraft was transported back to Hanger 868 and was recleaned
using a detergent wash IAW LPS/JX 343-108. The materials used
for these process steps are given in enclosure (5).

UNICOAT Batch #893297, was received from CFI two days prior to
application. Tests were conducted by Code 343 to determine
viscosity, pot life, dry time, gell time, wet and dry tape
adhesion tests. As with the previous material, Batch #893297
failed to meet the pot life and VOC requirements and gelled
within 2 hours after thinning with MIL-T-81772 to 420 VOC
(enclosure 6). Examination of the pot life sample showed
considerable foaming of the material.

A second test was performed to determine if the UNICOAT could be
successfully sprayed on the aircraft. The test was performed in
the paint hanger where the temperature was in excess of 88 degrees
F and the humidity was greater than 90 percent. Five gallons of
the material were mixed. Two 2.5 gallon samples were thinned, one
using approximately 1 quart of MIL-T-81772 thinner to attain 420
VOC, the other using 2 quarts of MIL-T-81772 to attain a sprayable
viscosity of 23 seconds in a #2 Zahn cup, which was approximately
474 VOC. Each of the portions were placed in a paint pot and the
stirrer was turned on. Viscosity readings were taken 15 minutes
after thinning and then every 5 minutes to determine the useful
pot life of the material. The results of the time/viscosity data
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aie given in Enclosure (7) . From this data the pot life was
defi ned as one hour f rom the time of mixing until end of
clean-up. The mixing instructions used in production were dezived
zvcm this experiment and are defined in enclosure (8). There was
evidence of gassing in both of the samples mixed. Gassing was
jioted after 38 minutes in the sample which was thinned to the VOC
compliance of 420 g/l. In the second sample, which was thinned to
23 seconds In a 82 Zahn cup (approximately 474 VOC) gassing was
not observed until 60 minutes after mixing. While testing has not
yet verified the reason for this phenomenon, it is suspected that
moistuve, possibly from one or some of the pigments in the paint
may be the cause.

During mixing of the UNICOAT to be applied to the airframe each
sample of 2.5 gallons was thinned to 23 seconds in a #2 Zahn cup
and recorded. No sample was used for longer than 30 mtnutes after
mixing. The airframe was painted within 50 minutes after starting
The temperature was 85 degrees F and 55 percent relative humidity.
After curing, thickness measurements were taken at random on
several areas of the airframe utilizing an eddy current device.
Results were: L Fuselage 3.7 mils, RH Fuselage 3.9 milS,, Vert.
Stab. 3.7 mils, Hloriz. Stab. 4.0 mils, Fl1aps 3.9 mils, Rudder 3.6
mils. These measurements meet the desired 2 to 4 mils dry film
thickness. 60 degree Gloss readings were taken on the airframe
with a range of 6 to 7. This fails the preliminary MIL
specification foi, camoflage colors which requires a maximum value
of 5. Wet tape tests were also performed with good adhesion
results except in an area where oil contamination was suspected.

RECOMMENDATION: The UNICOAT paint system can, potentially, solve
a gea. number of problems for the NADEPs, specifically- problems
nssoclated with hazardous waste minimization. In addition, time
arid material savings can also be expected with this new material.
However, the present formulation presents problems for the NADEP
that cannot be overlooked. While the pot life problem could be
resolved by using plural component mixers, the initial viscosity
ie too high to be sprayed within the 420 VOC requirements for
aircraft exteriors. These application problems may be resolved by
other coating manufacturers in the near future as interests in the
new technology grows throughout the industry. Presently, NADEPs
Pensacola and Norfolk are going forward with plans to utilize the
material in production despite the deficiencies. Locally, Code 343
plans to pursue the use of this -atertal by using plural component
equipment (NADEP JAX does not presently own any of this equipment)
to spray small parts. Since most of the aircraft initiatives in
the component paint rhop seem a logical choice to work out
processing problems.
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Materials Engineer Materials Engineering Division
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MAICHAEL LINN, Supcrvisor
Polymeric/Special Projects Branch
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Unicoat is a 2 component urethane self-priming topcoat developed
by NADC. It is a corrosion resistant coating for use on
aluminum, graphite/epoxy composites and carbon and stainless
steel substrates. Benefits of Unicoat include that it is lead and
chromate free, has decreased VOC emissions, reduced weight of the
coating system and application time and labor.

NADC has requested their P-3A, B/N 146669 aircraft be painted with
Unicoat at this facility. Paint IAW this TEl.

1. Upon receipt of Unicoat material, submit a sample to 343 for
analysis.
2. Request all exterior control surfaces be painted at one time
if possible. 3. 1 week prior to painting aircraft inform 343 to
arrange a meeting with NADC, CFI, 3M and Alameda.
4. DC NOT apply primer to any exterior control surfaces.
5. Strip, clean and conversion coat all exterior control surfaces
IAW LPS/JX 343-108 and TEl 342-0491-89.
6. Mixing Unicoat.

6.1 Add slowly while stirring 1 Volume of component II to 4
Volumes of component I. DO NOT THIN.

NOTE: Pot life is aprox. 1 hour at 70F, 50% RH.
7. Apply Unicoat to control surfaces to a final dry film
thickness of 2 to 4 mils.
8. DO NOT USE UNICOAT ON RADOME AND BLADE ANTENNA. Per TEI
332-228-89 item 2.7, on these areas, prime and topcoat as required
using Deft clear primer 01-X-5 and MIL-C-83286 or MIL-C-85285.
9. After SDLM rework, clean aircraft IAW LPS/JX 343-106 using
green Scotch Brite type pads.
10. Conversion coat only STBD side of aircraft, IAW LPS/JX
343-108. Masking is not necessary on Port side of aircraft to
prevent overspray.
11. Clean aircraft prior to paint IAW LPS/JX 343-106 using white
Scotch Brite type pads.
12. Dry and Mask.
13. Mi;: Unicoat IAW step 5.
14. Apply Unicoat to aircraft to a final dry film thickness of 2
to 4 mils.
15. Stenciling shall use Unicnat to mark the aircraft.
16. Apply rain erosion tape 3M Co. #8650, adhesion promotor 3M
Co. #86, and edge sealants 3M Co. #EC2216 and #EC3532, per
on-site instructions from 343 and 3M Co. representative.
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lUnicoat batch $I897242 was tested per preliminary Military
Specification MIL-C-XXXX(AS) dated 15 DEC 1988 sec. 3.6.4
Viscosity and 3.6.5 Pot Life, ref. MESR 343-1290-89.

The material when mixed and thinned to VOC compliance of 420 g/l
failed both viscosity and pot life.
_.6.4 Viscosity requirement:

After thinned to maximum VOC content (420) grams/liter of
paint) not to exceed 45 sec. in a #4 Ford cup.
Test results: 57 sec.

3.6.5 Pot Life requirement:
Paint prepared as in 3.6.5 after 1 hour in a closed
container not to exceed 70 sec.
Test results: 207 sec.

NADC will be present to assist during the application of Unicoat
to the external control surfaces. The Lab test results and
concerns have been discussed with NADC.
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The Unicoat self-priming topcoat 7was tested as follows:

1, Viscosity - required in preliminary specification to be < 45
seconds. The initial vivOouity of this material was 67
oe-ionds.

2. Pot life - a viscosity after I hour in a closed container is
required to be ( 70 sec. The final viscosity of this batch of
material was 207 sec. The coating mix gelled within 0 hours
of mixing.

3. Dry time - the coating was set to touch within 2 hours and
dry hard within 8 hours.

4. Tape test - after 8 hours drying time in air, V wido masking
tape was applied and removed one hour later. No maring of
the surface occurred.

5. Wet tape test - There were blisters on the surface of the

coating after 4-day 'immersion in 120 F tap water. The tape
removed small chips of the coating.

f= * ~ t a l vl g t . 1 4 MI T P R V 0 y6 1 1 O U Tl re Y IQ U I t Ty " o .
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PROCESSING PROCEDURES FOR UNICOAT AIRFRAME B/N 148889

1. SCRUB:
Cleaning Compound Butyrate
NSN: 6850-01-184-3182 NS': 8010-00-165-5592
MIL-C-87936 TY I MI T-6069A

3M Co. #7447 abrasive Red Scotch 'rite Pads - Open Purchase

Water Rinse when finished.

2. STEAM CLEAN:
Steam Cleaning Compound Normally use: Spartan Soap SD20
Heavy Duty * 101 Open Purchase
Gator Sales, Inc.
Jacksonville, FL 32210

3. WASH:
Cleaning Compound
NSN: 8850-01-184-3182
MIL-C-87936 TY I

3M Co. #7447 abrasive Red Scotch Brite Pads - Open Purchase

4. CONVERSION COAT:
ONLY Starboard Side of airframe
MIL-C-81733, Class 1A, Form II, Method 'A

5. WASH:
Cleaning Compound
MIL-C-87936 TY 1
NSN: 6850-01-184-3182

Port Side of airframe:
3M Co. #7447 abrasive Red Scotch B-ite Pads - Open Purchase

Starboard side of airframe:
3M Co. non-abrasive White Scotch Brite Pads
NSN: 7920-00-171-1534, 7920-00-151-6120

6. MASK:
3M Co. Masking Tape - Open Purchase Sizes: 1/2", 1'. 2"
MIL-T-21595

Barrier Paper. Size: 12' Size: 36'
NSN: 8135-00-543-6573 NSN: 8135-00-224-8885
MIL-B-121 TY II MIL-B-121 TY II

Kraft Paper, Size: 36" Size: 48"
NSN: 8135-00-160-7769 NSN: 8135-00-160-7768
CID AA-203-A TY I CID AA-203-A TY I

7. PAINT:

AIRFRAME:
Unicoat Gray Self-Priming Topcoat, Color 136375
Batch 0893297 (Surfaces used Batch #89242)
MFG. By: Coatings For Industries
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MARKINGS:
Camo Blue Polyurethane Topcoat, Color $35237
NSN: 8010-01-117-7693
MIL-C-33286B

PROELLER TIPS:
Primer 44-GN-7, Deft
MIL-P-85582
TY I Class I

Red Lacquer Topcoat
NSN: 8010-00-634-7320
TT-L-32A. AM 1, T'Y 2

ANTENNA COVERS:
Clear Epoxy Primer O-X-5, Deft

Camo Gray Polyurethane Topcoat, Color 036375
MIL-C-83286B
NSN: 8010-01-017-2480

8. MISCELLANEOUS WORK

LEADING EDGES:
Rain Erosion Protection
3M Co. #8650 Rain erosion resistant tape
3M Co. #86 Adhesive film promoter
3M Co. #EC3532 Edge Sealanat
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The Unicoat self-priming topcoat 'Ras tested as follows:

1. Viscosity - required in preliminary specification to be ( 45
seconds. The initial viscosity of this material was 41
seconds in the #4 Ford cup.

2. Pot life - a viscosity after 1 hour in a closed container is
required to be ' 70 sec. The final viscosity of this batch of
material was unable to be tested. The material had partially
gelled within the hour.

3. Dry time - the, coating was set to touch within 2 hours and
dry hard within 8 hours.

4. Tape test - after 8 hours drying time in air, 1 wide maskind
tape was applied and removed one hour later. No marring of
the surface occurred.

5. Wet tape test - The wet tape test results will be reported
after the test is com~lete.
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Mix UNICOAT B~atch #t 693297 as follows:

ONE HOUR POT LIFE, timied from the adding of the catalyst to resin
until the end of clean-up.

1. L o not shake resin on a paint shalkcr-.
2. Add catalyst to resin in a 1 to 4 volume ratio.
:3. Mechanically stir for 5 minutes.
4. Thin paint to 23% to 25 sec. in a #2 Zahn CUP using
M"IL-T-81772. This should be appro:x. 21 quarts of thinner
for each 2.5 gallons of paint, (4 quarts thinner for 5 gallons
paint).
5;. Mix, first batch of paint at one time, then wait 15 minutes,
and mix the nexýt batch, due to the short pot life.
6. Using conventional air spray equipment apply one crosscoat
to aircraft.
7. If paint begins to spray poorly, or too thick, discontinue
use and begin with a more recently milted batch.of paint.
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NAA AIR DEVELOPRr¶ET unI*rEP.
Aei~pc Mr,-'rials Divi.ision

Warminister, PA tR974-5000!

TRI-P-REPO-RT.

Ur.,!IN: William J. Grep'o. Code 6062. A/N 441--1644, ('215),441--1644

Pi~I4Pi fl1 erve ;%nd azisl st in the appl icat~ion of UNICOAT to A -7

F (I IT: tiWDFr J-,zrI sonvi I r'. FL

On 2-L Auqost 178"?, Mr. Williarn J. Green visited NADEr Jact-nonville to
14smrve and aid in the painting of a P-- from NAVfl with IJNICOAT. 8i0
-I I rnt; i~f UHJ(r;OAT were sent toi N/ADF. .Jp:: from Coating~s For Industry on I

fI 7R?. Priojr to vA~nt~nq, Mr. MichaPl Linn o4 the Materials L*3b at
riu1F*r .lp trm this b~tr-h of tJNICOAT to determine the po~t life 4or 2
,y.jr iro- iroIip)a -pr.'y viscor.0ities. One sample was prepared by thinning
t'flhrlflcd with Hiil-I P1777- to an initial spriy viscosity of 29 seconds- using
A .>Ihn"i7 r.;. i~p ýihli'h (.o. recponds to a volaftile organic compounds

Srr~nfp~i- nf 4701 (1,1 (trpcoat compliant). The viscos~ity inlcreasedj to
--- ondjrý Afkr'r A dlor akion of -0 ..iinutes. After 45 IminLft$eS the viscosity

iri-r-r*'.se tr3 6", ss-,(nd7. The second sample was thinned to an initial spray
.i-,crr)-ty of 2- second-, or a VOC ni 470i q/1. The viscosity increased to 25

~e.~';after 70~ minuotes. 71 seconds aite-r 45 minioties, and 59 seconids- after
60 min'ltpc. Based on this informAtion, Mr. Linn decided to paint the P-')
tilh IIJTr~f3AT ,ot An iruti,-41 spr,-y vi-,rnsity of 77 ser-nnds since this;

IPr ,''Ir's a ';,e-lbl e pot li fe rif abuit 459 nfiriitps.

flr1t O?.1~ the F-7 was prptrpatfed UIcinq A chromate
.of-f- I~irin ris.,lin tIq il-C-R1706I) on the r ight sirlir junly. Prior to this,
'I-; F' h- i hed beef i r Ill'd. I Parted -And riFo:, idi rd. ThUS the left side of

I . h,-d ril pr ati -mrinot oI.hr'r I lb-n A clpAiied ind tteo,.:idi zed S~Ur-face.-

0.4 Atirjovi l'ýl' it hmoft p.AifitirlO. IINTr~nlor %,As thinned with Nil -

f f'i77' to a iisr~osxty of 77 ", Firscrnds in 5 prescosre potF. The
Jji' *.ror, wa= P7'Fr withl A rp! -ftivc hiinfidt , vf 5 " V. A t 1820, 1 P pa;i nIt er

"i 'd1) p Ii ir, q f I r -w1 ,tI. I Ih hhC f 16T o rI nq c onven f i nnA I wir Atoim171i i
1 4,''I' tin "inli n p.'1rit riq pr eies' toiol ~'" minnot is, hnwt-ivocr the s~uppl y

%.o;%;~l( wasisr-dl and re-l-i proorheri al' skrh ii raplid' ratp tht at tit, paint
kIA hrI~ UlAT 'll owi-rift III vtit H ias pro-,'tirp Pot i fr monre than D4I miro.utes.

r14 9,ni-s of the 4? q~.d1!oO is (I thi nned UlT-COAT ("S q,1 basn, 7 gal
-1 'I ,Anid 7 gQil tHinnr?) vi-a' Lis;P toi pAinti'k Aircraft.

'loiwo orripl-i ~i n, th,: &,rtI 1re ain urcr~ft. wAs, e,!Aminad. The painrt fini ish
ap -it ;--d Ir li 0 crisr,ol~h *r! imUiffor in. The~rre worer no si (fls ofi iutoriass i nq
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NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CEN.ER
AEROSPACE MATERIALS DIVISION (CODE 606)

WARMINSTER, PA i8974-5000

From: Anthony T. Eng, Protective Coatings Team, (215)441-3269

Subj: Evaluation Of UNIrOAT On NADC P-3

Date: 29 December 1989

1. On 3 August 1989, the NADC P-3 (Buno 148889) was stripped, cleaned, and
physically deoxidized at NADEP Jax. Subsequently, the starboard side was
pretreated using a chromate conversion coating. On 4 August, low gloss
UNICOAT (thinned to 24 seconds in a Zahn #2 viscometer) was applied to the
P-3 via conventional air atomizing equipment. Thus the port side of the P-
3 consists of a chrome and lead-free finishing system.

2. On 27 - 28 December 1989, the P-3 was examined for film thickness,
gloss, adhesion, and general appearance by NADC Protective Coatings Team
personnel. The thickness was between 2.0 and 2.6 mils on the fuselage and
from 1.8 to 3.5 mils over the wings. The 60- gloss ranged from 2 to 5.
UNICOAT passed a I day wet adhesion test with a 5A and a 4A adhesion rating
(ASTM D3359) on the starboard side and the port side, respectively.
UNICOAT passed a 1 day water resistance test with no coating defects such
as cracking, blistering, softening or discoloring on bnth sides of the
aircraft. The thickness of UNICOAT over the test area on the starboard
side was 1.8 mils compared to 2.2 mils for the port side. The general
appearance of the P-3 was good for both sides. In summary, the coating
system on this aircraft is in good condition and possesses good adhesion
over the standard chromate conversion pretreatment as well as the chrome-
free deoxidized pretreatment.
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ADMINISTRATIVE IMSAGE

ROUTINE

I 231sil0 JON At ZIi

PR \CN*1Ra CORPUS CHRISTI T-X

TO RU411OZINAVAMNEPOTOP5CIN PATUXENT RIVEM 90

INFO kUIS3AACOMNAAIRSYSCO.R VASHINGMC DC
SRUOFIRi'NAVAINDEYCEN WARMINSTER PA RUCLFPtAeCONTRAVING FIVE MILTON FL
ZEM&tCONTRAVINC FOUR CORPUS CHRISTI TX

IT
UNCLAS dwIN13uaaa6

IUSJ TEST AND EVALUATION OF bNICOAt 4N T-34C AIRCRAFT

A. PRONCON CRATER (N.tPR2INXL2)*# NADOC (A.TAYLOR) OF 19 JUN 19

1. AS DISCUSSED REF A. AEVUEST AUTHORIZATION TO CONDUCT TEST
AND EVALUATION OF UNICOAT ON T-34C ACFT.

2. ESTIMATED NANNOUR AND MATERIAL COST SAVINGS PER AIRCRAFT
2RE AS FOLLOUS:

A. NANHOURSI 4 MRS AT 923.?S 15.0
C. MATERIALS, VASR PRIMER I CAL 27. i

PRINER IASI 1.5 CAL L5.?5
PRIMER CONVEUTER l.r CAL 74.49
RAVINGS ON UWICOAT 1.5 CAL 33.58

TOTAL 306.3?

3. UNIC**T DOES NOT CONTAIN CI4EOPATES OP IEAVY PETALI AND ITS ICSE
DOES NOT IflUIRE THE NEED FC2 A PRE-T'A'ATI.ENT OF ALOCINE 0: A

* ~SASH PRIME* THEMYS &LINRNATIf4C THlE PIOOLCM AND COST OF ThEIR
DISPOSAL AS * NAZARDOUS YASTE.
IT

INFO. .. ..

IWIR . 4. U? iLI I
'1914 I N2 8441 174/lb 139Z 231SOCZ JUN A9

CSNoIRMRDOS4 CNATRV. CORPUS CMIAIT3 TX
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NAVAVNDEPOTOPSCEN PATUXENT RIVER MD

CNAT9A CORPUS CHRISTI TX

INFO COMNAVAIRSYSCOM WASHINGTON DC

NAVAIRDEVCEN WARMINISTtR PA

COM'TRAWING FOUR CORPUS CHRISTI TX

COMTRAWING FIVE MILTON FL

UNCLAS //N13080//

SUBJ: EVALUATION OF UNICOAT PAINT ON T-34C AIRCRAFT

A. CNATRA CORPUS CHRISTI TX 2315002 JUN 19

B. PHONCON NAVAVNDEPOTOPSCEN {NADOC-112) R. TAYLOR/CNATRA {N-5111)

H. SPRINKLE OF 21 JUL 89

1. IRT REF A AND AS LAST DISCUSSED REF 8, WE HAVE NO OBJECTIONS TO

FURTHER PARTICIPATION IN THE EVALUATION OF UNICOAT IF CONDUCTED AS

PART OFr AND UNDER THE AUSPICES OFi NAVAIR/NADC PLANS.

2. THE ABILITY OF UNICOAT PAINT TO RESOLVE THE REPORTED

UNSATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE OF THE CURRENT PAINT SYSTEM SHOULD ONLY BE

DETERMINED THROUGH A PROPERLY STRUCTURED AND EXECUTED EVALUATION

PLAN.

3.. INFORMATION FROM UNICOAT PAINIT EVALUATIONS TO DATE ARE

ENCOURAGING, BUT ARE INCONCLUSIVE, AND THE OBSERVED PERIOD

NR. N. TAYLOR, NADOC-112, X3696

TYPIST: CANDY, X3975, 28 JUL 89
.;'ld Bb - '. .""m -7 7 7 " :- 7 :-----'

J. BAUMAN, NADOC..110, X3975,+ .+ ...... '....._
UNCLASSIFIED 261631Z JUL 89
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.1)N Not tohs UNCLASSIFIED

02 02 281631Z JUL 89 RR UUUU 2090820

INSUFFICIENT'. 'MANY QUESTIONS REMAIN TO BE ANSWERED BEFORE A

.COMMITMENT SPOULD BE MADE TO INCLUDE LARGE NUMBERS OF T-34C AIRCRAFT.

4. TO ENSURE THAT THE UNICOAT SYSTEM WILL.PERFORM AT LEAST EQUAL TO

THE NAVY STANDARD SYSTEMi THE EVALUATION PERIOD SHOULD BE OF

SUEFICIENT LENGTH UNDER CONDITIONS CALCULATED TO BOTH ACCELERATE AND

SIMULATE A TYPICAL ACI PERIOD.

S. A FORMALLY STRUCTURED TEST AND EVALUATION PLAN IS NOW UNDER

DEVELOPMENT BY NAVAIR/NADC. THE ROLE OF THE T-34C WILL BE DETERMI¶NED;

BASED ON THE EXTENT OF CONTRIBUTION TO THE EVALUATION OF UNICOAT AS A

POSSIBLE NAVY STANDARD SYSTEM.

6. NAVAVNDEPOTOPSCEN POC IS MR. R. N. TAYLOR {NADOC-11?)i AV

356-3696 OR COMM (301) 863-3696.

R N. TAYLOR1 NADOC-112i X3696

TYPIST: CANDYi X3975, 28 JUL 89

- .1J L. BAUMkANi NADOC-110% X397S

UNCLASSIFIED 2816312 JUL 89

_: 2
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COMNAVAIRSYSCOM WASHINGTON DC

CNATRA CORPUS CHRISTI TX

INFO HAS CORPUS CHRISTI TX

NAVAYNDEPOTOPSCEN PATUXENT RIVER MO

NAVAIRDEVCEN WARMINSTER PA

NAVAVNDEPOT PENSACOLA FL

NAVAVNDEPOT JACKSONVILLE FL

NAVAVNDEPOT CHERRY POINT NC

NAVAVNDEPOT NORFOLK VA

WAVAVNDEPOT ALAMEDA CA

NAVAYNOEPOT NORTH ISLAND CA

UNCLAS //N:2C2O,!

SUBJ: EVALUATION OF UNICOAT ON T-34

A CNATRA 231500Z JUN 89

B NAVAVNDEPOTOPSCr-N 291631Z JUL 89

C MTG NAVAIR CODE AIR-5304 (J. COLLINS)/CNATRA CODE N5111 (H.

SPRINKLE) OF 29 AUG 89

0 NAVAVNDEPOT PENSACOLA LTR LPS/PN 234E OF 15 UEC 87

E COATRA N2 LTR :42AM OF 21 AUG 89

6304D¢2053O%530P?53045C5304€41 21EtFC

H. VARMALL¢530402€X26025

CAPT M. W. n'ooqt^5•0X23547

UNCLASSIFIED
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1. DUE TO THE UNIQUE SITUATION WITH THE CURRENT CORROSION PROBLEMS

BEING EXPERIENCED BY NATRACO0 T-34 ACFT, REQUEST FOR EVALUATION OF

UNICOAT ON 3C ACFT IS APPROVED. REFS A AND B GERMANE.

2. AS DISCUSSED REF C. 30 EVALUATION AND 10 CONTROL (STANDARD

PAINT) ACFT HILL BE TRACKED UTILIZING THE 56 DAY CORROSION CYCLE

INSPECTION. EVALUATION AND CONTROL ACFT WILL BE ASSIGNED AS

FOLLOWS:

EVALUATION ACFT CONTROL ACFT

NAS CORPUS CHRIST! 20 06

NAS WHITING FIELD 10 04

3. YHE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES SHALL BE ACCOMPLISHED DURING SUBJECT

EVALUATION:

k. SURFACE SHALL BE PREPARED PER REF 0 WITH THE EXCEPTION OF

ALODINE APPLICATION.

B. MIXING INSTRUCTIONS AND APPLICATION PROCEDURES OF UNICOAT PER

NADC/COATING FOR INDUSTRIES INSTRUCTIONS.

C. INSPECTION PROCEDURE REPORTING SHALL BE DOCUMENTED AS PER

APPENDIX I OF MIL-F-18264D AND CORROSION FORMS IDENTIFIED REF E.

4. REQUEST CNATRA PROVIDE:

A. MIXING INSTRUCTIONS AND PAINT APPLICATION PROCEDURES TO

UNCLASSIFIED
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NAVAIR PRIOR TO EVALUATION START.

B. RESULTS OF ONGOING EVALUATIONd/56 DAY CORROSION CYCLE

INSPECTION TO NAVAIR AND MADCA*

S. NAVAIR POC IS MR. H. VARI4ALL (A!R-630402), AV 222-6G25 OR CON

202-692-6025.

UN.CLASSIFIED
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QUALITY ASSURANCE REPRESENTATIVE'S CORRESPONDENCE
aTO: 2. FROM: (Na1me, address, ZIP Code. and office telephone 4

F~mT cnumber)

Milton Frontera William J. DeGraw
CNAfRA, Contract Administration CCAR-4 N233845

N233B3 NAS Corpus Christi, TX 78419
NAS Corpus Christi, TX 78419

3. CONTRACT. P 0.. OR 0. I. NUMBER [.ITEM
N68520-85-D-0033 AIRCRAFT PAINTING

5 PIMECOTRATO NAE.AO')RESS ANO ZIP CODE 6.PAT NAME. ADDRESS AND ZIP CODE

Dy nCorp NAS Corpus Christi
Aerospace Operations Corpus Christi, TX 78419
P.O. Box 921004
Fort Worth, TX 76116

SUBJECT: EVALUATION OF UNICOAT PAINTING SYSTEM ON T-34 AIRCRAFT

The evaluation obtained from the contractor on Unicoat Paint

System is being forwarded to you for proper dissemination.

7. SIGNATtJPE OF CAkR I.DATE

~~~~ ~~~12 SEP 1989 , ,e.rna ,

DD m 1232 9 011ON OF I OCT 66 MAY BE USED UNTIL EXHN4UST60

0 102-LF.OOI1 -2320
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DynCorp
Corius Christi Branch

RE11189-078

September 12, 1989

FROM: Raymond E. Hamaker
Mnintenancc Manager

1o: Mr. Bill DeGraw
CCAR T-34C/T-44A Program

SUJU: EVALUAT1ON OF UNICOAT PAINTINC SYSTEM ON T-34C AIRCRAFT

Contract N68520-85-D-0033

REF: (a) Mr. Milton Fronterv, N2 CNATRA, Memo dated August 21, 1989

ENCL: (1) T-34C BUNO's 161840 aad 161841 corrosion charts dated
September 12, 1989

I. As requested by reference (a), Enclosure (1) is submitted for
the first 56 day inspection after receipt from ACI.

Respectfully,

Raymond E. lHamaker

I 0d Maintenance Maniger

cc: T. C. Wimberly
D. Whitehead

REIII/es

P.O. Box 18898 * Corpue Christi Texas 78418 9 (512) 930-2536
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NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Aerospace Materials Division
Warminster, PA 18974-5000

TRIP REPORT

IROM: Anthony Eng, Code 6062, A/V 441-3269, (215)441-3269

PURPOSE: Observe application of UNICOAT to a T-34

PLACE: NkS Whiting Field, FL

DATE: 12 July 1989

On 12 July 1989, personnel from NADC, CUATRA, NADOC, and HADEP
Pensacola visited NAS Whiting Field to observe the painting of a T-34 (Buno
161841) with a gloss white UNICOAT. This A/C had been stripped, cleaned,
surface treated (phosphoric acid etched previous day) and masked prior to
our arrival. After our arrival, the A/C was dusted with an air gun, and
wiped down with MEE. Two of the more experienced Dyncorp painters were
instructed to apply UNICOAT in the same manner (spray technique and
thickness) that they would use for the standard polyurethane topcoat. One
painter applied UNICOAT on the right side of the aircraft and the other on
the left. The general direction of application was from the nose to the
tail and from the bottom to the top of the T-34. The material was thinned
with a standard polyurethane thinner (Mil-T-81772, type I) to a Zahn i2
viscosity of 23 seconds and applied using conventional siphon feed
equipment (1 Qt capacity).

After two coats were applied, Ken Sanders from NADEP Pensacola
performed thickness measurements and found the values to range from 0.5 to
1.5 ails. The paint was thin (0.5 - 1.0 ails) in the front third (nose
ares) and the rear third (tail area) of the airct-aft. The paint in the
middle third of the aircraft (wings and cockpit .. crva) was approximately 1.0

- 1.5 mils. The painters were then instructed to apply another full coat
to the entire aircraft. After allowin. the coating to attain a near tack
free condition (about I hr), 60a gloss and thickness were measured. The
average gloss over the entire aircraft was 88 which is comparable to the
gloss value required for the standard gloss white topcoat (90).
Thicknesses were measured at approximately 1.5 ails in the fore and aft
sections and about 2.3 mils in the main wings and cockpit areas. The lower
thicknesses in the fore and aft areas was deemed satisfactory since these
"areas will be subsequently topcoated with a standard polyurethane. The
hiding power (opacity) appeared to be quite good at these thicknesses.
This level of hiding was supported by previous laboratory generated
contrast ratio data of 0.9 at two oils which is superior to the value
required of white topcoats (0.85). It was also noted that a test panel of
the $lots white UNICOAT visually appeared to be whiter than the standard
gloss white polyurethane topcoat.

Only 2.5 gal of the admixed UNICOAT was used to paint the entire
aircraft. The paint was supplied in one gal kits and mixed on an as needed

Jil
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basis in order to lessen the pot life problem (sprayable after 90 minutes).
Since each kit was consumed in approximately 40 minutes, no application
viscosity problem was encountered. The other major area of concern
envolved the sagging or running of the paint. The sagging problem (5 or 6
sag areas) seemed to be concentrated on the right side of the aircraft
whereas the left side showed only one minor sag area. The painter on the
left side had a quicker and wider spraying motion while producing leas
application defects (sags or runs) and thus a superior finish compared to
the pairter on the right side. This suggests that the application
procedure and not the paint itself was the cause for the sagging problem.
(Note: all the defect areas will be sanded and touched up with gloss uhite
UNICOAT on the following day). Also, the sag problem was not considered to
be a problem by NADEP Pensacola personnel since they want to apply this
material at no more than a Zahn 12 viscosity of 25 seconds using
application equipment (air-assisted airless with pressure pots) that would
be able to more effectively atomize this material and prevent sagging
compared to the conventional equipment used at Whiting Field.

One painter (left side) liked the applicability while the other
painter (right side) was unsure of her impression. All personnel on hand
were most impressed with the fact that this gloss white version of UNICOAT
would cut maintenance costs and time via the elimination of the chromate
conversion preteatment - d the standard epoxy primer (producirg a
completely non-chromat non-lead finishing system) and also provide good
gloss, hiding, and color comparable to the standard polyurethane topcoat.

Copy To: NADC / I. Sha.'fer (60C)

HAVAIR / J. Collins, H. Vereall (AIR-5304)
NAVAIR / D. Jamieson (AIR-4111)
CNATRA / H. Srinkle (N5i11)
NADOc / R. Taylor, W. Quinlan (112)
NADIP Pens. / K. Sanders (34200)
Coatings For Industr7 / 3. Klotz
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MATERIALS ENGINEERING LABORATORY
PRODUCT SUPPORT DIRECTORATE

NAVAL AVIATION DEPOT
NAVAL AIR STATION

PENSACOLA, FLORIDA 32508-5300

From: Kenneth M. Sanders, Code 34200, AV 922-3553
To: Code 6062, Naval Air Development Center,

Attn: Anthony Eng
Purpose: Evaluation of new gloss white formulation of Unicoat

Subject: TRIP REPORT ON T-34C UNICOAT APPLICATION, AT NAS WHITING

1. INVITATION: At the request of Harry Sprinkle, CNATRA Code
N5111, this writer and three aircraft finishing painters were
present for the first application of gloss white Unicoat in
aircraft finishing.

2. BACKGROUND: In the spring of 1988, NADEP Pensacola wa- the
first organization to apply Unicoat on more than one aircraft.
One of the three aircraft the Depot painted was not alodined
after deoxidizing. Evaluation of test panels from this experiment
indicated that long term adhesion can not be assured without
alodIne.

3. PAINTING CONDITIONS: The subject aircraft had been deoxidized
the previous evening, and was being solvent cleaned prior to
paint application. The paint hangar used in this operation had no
environmental controls, and outside air was used as make up air
for the cross draft booth. Little assurance could be made that
the aircraft would be kept clean during the painting operation.

4. DEMONSTATION: Tom Fuqua and Robert Lloyd of NADEP Pensacola
assisted the DYNACORP painters in the mixing and reducing of the
Unicoat. NADC had established the application viscosity at 25
seconds.

5. Using quart cup guns, rather than conventional air spray
equipment, two painters finished the aircraft. The DYNACORP
painters were encouraged to apply heavy coats to accomplish
hiding and gloss. The two painters were not able to achieve the
same levels of success. While one was able to apply a uniform
heavy finish, the other was not able to accomplish the same
finish, as a few runs and sags ruined the fine Unicoat finish.

6. A sample of the first batch of Unicoat was allowed to sit
while the aircraft was painted. The viscosity rose from 25 to 41
seconds, measured in a number Z Zahn cup, in one hour. The
increasing viscosity appeared to bother the slower painter and to
be advantageous to the faster one.

7. Because hiding was not obtained in two coats, a third coat of
Unicoat was applied. This resulted in the desired coating
thickness. Film thickness measurements were between 2-3 mils. The

jr;)•
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thickness. Film thickness Teasurements were between 2-3 mils. The
c coating reflectance, at 60 , measured hetween 85 - 92%. The white
color wac nitstanding, whiter than US PAINTS, topcoat
formii ttion.

8. POST PAINTINIG TESTS: Two sets nf aluminum anodized panels were
prepared for coating at this demonstration. nne set was
scotchbrite abraded, deoxidized, and alodined. A second set was
scotchbrite abraded, and deoxidized. Thesn were then finished by
the )YNACORP painters using the Unicoat. After a seven day curing
per od, a panel from Pacn set was immersed for four days in a
120 water bath. The two sets of paiels w-re tested for adhesion.
No adhesion loss was seen in the alodinea panels, while one
failure was seen in a unalodined panel which was exposed to the
hot water bath. This test was repeated and no fallures occurred.

9. CONCLUSIONS: All NADEP personnel were pleased by the
performance of the linicoat and would eagerly accept the
opportunity to use the same material on all CNATRA aircraft.
Unicoat enables the finisher to obtain a smoother finish and
greater gloss than the Navy's standard coating sjstem. Tests
performed at this Denot showed the adhesion of Unicoat to be
greater than the epoxy/polyurethane system, but adhesion without
alodine is preparation dependent.

Tom Riley. Tom Fuqua, and Robert Lloyd, NADEP Code 95120 offered
Sthe suggestion that mixing the Unicoat thinner and applying the

material in more even coats would result in a better finish. Cup
guns do not provide the flexibility DYNACORP needs to finish
large surfaces, unifnrmly. The DYNACORP painting team used US
PAINT's polyurethane paint reducer TO006, which could be a slower
blend of solvent thus more likely to slow down the setting of the
paint film. The standard polyurethane paint reducer MIL-T-81772
Type I, might permit a faster setting time for the Unicoat.

Cnpy To: Harry Sprinkle, CNATRA ro'le '!rll
Hermon Vermall, NAVAIR-5304D
Dave Jamieson, NAVAIR-4111
Robby Taylor at.d Wes Quinlan, NADOC-112

rl2122
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL AVIATION DEPOT

BUILOING 52

NAVAL AIR STATION an *otv 0*pEO TO

PENSACOLA. FLORIDA 3250a-5300

13070
342/0100:KMS
2 8 NOV 1989

From: CoInmanding Officer, Naval Aviation Depot, Pensacola
To: Commanding Officer, Naval Air Systems Command, Washington D.C.

(Attn: J. Thompson AIR-5304B3)
Commanding Officer, Chief of Naval Aviation Training, Naval Air Station,
Corpus Christi, TX (Attn: H. Sprinkle N5111)

Subj. LABORATORY REPORT ON THE EVALUATION UNICOAT FINISHED AIRCRAFT, BUREAU
NUMBERS 162623 AND 162631

Ref: (a) Meeting with CNATRA, NADC, and NAVAVNDEPOT PNCLA, in NAS Corpus
Christi, of 10 October 1989

Encl: -(1) One copy of NAVAVNDEPOT PNCLA Materials Laboratory Report N488-89 of
6 November 1989

1. As requested in reference (a), an evaluation of the subject aircraft had been
performed. The report of this action is forwarded in enclosure (1).

c ,
. - 0O. N. H Y

• 1-4. By direction

'\opy to:W -•aval Air Development Center, Warminster PA (6062)

* ,
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MATERIALS ENGINEERING LABORATORY
A NAVAIR ENGINEERING SUPPORT OFFICE

NAVAL AVIATION DEPOT
- NAVAL Ahk STATION IN REPLY REFER TO

PENSACOLA, FLORIDA 32508-5300 Code 34200

LABORATORY ANALYSIS

RIQUISIOR COMNAVAIRSYSCOMS (AIR-5304), NATC (CODE N5111) il€iI'l t -
INFEINC A&P04T OA I

NAS Corpus Christi Trip Report of 10 Oct 89 06 NOV 1989

N/A N488-99
ioIN IIA•InON

EVALUATION OF GLOSS WHITE UNITCOAT ON T-34C OVER NON-ALODINED ALUMINUM SURFACE

Ref: (a) Phoncon between Paul Rippe, U. S. PAINTS, (817)498-6185, and K. M.
Sanders, Code 34200, NADEP Pensacola, of 12 October 1989

(b) Meeting between Steve Harrington, AKZO Coatings, (803)783-6283
and K. M. Sanders, at NADEP Pensacola of 26 October 1989

(c) Phoncon between Ron Conti, DeSoto Coatings, Chicago, (312) 391-9527
and K. M. Sanders, NADEP Pensacola of 13 October 1989

(d) Phoncon between Bud Levine, Deft Coatings, (714)474-0400, and K. M.
Sanders, NADEP Pensacola of 27 October 1989

Encl: (1) Corpus Christi Trip Report of 10 October 1989
(2) T-34 Silhouette showing locations of adhesion tests
(3) U. S. Paints product data sheet for ALUMIPREP 33
(4) U. S. Paints product data sheet fur AWL-PREP

1. Background: This Depot evaluated two T-34C aircraft finishad for the Navy by
its contractor, DynCorp, using the newly formulated gloss white Unicoat,
se;f-priming topcoat.

1.1. DynCorp had not surface treated these aircraft with the chemical conversion
coating, alodine, prior to paint application. With the contractor located on the
Naval installation at NAS Whiting Field, which does not have a treatment
facility for handling chrome containing effluent, use of alodine was not
permitted.

1.2. T-34C, 8u. No. 16:841, had previously been finished by this contractor
using Unicoat, and experienced significant adhesion failures. The coating
failures had resulted from inadequate preparation of the aluminum skins prior to
painting. See enclosure (1).

- SEE CONTINUATION SHEET

OR... . RI... . O J .. . .. .. .. . C

R. A. FAORO )'U- 0. N. HAYESf)A,,,_
MAOIIPPNCLA 1300011 (Rev. 08-7)
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CONTINUATION SHEET FOR LABRATORY REPORT N488-89 PAGE 2

1.3. Mr. Harry Sprinkle, CNATRA, Code N5111, monitored the surface preparation
and Unicoat application of the next two consecutive aircraft processed by
DynCorp to ensure that appropriate procedures were followed. After the failures
incurred by Bu. No. 161841, Mr. Sprinkle requested this Depot, due to its close
proximity to NAS Whiting Field and previous use of Unicoat, to evaluate the
the coating system on these aircraft.

1.4. Adhesion tests were performed on Bu. No. 162623 on 12 October 1989. The
second aircraft had been flight tested and showed no signs of coating failure.

2. Tests and Measurements performed on Bu. No. 162623:

2.1. Wet tape adhesion testing IAW MIL-F-18264, paragraph 8.5
2.2. Drt Tape Adhesion Test IAW ASTM method D3359
2.3. 60 Specular Reflectance IAW ASTM method D523
2.4. Total Film Thickness Measurements IAW ASTM method E376

3. Wet Tape Adhesion Test: The upper inboard wing surfaces were prepared over
night by DynCorp personnel with wet gauze pads to test water resistance of the
painted surface. See the locations shown in enclosure (2). Each location had
complete adhesive failure between the coating and the aluminum substrate.

4. Dry Tape Adhesion Tests: Cross-hatched coating adhesion tests were
performed around the locations of the wet compresses, and on aircraft
fuselage. Tests were performed in flat assessable locations.

4.1. The test score, according to ASTM method D3359 is established as follows:
5 - Perfect adhesion, no paint removed from cross-hatch, to 0 - greater than
65% removal of paint from the cross-hatched pattern.

4.2. The adhesion scores for the right upper wing panels ranged from 3 to 1,
always less than 65% of the paint removed. On the left upper wing panel the
adhesion was better ranging from 5 to 3. The left fuselage side tested as a 2.
See enclosure (2).

5. Film Thickness Measurements: The average total film thickness for the
entire aircraft was between 2.0-3.0 mils.

5.1. On the upper wings the coating thickness was generally thin, with
measurements ranging from 1.8 to 3.2 mils. The coating on the bottom of the
wings was like the upper surfaces ranging 1.9-2.7 mils.

5.2. The control surfaces exhibited better coverage with thicknesses of
2.5-3.3 mils.

5.3. The coating thicknesses on the sides of the fuselage differed from left
and right; the right side ranging 2.4 to 3.2 mils, and the left 1.1 to 2.0
mils. The bottom of fuselage varied widely from 1.9 to 4.0 mils.
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CONTINUATION SHEET FOR LABORATORY REPORT N488-89 PAGE 3

6. Specular Reflectance Measurements: Gloss ranged from 81 to 90 for the
Unicoat, and the mean was 86.

7. Visual Inspection of Second Aircraft: This aircraft, Bu. No. 162631, was
finished with Unicoat in the same time frame as 162623. Because this aircraft
was in flight test, no destructive tests were performed on the coating system.
Exhaust and aviation fluids had stained the coating as was seen on the
aircraft at NAS Corpus Christi, Bu. No. 161841, (enclosure (1)). Specular
gloss measurements were attempted on cleaned unstained surfaces and these
ranged from 75 to 85. No breaks in the coating were noted.

8. Discussion: The coating failures on 162623 usually result from insufficient
substrate preparation, and/or a coating deficiency to form bonds with its
intended substrate. Because DynCorp coated four test panels from this batch of
lOnicoat, (two alodine treated and two chemically deoxidized; all panels
prepared and surface treated at this Depot), and adhesion tests were perfect
for alodine treated panels and good for the untreated panels, a coating
deficiency can be ignored. The procedure DynCorp used to process these
aircraft was evaluated.

8.1. The two aircraft were cleaned and surface treated as follows:

8.1.1. aircraft alkali detergent wash
8.1.2. immediate deoxidizing acid treatment, using U. S. Paints'

ALUMIPREP 33, P/N 73001. See enclosure (3).
8.1.3. water break test
8.1.4. drip dry, and cheese cloth wipe down
8.1.5. final masking
8.1.6. solvent wipe down using U.S. Paints' AWL-PREP, surface

cleaner, P/N TO008. See enclosure (4).
8.1.7. Unicoat application

8.2. This process was estimated to take 5 hours, and less than one hour elapse
between the application of the deoxidizing solution and the application of the
Unicoat. Mr. Sprinkle confirmed these time estimates.

8.3. DynCorp reported applying 3 and 4 coats of Unicoat to obtain the desired
film thickness previously reported.

8.4. The cleaning and painting hangar was inspected. Differing from the
conditions used to paint Bu. No. 161841, the hangar was clean, air filters
were in place, and the concrete floor was covered with polyethylene sheeting.
Good housekeeping appeared to be in practice.

8.5. U. S. Paints was contacted in reference (a) uo review the DynCorp paint
preparation process. Mr. Rippe related only one comment concerning the DynCorp
process. If a conversion coating could not be used after deoxidizing, then, as

4;
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CONTINUATION SHEET FOR LABORATORY REPORT N488-89 PAGE 4

DynCorp had been employing, washpriming before painting becomes necessary.
DynCorp's preparation is consistent with the typical process given in U. S.
Paints' literature, see enclosure (3).

9. Conclusions: The purpose of the aircraft evaluation at NAS Whiting Field
was to determine the satisfaction of DynCorp's preparation and Unicoat
application.

9.1. Coating adhesion is not satisfactory, according to paragraph 8.5 of
MIL-F-18264.

9.2. Because this batch of Unicoat has passed suitability testing before
transportation to DynCorp, as well as testing at time of aircraft application,
the breakdown in the mechanics of adhering Unicoat to these aircraft skins
must be the quality of the aluminum surface following the aluminum preparation
process.

10. Recommendations:

10.1. A water break free surface can be obtained over a oxide-coated surface,
free of grease and oil. Since oxide coatings are a weak boundary in the
coatirng and aluminum bond, these must be removed during the deoxidizing
process or improved through chemical conversion coating. Chemical conversion
is not possible, therefore DynCorp must assure oxide removal. Recommend
testing an aircraft surface before painting by applying alodine by sponge or
atomization and observing whether a uniform orange/tan film develops. A
uniform film indicates a clean surface.

10.2. DynCorp needs adequate finishing equipment (i.e. pressure pots and guns)
which will allow its personnel to spray more uniform films.

10.3. Recommend NADC evaluate the UV resistance as well as the cleanability of
this formulation of Unicoat. The second aircraft inspected appeared to suffer
detrimental effects by both.

10.4. Finally, as was discussed in references (b), (c), and (d), Unicoat as
formulated by NADC has advanced military aviation finishing. Its advances over
the current Navy coating system does not require repeating here. However, the
current formulation has the following barrier to its introduction to
marketing: a short pot life. The industry representatives in the above
references do not see this as a great barrier to their chemists, however each
has their own way of overcoming it. This Depot recommends that the NAVAIR
contract its own laboratory to formulate a system with a stable usable
potlife. This may include changing the pigment to resin ratio, or changing
resin systems. None of these vendors have the primary interest of protecting
the Navy's weapon systems as NADC has had, therefore the most responsible
agent for overcoming the potlife barrier is the Navy.

-. I
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MATERIALS ENGINEERING DIVISION
PRODUCT SUPPORT DIRECTORATE

.NAVAL AVIATION DEPOT
NAVAL AIR STATION

PENSACOLA, FLORIDA 32:08-5300

From: Kenneth M. Sanders, Code 34200, AV 922-3553
To: Code N5111, Naval Air Training Command

Attn: Harry Sprinkle
Purpose: Inspection of Gloss White Unicoat Failure

Subj: TRIP REPORT ON UNICOAT FAILURE ON T-34C, BU. NO. 161841, AT NAS
CORPUS CHRISTI

Ref: (a) Naval Air Development Center request of 6 October 1989
(b) NAS Whiting Field Trip Report of 12 July 1989, same author

1. Per Reference (a), I joined Donald Hirst and Charles Hegedus of
NADC, and Mr. Sprinkle to inspect the subject aircraft.

2. Background: As reported in reference (b), no alodine was used in
finishing the aircraft because NAS Whiting, location of T-34 overhaul,
lacks waste treatment facilities for treating effluent containing
chroue. Therefore, CNATRA is evaluating Unicoat with the expectation
that satisfactory adhesion may be obtained without the surface
treatment. The adhesion failures experienced on 161841 were assumed not
to have resulted from deficient Unicoat material, because DynCorp coated
four test panels, (two alodine treated and two chemically deoxidized,
prepared and surface treated at this Depot), and adhesion tests were
perfect for alodine treated panels and good for the untreated panels. No
blistering occurred during water immersion tests.

3. 1 gathered the following information from the inspection:

a. Metal surfaces in areas of Unicoat failures load a good
mechanical tooth, i.e. the surfaces were not a hard anodized or
unprepared new metal.

b. As previously stated, no alodine was used in the preparation of
the aluminum surfaces, and none was evident in the failed areas.

c. All failures originated at edges ,f aluminum skins. The coating
at the edges of these skins was typically thick. Adjacent to
failures the coating was easily peeled from the aluminum surfaces.
Most failures occurred in areas where the coating was chipped or
subject to high stresses during flight.

d. Coating thicknesses varied greatly over the surface of the
aircraft, from 1.5 to 6.0 mils. Areas where peeling occurred had
thicknesses greater than recommended limits, (>3.0 mils). Dry tape
adhesion tests performed on these areas found the potential for
lifting greater than those in thinner film thicknesses, (< or -

3.0 mils).

4. DynCorp personnel also reported difficulty to remove fuel, oil, and
exhaust stains using standard aviation cleaning compounds.

5. 1 conclude from this inspection and the experience reported in
reference (b), the loss of coating adhesion results from the absence of
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a satisfacLory burface for melecular adhesion. Reference (b) reported
the difficulty the DynCorp personnel had in removing organic surface
contaminants and the long delay, (greater than eight-hours) between the
deoxidizing process and the actual finishing of the aircraft. A reactive
surface for paint adhesion was not possible. Therefore, once the coating
was broken, or a heavy edge reached critical stress, peeling action
resulted.

6. Action:

a. I was requested by the inspection team to evaluate two T-34's
recently painted at DynCorp (Whiting Field), which were
stringently treated and finished, and report the effectiveness of
coating adhesion.

b. NADC will provide CNATRA information on a non-rinse chromated
conversion coating for establishing an effective surface treatment
for use at NAS Whiting Field.

c. NADC suggesLed DynCorp evaluate MIL-C-85570 Type V, thickened
aviation detergent for removing coating stains. NADC's Ken Clark
will be POC for additionil assistance.

4.

0i
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Technical Product Data Bulletin
UuSPR15flT

Etching Solution for Aluminum
73001

6Features & Uses Summary of Operating Data
ALUMIPREP4 33 is a non-flammable phosphoric acid Brush Application: For light oxidation and corrosion
based cleaning, brightener and prepaint condition for removal dilute one part ALUMIPREPI 33 with fiveparis
aluminum. ALUMIPREP" 33 shuuld not be used on high of water.
copper bearing aluminum alloys or aluminum castings. For heavy oxidation aid corrosion retricoval dilute one
ALUMIPREP* 33 cleaning and conditioning chemical pait ALUMIPREPt 33 with two part. water.
leaves the aluminum surface chemically clean and Immersion Application: For each 100 parts of bath, add
corrosion free. 25 parts of ALUMIPREP' 33 to 75 parts water.
ALUMIPREP@ 33 can be used to deep clean and brighten Spray Apolication using 62-G Applicator* Set dilution
an aluminum surface prior to welding. painting or to control on 3 allowing a mix of one part ALUMIWRLF I.;
prepare the surface lor a subsequent chemical coating. to three parts of water.
ALODINEI 1201 (opaque) and ALODINE* 1001 (invisible)
coating chemicals produce the best affordaoble substrate "Product from Amchem.
for both p,%int adhesion and corrosion resistance.

Process Sequence Application
To clean and condition aluminum: Selecting the size area to be created at one timre will
Step No. I-Apply the diluted ALUMIPREP$ 33 depend on the method of application. i'ondition of the
Step No. ;-Allow the so~ution to react metal surface, method in which tlhr surface was cteane-d.
Step No. 3-Thoroughly rinse with water Itimperature and part configuration. A typical tre~ating It
Step No. 4-Dry fo irne is where ALUMIPREP 33 cleaning and ctindit-orrsag

To pepae te aumium or chmit31 oatng-choica isin ontct iththe aluminum betyveer. on*
Step No. 1-Apply the Jiluted ALUMIPREP1 33 anid two minutes. the ALUMIPREP 33 cleanirng and
Step No. 2-Allow ther solution to texct conditioning chemical should not be Allowed to dry en
Step No. 3-Thoroughly rinse with water the mietal surfiece or permitted to reoxidize prior to a
Step No. 4-Apply ALODINE9 per label instructions thorough rinse.
Step No. 5-Thoroughly rinse with water ALUMIPREP* 33 cleaning and conditv-nning chemscais
Step No. 6-Dry normally applied at temperatures b-twveen room and
The work, after processing and drying, is ready to be 120*f. (49*C). Enough temperature to clean within two
'painted. minutes tione without drying is optional. If dsying does

occur. rewvet with the diluted ALUMIPREP' 33. prior to
water rinsing.
A thorough rinse with clean water is ovecessary to rem lve
both residual ALUMIPREP*, 33 cleaning and condition.r~g
chemicals and oils that have been lifted from the metal
surf ace.

A
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Q029 Technical Product Data Bulletin

ShippingApplication
FegtClassification: Compound Reducing Liquid Saturate a clean cloth with AWL-PREP~m Flood surface

Specficaion ataThey are frequently contaminated with hydrocarbons and
Color:Clearcleaning chemicals.

Not Applicable

Safety
CONTAINS: ETHYL ALCOHOL. ALCOHOL. ESTERS. FIRST AID: In case of skin contact, flush with plenty of

water; lor eyes% immediately flush with plenty of water
____ WARNI NGI FLAMMABLE for I5 minutes and get medical attention. If expeiold to

VAPOR HARMFUL. BREATHING OF VAPOR MAY CAUSE high concentration of vapor. remove to fresh air. If
IRRITATION. CAUSES EYE IRRITATION. LIQ~UID CAUSES EYE swallowed. CALLA PHYSICIAN IMMEDIATELY. Induce
BURNS. MAY BE FATAL OR CAUSE BLINDNESS IF vomiting.
SWALLOWED. CANNOT BE MADE NON-POISONOUS.

Keep away from heat, iparkis and open flame. Do not use
in confined area or neat pilot lights or non-explosion.
proof electrical equipment. Use only with adequate
ventilation. Avoid breathing of vapor or ipray mist. Avoid
contact with eyes and skin. Wear eye protection and
impervious clothing and equipment. Exposure controls
may require the use of a NIOSH/,MSHA approved
combination vapor/particulate or air supplied respirator.
Do not take internally. Keep closures tight and upright to
prevent leakagje. Kecp container closed when not in use.
In case of spillage, absorb and dispose of in accordance
with local applicable regulations.

Olt".6.. Glo &w .00 O ebro ~* Ip 15

For Professional Use Only
The .0.0o"..w P -hoew. l... w%.4 "of guaated. Is to Ike bets" ofow

(Oftifi Nhq tI" fp**~dAt we -uf a,.Vu... 4CMI..ua how"l. 0#41 b

-~ 6...aew e u6,1110 ... wbus N odsyLueeut thet do Wroven. "Iu

(LOSURE (4) SHEET 1 of 3
831 South 21st Street Telephone 314 621-0525

"St. Louis, Missouri TWX 910 761-1209 oivis.Ioo of Grow Grow, tin.
63103-3092 (U.S. Paint Sti.)
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NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
AEROSPACE MATERIALS DIVISION

WARMINSTER, PA 18974-5000

ENGINEERING REPORT

FROM: Protective Organic Coatings Team, Code 6062, (215)441-3269

PREPARED BY: Donald Hirst and Anthony Eng

SUBJECT: Evaluation of pretreatment/UNICOAT finishing system

DATE OF REPORT: 6 December 1989

BACIGROUND: In February 1989, the commanding officer at NAS Whiting Field
prohibited the disposal of chromate containing materials in their waste
treatment plant. After learning of the good performance of low gloss
UNICOAT on chemically deoxidized aluminum surfaces (using corrosion
removing compound Mil-C-10578) at NAVEP Pensacola, CNATRA decided to paint
their T-34"s with a similar non-chromated high gloss UNICOAT finishing
system. In July and August 1989 at NAS Whiting Field, three T-34's (Buno
161841, 162631 & 162623) were painted with gloss white UNICOAT over a
chemically deoxidized surface (Alumiprep 33 applied with a non-abrasive
pad). Appendix A of this article contains the detailed preparation
procedures for the T-34 and H-3 aircraft. In October 1989, NADC was
informed of adhesive failures of UNICOAT on T-34 Buno 161841. In November
1989, NADC and NADEP Pensacola personnel investigated the condition of T-34
Buno 161841 stationed at NAS Corpus Christi. Ken Sanders of NADEP
Pensacola also investigated the condition of the other two T-34's (Buno
162631 & 162623) at NAS Whiting Field. Due to a rigid flight test
schedule, only a visual inspection could be performed on Buno 162631, which
showed no adhesive failures. Buno 161623 was thoroughly inspected and the
coating adhesion was evaluated based on crosshatch adhesion testing. This
test indicated that the coating had poor adhesion to the substrate.
However, Mr. Sanders attributed this lack of adequate adhesion to surface
preparation rather than to the inherent adhesive strength of UNICOAT.

EVALUATION PROGRAM: In order to determine appropriate chrome and non-
chrome treatments prior to UNICOAT application, NADC initiated a laboratory
evaluation program. The following describes the evaluation program
variables, test procedure, results, conclusions, and recommeitdations.

Variables

Pretreatments: All test panels were cleaned with Mil-C-85570 Type I
(diluted 1/9 by volume with tap water) using a white non-abrasive pad (Mil-
C-83957) and then allowed to air dry. All test panels consisted of 7075
bare aluminum except for the panels conversion coated by Q-panel which were
2024 T3 bare aluminum. The various pretreatments evaluated were:

A. Chromate conversion coating Mil-C-81706 (prepared by Q-Panel Co)
B. Chromate conversion coating Mil-C-81706 (prepared by NADC)
C. Chemical deoxidizing using a corrosion removing compound Mil-C-

38334 Type I, Class 1 (diluted 1/1 by volume with tap water) and applied
with a white non-abrasive pad (Mil-C-83937) for about 5 minutes. Rinsed
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thoroughly with tap water to a water break-free condition and alloyed to
air dry. Mil-C-38334 and Mil-C-10578 (used on H-3 at NADEP Pensacola) are
both phosphoric acid based and produce similar effects on aluminum.

D. Physical deoxidizing using a red abrasive pad (Nil-A-9962) while
cleaning with Mil-C-85570 Type I for about 5 minutes. Rinsed thoroughly
with tap water to a water break-free condition and allev.'d to air dry.

E. Chemical deoxidizing using Alumiprep 33, a US A =nt corrosion
removing compound (diluted 1/4 by volume with tap water), applied with a
white non-abrasive pad (Mil-C-83957) for about 5 minutes. Rinsed
thoroughly with tap water to a water break-free condition and allowed to
air dry.

F. Wash priming with Mil-C-8514 applied to a thickness of 0.5 to 0.7
mils using conventional air-atomizing siphon cup spray equipment. Allow to
air dry.

Coatings: All coatings were applied within 4 to 4.5 hrs after the
pretreatment to a thickness of 1.8 to 2.2 mils using conventional air-
atomizing siphon cup spray equipment. All coatings were allowed to cure
for 7 days at ambient laboratory conditions (75°F). The coatings evaluated
in this pLogram were:

1. Gloss white UNICOAT (retain sampla from NAS Whiting Field)
2. Gloss white UNICOAT (manufactured in NADC lab)
3. Flat gray UNICOAT (manufactured by Coatings For Industry)

Test Procedure

Method: After allowing all of the coatings to reach full cure (7 days @
750 F), the adhesion tests were performed by subjecting the test specimens
to dry/ambient, wet/ambient, and wet/accelerated test conditions, applying
a 1" wide 3M #250 masking tape over an X scribe within two parallel scribe
lines (3/4" separation) and then lifting rapidly and smoothly. The
following rating system (from ASTM D3359) was used to determine the coating
adhesion by tape test:

5A - No peeling or removal
4A - Trace peeling or removal along incisions
3A - Jagged removal up to 1/16" on either side on incisions
2A - Jagged removal along most of incision up to 1/8" on either side
1A - Removal from most of the area of the X under the tape
OA - Removal beyond the area of the X

Evalution Criterion: A rating of 5A or 4A is considered acceptable.

Test Conditions:

I. Dry, 75°F
II. Distilled Water Immersion, 24 hr, 75 F
III. Distilled Water Immersion, 72 hr, 12000
IV. Distilled Water Immersion, 120 hr, 1500F
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Test Results

TAPE TEST ADHESION RATING

Gloss Gloss Flat
White White Gray
UNICOAT UNICOAT UNICOAT

Pretreatment Condition (Whiting) (NADC) .CFI)

A Dry, 750F 5 5 5
A H_0, 24 hr, 75°F 5 5 5
A H2 0, 72 hr, 120 0 F 5 5 5
A H2 0, 120 hr, 150 F 5 5 3

A AVERAGE RATING 5.00 5.00 4.50

B Dry, 75°F 5 5 5
B H_0, 24 hr, 75°F 5 5 5
B H2O, 72 hr, 120 0 F 2 5 5
B H2 0, 120 hr, 150°F 4 5 5

B AVERAGE RATING 4.00 5.00 5.00

C Dry, 75 0 F 5 5 5
C H.0, 24 hr, 75°F 5 5 5
C H20, 72 hr, 120°F 5 5 5
C H20, 120 hr, 150 0 F 5 5 4

C AVERAGE RATING 5.00 5.00 4.75

D Dry, 75°F 5 2 5

D H_, 24 hr, 75 F 0 0 0
D HO,72hr,120°F 0 0 0

DH072 hr o2
D H20, 120 hr, 150°F 0 0 0

2

D AVERAGE RATING 1.25 0.50 1.25

E Dry, 750F 5 5 5
E H.O, 24 hr, 75°F 1 0 0
E H0 , 72 hr, 120 F 4 5 0
E H2 0, 120 hr, 150 0 F 5 5 0

2

B AVEAGE RATING 3.75 3.75 1.25

F Dry, 750 F 5 5 5
F H 0, 24 hr, 750F 2 4 4
F HO, 72 hr, 120°F 3 4 4
F Hz0, 120 hr, 150°F 5 5 5

2

F AVEPRAGE RATING 3.75 4.50 4.50

Pretreatments: A -Chromate Conversion Coating (Q-Panel)
B - Chromate Ccnversion Coating (NADC)
C - Chemicsl Deoxidize (Mil-C-38334)
D Physical Deoxidize (MIl-A-9962)
E - Cheaical Deoxidize (Aluwiiprep 33)
F - Wash Primer (Mil-C-8514)
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Conclusions

The conclusions made from these test results with regard to adhesion are:

1. The batch of gloss white UNICOAT used to paint the three T-34's at
NAS Whiting Field was good.

2. Aluminum surfaces pretreated with a chromate conversion coating
conforming to Mil-C-81706 or a chemical deoxidizer conforming to Mil-C-
38334 using a non-abrasive pad conforming to Mil-C-83957 performed well
when coated with gloss or flat UNICOAT.

3. Chemical deoxidizing using US Paints' Alumiprep 33 as the sole
pretreatment process did not prove to be adequate for gloss or flat
UNICOAT.

4. Physical deoxidizing using a red abrasive pad (Nil-A-9962) while
cleaning with Mil-C-85570 Type I as the sole pretreatment process did not
prove to be adequate for gloss or flat UNICOAT. Note: NADEP Jacksonville
successfully applied flat gray UNICOAT over a physically deoxidized surface
(port side only) of a P-3 in August 1989. See Appendix A for the detailed
surface preparation procedure for this aircraft.

7. Wash priming using Mil-C-8514 (contains chromates) in conjunction
with UNICOAT, although promising in terms of adhesion, does not appear to
be a viable alternative to either Mil-C-81706 or Mil-C-38334 with UNICOAT.

Recommendations

The following recommendations are made with respect to the application of
UNICOAT (flat and gloss):

1. A chemical deoxidizer (or corrosion removing compound) conforming
to Mil-C-38334 can be used as the single pretreatment to activate the
aluminum surface prior to the applicaLion of UNICOAT. This pretreatment
can be used where environmental regulations restrict the use of chromates.
A chromate conversion coating conforming to Mil-C-81706 can be used as the
pretreatment for UNICOAT.

2. Painting should be performed within 4 hrs of pretreatment step.
3. All other substrate preparation and paint application procedures

shall conform to NAVAIR 01-1A-509.
4. See Appendix B for the recommended surface pretreatment, materials

handling, and application procedures for the UNICOAT finishing system.

\(

IleN

(UL>T §-0
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APPIDIX A - Surface Preparation Procedures Used For The UNICOAT Finishing
System At Several Navy Activities

T-34 Buno 161841 (7/89 NAS Whiting Field - Chemical Deoxidizing)

- strip paint from aircraft
- alkali detergent wash
- chemical deoxidizing (US Pdints' Alumiprep 33) applied with non-

abrasive pad Mil-C-83957 for 3 minutes
- water rinse (to break-free condition) and allow to air dry
- next day mask and tape
- MEK wipe
- tack cloth
- apply gloss white UNICOAT (30 hr after deoxidizing) (manuf. by

Coatings For Industry)

T-34 Buno 162631 (8/89 NAS Whiting Field - Chemical Deoxidizing)

- strip paint from aircraft
- alkali detergent ý.4sh
- next day chemi, .1 deoxidizing (US Paints' Alumiprep 33) applied

with non-abrasive pad Mil-C-83957 for 3 minutes
- water rinse (to break-free condition) and dry with air hose
- mask and tape
- solvent (US Paints' Alumiprep T0008) wipe
- tack cloth
- apply gloss white UNICOAT (4 hr after deoxidizing) (manuf. by CFI)

T-34 Buno 162623 (8/89 NAS Whiting Field - Chemical Deoxidizing)

- strip paint from aircraft
- alkali detergent wash
- next day chemical deoxidizing (US Paints' Alumiprep 33) applied

with non-abrasive pad Mil-C-83957 for 3 minutes
- water rinse (to break-free condition) and dry with air hose
- mask and tape
- solvent (US Paints' Alumiprep T0008) wipe
- tack cloth
- apply gloss white UNICOAT (4 hr after deoxidizing) (manuf. by CFI)

H-3 Buno 148049 (6/88 NADEP Pensacola - Chemical Deoxidizing)

- strip paint from aircraft
- wash with Mil-C-85570 Type I
- water rinse (to break-free condition)
- chemical deoxidize with corrosion removing compound Mil-C-10578

applied with a non-abrasive pad conforming to Mil-C-83957 for 5 to
7 minutes

- water rinse (to break-free condition)
- mask and tape
- tack cloth
- peint wit!h flat gray UNICOAT (manuf. by CFI)
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P-3 Buno 148889 (8/89 NADEP Jacksonville - Physical Deoxidizing)

- paint stripped from aircraft
scrub with Mil-T-6096A and Mil-C-87936 Type I using 3M Co #7447

- water rinse
- steam clean
- wash with Mil-C-87936 Type I ustig 3M #7447 abrasive pads
- conversion coat (Mil-C-81706) on starboard side only
- wash with Mil-C-87936 Type I using 3M #7447 abrasive pads (port

side) and 3M non-abrasive pads (starboard side)
- mask and tape
- paint with flat gray UNICOAT (manuf. by CFI)

ID
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APP!EIIX B The Recommended Surface Preparation, Materials Handling, andApplication Procedures For The UNICOAT Finishing System.

Aircraft Preparation

- strip paint from aircraft
- wash with Mil-C-85570 Type I (diluted 1/9 by volume with water)
- water rinse (to break-free condition)
- chemical deoxidize' with ccrrosion renwving compound NiI-C-3'• 34

Type I Class 1 (diluted 1/1 by volume with water) applied w--' h a
non-abrasive pad conforming to Mil-C-83957 for 12 but not more than
20 minutes

- apply chromate conversion coating conforming to Mil-C-81706; tnis
step can be omitted if chromate-free finishing system is desLed

- water rinse (to break-free condition) and allow to air dry
- mask and tape
- tack cloth

prepare and apply UNICOAT
- UNICOAT application should be performed within 4 hr of the last

chemical surface treatment process (deoxidizing or chromate
conversion)

UNICOAT Storage

- promptly store UNICOAT in a refrigerated area (but not less than
35°F) whenever possible; this will significantly increase shelf-
life and miintain the current pot life property

Mixing Individual Components

- mix part A (pigmented) by mechanical or manual techniques in 5 - 10
minute intervals until uniform or homogeneous

- check for caking or settling at the bottom
- Caution: do not excessively shake, mix, or stir such that

significant air bubbles are produced; excessive dispersing will

generate heat uhich will decrease pot life
- part B (resin only) does not need to be mixed

Mixing Catalyzed Paint

- mechanically or manually stir the appropriate amount (per paint
manufacturer's instructions) of part B Into part A for I - 3
minutes or until thoroughly dispersed.

Thinning 4

- to obtain the se1f-priming topcoat compliant VOC of 420 g/1l for all
types/colors of UNICOAT, thin the admixed paint with MIL-T-81772
Type I at the prescribed volume or weight (per manufacturer's
instructions)

or
- to obtain non-VOC compliant flat or low gloss UNICOAT, thin the

admixed paint to a Zahn #2 spray viscosity of 20 - 25 seconds
depending on the spray application atomization technique
(conventional, airless, air-assicted airless, or HVLP) and delivery
system (siphon feed or pressurized feed) 6

or
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-to obtain non-VOC comp~liant high gloss UNICOAT, thin the admixed
paint to a Zahn 12 spray viscosity of 25 - 30 seconds

-liatply two full cross-coats for flat UNICOAT and t...ee full cross-

coats for gloss UNICQAT to a dry film thickness of 2.0 - 3,0 mills
- check the viscosity of the feed material after 30 min~utes and at 15

minute intervals thereafter for paint thickening
- If the Zahn#2 viscosity exceeds 60 seconds, purge the system and

dispose of the material

L
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NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
AEROSPACE MATERIALS DIVISION (CODE 606) 4

WARMINSTER, PA 18974-5000

TRIP REPORT

From: William J. Green, Code 6062, A/V 441-1644, (215)441-164A

Subj: Evaluation Of UNICOAT On T-34's At NAS Corpus Christi

Date Of Report: 29 March 1990

At the end o+ January 1990: two T-34's (Buno 160271 & 160960) were
pretreated with a phosphoric acid-based deoxidizer Mil-C-38334 and painted
with gloss white UNICOAT at NAS Whiting Field, FL. Th2 surface preparation
and 77aint application procedures were performed as per NADC recommended
instiuctions for a totally non-chromated UNICOAT finishing system. These
two aircraft have been in service at CNATRA/NAS Corpus Christi, TX since
the beginning of February 1990.

On 27 - 28 March 1990, I visited Harry Sprinkle (CNATRA) at NAS
Corpus Christi and began my analysis of the condition of UNICOAT on the
above T-34's. From a visual inspection, these two aircraft were in
excelleoit condition. UNICOAT was intact even in the high flex areas (i2.
around fastener patterns). The thickness of the UNICOAT film on Buno
160271 was approximately 2 mils over most of the aircraft which is exactly
at the recommended thickness. Scattered readings a, high as 2.8 mils were
also recorded. The average film thickness on Buno 160960 was about 4 mils
but were found to be as high as 7 mils. The average 60 degree gloss on
"both aircra~t was about 70. Four dry tape adhesion tests and one wet tape
adhesion test (24 hrs water immersion @ RT) were performed on both
aircraft. The tape adhesion test method consists of scribing through the
coating to the substrate in single, smooth strokes. The scribe pattern
consists oi an X within two parallel lies separated by 3/4 inch. One inch
wide (3M Corp #250) masking tape is applied over the scribe pattern and
then lifted rapidly and smoothly. The scribe pattern used was specifically
designed to produce sharp intprsecting angles that tend to be more readily
removed by the masking tape than :he scribe pattern used in the standard
paint adhesion tests ASTM D 3359 and FTMS No 141C Methcd 6301.2. The dry
tape adhesion test is an indicator of only dry adhesion strength whereas
the wet bape adhesion test is a relative indicator of both water
permeability resistance and wet adhesion strength. On both aircraft, three
out of four dry tape adhesion tests performed on the wing and tail sections
passed with only trace peeling along the scribe marks. The failed dry tape
tests produced about 50% removal of the coating from the substrate in the
scribed area. On both aircraft, the wet tape adhesion tests produced
coating failures. The wet tape failure on Buno 160271, produced 40%
coating removal in the scribed area. The wet tape failure on Buno 16096G
produced 100% coating removal in the scribed area with delamination
externding into the unscribed area. In general, a tnicker coating film will
nave lower adhesion strength than a thinner film of the same composition.
inis is the case for the 4 mil coating on Buno 160960 with 100%

•-ll
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delaminacion versus 40% dplamination for the 2 mil coating on Buno 160271.
The coating, cin both of the T-34's, displayed good resistance to I day
water immersion or in ether words showed no signs of coating defects such
as blistering or softening. The only complaint from maintenance personnel
was that the coating tended to peel away from t.ie sharp edges around the
ew÷e-nal fuel intake areas on the wings.

Since these aircraft have gone through nearly two months of standard
flight service and to this date have encountered no serious protlems, I
recommend that the aircraft continue in service with the candition of the
finaihing system constantly monitored. Accurate recording of the condition
and the ýaantonance performed on the coating system is extremelv important
for the effective use of this coating system as a self-priming -opcoat for
Naval aircraft. A solution to the peeling around the external fuel tank
area, would be to prime that small area with Mil-P-53022 or Mil--P-53070
before applying UNICOAT.

0
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NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER 0
AEROSPACE MATERIALS DIVISION

WARMINSTER, PA 1f974-5000

30 March 1990

THE RECOMMENDED SURFACE PREPARATION, MATERIALS HANDLING, AND APPLICATION
PROCEDURES FOR THE UNICOAT FINISHING SYSTEM.

Aircraft Preparation

- strip paint from aircraft
- wash with Mil-C-85570 Type II (diluted 1/9 by volume with water)
- rinse thoroughly with fresh water
- chemical deoxidize with corrosion removing compound Mil-C-38334

Type I Class I (diluted 1/1 by volume with water) applied with a
non-abrasive pad conforming to Mil-C-83957 for 12 but not more than
20 minutes

- rinse thoroughly with fresh water
- wash with Mil-C-35570 Type II (diluted 1/9 by volume with water)

Note: Do not use MIL-C-85570 Type I, MIL-C-87936 Type II, or MIL-C-43616.
These cleaners could leave hydrocarbon solvent residues which night
interfere with coating adhesion.

- rinse thoroughly with fresh water
- apply chromate conversion coating conforming to Mil-C-81706 then

rinse thoroughly with fresh water; THIS STEP CAN BE OUITTED IF A
CHROMATE-FREE FINISHING SYSTEM IS DESIRED

- allow to air dry
- mask and tape
- tack cloth
- prepare and apply UNICOAT
- UNICOAT application should be performed within 4 hr of the last

chemical surface treatment process (deoxidizing or chromate
conversion)

UNICOAT Storage

- promptly store UNICOAT in a refrigerated area (but not less than
35 0F) whenever possible; this will significantly increase shelf-
life and maintain the current put life property

Mixing Individual Components

- mix part A (pigmented) by mechanical or manual techniques in 5 - 10
minute intervals until uniform or homogeneous

- check for caking or settling at the bottom
- Caution: do not excessively shake, mix, or stir such that

significant air bubbles are produced; excessive dispersing will
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generate heat which will decrease pot life
- part B (resin only) does not need to be mixed

Mixing Catalyzed Paint

- mechanically or manually stir the appropriate amount (per paint
manufacturer's instructions) of part B into part A Cor 1 - 3
minutes or until thoroughly dispersed.

Thinning

- to obtain the self-priming topcoat compliant VOC of 420 g/l for all
types/colors of UNICOAT, thin the admixed paint with MIL-T-81772
Type I at the prescribed volume or weight (per manufacturer's
instructions)

or
- to obtain non-VOC compliant flat or low gloss UNICOAT, thin the

admixed paint to a Zahn #2 spray viscosity of 20 - 25 seconds
depending on the spray application atomizaticn technique
(conventional, airless, air-assisted airless, or HVLP) and delivery
system (siphon feed or pressurized feed)

or
- to obtain non-VOC compliant high gloss UNICOAT, thin the admixed

paint to a Zahn #2 spray viscosity of 25 - 30 seconds

Application

- apply two full cross-coats for flat UNICOAT and three full cross-
coats for gloss UNICOAT to a dry film thickness of 2.0 - 3.0 mils

- check the viscosity of the feed material after 30 minutes and at 15
minute intervals thereafter for paint thickening

- if the Zahn#2 viscosity exceeds 60 seconds, purge the system and
dispose of th2 material
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